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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE

Professor Eiehl's book on Philosophical Criticism has

made a deep impression on philosophical thinkers in

Germany : a second edition of the original work is

already called for, and parts of it have been republished

in a Eussian translation. Even after the careful and

thorough review of the book by Professor Adamson, in

Mind, January 1889, I find that it is not generally

known to English and American readers, so that I

believe its usefulness will be materially increased by a

translation into English. The original work consisted

of three parts. The first, entitled " History and Method

of Philosophical Criticism," gives a history of the critical

method as used in turn by Locke, Hume, and Kant.

The second part discusses the sense basis of experience,

sensation, space and time, and perception, and also the

logical principles of scientific experience : namely, the

principle of identity, causality, and the categories of

substance and force. The third part, of which the

present work is a translation, discusses the problems of

the general theory of science, and problems of meta

physics, from the standpoint of the critical philosophy.

It is idle to expect that any discussion of such

problems will command complete assent from the reader,

any more than from the translator, but the treatment in

the present volume seems to me to shed much light on

some problems that are widely discussed to-day, and to

open certain problems anew which we have too hastily

settled. The critique of metaphysics differs from those

more familiar to English readers, in that it is largely

/
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devoted to that most widespread metaphysics of our own

day which calls itself by the name of science, and brings

forward its dogmas under the shelter of columns of

figures and records of observations. The conception of

scientific experience is profoundly modified by Professor

Biehl's theory of the immediate perception of the ex

ternal world ; and the question as to the relation of

psychical phenomena and physical processes receives a

clear answer in harmony with the positions of the

Kantian philosophy. Finally, I should like to call

attention to the distinct recognition of the social factors in

experience, e.g., in Part I., chapter iii. ; Part II., chapters

i. and iii. The principles of logic and of ethics have a

social existence and sphere of activity, which has been

obscured by the tendency among philosophers to regard

each mind as an independent unit or monad. Individual

personality is a social product, and the attempt to ex

plain thought and action without reference to society is

essentially absurd.

With reference to the translation itself only a word

is necessary. I have ordinarily translated the word

Vorstellung by idea, although not infrequently some

other word was necessary to bring out the sense clearly ;

I have written Idea when the German word was Idee,

except in some cases where it seemed fair to translate

this word by ideal. It goes without saying that I have

not attempted to reproduce the German literally, but

I hope the meaning has been rendered with accuracy.

Much of the translation has been read by Professor

Eiehl, and parts of it by other friends ; the author has

made numerous minor changes and corrections which

will be incorporated in the second German edition.

ARTHUR FAIRBANKS.

New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.A.,

April 1894.



AUTHOR'S PREFACE TO THE ENGLISH

TRANSLATION

The German original of this work, appearing in 1887,

formed the conclusion of a larger work, " Philosophical

Criticism, and its Meaning for Positive Science." Still,

the following investigations as to the general theory of

science, and metaphysics, have a considerable degree of

independence, both as to the subjects treated, and the

form of treatment.

The first division of the book discusses problems of

the general theory of science : questions as to the true

idea of philosophy, and the distinction between meta

physical and scientific system-making, as to the limits

of knowledge which are found to be its presuppositions,

and as to the origin and conception of experience. The

second part treats those metaphysical problems which

the critical method can grasp and handle scientifically.

The author includes under this heading the questions as

to the reality of the external world, the connection of

psychical phenomena with material processes, the problem

of the freedom of the will, the cosmological problem of

the infinite, in so far as this stands in connection with

the principle of the indestructibility of matter, the per

sistence of force, and the fundamental idea of causality,

and finally the discussion of the relation of necessity

and adaptation in nature, of the mechanical and the

teleological conception of things.

The separation of the book into two parts should not

destroy the inner connection of the thoughts. Although
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this arrangement of the material may have necessitated

some repetition, still it had the advantage of giving

greater freedom to the discussion than would have been

possible if the topics had been arranged according to an

exact system. The reader will recognise that chapters

i. and iv. of the first part stand in close connection, as

also chapter ii. of the first part, and chapters ii. and

v. of the second part.

In treating the question of the determinism of the

will and practical freedom, it proved impossible to avoid

some questions of practical philosophy. In antithesis

to ordinarily received opinion, it was necessary to show

that determinism alone explains moral responsibility and

justifies it. With reference to the history of the idea of

responsibility (p. 246), it may be added that in primi

tive states of society, it is not the doer at all, but rather

his clan, which is held responsible for an act.

May the book in this form also contribute something

to the understanding of these scientific problems, as well

as to the distinctly practical task of philosophy.

A. RIEHL.

Freiburg i. B., April 1894.
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INTRODUCTION

TO THE

THEORY OF SCIENCE AND METAPHYSICS

CHAPTER I.

THE PROBLEM OF PHILOSOPHY.

§ i. Since Locke's Essay on the Human Understanding,

philosophy has been in a critical period, which must

issue either in its overthrow or its transformation. This

crisis of philosophy may be called philosophical criticism,

or more effectively the critique of philosophy. It is true

that this critique, successive stages of which were repre

sented by Locke, Hume, and Kant, immediately affected

only metaphysics. But the influence of this metaphysical

mode of thought had so permeated all parts of philo

sophy, that whatever affected metaphysics, touched the

central point of philosophy itself. Metaphysics alone had

reserved to itself over against the positive sciences a

peculiar province, not accessible to the methods of these

sciences, the province of supersensual objects; while all

remaining parts of philosophy (except one) had either

been absorbed by positive science, or had had their

doom pronounced. When the scientific character of

metaphysics was attacked, philosophy itself became prob

lematical, its right to continue as a science became an

open question.

In antiquity philosophy served a double purpose. It

took the place of modern science, and in addition it was
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the theory and the habit of practical wisdom. These

two fields express the twofold goal of all mental cul- t^,

ture—the investigation of truth and the realisation &c\

human ends. Inasmuch as the two proceed from dif

ferent and even opposite attitudes of man to things,

they ought never to be confused as they sometimes were

in antiquity, especially by Plato. Instead of seeking a

single definition to cover the essence of philosophy, it

is important to notice that two non-homogeneous con

cepts are connected under this name.

To the question, Which science is philosophy ? the

answer of antiquity was clear and simple, The science.

Apart from mathematics there was in antiquity no

science alongside of philosophy, and Plato regarded

mathematics only as the propaedeutic of dialectics or

philosophy, and as subordinate to this. Aristotle, whose

clear-sighted mind was specially adapted for distinction

and classification, and who began to separate the dif

ferent sciences, preferred to use the word philosophy

in the plural, making it synonymous with our word

science. He does indeed distinguish between the other

sciences or philosophies and a first philosophy as the

most general science. But he makes this distinction

depend on the existence of a particular transcendent

object of investigation. If, he says, there is an unmoved

being, immaterial and separate from things of sense,

then the science of this is the first philosophy, but if

there is no such substance then physics is the first and

most general science. There can be no doubt as to our

attitude to-day toward this alternative. For whether

such an object exists or not it certainly cannot be the

object of a scientific investigation.

Philosophy is the science of the Greeks, it is the

science of the Greek period, while the new sciences

considered as a whole form the philosophy of modern

peoples and times. The old and the new science differ

in method alone, not in their objects or their goal.
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To-day we seek the same objects as were formerly sought

by philosophical systems ; namely, the knowledge of

nature and of man, the clear understanding of the

motions of the heavenly bodies and of the processes of

life, the consideration of moral relations and the dis

covery of the laws of social institutions ; but our method

is that of positive research. The experimental natural

science of to-day has taken the place of the specula

tive natural philosophy of former times. Psychological

analysis and the explanation of mental phenomena in

the individual and in the community on the basis of

their development, continue the work of the older

psychology, ethics and politics.

The Greeks were limited in their scientific investiga

tions to the intuitions of sense and a purely logical

treatment of conceptions. They were not familiar with

exact, carefully planned observation nor with experiment

based on measurement, but were the rather contented

to compare phenomena with the ideas which they had

previously formed of them. For them to philosophise

meant, on the basis of a few inexact experiences to

establish the essence of things by mere meditation on

conceptions. And when such speculation happened to

reach theories which really were in accordance with the

facts and which might be verified by experience, they

never thought of developing these theories any farther.

It is not true that in their science they used pre

eminently the method of deduction. They did not know

the real deductive process, which by connecting general

laws reaches a definite single phenomenon, they only

knew how to arrange conceptions already formed, accord

ing to genus and species. This fault of method in

antiquity no one can dispute. And when it is ascribed

to unfamiliarity with the instruments of scientific inves

tigation, the importance of these external aids, compared

with the inner powers of the mind, is greatly exaggerated.

The advance in man's knowledge of nature is not primarily
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due to the technique and the instrumental equipment of

the investigation. In order to be able to invent instru

ments, the mind must be already in possession of the true

method. The instruments of investigation are the pro

duct of the method, the visible or material expression of the

psychical process itself. With a few exceptions, students

in antiquity never thought of creating instruments to put

their method in practice externally, because the true

method of explaining natural phenomena was unknown

to them, and consequently must remain foreign to their

whole mode of thought. In spite of their great artistic

and rhetorical endowment, the sense for facts was lack

ing. And of what use could be the mere accumula

tion of facts, e.g., for the discovery of the law of free

fall ? Modern science began with the explanation of

this relatively simple, fundamental phenomenon, which

presses itself on daily observation. The genius of a

Galileo would not have been necessary to discover the

laws of fall and so to lay the foundation for physics, if

observation and formal logic, the only methods applied

in antiquity, had been sufficient for this. It is only the

correct treatment of phenomena by thought which leads

to the discovery of the proper means to prove the

theoretical assumptions by experiment. And how simple

was the experimental apparatus which was sufficient for

Galileo to prove the laws of fall !

The Greeks formed a theory of the world before they

had studied a single process in the world accurately and

in detail. Their philosophy is the immediate continua

tion of the cosmogony of their poets ; the philosophical

myth about the world followed the poetic. This first

course of development of scientific knowledge, which

begins with the Greeks, is certainly natural. Its historical

meaning ought never to be contested or undervalued.

The long delay in this first stadium of knowledge must,

however, be explained by the peculiar character of the

Greek mind. Even Aristotle was not able to rise above
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the general standpoint of Greek science ; the very prin

ciples of his metaphysics were formed in imitation of

the creative art of man. The Greeks were especially

interested to outline an all-embracing system of the

universe, which by its unity and completeness, should

not fail to make an aesthetic impression. So incomplete

was their knowledge that they only succeeded in forcing

the world and nature into a human form of apprehension.

Modern sciences, on the other hand, regard the system as

the final goal of their common investigations, which can

be approached only gradually and through the knowledge

of details. Instead of explaining nature from the being

of man, they follow the reverse process and seek to

understand human life from the general laws of nature.

§ 2. The Greek form of science was supplanted by the

modern form in the seventeenth century. This state of

the case was fully recognised at the time. Instead of

thinking of philosophy and science as antitheses, those

who introduced the new method were convinced that

they were continuing the work of philosophy in the only

correct way. They continued to regard natural science

as natural philosophy, without at all recognising that the

latter ought to be or might be something very different,

and even higher than the former. So when Galileo says

that he has occupied himself more years with philosophy

than months with mathematics, there is no doubt that

he meant simply natural science ; and even Newton

himself called his principles of mechanics, principles of

natural philosophy. We find a similar belief that philo

sophy and science mean the same thing, even in those

thinkers of the period whom we are wont to regard as

pre-eminently philosophers, such as Hobbes, Descartes,

and Leibnitz. The latter in the same spirit included

Kepler and Galileo among the founders of modern

philosophy.

Hobbes defined the problem of philosophy as the

deduction of effects from causes previously known, and
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the discovery of probable causes on the basis of given

effects. The first part of this definition relates to the

knowledge which has its origin in ourselves — mathe

matics and the general theory of motion, while the

second relates to empirical natural science; so that for

Hobbes philosophy coincides with mathematics and

natural science. In his explanation of natural processes

Hobbes stopped with relative causes, the causes which

are related to the phenomena and may be confirmed

by phenomena, a fact which shows clearly the severely

scientific character of his mind. His deeply grounded

scorn of metaphysics is equally remarkable. He did

not think it worth while to " lay this ghost," as he says,

but will leave it to time to banish it from science.

Instead of following Plato and Aristotle, who would have

choked beginning science with nooses woven of words,

he attaches himself to the heroes of modern philosophy,

in particular Galileo, with whom as he says the age of

physics commences, and Harvey, the founder of experi

mental physiology. And the spirit of mathematical

science he adopts as his own. He noticed the analogy

between logical operations and mathematical calculations.

His elements of philosophy include a comprehensive out

line of science, in which he defends a very natural and

reasonable view, especially of psychical phenomena. He

claims the credit of having established the science of the

state. This science, he says, is no older than the book

he has written about the citizen. As Harvey investi

gated the processes of man's natural body, so Hobbes in

a scientific spirit aimed to investigate the functions of

that artificial body which is called the state and is con

stituted by ourselves. And in fact Hobbes did become

the father of our modern science of society and of ethics,

by thus applying the principles of positive science to

politics and morals.

Under the title, Philosophical Essays, Descartes—

who was younger than Hobbes, but whose works were
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written earlier—published together with his Treatise on

Method, the Dioptrics, the Discussion of Meteors and the

Geometry. The fact that so various subjects, in part

mathematical, in part scientific, were treated under the

same title show that Descartes recognised no distinction

between, philosophy and science. For him the positive

sciences are so many parts of philosophy, or as he puts

it, of human wisdom. The French thinker is at the

same time and pre-eminently, a mathematical student

of nature, as a glance at his works will show. He had

formed correct ideas of the method to be followed in

the explanation of natural phenomena. Phenomena, he

says, are to be explained by principles ; principles, to

be proved by phenomena. And without doubt his own

investigations would have borne greater fruit if certain

habits of mind due to his scholastic education had not

proved a hindrance. It was more than anything else

the belief that he could deduce everything from a pair

of conceptions which he regarded as clear and distinct,

that prevented him from understanding the scientific dis

coveries of Galileo. It would be incorrect to regard

him as a mere metaphysician on this account; for both

by word and example, Descartes recognised the neces

sity of observation and of experiment. I am not afraid

of awakening opposition among scientific readers if I

agree with Descartes's own statement that his greatest

achievement was not his proof of God's existence, or

of the real difference between soul and body, but rather

his grandly conceived attempt to explain mechanically

the totality of external phenomena, from the origin of

the heavenly bodies to the processes of life and the

material conditions of sensation. Descartes even more

decidedly than Bacon, banished the consideration of final

causes from the field of natural science. In his book en

titled The World, or a Treatise on Light, he attempted

to show how an orderly nature must arise out of an

original chaos as the result of the general properties
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of matter and laws of motion. Accordingly he regarded

the cosmos as the result of a mechanical development.

He even approached the theory of the persistence of

energy in his proposition that the sum of motion in

the whole of nature remains always the same. Every

process in nature is conceivable only as motion. Even

life, he is convinced, forms no exception. Accordingly

he describes the processes in the organism mechanically,

instead of explaining them by a mere word as the result

of a " life-force." In this he is one of the forerunners of

the modern physico-chemical physiology. His hypothesis

that animals have no sensation is undoubtedly false

as a statement of fact Eegarded as an abstraction for

the purpose of explaining animal movement on purely

mechanical principles, it put Descartes in position to

discover reflex motion and to recognise its extent and

importance.

It is superfluous to prove that Leibnitz also made no

separation between science and philosophy. It is well

known that this many-sided thinker has a far more

important place in the history of mathematics and the

exact sciences, than in the history of metaphysical

philosophy. Certainly it requires a strong prejudice

in favour of the latter questionable discipline, if one

is to place his monad-making art or even his theo

dicy above those severely scientific achievements—his

introduction of the algorithms of differential calculus,

his share in the advance of dynamics, his additions

to the empirical sciences, as for example geology.

But even where Leibnitz used the philosophic methods

of antiquity and of the scholastics, he attempted to

imitate the procedure of the actual sciences. He ex

presses himself with great emphasis against the system-

making, sect-making spirit in metaphysics, and desires

to reach the truth by comparing different systems and

mediating between them. The very example of Leibnitz

has shown that this course is impossible ; metaphysics
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must be expressed in personal systems, and this is suffi

cient proof of its unscientific character.

The examples of the thinkers and investigators to

whom we owe the creation and the early development

of modern science, show that in their, opinion philosophy

and science ought to mean the same thing, that they

recognised no philosophy alongside or outside of science.

They regarded science as the new philosophy which

had taken the place of the old Aristotelian, scholastic

philosophy.

We agree with this view on the whole, and find our

selves obliged to regard the belief in the possibility of

another, perhaps a higher mode of knowledge than the

strictly scientific, as an illusion which owes its power

over the mind to the old habit of speculating about

things, i.e., of studying them in the light of a precon

ceived idea, instead of investigating the things themselves.

As there can be no twofold truth about one and the same

thing, so there can be no two sciences covering one and

the same field. If we think of the work of science as

completed or nearly completed in any one field, where

does there remain the least room for philosophical specu

lation ? There can be no particular natural philosophy

alongside of natural, science, nor can the study of the

basis and the methods of the investigation of nature

which form a part of the general theory of science, be

called natural philosophy. "Pure natural science" cannot

be separated from applied science as an independent

philosophical discipline, for matter cannot be constructed

a priori as a mere concept of quantity. The philosophy

of nature means nothing more or less than the mathe

matical and experimental investigation of nature. To

explain mental phenomena means to analyse them, to

trace the history of their development, and to follow out

the influence of the social medium on the mental life of

the individual. It is erroneous to believe that we can

ever know more of the so-called essence of matter than
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is taught and will be taught by the physical and chemical

investigation of matter ; or that knowledge of the mental

and psychical processes can be reached in any other

way than by the methods of psychological analysis, phy

siology, and history. The positive science of nature and

spirit is at the same time the philosophy of nature and-

spirit.

There is no difficulty in seeing why the old form of

science should still persist although it has really been

supplanted by the new method of investigation ; for all

forms of life which belong to the past tend to persist a

long time beside those more recently developed, until

they have been completely absorbed by the latter. So

the philosophy of antiquity, together with its offspring

the scholastic philosophy of the Middle Ages, has been

intermixed with modern science in various and often

remarkable ways, and has given rise to the "systematic

philosophy" of modern times.

The separation of philosophy and science which has

culminated in regarding them as antitheses, dates back

no further than the period which in Germany followed

Kant. Then for the first time the opinion arose that

philosophy could be prosecuted without science and even

in open contradiction with science. This antithesis of

philosophy and science forms an isolated episode in the

history of thought, which to-day appears to be more

than a passing phenomenon only because it is so near

us in time, and which is to be explained from special

causes, namely the temporary excess of aesthetic culture

over scientific among the German people. As in

Italy the century of natural philosophy followed the

fifteenth, the century of art, and preceded the century

of natural science, so in Germany the period of philo

sophical speculation followed the period of classical

poetry and was immediately connected with romantic

poetry ; and systems were created in a rapid succes

sion which is only paralleled in the period of Greek
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science and in the sixteenth century period which pre

ceded the creation of modern science. There may be

different opinions in regard to the general importance

of these systems in the history of culture, the influence

which they exerted on the art and literature of the

time and which this art and literature exerted on them,

and in regard to the ideas born of phantasy which

in rare cases may have benefited later science. This

cannot affect the opinion as to its scientific value or

rather absence of value. To-day we regard it as a

retrogression to the forms of thought of a period which

has not yet drawn a sharp line between poetry and

science.

Only works of poetry are created out of the unity

of an idea and developed by a single individual. The

results of science are rather the product of the common,

continuous labour of many. So long as modern science

imitates the example of early Greek thinkers and

attempts a closed, unchangeable system of knowledge

(and has produced such systems, if one will take the

will for the deed), so long it proceeds rather in the

spirit of artistic creation than of scientific investigation,

and Schopenhauer has only betrayed its secret when

he calls this sort of philosophy an art that deals with

concepts. My only question is whether concepts are

the proper material for artistic production. In the

speculation of the metaphysicians the limits between

science and poetry are constantly transgressed, half-poetic

works are clothed in the form of a scientific treatise.

Here the model has been set by antiquity. The Greeks,

whose artistic faculties and interests by far exceeded

their scientific, regarded the world as the beautiful,

symmetrical whole of things, giving special weight to

the aesthetic impression of the whole ; and they sought

to imitate this whole by a peculiar kind of art, an

architectonic of conceptions. That which was natural

in the youth of science and in accordance with the
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special endowment of the Greeks, has to-day become

simply imitation, and is to be regarded as an anach

ronism.

There is no antithesis between science and philosophy.

Such an antithesis can only exist between the old, out

lived form of science and the new form full of life which

it assumed in the seventeenth century. Philosophy in

the larger sense of the word coincides with science as

such ; in its narrower meaning it forms a particular

definite science parallel to the other sciences. .

§ 3. The particular task of philosophy has been to

establish a general theory of the world. Philosophy aims

to be such a general theory, its method consists in the

generalisation of the generalisations of science. But

can science avoid advancing to the highest results of its

generalisations ? Undoubtedly the establishment and de

velopment of the scientific theory of the world is the

common goal of the sciences as a whole. Just because

it is the goal of science as a whole, it cannot be the

task of a particular individual discipline.

By simply uniting the results of scientific investigation,

either an encyclopedic system is reached which must

change its form with every considerable advance of posi

tive science, or else one gets an abstract, purely schematic

formula like Spencer's formula of development, which

becomes so much the more empty and indefinite the

better it fulfils its purpose of expressing the analogies

in every field of investigation. The system of sciences

is not developed out of any such abstraction, nor by

cancelling any of the general results of investigation ; it

grows gradually with the advance of knowledge, and the

security of this growth is greater, the less it is disturbed,

the less a system is expressly sought or presupposed.

Finally, the concept " theory of the world " needs the

criticism which separates its scientific parts from the

unscientific. As the term is used by metaphysical

philosophy, it is nothing more than a universal anthropo
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morphism. The spirit with its desires has taken larger

part than the understanding with its scientific insight,

in the formation of the image of the world as this is

represented in the philosophical systems. One need only

think of the strife between pessimistic and optimistic

views of the world, in order to see in what degree the

wishes of man enter into the formation and direction of

his views. No one familiar with what is to be de

manded of a scientific proof, will expect that such a

subjective philosophy depending on temperament and

mood, can be an object of real proof or disproof. The

reaction of the human spirit to the total impression

of things has of course its objective occasions and its

general laws. The investigation of these laws is the

task of psychology. Psychology has to explain these

views, but not to create them, just as it is the task

of aesthetics to explain works of art but not to produce

them. If we seek to understand philosophical systems

as thus psychologically necessary, we find that these

systems do not create the views of the world, as men

usually have thought, but rather these views have pro

duced the systems. Bruno's philosophy is only the

expression of the universal freshly awakened spiritualisa-

tion and deification of nature which was characteristic

of his age; and even a system that appears so per

sonal as Spinoza's, clearly reflects the scientific mode of

thought of the century in which it arose. Spinoza

sought to reconcile the new conviction of the mechanical

necessity of every event in nature with the aspirations

of the human spirit, and to make just this necessity the

basis of the knowledge of God and the source of peace

for the soul.

So these systems are partly the expression of the

ruling scientific convictions of their time, partly the

witnesses to and the reflection of that which is called

the public or collective spirit of a period. The examples

of the Copernican system, the mechanics of heat on the
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basis of the persistence of force, and the Darwinian

theory of descent and development, have shown histori

cally that the scientific elements of the theories of the

world have not been discovered by the philosophical

systems, but the systems have obtained these elements

from positive investigation.

§ 4. If the field of knowledge were exhausted with the

problems to be treated by exact investigation, philosophy

could no longer be regarded as a particular definite science

in connection with the other scientific disciplines. The

old form of science, philosophy, would be supplanted by

the newer form ; the positive science of our own day

would take the place of Greek science.

But in the progress of knowledge another problem

has been coming into view more and more distinctly,

the treatment of which demands a particular trend

and practice of the psychical powers. According to

the principle of the scientific division of labour this is

destined to become an independent province of know

ledge. For historical reasons this province may bear

the name philosophy in the narrower sense of the word.

It is to be regarded as the special science of philosophy.

Even in antiquity the beginnings of this science may

be discovered along with the beginnings of the positive

sciences, astronomy, cosmology, physics, psychology, &c.,

in so far as a certain degree of reflection as to the con

ditions of knowledge and the criteria of certainty may be

found among individual Greek thinkers.

The real foundation of scientific philosophy is how

ever the work of modern time—it is introduced by

Locke's Essay on the Human Understanding. When

study began to be turned inward, when the power of the

mind began to be investigated and the subjective basis

of knowledge tested, as Locke attempted to do, in order

to discover whether the mind really had the capacity

for dealing with the things with which metaphysics

had been occupied, then the proper sphere of a true
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scientific philosophy was discovered. Instead of dealing

with nature, which is the object of experimental in

vestigation, philosophy deals with the conditions of the

knowledge of nature. Instead of assuming the appear

ance of an all-embracing knowledge, it avoids the misuse

of concepts that systematise knowledge. Its negative

task is the criticism of these metaphysical concepts.

It attacks metaphysics, and not only the open meta

physics which extends itself in whole systems, but also

the latent variety which finds a place unseen in works

of science, and which cannot be set aside without

criticism of concepts. Its positive aim is the expla

nation of science itself. Philosophy is the science and

the criticism of knowledge.

There is a scientific investigation which aims to reach

directly the essence of knowledge, the result of which

determines what we shall call by the names : science

and experience. This investigation is philosophy, which

teaches us not this or that science, but the science, and

in distinction from the particular disciplines exemplifies

the general scientific spirit. Philosophy serves the same

office for general experience deposited in science, as does

self-consciousness for individual experience ; it is the

self-knowledge of science, knowledge brought to the

understanding of itself.

There was a philosophy which preceded science and

has been supplanted by science. There has also been

a philosophy which sought to appropriate for itself the

place of science, but which has gone to pieces on its

claim to a higher than scientific knowledge. True

philosophy follows science ; in constant connection with

science, it is ever obtaining a clearer and more com

plete understanding of science.

The simplest method of proving the correctness of

this assertion is by classifying the different problems

treated under the name of philosophy. One division

of these problems, such as the questions of cosmology,
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of general physics, and of biology, belongs to the class

of topics which the old philosophy had in common with

modern science ; a second class includes the problems

of metaphysics, the questions as to the essence of things,

the first cause of the world, &c. ; a third class is con

stituted by the problems of the psychological sciences,

including the positive part of ethics and aesthetics ; and

the fourth class includes the problems of criticism

and the theory of knowledge. The questions of natural

science have long since ceased to be treated by the

method of philosophical speculation, so that there can

be no doubt that they are objects of experimental

investigation and of this alone. It is equally clear to

us to-day that metaphysical questions can expect no

scientific answer, that there is no science of metaphysics.

Some doubt may arise as to the relation of the psycho

logical sciences to philosophy. But one who has ob

served the present development of these disciplines can

scarcely deny to them any longer the character of

independent branches of science. There remains for phi

losophy in the narrower sense of the word no other

problems than such as are treated by the critical science

of knowledge. This science therefore is philosophy.

§ 5. The science of knowledge does not coincide with

logic. The latter forms only one part, the pre-eminently

descriptive part, of theoretical philosophy. Elementary

logic deduces from the principle of identity or the

fundamental principle of the agreement of thought with

itself, the rules according to which the necessity of

conclusions may be known on the supposition that the

premises are true. As theory of method, logic describes

the process of obtaining, proving, and systematically

arranging the general principles of science which serve

as the major premises of our syllogistic reasoning. The

science of knowledge furnishes the explanation of this

description. It traces back the scientific methods to

their presuppositions or principles, and investigates the
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conditions and the sphere of the real validity of these

principles. Its relation to the reality of knowledge dis

tinguishes the critical science of knowledge from formal

as well as from descriptive logic.

Psychological analysis avails no more than purely

logical, to solve the problem of the theory of knowledge.

It was an error of Locke's to believe that the knowledge

of the origin of concepts is immediately identical with

the knowledge of their meaning. Every theory which

attempts to explain the historical development of con

cepts, whether it relates to development in the. individual

or in the race, must presuppose the possibility of know

ledge in general. The investigation of this is the proper

task of a critical science of knowledge.

§ 6. Since Socrates turned aside philosophy from specu

lation about the world of things to the study of the

relations of human life, philosophy has meant something

besides a single definite science or the totality of scientific

disciplines. Since that time two conceptions, different and

not homogeneous, have been connected under this name ;

and there has been no more important or more fatal error

in the history of philosophy than the failure to recognise

this difference, to which Plato gave occasion and ex

ample. The improper application of an ethical or aesthetic

idea to the explanation of natural processes, when such

an idea can only serve for the judgment and direction of

human actions, is the source and the meaning of all

Platonism in philosophy, by which I mean the effort to

reach an ethical view of life and an explanation of things

on the basis of one and the same principle. Plato trans

formed the Good, i.e., the truly and enduringly useful, as

Socrates defined it, into a transcendent being, and made

it the cause not only of knowledge but of the very exist

ence of nature itself. This conception, which has its

origin in human society, loses every definite meaning

when separated from its relation to society. The Good

is not a ground of explanation, it is only a standard of
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judgment, and this not for external nature, but simply

and only for the character and actions of men. The

introduction of practical concepts, especially the con

cept of purpose, into external nature, makes the know

ledge of this difficult if not impossible. Nature, or as

metaphysicians say, the ground of nature, cannot be

thought as equipped with moral qualities, except when

uncritical anthropomorphism is given loose rein. On the

other hand, the belief that life in accordance with nature

is itself already moral, may be called a "naturalism,"

with which man gives up his acquired rule over nature.

Aristotle found fault with the natural philosophers of

the pre-Socratic period because they had made scarcely

any use of the principle of the Good or of purpose, but

we must regard this as an excellence of their mode of

thought over the Aristotelian. And yet Aristotle him

self, from another standpoint, arrived at the distinction

between theoretical and practical philosophy. When he

refuses to regard the latter as a science in the strictest

sense of the word, because the standard of absolute exact

ness cannot be applied to it, we are obliged to accept his

view, although for a different reason and with certain

limitations. Certainly there is a scientific side to ethics.

History and comparative psychology furnish it with

material and method. There is another side to it, how

ever, which is directed toward the future and concerned

not with facts but with tendencies, not with what is and

happens, but with what ought to be and to happen ; on

this side undoubtedly it extends far beyond the limits of

a science in the proper sense of the word. The fact

that it sets up norms is a sufficient proof of this. For

science as such does not know the concept of norm and

of the ought. That which we call abnormal, judging from

the practical standpoint of utility, of life-vigour, or of

beauty, is just as important and often more important to it

than what corresponds to the norm. Its propositions,

rightly understood, can never be the objects of moral or
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aesthetic praise or blame. They are neither moral nor

immoral, but simply either true or false. On the other

hand, norms or practical ideals do not so much lay claim

to truth as to fitness and obligation. They are not true,

they only become true when we believe them and act in

accordance with them. Truth does not give to a natural

law the authority of a moral law, for the authority

or obligation of a moral norm proceeds wholly from its

social meaning. It is only a confusion of their proper

province which makes it seem possible for scientific con

cepts to clash with practical ideals ; but it is easy to

overlook the fact that they represent different directions

of the mind, and have different interests to serve.

In modern times Hume has shown a very clear under

standing of the double meaning and the double purpose

of philosophy. " The science of human nature," he says,

" is twofold, and each part serves its peculiar purpose.

The one regards man especially in his capacity for action,

and its course is guided by taste and feeling. The

second regards him pre-eminently as a knowing being ;

it seeks to develop his mind, and it treats nature as

the object of speculation or science." Kant's distinction

between a " world-concept " and a " school-concept " of

philosophy really belongs here. According to the first

conception, philosophy should mean the relation of all

knowledge to the ends of reason, while the second makes

it a particular, definite form of knowledge, according to

Kant a science of pure concepts formed by reason.

This view loses none of its value if we no longer regard

the ends of reason as Platonic essences, which are given

as objects (indeed this was not Kant's opinion), but

rather as ideal tasks directed towards the future, which

man must set before him, if he is to carry on the work

of nature with wisdom and skill. Finally, in our own

day Diihring has drawn the line sharply and effec

tively between philosophy as science and as dealing with

character.

r
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§ 7. The theoretical view of things is separated from

the practical, even in its psychological root. It starts

with sensations which consciousness receives from without,

while the practical view grows out of the feelings with

which consciousness reacts toward these impressions.

The goal of the first is knowledge, the foundation of the

second is the worth of phenomena. As no quality of a

thing could be given without sensation, so nothing could

gain any importance without feeling. There is, no doubt,

an essential difference between the question, What things

arc, for sense and for the intellect, and the question, What

things mean when judged by our feelings. It certainly

makes a difference whether we attempt to trace the

processes in nature back to their last assignable reasons,

or whether we seek to express the reaction of our mind

iu view of these processes.

Science regards man, so far as he is a natural product,

as a result of general laws ; practical philosophy applies

to him so far as he is a cause in nature, a being who

by his knowledge of the law of nature can realise his

purposes in nature. The knowledge of human nature

gained by science is, indeed, the starting-point of this

philosophy ; but it discovers in his nature dispositions,

the development and perfection of which is left to the

man himself. Its realm is not the real but the possible,

that which may be created by the will and the power

of man. It proclaims future possibilities which are not,

and cannot, be present as objects for theoretical study.

It gains the assent of the mind, not by proof, but by

awaking the belief in something better which man can

call into existence.

Practical philosophy is wisdom in the art of living;

it is the true teleology, which makes the right use of

the concept of purpose, a principle not for explaining

the external world but for developing conscious life.

In so far as ends hover before our action as typical

conceptions, we call them ideals. Philosophy has always
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accepted the practical task of aiding in the formation of

the general ideals of mankind. It accomplishes this task

by transforming the consciousness of ideal aspirations

from a state of indefiniteness and simple feeling, which

may easily lead to fanaticism, to a definite form con

trolled by the intellect, and connected with man's

insight and science. Philosopher does not mean simply

teacher of science : in his practical vocation, the philo

sopher is, as Kant calls him, the teacher of the ideal.

On the basis of science he is to defend the universal

interests of mankind..

In this second meaning of the word, according to

which philosophy is not itself a science, but an inde

pendent and peculiar product of the human mind,

parallel to science, art, and religion, it teaches men to

believe in man, and in the good which he ought to

produce. It preserves this faith in him even against

certain false inferences, which have been drawn from

science. It refutes the fatalistic meaning which is

generally given to the conception of the universal reign

of law in nature, and shows men how to assert and to

extend their rule over nature.

Philosophy is twofold ; it includes the general theory

of science, and the theory of practical wisdom.



CHAPTER II.

THE LIMITS AND PRESUPPOSITIONS OF KNOWLEDGE.

§ I. The effort to determine the limits of knowledge,

not unreasonably arouses suspicion. It seems to place

too high an estimate on the results of science hitherto

attained, or even to conceal behind it some purpose

hostile to knowledge. For this reason, the phrase " pre

suppositions of knowledge " is to be preferred, since

presuppositions do indeed set limits to investigation, but

only because they are the very means of investigation

and point out its course. One cannot ask a proof for

the assumptions, in accordance with which all proofs must

be conducted.

The confusion between the presuppositions and the

limits of knowledge, has led men to assert that the

human mind works in a particular way, and to lament

the inability of our minds to penetrate into the essence

of things. Sensation is falsely regarded as a barrier to

knowledge, while, in fact, it is the very condition of

knowledge. After the imagination has formed all sorts

of transcendent conceptions of a mind that is intuitive,

i.e., perceiving without the senses, it is regarded as a

peculiar limitation of the human mind, that it is only

able to apprehend phenomena. The very concept of

knowledge involves both subject and object, separated

from each other in order that they may be brought into

relation with each other. And how can any one be so

certain of the fact that the phenomenal appearances of

things are any less than the things behind phenomena ?

A division within the power of knowledge itself, such
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as Kant constantly makes between understanding and

reason, which, he says, limit each other reciprocally,

must mean the destruction of knowledge and not its

limitation. The so-called Dialectic of the pure Eeason

is accordingly no conflict between the functions of

knowledge, but only the conflict of science with meta

physics.

There are, undoubtedly, limits to observation. It

cannot be made absolutely perfect, and the help of

instruments can only extend its limits up to a certain

point, not remove them completely. Farther, the con

ditions of a single definite phenomenon are, in most cases,

so complicated that they cannot be completely analysed.

But what escapes observation need not on this account

remain hidden to the mind, and no complication, how

ever great, in the circumstances of a phenomenon has any

lasting power to prevent the mind from ascertaining the

laws that govern the causes of this phenomenon.

There are degrees in the exactness of knowledge ; but

even these degrees do not stand fast for all time, and,

moreover, there remains the opportunity to bring the less

exact knowledge into connection with the exact, as, for

example, some parts of psychology to-day are brought

into connection with physiology.

If only that knowledge is to be called exact which is

attained by the mathematical measuring process, used in

the investigation of external nature, then the definition

of exact knowledge must indeed exclude that part of

knowledge which has most meaning for us, the in

vestigation of internal nature, the knowledge of man,

and of the products of his mental activity. But why

is it necessary to form such a limited idea of exactness ?

Eather Dtihring is right in saying, " True exactness,

accuracy in a more general sense of the word, must be

attainable everywhere where the student will decide to

distinguish candidly between what he knows and what

he does not know, and to determine and state accurately
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how he knows it, and the source of this knowledge." 1

Hume's Treatise on Human Nature is no less exact in

this sense of the term than a treatise on theoretical

mechanics. Whoever tries to overlook this, confuses the

means of exactness with exactness itself.

§ 2. No limits can be set to scientific knowledge from

without, either by religious or by metaphysical systems

which would condemn it eternally. But it sets limits to

itself in that it distinguishes itself from other ways of

apprehending things. Phenomena are given not only for

the understanding and for science, they affect the aesthetic

sense and the spirit also, and the spirit reacts on them in

its own way. The world around us is not to be appre

hended by concepts alone, but science only reaches as far

as the conceptual element in phenomena, as far as they

are connected according to the category of cause and effect.

Although only such external limits can be set for

science as it sets for itself in order to be science—nothing

more and nothing less—it may still have inner limits,

in so far as it is not possible to pass from the field of one

science into the field of another. Such limits seem to exist

in fact between the sciences of nature and the sciences of

spirit. Can there be any deeper antithesis than that

between mechanical events and psychical acts, between

processes which are determined according to number and

measure, and those to which the concept of quantity has

only mediate application?

External and internal experience, although they are

united in one and the same thinking subject, undoubtedly

mark an antithesis of direction in this subject's apprehen

sion. But inasmuch as every fact of experience is the

consciousness of a phenomenon, of an effect on sense and

the understanding, that antithesis cannot affect the con

tent of knowledge. The same phenomenon, e.g., the sen

sation of a pressure, which we designate as physical or

mechanical as long as we take into consideration that

1 Dubring, Logxk und Wissmschaftitheorie, p. 324.
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side of it which is subject to measurement (i.e., numerical

comparison with phenomena of the same sort), we call

psychical if our attention is directed to the side of it which

is directly perceived and felt. That which we distinguish

as stimulus of the sensation, and reckon as part of the

outer world, remains nevertheless a phenomenon, an effect

on our senses.

The limits of knowledge for natural science are simply

the beginning of psychological knowledge. But only

when both kinds of knowledge are taken together, does

there arise the complete knowledge which is possible of

phenomena. A celebrated speech on the limits of our

knowledge of nature, had as its real subject the limits

between natural science and psychology, in so far as it

taught that a complete knowledge of the physiological

processes which take place in the brain during sensation,

would not explain sensation ; i.e., that the mediate know

ledge which we have of the brain as a phenomenon for

external sense cannot replace our immediate knowledge

of it.

§ 3. Mind cannot know the essence of things—the

assertion is repeated till men are tired of it. Have

things, we may ask, any essence outside our mind ? Is

not that which we call their essence a creation of our

thought ? That which is constant and uniform in

phenomena as we experience them, we regard as their

essence, for we can only understand phenomena in

general on the basis of constancy and uniformity. Ac

cordingly the concept of essence is a teleological concept

of logic.

In order to distinguish the essential from the non-

essential, phenomena are classified under the concepts of

genus and species. But as certainly as these concepts

are creations of our own mind, so certainly is the essence

of things which depends on them and is only known

through them, a product of thinking. This essence

changes with the connection into which a particular
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phenomenon is brought by thought, so that the same

phenomenon has different essences. It is only necessary

to think of systems of classification in which the principle

of division determines the essence of the objects subor

dinate to it. As the same group of things may be

classified in several ways, the objects themselves assume

a new essence with each new classification. The fact

that negative attributes, the absence of certain elements,

may be part of the essence of an object, shows most

clearly the purely logical character of the concept which

is designated by the word essence.

The quantitative agreement of successive phenomena

forms the essence of their causal connection, for this

agreement alone corresponds in thinking to the connec

tion of cause and effect. We can only infer from like

to like, and accordingly we seek to prove the identity of

one and the same process in events that are apparently

different and succeed one another.1 For natural science

the motion of masses is the essence of material processes,

because only this motion can be subjected to measure

ment. The same phenomenon which one science regards

as essential, seems to a second non-essential. So it

makes an essential difference to physiology whether an

extremity develops into a fin, a foot, or a hand : for

the theory of development, this difference has no essen

tial meaning; on the basis of comparative morphology

and the history of development this science proves that

the fin of a shark, the hoof of a horse, and the hand of

a man, are homologous or essentially the same organ.

The concept of essence is not merely logical, it is at the

same time relative.

If we in a certain sense make the essence of empirical

concepts, the content of which is given by experience,

this is even more clearly the case for concepts which

1 Axel Harnack suggests the same in a lecture that well deserves

attention, "The Investigation of Nature and the Philosophy of Nature,"

Leipzig, 1885, p. 25.
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express the activity of our mind or, avoiding psycho

logical terminology, the general relations of thought.

The essence of these concepts is wholly open to know

ledge. In all our knowledge it is just this " intelligible "

behind which the metaphysician seeks we know not what

secrets, that of necessity we may know exhaustively ;

while perhaps we can only know the " sensible " ap

proximately, because the complete understanding of a

single definite phenomenon presupposes the under

standing of a very great number, practically an infinite

number, of other phenomena. That which is given to

us, we know only so far as it is given, and in the manner

in which it affects our sense; that which we add by

thought to a given phenomenon in order to unite it into

a homogeneous experience must for this very reason be

completely open to our knowledge. What matter is in

itself, i.e., apart from the sensations by which alone we

know matter and are sure of its existence, is wholly

beyond our powers of investigation, and so the question

is an idle one. What substance is in itself or in its

essence, we may know completely, because the concept

of it is formed wholly in the mind. To think something,

e.g., the body, as substance, means to use the concept of

this something as subject of the judgments which relate

to it, to treat it as existing independently of our thought,

and as persisting through the changing circumstances

into which it enters or may enter, to presuppose its

identity with itself. The whole essence of the concept

which we call substance, consists in these relations.

So thinking creates the distinction between essential

and non-essential, as it does the distinction between

necessary and contingent. Not things themselves, but

our concepts of these things have an essence in the

proper sense of the word. Accordingly we know nothing

about them so well as we know their essence.

§ 4. The essence of things is beyond our powers of in

vestigation : certainly, if one names that which cannot be
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investigated, the essence of a thing. But if this assertion

aims to express a comparison as to value between pheno

menon and essence, between what we know of things and

what we do not know, not the least reason can be given

to confirm it, because it is evident that unknown things

cannot be compared with known phenomena, but only

phenomena with phenomena. For subjective reasons man

is inclined to overestimate the value of the unknown and

to prefer it to the known. His practical dissatisfaction

with reality exercises an influence on his theoretical

consideration of it. Not only has it repeatedly led

astray one of his noblest impulses, his effort for the

gradual attainment of perfection, but it has also inspired

his spirit to metaphysical inventions of a super-real

world.

Out of what lies at the basis of phenomena, which

abstracted from the phenomena is really less than what

is known to sense, Kant, following Plato and the Eleatics,

made a supersensual thing, a noumenon. To this prob

lematic object, as he himself called it, he gave an equally

problematic, intuitive understanding as correlate. The

familiar, discursive understanding is indeed able, he says,

to penetrate to the concept of a thing in itself, because it

can apprehend perceived things as phenomena, but it has

no power of its own to determine this concept more

exactly. The determination of this the reason under

takes with its ideas, especially with the idea of a most

real being.1 In this way Kant transforms the thing in

itself, which properly conceived is only the correlate of

phenomena and as such must be known through pheno

mena, into a sort of higher being, a noumenon. More

over, it is not the theoretical reason which experiences

this amphiboly of conceptions ; the practical reason, as

Kant believes, demands this change in order to make

1 Kant's Werke (Ros), i. p. 397, where it is explained that we can

determine our conceptions of things ill themselves only by "first reducing

all reality to the concept of God, and according as it exists therein, apply

ing it to other things as things in themselves."
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the field free for its postulates : in other words, its hopes,

and wishes.

The concept of a thing in itself serves to connect the

phenomenon with our idea of independent reality. It is

indispensable for every one who does not regard his sense

impressions as without foundation. The concept of a

noumenon, on the contrary, is a practical concept of an

ideal ; it leads Kant into open contradiction with his

doctrine that things in themselves are unknowable, by

lending to these things a higher value than to phenomena

in the consciousness of man. He who does not regard

wishes as reasons, must withhold his assent from such a

judgment of value as this. If a purely theoretical treatise

is to discuss determinations of value and not rather to

make things intelligible and to prove propositions, the

natural conclusion from analogy would be the contrary,

namely, that the preference must be given to phenomena

rather than to things. As conscious life is more than

life, life more than the absence of life, so the phenomenon

which presupposes life as consciousness, must mean more

than the thing that appears. And the meaning of the

phenomenon will necessarily increase in the same ratio in

which the consciousness to which it appears, attains a

higher degree of development. Can we doubt that the

same world of things assumes a higher mode of existence

in the consciousness of man, that it obtains therein a richer

content, than when it is represented in the consciousness

of an animal, since we know that there are such great and

important differences of value and of meaning even in the

apprehension of things by men ?

What we experience, is the effect of things on our

consciousness. So necessarily we remain separated from

the proper being of everything by the phenomenon or the

idea. But only a philosopher of the absolute who is able

to represent things as they are outside of all representa

tion, can see any limitation of knowledge in this necessity

which is the very condition of knowledge. To prefer the

V
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identity of being and knowledge, that dream of the meta

physician, to their antithesis, really means to prefer the

absence of consciousness to consciousness. In fact being

and knowledge cease to be antithetic in the moment

when consciousness goes over into unconsciousness.

When one comes to. himself after a faint, or arouses

from a dreamless sleep, he comes back from the realm

of things in themselves ; he has gone over from the

condition of mere being (being for others), into that of

conscious and felt being (being also for one's self).

§ 5. Phenomena depend both on the character of the

sense activity and on the form of the stimulus which

sets this activity in motion. . Therefore in experience

there can be no purelyjahysical fact, and similarly

there can be~no purely psychical fact. The facts of

experience are psycho-physical phenomena. We can

know the change of one object in the external world

as compared with another only when our perception of the !

objects experiences a change simultaneously therewith.

Every relation which we perceive or presuppose as ex

isting between things themselves, is primarily only a

I relation between our sensations. Even the perception

of self (if the word perception may be permitted) is

only possible through the consciousness of antithesis to

some external perception. Phenomena, and one deals

only with phenomena in experience, are relative in

general because they are related to some consciousness,

and in particular because the external phenomena stand

in an indissoluble relation of antithesis to internal

phenomena. This fundamental fact of sense conscious

ness is called the principle of the correlation of subject

and object.

The mind is so inclined to personify abstract relations,

the earlier metaphysical mode of thought still exercises

so much influence on scientific thought to-day, that this

principle is constantly forgotten, and now one element,

now the other element of sense knowledge is separated
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from its correlate and made independent. If we devote

ourselves to the study of the objective side of experience,

its subjective side slips out of sight, we believe in the

absolute reality of matter and motion as these appear

to the senses ; if we reflect on the subjective side, we

easily fall into the opposite error, we ascribe to psychical

phenomena a far greater immediateness and independence

than they actually possess. "We create by materialistic

or spiritualistic hypotheses an antithesis between matter

and mind, i.e.x we make substances out of our abstract1ons.

Then we institute those vain attempts to deduce the

psychical from the physical, or to understand the physical

by means of the psychical, which in fact mean nothing

else than the attempt to deduce the subject from the

object, or the object from the subject, i.e., to abolish the

fundamental supposition of all knowledge.

§ 6. The right form of statement means the same for

a metaphysical problem as for a mathematical equation.

If the question is put : How can sensation and conacio11s-

ness arise out_of atoms and motions of atoms ? no answer

is possible, for the very reason that the"quesETon is falsely

stated. Oddly enough, we get the impression that atoms

are given before sensations and are better known than

these, so that, we know not how, we afterward come into

the possession of sensations. If, however, we start with

what reall^-ia,. originally given in experience, namely

the consciousness of sensation, and ask how we arrive at

the assumption of atoms, the question is rightlyjstated,

and by this right statement is already nearly answered.

Evidently we infer the existence of atoms from our .,

external perceptions, i.e., we infer them in the last £ (

instance from our sensations. The assumption of atoms

to explain a series of facts in our external perception,

satisfies the need of the mind to derive the largest

possible number of phenomena from one and the same

concept. And the reason why we explain external

processes by atoms and not by Leibnitz' monads, is

c
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perfectly clear. Natural science must abstract from the

qualities given in perception, so far as possible ; it can

only consider the formjJ pH +ha hnmogeneous, because

only quantities of the same kind can besnbjected to

its mathematical processes. So it treatsall qualities

as symbols for quantities. For the real body with its

attributes which we feel, it substitutes an ideal or

abstract body which takes the place of the former in its

.calculations. Then it uses the reverse of this process of

abstraction, as often as it desires to return from the atoms

to sensation, from the abstract or reduced phenomenon

to the complete phenomenon.

Such is the power of habit that, as Hume remarks,

it may acquire the strength of an original impression.

Only the student's constant habit of thinking about

atoms, makes these products of his own abstracting pro

cess seem to him more real than the sensations from

which they are derived. He seems to forget that the

existence of atoms may be doubted and is doubted, while

there can be no question that sensations exist. And

granted that the assumption of atoms stands in contra

diction with the fact of sensation, it must be changed

until it can be united with this fact. But in truth it is

only the belief in the absolute existence of atoms that

makes it impossible to believe in the existence of sensa

tions. He who regards atoms as things and sensations

as the effects of these things, creates an antithesis

between the cause and its effects, which no idea can

harmonise again. No wonder that the connection of the

two is regarded as beyond our power to investigate ;

that it is regarded as a limit of knowledge, rather than

simply a limit of this method.

Evidently sensation finds no place in the complete

chain of motions which the scientist follows with his

mental vision. It is not itself motion, nor can it be

thought as a mere result of motion. So the scientist

must regard the starting-point of his study, the basis of
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all his inferences even for the knowledge of motion itself,

namely sensation, as something which really does not

exist at all—if we grant that natural science can still

exist. But why is it necessary to step over into the

sphere of the transcendent, and regard matter and motion

as absolutely real, as facts that must exist outside our

thought in the same form in which we think them, i.e.,

the form in which they affect sense and understanding ?

But if he takes the undoubtedly correct standpoint,

the critical, according to which every phenomenon exists

only in relation to our perception, his question ceases

\ to be a metaphysical puzzle. He recognises that motion

as he perceives it is a phenomenon, and finds it perfectly

clear that sensation cannot be deduced from abstract

ideas such as the idea of atoms.

§ 7. Sensations have been regarded as signs for certain

processes in the object, which are thought to consist

exclusively of motions of a substratum without quality, of

body in general. If all sensations are to be mere signs,

the question arises, how we arrive at the knowledge of

what they stand for. In fact, one sensation is the sign

for another connected with it or immediately following

it ; the idea derived from one set of qualities is the sign

for an idea derived from another set of qualities, another

sphere of sense. What we call the sign, and what the

thing for which it stands, depends partly at least on our

standpoint. A being who thought ordinarily in ideas of

smell, as we do in ideas of touch and vision, would have

made a different division between primary and secondary

qualities, from that made by Locke. Such a being, if it

had the power of reflection, would consider smells as the

essential attributes of things, while extension, form, and

motion would be the effects of things on his sense-

consciousness. All physical laws are fundamentally

lawsofourjejiaations : the conditions constant, uniform,

and agreeing with experience, under which we arrive at

definite sensations. Every physical fact is the sign for

f <
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a definite psychical fact, which, however, belongs to

another set of qualities. In our scientific investigations

of nature, we generally leave this out of account, and

occupy ourselves solely with the signs for sensations.

But there is no question that a purely physical fact is a

creation of our abstraction. Or do men really believe

that they can drop out nerve and brain in investigating

external nature ? It is only by following sensations that

we get any knowledge at all of the external world, and

what is to be regarded as real, must be connected with a

sensation. To verify the hypotheses which we form of

the processes in the external world, means to prove their

connection with sensation and direct perception.

The external world, which we only know through our

sensations, includes also the brain which we see and in

vestigate. It is given only as phenomenon for a second

brain which sees and investigates. If the physiologist

► is to regard sensations as merely phenomena that accom-

I pany certain processes in the brain, the psychologist does

Iright on his part to reverse this point of view, and to

ltreat those processes in the brain as phenomena accom

panying sensation. Both points of view are alike correct,

they express one and the same fact as seen from different

sides. Only we must be on our guard against drawing

the conclusion immediately that motion and sensation-

are parallel. Motion is an idea derived from the rela

tions of our sensations in space and time, and the

derived cannot be made parallel with what is original

(in the phenomenon).

The desire to know what motion is in itself is nothing

but the desire to observe without sense. Motion assumes

an entirely different character for the sense of touch

which feels its impulse, and for vision which follows its

traces in space. Strictly, what we perceive of it with

the one and the other sense, is not the way an object

begins to move or accomplishes its motion from one

position in space to another, nor even this transition
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itself, but the fact that it has moved to the second

position. We perceive that in the following moment

the object has assumed a new relation to the relatively

constant sensations of space which occupy the field of

vision or stimulate the sense of touch. But the continuity

which we ascribe to motion, is something we add to our

idea of it, as we bring it into relation with absolute space

and absolute time, i.e., with the totality of our external

experiences.

When we explain processes directly perceived by

motions which escape direct perception, we do not even

then leave all connection with real sense-perception or

phenomena. We think those motions as possible per

ceptions for our external sense, i.e., we proceed to think

beyond the limits of direct perception in the mode of

apprehension common to the senses. Even the atoms,

the bearers of those invisible motions, we think as possible

objects for the senses of touch and sight. We give them

the attribute of impenetrability, which is an idea of

the sense of touch; we give them extension and form,

and so bring the idea of them into relation with the

sense of vision; briefly, we think them as they would

appear to us, if we could perceive them with both these

senses. And if the abstraction from our sense-perception

is carried still farther and the atoms reduced to mathe

matical points, still in thought we must put our field of

vision at the basis of our idea of their motion. The

empty space which we have to assume in order to carry

through the atomistic hypothesis consistently, is nothing

else but our ideal field of vision, with which in the last

instance we must bring into relation the idea of every

object in space. Even the most abstract ideas which'

physics and chemistry use in their theories, are funda

mentally ideas of psycho-physical phenomena, which as

such stand in relation with the mode of intuition of our

sense, and are derived from real intuitions of sense.

§ 8. When once we have given up faith in the absolute
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reality of atoms and motions of atoms—and we must

give it up as soon as we take into consideration the

conditions of sense ' knowledge, the relativity of pheno

mena—most of those difficulties disappear which have

surrounded the question as to the connection of physical

and psychical phenomena. This connection will be in-

1 vestigated empirically instead of metaphysically, whether

the metaphysics be materialistic or spiritualistic. Instead

of setting a limit to knowledge where none exists, we

shall correct our ideas of the nature of sense knowledge.

The very same process, the character of which is not

yet known, is perceived as tone when it affects the hear

ing, as motion when it comes into connection with touch

and vision, or is related to these senses in thought. In

itself it is no more motion than it is sound. It becomes

one or the other, as it is brought into relation, in thought

or in reality, with the respective senses. When the

cause of a sensation of sound is said to be the vibrations

of a body which are communicated through a medium to

the inner parts of the ear, and then to certain parts of

the surface of the brain which are connected with the

acusticus fibres, we do not regard this process as the

proper cause of the tone-sensation itself, though we do

not question its reality in the least. In fact this process

is the phenomenal appearance of the cause, as its external

parts are represented to the vision when we let a tuning-

fork record its vibrations, and as it would be represented

in all its parts to the same sense if we could follow the

process in its whole course to the very end with the eye

as we can follow it in thought. And what applies to

the sensation of a sound, applies similarly to the sensa

tions of smell, taste, and temperature ; it applies even to

the qualitative impressions of external sense, to colour,

hardness, smoothness, &c. None of these sensations has

a motion as the real cause of its distinctive character,

but some unknown quality of the stimuli. But in our

thought we put motions, i.e., ideas of external sense, in
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the place of these unknown causes, in order to make

them more objective and to subject them to measurement

and calculation. So when we say that motions corre

spond to sensations, this is to be understood as meaning

that there correspond to sensations processes which appear

to the external senses of touch and vision as motions,

and which must be thought as motions in the mode of

thought proper to these senses. Motion also is part of

the phenomenal world, because nothing which the senses

perceive can be a thing in itself or the action of such a

thing.

In the case of other than spatial sensations we do not

find it easy to forget their relations to their respective

senses, and on account of this relation we are inclined

to regard them as something entirely subjective. But

ordinarily we forget that the spatial sensations of ex

tension and impenetrability and the idea of motions

derived from these sensations can only exist for their

respective senses, touch and vision, just as sound exists

for hearing and warmth for feeling. It is easy to dis

cover the reason for this. We form the idea of an

object out of spatial sensations, and because the idea

continues in fact to exist and to stimulate consciousness

after the perception itself has ceased, we erroneously

ascribe to those sensations an existence independent of

all relation to our perception. It is certainly a strange

and inconsistent theory which asserts that all other

sensations give us only the way in which things affect

our senses, while the sensations of solidity and extension

and the ideas derived from them reveal to us things as

they are in themselves, apart from their effect on the

senses of touch and sight. This philosophy of Locke is

still the philosophy professed by natural science. In the

constitution of a sensation there can be nothing abso

lutely subjective and nothing purely objective ; the feeling

which the perceived content stimulates in consciousness,

is the only decidedly subjective element in sensation.
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The sensations of vision and touch are distinguished

from other sensations by their relative persistency, and

their immediate relation to the perception of space ; the

former also by their comparative freedom from feelings.

Accordingly, they are far better fitted than these to re

present reality as independent of us, and to reflect tbe

relations of this reality by their arrangement and their in

terconnection. So we designate the perceptions formed

from them as things, and the content of these perceptions

as the attributes of things, while we prefer to call the

characteristics which we learn through the other senses

the effects of things : although in truth extension and

motion are just as much phenomena, i.e., effects of things

on our senses, as colour and taste. Our objective world

consists of real and possible perceptions of touch and

vision—of mass, energy, and motion—not of smells,

sounds, &c. ; and the reason is that we only call ob

jective what we perceive through the two spatial senses,

and think in the mode of thought proper to these senses.

In the scientific development of this image of the world

we leave out of sight as far as possible the specific

stimuli of the so-called senses, namely, colour, smooth

ness, hardness, &c.

We first disrobe the external world of all qualities,

and then find it inconceivable how it can assume these

qualities by the mere introduction of sensation, how quali

tative differences can be deduced from purely quantitative

differences. The correct answer is that we have made

this inconceivability ourselves. If we consider, farther,

that the abstraction from sensations can never be com

pletely carried through so long as we still think of objects,

that motion still remains a specific idea of sense, and not

a purely formal one, the whole secret of the relation of

motion and sensation is revealed to us. It is the well-

known, undoubtedly true fact that si«ht and touch are

something different from hearing and smelling, the fact

that we have different senses, and that it is not possible
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to derive the qualities given by one sense from those

given by another. The desire to deduce a sound from

a motion is simply the desire to deduce, a sensation of

sound from a sensation of vision.

§ 9. Our ideas of descent and development in organic

nature make the conclusion unavoidable that the specific

sensitiveness of the sense-organs must have gradually

developed. This thought of a common origin of the

senses finds its confirmation in the differentiation of the

senses from the ectoderm of the embryo ; in the very great

difference of structure in one and the same sense-organ,

e.g., the eye ; in the absence of specific senses among lower

animals, &c. ; and I believe that it is further confirmed

on the psychological side by the remarkable fact that

even to-day there exists a certain relationship between

the qualities of the different senses, in spite of their lack

of homogeneity. The fact that we speak of high and low

tones, of sharp and dull tones, of warm and cold colours,

points with considerable probability to the sense of touch

and temperature as the real fundamental sense. But we

seek in vain to form a clear idea of the descent of specific

qualities from an original undifferentiated state.

We do not know the characteristics of stimuli which

have as their result those qualities. So long as a nerve

(or the organ homologous to a nerve) was not made

sensitive to light, it goes without saying that there could

1 have been no sensation of light. The process which led

to the development of the specific sensitiveness of the

opticus, is beyond our power to investigate, since the

characteristic of the stimulus before and outside of sen

sation is unknown. We cannot perceive the external

world in any other way than by the help of the de

veloped senses which we have, nor can we get ideas of

the differentiation of the senses in any form other than

in the mode of apprehension of the differentiated senses.

The origin of sensation cannot be the object of

possible experience, because experience begins with sen-

 

A
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sation. We can only investigate the conditions for the

sensation of one sense through the perceptions of another

sense ; e.g., the conditions for a sensation of sound,

through the perceptions of sight. This process cannot be

regarded as a deduction of sensation itself. Rather such

a deduction becomes evidently an impossible task, for

there is nothing in experience more original than sensa

tion. We know that sensation arises, but we can form

no idea of how it arises, since every idea, even the idea

of motion, has sensations as its content and its pre

supposition.

It would not, however, be correct to treat sensation as

absolutely simple, because it is the material element of our

knowledge. It is not only the consciousness of having a

content, but, at the same time, the consciousness of being

affected by a perceived content. Through the feeling

with which it stimulates consciousness, the sensation

reveals something which does not originate exclusively

with ourselves. And not merely single sensations taken

by themselves, but their definite relations of simultaneity

and succession, exercise a power over consciousness which

proves that sensations point to a reality outside ourselves,

so that through them and their relations we get a mediate

knowledge of things themselves. Sense knowledge is the

knowledge of the relations of things through the relations

of the sensations of things.1

§ 10. Consciousness itself is no more to be explained

than the sensation which forms the fundamental part of

1 Kant, who occasionally pointed out this meaning of sensation and em

pirical intuition for knowledge, did not go into the matter any more fully

because he was writing a critique of pure knowledge, and not a theory of

empirical knowledge. So it is unreasonable to criticise him for not inves

tigating more carefully synthetic judgments through experience. Kant

cannot, however, be exonerated from the charge of having overestimated

pure knowledge. It has always seemed to me that the proof that things

in themselves cannot be known by pure intuition and pure thought, did

not include the proof that they cannot be known by empirical intuition

and empirical thought. It is impossible to infer the second directly from

the impossibility of the former (metaphysical) knowledge, and the state

ment that things in themselves are unknowable, is true only with the

limitation—through reason alone.
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its content. Nor can it be separated from this, its con

tent. A consciousness which is not related directly or

indirectly to some sensation, is the mere thought of a

consciousness which we designate by the word " I," and

the form of which we can point out in the uniting of

sensations, but cannot think by itself.

/ Every possible explanation of consciousness must evi-

'dently presuppose consciousness itself. Or how is one

to think of an explanation which does not take place

through and for consciousness ? In order to understand

the meaning of this statement, we must distinguish con

sciousness in general, the mere form of apperception, from

the empirical self-consciousness which Kant termed the

inner sense. This empirical self-consciousness has a

history of its existence and its pre-existence. It ex-'

periences an individual development and a degeneration,

and it is broken by periods of unconsciousness. It is,

therefore, the object of a pTy^hnlngiral nnd pnyrhrvjnnrti"

study, which explains it from its .conditions, and follows

its development. But the form of consciousness in general, I

the pure ego, remains always at its foundation as the pointl

from which all explanation starts, and to which it is inj

constant relation, and which, therefore, is not itself to bq

explained.

The effort to observe consciousness as such, and to

investigate it, involves the transformation of it into an

object for a second, as it were a deeper consciousness.

It escapes the thought that would apprehend it, the

observation which seeks to hold it fast as an object. It

is the form of all phenomena, and as such it cannot at

the same time be a single definite phenomenon. Man

indeed knows that he thinks ; he has the consciousness

that he knows. But this means either that he feels

himself affected by the course of his thoughts, and can

make the relations of these the objects of his conscious

ness, or that the knowledge of his thinking is not separate

from the thinking itself. The very fact that the doubling
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of knowledge (the knowledge that one knows) can be

continued to infinity, shows that we are not dealing with

a true process, because the goal that we aim to reach is

the very starting-point on which we stood to begin with.

The fact that we think, Kant teaches, is not an ex

perience, but the condition under which all our experience

is possible.1

This pure or formal consciousness which is expressed

by the word " I," and which rules all our ideas, includes

as it were the whole content of our experience. In it

both the antithetic directions of experience are united

into one. The same connection which binds our feeling

and our effort, our thought and our purposes, unites also

the totality of our external experiences. It forms a single

homogeneous consciousness which we can extend in thought

beyond the present perception of physical nature, even

beyond our own personal existence into the past and into

the future. The unity and uniqueness of being, the pro

position which Duhring places at the head of his schema

of the world, is the result of the unity and uniqueness

of the consciousness that thinks the world.

From a purely formal standpoint, consciousness is to

be presupposed as everywhere identical, for the absolutely

simple must be everywhere and always like itself and

uniform with itself. So every mathematical point is

necessarily identical with every other, so far as its con

cept is concerned—a statement which, I believe, contains

more than a mere equation. Wherever the thought " I "

arises, the same " I " thought must arise. The highest

consciousness cannot differ from the lowest in this par

ticular. The thought " I " is, at the same time, the most

individual and the most general which we have. It binds

together and mediates between the individual and par

ticular, and the general. When we form the concept of

a simple element, an atom, we place in thought the simple^ r~^

unity of our own ego at the basis of the idea of it. This

1 Kant's Werke (Rosen.), xi. p. 262, ii. p. 276.
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accounts for the inclination to transform the theory of

atoms into a monadology. Farther, when we think any

thing in a way universally valid, or believe we do, we are

conscious of thinking it as it is thought by every other

/ ego. My ego takes the place of the " we," the individual

the place of the universal " I." In the unity of our con

sciousness, we have the type and the presupposition of

every empirical unity, whether it be the world or some

single thing. So every particular form of experience,

every law of phenomena, bears the stamp of the homo

geneous nature of our own thought. Laws of nature, in

the more exact meaning of the phraser only exist for the

mind which thinks nature. It i&-the mind which makes

the constancy and uniformity of phenomena into universal

premises, and so obtains'fhe law as the conclusion of its

syllogism—to speak. Of laws outside the mind, involves

^ a Innn'cal anthropomorphism, which has no more founda

tion than the teleological.

Undoubtedly, the thought of nature as subject to law

was suggested by observation, as it must be constantly

confirmed anew by this same means. Without empirical

regularity there could be no exact idea of the prevalence

of law; without it the mind would remain, in Kant's

language, a dead power unknown to itself. On the other

hand, mere regularity does not suffice to give in its com

pleteness the idea of the prevalence of law. This concept

cannot be obtained simply by observing nature, for nature

shows apparently irregular as well as regular sequences.

Eather it is discovered by reflection on our own thought,

and then transferred to nature. So in antiquity, what

we call law, was designated as the logos of things. As

the phenomena of nature were interpreted after the type

of the will in the age of animism and mythology, so in

the age of philosophy and science they are interpreted

logically and mathematically, or, as we say, they are ex

plained by laws. The objective element in a law is the

general fact which forms its content ; the subjective and
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formal element, the meaning of this fact as a law for our

inferences.

We discover only such laws in nature as we in a cer

tain sense introduce into nature. In our scientific investi

gations we introduce the laws in the form of assumptions

which are determined more exactly by phenomena, instead

of deducing the laws directly from these, as would be

the case if our procedure were purely empirical. Mere

perception never shows us cases perfectly alike. We go

over from sense experience to intellectual experience ;—

we make the cases alike in thought and by experiment

in order to test the logical postulate that law controls

every event.

The principle of the persistence of matter and of force,

and the history of its discovery, suffice to show that the

unifying form of our thought must be reflected in the

fundamental principles of objective science, as well as in

the general relations or laws of phenomena. Only be

cause we know ourselves as the same ego in all the

change of inner phenomena, is it possible for us to think

matter and force as persistent in all the change of ex^

ternal processes, and each as one with itself. The prin

ciple of persistence has both an empirical and a general

logical meaning, and in this latter meaning it was already

known in antiquity as the axiom which stood at the

beginning of all their study of nature. To-day also exact

thinking cannot entirely dispense with the axiomatic part

of the principle and be satisfied with the empirical proof,

exact as the means of observation and measurement may

have become. Experimental proof, without the connect

ing thought expressed by the axiom, would not be per

fectly conclusive. If the chemist treats the H and 0

which he obtains by analysing water as the same H and

0 which previously entered into this synthesis, his con

viction cannot rest upon the observed agreement of weights

alone. His determinations of weight in the earlier and

the later case are separated from each other in time, and
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are so far different perceptions. Mere experience only

A—teaches him that different perceptions agree, not that the

objects themselves are identical ; and his belief in this

identity, which is expressed in the fundamental principle

of the persistence of matter, thus cannot rest upon mere

experience. . Farther, how would it be possible to refute

the assertion that the visible motion which disappears as

such, is really destroyed, that the invisible motion which

is felt as heat, arises out of nothing,—except that creation

and annihilation are impossible ; in other words, except

that the necessity to think the real, taken as a whole, as

persistent and one with itself, stands fast to begin with,

and for all experience.

There is no absolute continuity of perceptions. From

perception alone I can never know with certainty what

phenomenon really has taken the place of another, and

still less that, in spite of apparent differences, it is identical

with this other ; yet it is necessary to presuppose this as

often as I assume a causal connection between phenomena.

Every perception is isolated from every other in time,

and so far it forms a new self-existent fact. The con

tinuous connection between phenomena, their relation to

one and the same object, these cannot be perceived. They

must originate in the unity of thought—the fundamental

(presupposition for experience and for science, and for

this very reason one of the limits of investigation.

•^



CHAPTER III.

THE ORIGIN AND THE CONCEPT OF EXPERIENCE.

§ i. Empiricism and nativism are two opposite theories

as to the origin of experience, which have only been re

conciled by the present psychology, based on the theory

of development. The same claim is justified so far as

the activities of sense and their adaptation to the relations

of external phenomena are concerned. What used to be

explained by innate conceptions or through the assumption

of unconscious inferences, can now be understood as the

result of adaptation and selection, of inheritance and

development. The power to use senses intelligently is

undoubtedly born in the individual. Individual ex

perience and practice can indeed increase this faculty

and develop it farther, but cannot create it. The corre

spondence of points in the retina, the accommodation of

the lens to different distances, the convergence of the axes

of the eyes, these are qualities and faculties of the eye

which do not stand under the direct control of the will.

From this we infer that they could not have been origi

nally acquired by acts of the will. The assertion of the

opposite makes it necessary to call in some unknown

power of consciousness. Hering teaches that there is an

innate, functional relation between corresponding points

of the retina, which, as is shown by the partial crossing

of the fibres of the opticus in the chiasma and the

occurrence of corresponding paralysis of the retina, rests

on au anatomical foundation.1 Physiology recognises

this co-activity of the two eyes ; this is evident from the

1 Hermann, llandbuch der Phytiologie, II. i. p. 365.

48
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fact that it explains the perceptions of vision by starting

from the one double eye. The assumption that the

correspondence of the retina-points, the position of the

axes of vision, the measurement of the field of vision, are

acquired in individual experience with the help of un

conscious inferences, attributes to the unconscious powers

of the mind, the existence of which is more than doubt

ful, what the conscious powers are entirely unable to

accomplish. The innate origin of the causal principle is

no longer necessary to explain perceptions of sense, siuce

Darwin discovered a principle of mechanical adaptation,

the principle of selection in the struggle for existence.

Instead of deriving the wonderful faculties of the eye

from individual experience, or explaining it by the

summation of experiences of all the individual's ancestors,

we can ascribe it without hesitation to natural selection.

The development of the functions of sense until they are

completely adapted to the needs and the external rela

tions of a living being, has such a decisive importance

for his preservation, that it must be under the constant

and most exact control of a selection which accurately

preserves the smallest advantageous change, and the ac

cumulative effect of which infinitely exceeds what can

be accomplished by purpose and experience. It may be

said of certain phenomena in nature, including the func

tions of our senses, that they are too wise to be intelli

gent, and so must be mechanical.

The apparent defects in the activities of sense can

also be understood on the supposition that they had a

mechanical origin. The perfectness of the organs of

sense, and of their functions as the result of adaptation,

is limited by the animal's mode of life. It is not an

absolute or abstract perfectness, but only relative and

concrete ; and if the eye, as Helmholtz shows, is any

thing but a perfect optical instrument, we have to re

member that it was not planned as such, and also that it

is something far more than an instrument, namely, a

D
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living organ which has to perform all the functions

of such an organ, growth, nourishment, preservation.

Mechanical adaptation explains farther the occurrence

of so-called sense-deceptions. If sense-deceptions really

were unconscious inferences from the majority of cases

to the exceptional case, for which we presuppose the

customary position of the organ (which, however, we do

not notice in perception itself), and the regular causes

(which are only discovered by the comparison- of percep

tions), then it must be possible to set them aside or at

least to modify them by correct inferences. It is the

universal experience that the mind's correct knowledge

remains without influence on them, and this must be the

case if they are the result of mechanical rather than

psychical adaptation ; for mechanical adaptation must

give the preference to a definite position of the organ,

the normal position, and can extend only to the regular

relations of the external world.

The processes of perception may indeed be thrown

into the form of causal inferences, as Helmholtz has

shown. And we use this form when we are communi

cating results, or wish to prove the validity of results in

particular cases. But this is no basis for the inference

that the perceptions themselves are obtained by such

inferences, or even (taking into account heredity) were

originally acquired in this way. Agreement in results

is no proof that the processes are identical. As we may

describe the processes of perception as causal inferences,

so we can describe all the results of adaptation in nature

as teleological. But no one believes to-day that this

alone is sufficient reason for inferring the real existence

of purpose and ends in nature. The same argument

which is universally used to-day against the assumption

of ends in the external world, holds good against the

assumption of unconscious inferences. If it were per

missible to draw the general conclusion, that everything

which we can analyse in determinations of thought,
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must have arisen originally from thought, then one

might finally assert that all the processes of nature are

the results of a process of thought. In particular he

might prove from the mechanism of these processes a

physical or objectified logic, which would only be a pure

analogy, a metaphorical expression ; just as surely as if

the process were reversed and the logic were explained

as a mechanics made subjective.

The nativism which we have to assume on the basis

of the theory of development, is a physiological, not a

psychological nativism. The adaptation of the indi

vidual's sense to the external world precedes his experi

ence, so important is this adaptation in relation to the

needs of life.

§ 2. This removes the principal difficulty in the way of

psychological empiricism : the. explanation of perception

from individual experience. We cannot, however, draw

the immediate conclusion that this theory is correct in

its other points, little as we may want to assert that its

opposite, psychological nativism, is exclusively correct.

It was not Locke, as is generally assumed, but Con-

dillac, who first taught a purely empirical theory of the

origin of conceptions, for he regarded conceptions as

nothing but transformed sensations. Similarly, it was

not Descartes, still less Kant, but Leibnitz, who taught a

thoroughgoing nativism, or more exactly a spontaneous

evolutionism. According to Leibnitz all concepts, even

the empirical, proceed from the activity of the spirit

alone, from its innate mental power. This theory is

only the result of his fundamental metaphysical position,

according to which he treats force as the essence of

substance, and self-development as the activity of force,

and finds impossible any real interaction between sub

stances as well as any real affection of the senses by

impressions.

Since there are concepts for which no prototype can be

found in sense experience, there must be innate powers of
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the mind. Else where could those concepts have arisen ?

In this sense Descartes taught innate ideas, without, how

ever, understanding this expression in its literal meaning.

Only the mind's power to arrive at certain concepts in

dependently of external experience, and yet without arbi

trariness, must, in his estimation, be regarded as innate.

Descartes compares this innate capacity with the in

herited tendency to develop certain moral qualities, and

the disposition to some particular physical characteristic,

e.g., a certain disease, thus making it parallel with physio

logical heredity. To confirm his natavistic theory, he

points to the mathematical, especially the geometrical,

concepts ; and Locke also, in order to explain these con

cepts, finds it necessary to assume certain processes of

the mind, by which the simple sense-ideas of extension

and duration are modified. So the antithesis between

Descartes and Locke does not concern the general asser

tion or denial of innate powers of the mind, but only the

kind of powers that are innate and the extent to which

this is the case. While the mind possesses a certain

constitution, according to Descartes, which can be com

pared with the inherited constitution of the body, and

from which definite concepts proceed with inner necessity

and without aid from external experience ; according to

Locke, it has the general capacity to acquire concepts,

but no particular direction of this capacity, which direc

tion is given by impressions of external and internal

seuse.

In rejecting innate ideas, Kant agrees with Locke, but

in distinction from Locke he seeks to reduce to its correct

degree the value attached to the sense-factors of know

ledge : sensation and empirical intuition. Without assum

ing, as Leibnitz does, that the content also of concepts

arises from the self-activity of the mind, he teaches that

the form of every concept, the unity of its manifold, can

not be given by impressions, but must be thought by the

mind. And when he draws from this the conclusion that
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pure concepts arise by reflection on this activity of the

mind, he limits this conclusion by the remark that such

concepts taken by themselves do not give any knowledge.

Without intuition they are empty, mere forms of thought,

as intuitions without them are blind ; i.e., they are not

connected into the unity of consciousness. Experience is

the product of mind multiplied by sense ; the activity of

the mind is a source of experience just as original, just

as indispensable, as the receptivity of sense.

The truth of this theory, by which it unites the one

sided standpoints of Locke's empiricism and Leibnitz's

evolutionism and rises above both, lies in its recognition

of an active side of consciousness as well as a passive ;

in Kant's words, it lies in the recognised connection of

the spontaneity of the mind with the receptivity of the

spirit. The affection of sense and the function of thought

work together in all knowledge. Neither do impressions

of sense precede the concepts of the understanding as

Locke teaches, nor are concepts created without real

affection of sense, as Leibnitz asserts.

This theory, which, denies the purely empirical theory

of the origin of concepts, cannot, however, be called

natavistic. It does not lay weight on the fact that the

spontaneity of the mind is innate in the individual, but on

the fact that spontaneity is as essential to consciousness

as receptivity ; in other words, that it is just as essential

for it to react to impressions as to receive impressions.

It follows from this, however, that an act of conscious

ness must already be included in sensation, that sensation

is not purely passive, that it cannot be the absolutely

given material of knowledge, as even Kant seems to re

gard it.

Pure empiricism, alike whether it regards the concepts

as won anew in every individual life, or, according to the

theory of development, as born in the individual to-day,

is a hypothesis which is not confirmed either by the

psychology or the physiology of knowledge. The former
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distinguishes au active and a passive side of conscious

ness ; and the latter recognises the motor functions of

the cerebro-spinal system in addition to and in connection

with the sensory functions. Each science expresses the

same fact from its own side. The first sensation ex

perienced by a living being, as well as every sensation

felt later, presupposes the activity of consciousness in

addition to its sensitiveness to stimuli.

§ 3. After establishing the position which we have

taken, on the question as to the origin of ideas, we proceed

to test a widely extended and respected theory of sense

perception. Later, a distinction must be introduced be

tween mere perception and experience, from which it will

be evident that only man can have an experience in the

proper sense of the word, i.e., the knowledge of objects

by perceptions, in which perceptions are apprehended as

phenomena of objects.

The hypothesis of an inference from effect to cause is

declared unavoidable in explaining the perception of the

external world, and the projection of sensations, their

(assumed) transposition into space. Schopenhauer and

Helmholtz regard the necessity of making this assumption,

as at the same time the proof that causality is an innate

function of the understanding. The latter is incorrect in

attributing this view to Kant. In the first place, there

is a distinction between innate and a priori. Kant rejects

innate ideas, and the element of causality which he re

gards as innate, or rather as peculiar to the mind, is not

the concept itself, but only the capacity to put this

concept (which, as Hume has shown, does not lie in

sense phenomena) at the foundation of its judgment of

these phenomena. According to Kant, intuitions of sense

do not take place without the functions of thought as

well, and it is from one of these functions, in its applica

tion to phenomena, that the concept of causality arises,

as a law, not of perception, but of experience. Secondly,

Kant in the paralogisms directly combats the hypothesis
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that external perception first arises by a conclusion from

effect to cause, and shows that it is as immediate as

internal perception.

When the mind in virtue of its innate function of

casuality relates the sensation to its cause, according to

Schopenhauer's Berkeleyan standpoint, it creates its

objects ; while according to Helmholtz it only recognises

them by unconscious inferences. Both thinkers agree in

the view that sensations themselves are given as some

thing purely subjective, so that it requires a particular

act of the mind to transform them into elements for

objective intuition. In the opinion of the philosopher

sensation is such a stupid, poor, one-sided thing that

it cannot be the immediate source of intuition. It is

known to us originally, the physiologist teaches, only as

a stimulation of the nerves ; and yet Schopenhauer, in

his theory of sense knowledge (deserving of closest atten

tion, although it starts from a false fundamental assump

tion) shows in great detail how the mind uses "all, even

the minutest data " which it gets from sense, in building

up intuition ! Sensation can hardly be so one-sided and

poor as Schopenhauer has regarded it. As for the

assertion of the physiologist, it is impossible to understand

this as meaning that we are conscious of sensations origi

nally as stimulations of our nerves, since we possess no

innate knowledge of the nerves and the brain. Evidently

a result of scientific reflection is transferred to the process

of sensation itself. Even the physiologist does not know,

sensations immediately as stimulations of nerves, they are.

given for him as elements of perception ; and it is only

by perceptions, i.e., on the basis of sensations, that he

arrives at the knowledge of the existence of nerves.

I must dispute the assumption that sensations are

originally purely subjective, for it expresses, I believe,

almost the opposite of the truth. If sensations come into

consciousness as something which belongs exclusively to

the subject, the concept of something objective must be

n
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present at the same time with it, for one can only become

conscious of anything purely subjective by bringing it into

antithesis with something objective. Is it natural that a

distinction relatively so fine, and not rather the absence

of the capacity to make such a distinction, should charac

terise the earliest state of sense consciousness ?

If we observe the behaviour of new-born animals,

they betray nothing of the fact that they are conscious

of their sensations primarily as subjective stimulations.

We are rather inclined to explain the wonderful accuracy

With which they realise sensations, and which is an effect

of adaptation and heredity, as an inborn intuition. Nor

does the way new-born babes react to stimuli of sense,

compel us to assume that the earliest sensations of man

are purely subjective. With sensation is associated the

impulse to motion, by which new sensations are obtained.

A constant group of sensations which is connected with

every motion, and is characterised by its own emotional

state, must gradually distinguish itself for the child's con

sciousness from the totality of the remaining, more or less

changing, groups. From the double feeling in touching

parts of its own body as contrasted with the simple feeling

in touching a foreign body, from the active feeling which

accompanies the self-motion of its own limbs, as contrasted

with the passive feeling of being moved,—from these the

child learns to distinguish its own body from the rest of

the external world. At the very time when, according to

Schopenhauer, it should gain wisdom with the help of an

unconscious concept of causality, it has attained this goal

without that help by purely conscious perception. In

stead of starting with an original pure subjectivity of sen

sation- which does not exist, and seeking for an explanation

how it can acquire objective meaning, one should begin

with the objectivity which sensation possesses for sense

knowledge, and show how it can assume for reflective

knowledge its meaning as the effect of an object, how it

can exchange immediate for mediate subjectivity.
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By "eccentric" sensation is meant the fact that we do

not perceive the sensation at the point where it arises.

The images of vision appear to us outside the eye and

entirely separated from the hody, while the sensations of

touch, although they arise in the brain, are perceived at

the periphery of the body.1 Besides this localisation of

sensations, still farther changes seem to have taken place

in the impressions of vision before they come to intuition.

The impression received as twofold is generally felt as

simple, the reversed image on the retina is always seen

as upright; but when we have no direct experience of

these changes in our impressions, then indeed the un

conscious inferences seem necessary to help us out, unless

we except Sergi's theory of a recurring nerve stream, the

" perception-wave." 2

Can sensations be projected at all, can they be dis

located and moved about like physical things? In

particular, can the spatial sensations of vision and touch

be separated from the space perception itself, so as to

justify the question, as to the way in which they come

into connection with this perception, the way in which

they come into space ? Is the so-called projection really

the expression of a fact which we have to explain, or

simply the conclusion which is drawn from a fact and

may be false ? So the feeling of a pain may be ap

parently projected. It is merged with the idea of a part

of the body into a unified consciousness, and so receives a

spatial determination. And yet feeling, as an absolutely

non-spatial state, cannot be anywhere in space, or have

1 When we touch an object with a stick, we get two sensations of touch,

only one of which remains connected with the body, while the other is pro

jected to the end of the stick.

2 For the explanation of the perceptions of vision, especially the so-called

deceptions of vision, Alhazen, long before Schopenhauer and Helmholtz,

assumed sense inferences, which he compared with logical syllogisms. He

believed that these were applied immediately in perception, i.e., without

any consciousness that we are drawing an inference. Perhaps the hypo

thesis of unconscious inferences may be traced even farther back to Ptole-

niaus, whose optics Alhazen worked over, and to the Stoic theory of

knowledge.
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a position in it; strictly speaking, it cannot be projected

into space.

Our perceptions of vision are simply there where they

appear, and in the state and form in which they appear.

The place of the direct sensation cannot be separated

from the place of their perception, any more than the

visual perception can be separated from the perception

of the external world, and the latter inferred from the

former. Intuitions of sense are themselves the im

mediate objects of our knowledge ; sense consciousness

knows no other objects but these.

If both the retina images were the immediate objects

of our intuition, as is usually thought, a series of farther

processes would be necessary in order to arrive at the

perception of the external world by vision. For the

man who sees, those images are not real but virtual.

He knows that they would arise from optical causes if

he could see his own retina, i.e., could make it the object

of his sense of vision. As real images he does not per

ceive them in his own eye, he sees them as such only

under particular conditions and in the eye of another.

The optical stimuli which he feels are not in themselves

images : they are only transformed into images by the

act of vision. Images are the results of seeing, not the

sense basis of seeing. Briefly images exist on the retina

only for him who sees the retina of another's eye, or

thinks the retina of his own eye, the organ of seeing,

as itself the object of vision. Among the Hyperidse

the convexity of the cornea is lacking, and with it the

image ; and yet Grenacher asserts, in his investiga

tions of the Arthropod eye, that no one who has seen

the structure of the eye, and has observed the habits of.

the living animal, can regard it as blind or having poor

vision.

Since we cannot see our retina or the images on it,

but can only get sensations and so perception by stimula

tions of the retina, the matter of simple vision and the
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so-called reversal of the images ceases to be a problem.

What is felt as double will be seen as double,—as the

possibility of double images shows. But that the stimu

lation of corresponding points gives only one sensation,

may be shown both from anatomical causes in the rela

tions of the conducting fibres of the opticics, and more

especially from a general psychological reason. Con

sciousness in virtue of the unity essential to it, can only

perceive two impressions exactly alike and simultaneous

as one sensation. Impressions may be intensified by

being doubled, but while they are alike and simultaneous,

they cannot separate into two sensations. Farther, the

mind, as Romanes well says, is no perpendicular object

which stands upright behind the retina, as a photographer

behind his camera ; it does not perceive the impressions

of vision in the position and relative place which they

would assume in the virtual retina images, but in the

position and place which things assume in relation to

the retina, and which is recognised by the sensations of

touch.1 As a moving organ, the eye is to be regarded as

an organ of touch which, in a certain degree, has the

capacity to perceive change in the place and direction

of images, so that the arrangement of objects in the

common space of perception is made easier by the nature

of the organs.

What is called the projection of images is really the

association of images with the simultaneous sensations of

touch. To relate a perception of vision with an object

is simply to relate it with a simultaneous, real, or possible

sensation of touch ; and when the perceptions of vision

seem to be separated from the body while the perceptions

of touch remain connected with the body, this appearance

is explained by the fact that in seeing we do not feel in

any marked degree the share of the eye in this, as we"

feel the hand when it touches an object. Because we do

not feel the body in the act of seeing, we perceive the

1 Romanes, "Mental Evolution in Animals," London, 1883, p. 85.
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images of vision without any accompanying sensation of

the body. This relative freedom from feelings alone

lends to the intuitions of vision their character of pure

objectivity in contrast with the perceptions of the other

senses ; at the same time, these intuitions of vision acquire

a certain ideality, such that the sense of vision alone does

not convince us of the reality of an object.

With the immediate perception which is there, where

it appears, and so does not need to be projected, are

associated ideas of the processes which lead to the dis

solution of sensations, and the origination of perceptions.

To these processes we refer certain places in the con

texture of our total spatial experience, which consists

partly of perceptions, partly of ideas. "We project them

into the brain, and science undertakes the task of defin

ing their position more exactly.1 While perception only

knows the one place of images, the place where they

appear, scientific experience knows also the place of

those processes, the results of which come into our per

ception. And when we bring into experience the fact

that the place and form of images do not necessarily

coincide with the spatial relations of the partly perceived,

partly thought objects, we also distinguish the perceived

place of things from their real place and their real spatial

relations. We connect these ideas with the direct per

ception itself. We add to the space which we perceive,

a space which we think as perceived, and this space

existing in our thought, we call the true, or indeed, the

real space. Yet this cannot be understood as meaning

that the true space exists in itself, independently of all

relation to the perceiving act of our spatial sense. We

only call it real space, because by means of our idea of it

we connect all our external experiences, homogeneously,

1 The part of the brain which has relatively the most to do with the

sense of vision, for example, is, according to Exner (Untersuchungen iiber

die Localisation der Functionen der Grosshirnriude des Menschen. Wien,

1881), to be sought in the occipital lobes, while the investigator named

believes that no absolute area can be marked out as peculiar to this sense.
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i.e., bring them into agreement. The positions and rela

tions in this space belong to the phenomenal appearance

of the thing, for sense consciousness, just as much as do

the positions and spatial relations in direct perception

itself. Only the latter, in distinction from the former,

constitute the phenomenal appearance which agrees with

the totality of our external experiences. So the true

form and size of the sun is that form and size which

we deduce from our whole knowledge, and not simply

from the immediate intuition of this heavenly body ; it

is not any form and size " in itself," for of this we cannot

have the least conception.

In this true or real space, the idea of which fills out

direct perception, the physiological processes of perception

are themselves projected. In our thought we make the

brain and the processes in it objects of a possible intuition,

which we project into space, and which we put at the

basis of the totality of external experiences. We think

ourselves as, at the same time, perceiving the things and

observing the process of our perception. It is clear that

for our own consciousness, which is occupied with the act

of intuition, the place where the perception originates can

never be a real place given in intuition, but only a thought

place, i.e., a place represented as given in intuition. Only

a second consciousness could observe this place, on the

supposition that it could observe another brain in the act

of intuition. Not perceptions themselves, but only the

ideas we form of the process by which they arise, are

projected ; they are transposed as possible intuitions into

the space which we add in thought to the real intuitions.

A projection does indeed take place, but the process is

the opposite of that suggested by this theory. It happens

not unconsciously, but consciously. It does not precede

perception as its condition, but is an inference from per

ception. We only need to be on our guard against con

fusing the body and brain " in themselves " with the real

or possible phenomenon of the body and brain, in order
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to be convinced that perception itself is not projected,

and cannot be projected.

§ 4. Accordipgly, it needs no inference from the effect

in us to the cause> outside us, in order to go from sensa

tions to the intuition of the external world. External

perception is as immediate as self-perception, and is

given at the same time with this. The "I" can only

have the consciousness of its existence when it feels

itself affected by something, the existence of which it feels

at the same time with its own existence. Subject and

object are not. only correlative in conception, they belong

together also in sensation and perception, and while they

can be distinguished they cannot be separated.

A sensation which did not occasion a stimulus to

motion, or to some external effect, would be useless for

any living being. It cannot, therefore, be developed

according to the principles of the theory of development.

So every sensation in itself is related to something external,

independent of the living being. Even the simplest con

sciousness can distinguish the feeling of limitation which

stands in the way of its active effort toward the outside,

from the feelings which reflect the states of its own body.

Ehizopods (according to Engelmann's observation), draw

together their varying pseudopodia which serve both as

organs of touch and of motion, as often as they come in

contact with any foreign object, even though it be only

the pseudopodia of another individual of the same sort,

while there is ordinarily no contraction when the pseudo

podia of the same creature touch each other. So even

these lower animals which certainly have no innate idea

of causality, and apparently no clear consciousness of

space, are able to feel the external world.

In fact the conviction that something different from us

exists outside us, does not come from thought; it pro

ceeds from sensation, i.e., it rests on the same foundation

as the conviction of our own existence. Certainly the

relating of sensation and intuition to something real
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which we feel, to something which we know produces an

effect on us, is an act of consciousness ; and in so far all

intuition, and sensation as well, is intellectual. How

ever, this act cannot be separated from the conscious

ness of sensation itself. Sensation and perception have

real meaning immediately and in themselves. This

applies even to hallucinations, for one cannot even form

an hallucination without a body and without perceived

changes in the state of the body. The content of these

illusive ideas, as well as of dreams, consists of real, though

abnormally stimulated sensations. It is impossible to

imagine that one has a sensation.

§ 5. Perception and experience are not identical in

meaning. Experience is far more than even the result

of repeated and interconnected perceptions.

If the language of ordinary intercourse is used in

science, it is often impossible to avoid apparent contra

dictions. Experience, Kant teaches, gives to its judg

ments no true universality, but only apparent or assumed

universality ; and its necessity is nothing but the sub

jective necessity which springs from the habit of

expecting cases like those that have preceded. On the

other hand, the fundamental principles on which experi

ence rests are purely synthetic principles d priori, which

as such are valid and necessary ; it is possible only

through the idea of a necessary connection of percep

tions. These " must first be subsumed under pure con

cepts of the understanding before they can serve as

judgments of experience, in which the synthetic unity

of perceptions is thought as necessary and universally

valid." Who does not see, even though Kant thought it

unnecessary to say so expressly, that in these phrases

experience is used in a double meaning ; the popular

meaning, according to which it coincides with mere per

ception, and a more exact meaning according to which

it is equivalent to knowledge ? The experience with

which, as Kant says, all our knowledge undoubtedly
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begins, cannot be the same experience with which it

ends, the possibility of which, as he teaches, is the

principle of every objectively valid synthesis through

concepts. Experience in this second, more exact mean

ing of the term, is not the means nor the mere material,

but the " goal of knowledge of the objects of sense ;"

and the methods of science have no other task, nor can

there be any higher task for them, than that of making

experience complete. Every perception and every rule

obtained by comparing perceptions, is, according to this

exact concept of experience, to be thought as originally

brought into a universally valid, law-controlled connec

tion, whether we recognise this connection in the par

ticular case or not.

To have experience of anything, or, to use Kant's

expression, to make an experience of anything, means to

know it in a way universally valid, i.e, as it would be

known under like conditions by every similar con

sciousness. Experience is not the relating of an intuition

to its object ; it is this relating in a manner universally

valid.

When I think something as an object of experience, I

connect with my perception the idea that this perception

is valid, not merely for me in the momentary state of my

senses, but always under like circumstances for me, and

for every like consciousness. I regard something as object

of my experience when I presuppose that it is independent

of my perception as such. The object is not given to me

as outside my perception; hence I can only express its

independence of myself by making my perception of it

universally valid, i.e., by relating this perception to a

common consciousness. I think it as taking place under

like circumstances always and for every one in similar

manner. Even hallucinations and dream images, to which

no common object corresponds, and which are so far sub

jective, acquire objective meaning ; they come into con

nection with universal experience, if we presuppose that
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they are necessary, i.e., that under exactly the same cir

cumstances they occur always in the same way, although

this combination of conditions may never be repeated a

second time in exactly the same manner.

So everything iu experience, every single phenomenon

and every rule governing the connection of phenomena, is

universally valid in virtue of the relation of perception

to a common consciousness; and although for empirical

knowledge there exist differences of greater or less uni

versality, in so far as one part of knowledge may be subor

dinate to another in a scientific system, still with reference

to the universality essential to the whole of experience

as such, there is no difference between an individual fact

and a rule drawn from such facts.

§ 6. Before the desire to communicate perceptions and

the ideas, based on them is awakened, there exists only

an individual intuition and an indefinite object of intui

tion felt by a consciousness just as exclusively individual.

That desire is first awakened by life in society, it is a

result of the social impulses that have been acquired and

established in the struggle for existence. Only animals '

that live in society break through the circle of the in

dividual consciousness, they extend this by their psychical

relations with their companions until it becomes a social

consciousness. This first prepares the basis for experience

proper, the common knowledge of common objects. The

simple fact of social life is not sufficient to make experi

ence. In addition the consciousness of rules must be

present, to which thought in the community is subject ;

and "Eliis, su far as we know, "does not exist among any

animals. Where the consciousness that an intuition is

universal, is lacking, it is not yet possible to speak of

experience proper. So children in the first stage of their

psychical development have no experience. We do not

indeed know how early the influence of thought-intercourse

begins to make itself felt on the child's consciousness, for

we do not know how far this influence is reinforced and

E
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hastened by heredity. I am inclined to believe that with

every perception by man is associated the impulse to com

municate it.

a If Experience is a social concept, not a concept of in-

Y • I dividual psychology.1

Experience which originated and is constantly origi

nating anew in the effort to communicate ideas, as the

product of common or inter-subjective thinking, necessarily

stands under the laws which control this thinking. It

<r ^ l. t ^stands under logical, not under psychological categories.

While the latter serve to connect perceptions w1th'The'

individual self- consciousness, and so may be immediately

abstracted from intuition, the former are the laws and

standpoints _whic.h regulate thoughtTntercourse, produce

agreement in the thinking of individual subjects, and so

produce a common consciousness among them. If the

perceptions are connected with this consciousness, if they

are thought as objects of this consciousness, from this

connection there arises experience as the universally valid

knowledge of the perceived content. The consciousness

of the unifying concepts of universal thought must in

some degree be developed, if experience is to be possible

in distinction from mere perception.

In experience perceptions cease to be regarded as

themselves things, as is the case for immediate intuition ;

-they become phenomena of things, the distinction between

"V - perception and object is drawn by relating the former

to an object in general, i.e., by making it independent

of the individual consciousness. The indefinite felt object

of immediate perception, the something to which the

sensation is related, becomes in experience a definite

1 Even Kant distinguished between judgments of perception and judg

ments of experience, and regarded the consciousness of universality as the

decisive characteristic of the latter. But inasmuch as he treats the judg

ments of perception as making use of the same categories hypothetically,

which are used categorically in the judgments of experience, the distinction

between the two is again destroyed or made unintelligible. Yet in the con

cept of the objective transcendental unity of consciousness, Kant discovered

the concept of a common consciousness, and so pointed out the social factor

of experience.
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conceptual object. And since the perceptions, in so far

as they are to be factors of experience, are subject to

the condition of the communicability of ideas, the only

objective element in them is the conceptual or formal,

that which through them is known of things outside

ourselves, i.e., the definite relations of simultaneity and

succession, of place, form, and size. In these relations we

may know the pure object of external experience.

§ 7. The above distinction between psychological and

logical categories must be developed more fully in the case

of the two typical examples. If I understand causality /

to mean the feeling that one phenomenon depends upon/

another, and the impulse to complete for imaginative/

thought the> perceived change of my state, then causality!

is a psychological concept. On the other hand, the

concept of the reason of change on which depend know

ledge and the proof of a causal connection, is a logical I

concept. It gives to a series of phenomena which I

perceive, the meaning of a law for perception in general.

The possibility of experience and the progress of know

ledge rests on the supplanting of causes by reasons. So

mechanics does not seek the cause of an acceleration, but

the quantitatively determined reason of this ; and if J. E.

Mayer had speculated in concepts of sensation about the

meaning of force, instead of directing his attention to the

reasons of its phenomenal appearance, he certainly would

not have succeeded in discovering the principle of the

persistence of force. The concept of a thing, which has

the concept of the attributes of this as its correlate, is a

psychological form of apprehension, which is applied

immediately in the intuition itself. That which is re

presented as a whole by reason of its spatial limitation

and its motion en masse, is regarded in intuition as

a thing. The inner phenomenon does not indeed give

this concept, and yet there appears in it a constant

group of feelings as the empirical ego over against the

changing states of consciousness. Again the concept of
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substance is a logical category. The possibility of a

judgment rests immediately on the constancy of the

subject. I cannot judge if the subject of my judgment

is constantly changing unless it be that this very change

of the subject is the subject of my judgment, in which

case in order to be able to think this change, the idea of

something persistent must still be laid at its foundation.

I cannot know that my judgment in a given case coincides

with the judgments of every one else, unless I know that

all these judgments are related to one and the same

subject. This logical necessity as applied to perception~^\

becomes the concept of substance. The persistent in the

phenomenon which is thought as the subject of judgments

of experience, is the substance in the phenomenon. And

because only that part of external experience which re

mains the same in quantity, can be proved to be persistent,

matter and force are the substance of external experience ;

while for inner experience there is given only a substance

for thought, not a substance for intuition, in the simple

self-consistent form of the ego.

§ 8. Although the logical principles first come to con

sciousness in thought-intercourse, they are not created by

this. They are not invented by it, but discovered. In

this sense they precede experience, not chronologically,

but logically. They are the a priori of experience ; its

basis, not a result of it.

If I begin with the psychological origin of experience,

I find first the impressions of sense, by which my con

sciousness feels itself affected, and which thus are related

to something which is independent of my own existence.

Since the connection and succession of definite impressions

are governed by law, since they contain an empirically

universal element, I reach through them a practical ex

perience, which arises from the expectation of definite re

sults from definite impressions, and becomes the practical

guide of my actions. But, at the same time, I stand in

thought-intercourse with other subjects. And as I unite
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my effort and purpose with the effort and purpose of the

community, I connect my perception with the idea of a

common consciousness, and thereby I think the objective

element in it as object (universally valid) of experience.

Accordingly, the conditions under which my thought-

intercourse with others stands, and under which alone a

universal consciousness proceeding from this is possible,

are, at the same time, the conditions under which the

objects of experience must stand ; because the concept

of such an object first arises by relating it to that

universal consciousness of a perception, which, taken by

itself, is always individual.

§ 9. The logical conditions of experience, the categories

of the persistence of substance, of causality, or the sufficient

reason of experience, of the interrelation of phenomena in

a single all-embracing reality or nature, are not, as Kant

teaches, given as a multiplicity of non-homogeneous con

cepts, as an arrangement of the understanding which

exists simply as a matter of fact. They proceed from

a single highest principle, the principle of the unity and

persistence of consciousness, and are distinguished only

by the application of this principle to the universal rela

tions of intuition. The " I," the thought of which stands

for the general in the individual consciousness, becomes

conscious of its unity and self-identity as the condition of

all knowledge, either in the analysis of a simultaneous

manifold of impressions of which the intuition-form is

space, or in the connection of a series of impressions,

or in the combined acts of analysis and synthesis, from

which arises the concept of a totality of related phenomena.

By means of the first the persistent is distinguished from

the changeable ; by the second, change is connected with

its reason ; finally, by the third, all that is real, processes

and things, are thought as belonging to one and the same

world, each single portion as part of the whole of nature.

This third and broadest unifying concept of thought, which

may be described objectively as the principle of the
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identity of reality with itself, as the unity and uniqueness

of being, contains both the former concepts as moments

in itself. It can be, as it were, analysed into two com

ponents, one of which consists in the application of this

unifying function of thought to the simultaneity, the

second, of its application to the sequence of phenomena.1

§10. Experience stands under the law of the unity of

thought as its most fundamental principle. Perception

and concept work together to produce it, experience

obtains its reality through that in it which belongs to

sensation and perception ; and objectivity through the

conceptual element in it, through the relating of the

perceptions to a general consciousness. So in idea ex

perience and science (if the latter means real science

and not formal logic and mathematics) are not different.

Experience is the beginning of science, science is the

completion of experience. Science develops what before

1 Kant distinguishes the schema of the category from the category itself,

because he separates thinking and perception, and introduces pure forms

of intuition between the two. In order to make sure that the categories

apply to phenomena, it is not necessary, however, to take refuge in such an

artificial theory as the Kantian schematism. Rather category and schema

mean the same thing. A category not schematised is an uncompleted

thought. As means of schematisation, Kant applies exclusively the uni

versal form of intuition, time. There is no reason why space might not

serve equally well. Certainly the categories of substance and reciprocity

cannot be schematised without the space idea, the form in which we per

ceive simultaneity. Accordingly we possess no schematised idea of the

erjo, i.e., no idea of it connected with possible intuition except with reference

to its persistence.

In truth, however, we do not need pure forms of intuition in order to

apply the unifying concepts of thought in and for experience. The quali

ties of space and time, the unity, continuity, and infinity which Kant used

to prove the & priori character of these ideas in order to draw the unavoid

able conclusion that space and time must be mere forms of intuition, are

already (as attributes common to both forms) logical determinations of

space and time, and that, too, of empirical space and empirical time. We

think of space and time also as homogeneous, or similar in character through

out, because we can abstract in thought from every perceived difference in

the content of time and space. We think them as infinite because we can

continue the perceived space and time in thought without hindrance. In

spite of their infiniteness we ascribe to them unity, because for our thought,

unity with itself is essential to synthesis and analysis. Kant's pure forms

of intuition are, in reality, only conceived empirical forms of intuition,

and the unifying concepts of thought do not need the interposition of ideas

(which, like Kant's pure intuitions, are neither intuitions nor concepts),

before they can be applied to phenomena.
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has been outlined for knowledge by the concept of possible

experience.

Although we presuppose the principles of experience

in general, in order to prove them in particular by the

actual connection of phenomena, this process is not to be

regarded as arguing in a circle. No one thinks it is

arguing in a circle when physics first solves a problem

analytically, in order to apply this solution to real rela

tions by introducing empirical constants, and so to prove

its correctness by experimental verification. Universally

in science, principles are introduced to explain phenomena,

and are proved to be real through the phenomena them

selves. We use the same process in philosophy, the

-science of experience in general, when we start with the

analysis of possible knowledge, in order to transform this

into real knowledge by actual experience which we pro

duce. That this process is applicable, that external

nature can be known according to the principles of

possible experience, proves that consciousness and the

external world belong to one and the same reality, that

they are, so to speak, "of one mind." The phenomenon

of nature, moreover (and with this alone we have to do

in experience), falls within consciousness, and so is neces

sarily subject to the laws of its unity.

Eationalism and sensationism, the two opposite theories

of the meaning of knowledge, must therefore be connected

with each other, as are nativism and empiricism, the two

theories of the origin of knowledge. In the relation of

perceptions to a common consciousness, and in the sub

jection of perception to the conditions of universality, all

experience necessarily has a rational element. A purely

psychological analysis and empirical deduction of this

concept can never be sufficient, for experience springs from

common thought, and is related to common thought.

Explanatory Note.—When I think two phenomena as causally con

nected, by this thought I make their relation an object of experience. The

proof that in the given case such a connection really exists, is obtained by
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, the reciprocally quantitative determination of the phenomena. But with

out those thoughts I could not seek this proof, nor could I understand it

even if it were given me from some other source. Experience cannot be

given to me ; I must make it by subsuming my perceptions nnder the con •

ditions of their universality, the conditions of possible knowledge, which

must be known to me beforehand. The universality of a perception is the

condition under which alone it can be an element of experience. A per

ception is universally valid when and in so far as it is subject to law, when

under the same conditions, objective as well as subjective, only one and

the same definite perception is at all times possible. The thought that

perceptions are subject to law is, therefore, an d, priori condition of ex

perience ; through this alone is it possible to recognise and to establish the

fact that a perception really belongs to experience, i.e., to the universally

valid knowledge of a common object, and is not merely the consciousness

of the subjective affection of one's own sense.



CHAPTEE IV.

DARWINISM AND TRANSCENDENTAL PHILOSOPHY.

§ i. Undoubtedly it is a correct and economical maxim

of investigation to apply a principle, which has already

proved useful in wide spheres of knowledge, to still other

spheres, in order to test its full reach or to avoid the

introduction of a new principle. It is, however, necessary

to be on one's guard against carrying this maxim too far.

The principle should not be carried over to phenomeua

which by their very nature cannot be subject to it.

Since biology and psychology, the study of organic and

the study of psychical nature stand in such close relation,

since such marked parallels exist in general between the

development and differentiation of the nervous system and

the unfolding and intensification of consciousness, one can

understand the attempt simply to carry over the laws of J

organic devolopment to the explanation of psychical de

velopment. Absurd as the attempt seems, it promises"

to shed light on some difficult questions of comparative

psychology, in particular the question as to the origin and

development of the instincts,—and it is only necessary to

read certain chapters of Eomanes' " Mental Evolution in

Animals " (London, 1883), in order to be convinced of the

fruitfulness of the method.

We know that even in individual life actions, the

performance of which originally demanded a series of

acts of will, can become automatic, i.e., independent of

direction by purpose and consciousness. If such ordinary

or habitual modes of action by the individual are inherited,

and are taken up into the process of natural selection,

'  

/
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then in the course of the history of the race they must

assume the abbreviated form of instincts. Numerous

actions from instinct or impulse among animals may be

explained by the disappearance of intelligence from actions

originally conscious, on the supposition that characteristics

first acquired in the individual's life are inherited. Many

of the most striking and most beautiful adaptations to

the relations of life would thus be finally attained by the

gradual summation of a very great number of conscious

actions. In this manner it is possible to explain, e.g., the

innate power of the chicken just out of the egg to set

itself right in the external world, to perceive distances and

to estimate them correctly ; and still it is difficult to see of

what use for the chicken's progress every single little step

toward the gradual acquirement of this faculty could have

been. In the case of single individuals, non-intelligent

as well as intelligent habits appear which have nothing

to do with adaptation. If these, as is assumed, are in

herited and gradually changed, they cannot have been

brought into an advantageous direction and established

there by natural selection, as the intelligent habits are.

This explanation is necessarily impossible in the case

of a number of other instincts, including some even of

the most perfect, such as the instincts of non-sexual

and unfruitful insects. As Darwin shows, these instincts

can only be attained and developed by natural selection.

However attractive may be the explanation of certain

instincts by the inheritance of intelligent actions, or even

of actions that are not intelligent but have only accident

ally become useful, difficulties stand in the way of an

actual transfer by inheritance of individually acquired

characteristics and faculties, as Weismann has pointed

out in his important lecture on heredity.1 Weismann

shows that no proof has yet been furnished that acquired

characteristics are inherited, because the facts brought

1 Ueler die Vererbung. Ein Vortrag von Dr. August Weismann.

Jena, 1883.
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forward to establish this assumption may be explained

equally well, and even more simply, by the principle of

natural selection alone. He arrives at the conclusion

that " all instincts arise simply by selection, that they do

not have their root in the habits of the individual life, but

in variations of the germ." But even if this principle of

the inheritance of acquired characteristics and faculties

is regarded as a postulate of comparative psychology,

while the impulsive or instinctive in human consciousness

may indeed be explained by means of it, it is wholly im

possible to explain in this way, as some men think they

can, all, even the higher faculties of the human mind.

In transferring to human psychology a mode of thought

which may suffice to explain animal psychology, no little

caution is necessary ; as is equally the case in transferring

the standpoints of human psychology to that of animals.

Man in his relations with his fellow-men has raised the

psychical life of the animal to the level of spiritual life ; h

his most distinctive products, speech dealing with con

cepts, invention, knowledge, conscience, artistic creation,

have only very distant analogies in the life of the animal.

Without denying the continuity of all psychical develop

ment, we cannot overlook the fact that, under the additional

influence of social life on the life of the individual, a gulf

has been made between the intelligence of men and of

animals which is constantly growing greater. "Important

as the struggle for existence has been, and even still is,"

says Darwin, " yet, as far as the highest part of man's

nature is concerned, there are other agencies more im

portant, for the moral qualities are more advanced, either

directly or indirectly, through the effects of habit, the

reasoning powers, instruction, religion, &c., than through

natural selection." 1 And what Darwin says of the moral

qualities of man, must apply equally to his purely intel

lectual qualities.

The animal can adapt its actions to the changed con-

1 Darwin : Descent of Man (London, 1889), p. 618.
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ditions of its environment, and from this power of

adaptation we first have reason to conclude that it

possesses intelligence. Man, on the other hand, can

change the conditions about him, and adapt them to his

mind. He knows how to call forth independently new

conditions which correspond to his purpose. He creates

tools for himself, and changes the external world by his

work. He fills and changes the surface of his planet

with the products of his industry and skill ; and as his

practical understanding shows its superiority to mere

adaptation by its power of initiative, his theoretical

understanding shows its superiority by its power to

arrange the perceptions it receives, according to the con

cepts of his thought. This capacity which creates know

ledge is the result of his thought-intercourse with his

fellow-men, an effect of the universal social mind on the

individual mind. Although this human intelligence may^

originally have been developed by the adaptation of

reason to experience (by which here I mean mere per

ception), its progress and its real essence consists rather

ift_the adaptation of .experience to reason. So man

analyses the phenomena which are given to him in

perception, in order that, guided by the consciousness

that reason is subject to law, he may discover laws of

nature. This self-activity of reason is the source of

active experience, as man has developed it in contrast

with the prevailingly passive experience of animals. Man

not only has the ability to make the psychical processes

of conception, judgment, and inference into objects for

his consciousness, a faculty possessed by no animal so far

as we know ; he knows farther that these processes ought

to be subject to a highest law, the law of the unity of

thought with itself. He has a logical as well as a psycho- }

logical self-consciousness, because he can connect his/

individual thinking with collective thinking, and subject/

it to the norms of the latter. Besides his individual

desire he has the consciousness of a universal will, which

A
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binds him and transforms his natural inclinations and

impulses, even the impulse to propagate his kind, into

moral impulses.1

In spite of all one's admiration for the idea of the

unity and continuity of life, of descent and development

in organic nature,—as well as for the principle of the

unity and persistence of mechanical force, that greatest

scientific thought of the century—it is impossible to

overlook the fact that certain followers of Darwin in

natural philosophy have not imitated the master's

example of wise caution. As in the age of Newton's

philosophy everything, even morals, used to be explained

by attraction working atjijiisjance, so to-day the word

development has become the scientific phrase which

serves for~every desired explanation, and is introduced

into discussions where it has no meaning. If one

listens to certain development-theorists, in particular

Herbert Spencer, he is obliged to believe that absolutely

everything must have developed, including even develop- '

ment itself. These philosophers seem to forget that,

according to Darwin, development is no law but a result

of laws, and that development is not a means of explana

tion but something to be explained.

§ 2. The constant repetition of the fact that the theory

of development and descent solves the questions of tran

scendental philosophy, that the theory of selection furnishes

the reconciliation, so long sought in vain, between the two

rival schools of philosophy, the transcendental, which

assumes a priori forms of knowledge, and the empirical,

which derives these forms from experience, proves only

that the question is not understood. . No distinction is

recognised between the transcendental investigation dealing

with conditions of experience in general, and a psycho-

genetic problem which forms the subject of a particular

1 The moral and the logical have a common source, the social conscious

ness. So all that is moral, in particular justice, is logical when considered

from one side. This explains the relative truth of the intellectual systems

of morals from Socrates to Kant.

V^
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V:

science of experience, and so presupposes the results of

the former investigation. The theory of innate ideas is

confused with the assertion that science has d, priori

fundamental principles: although the fact that a certain

form of thought is innate, i.e., that it originates according

to the development theory in the history of the race,

makes this form none the less an a priori condition of

knowledge for the individual. An idea which supposably

or in fact is innate, is not Apriori ; but a concept which

must be used in its relation to other concepts as reason

and not as result, is A priori. A priori designates not a

chronological but a logical relation between concepts. A

concept which expresses a universal condition of know

ledge may be called absolutely & priori. So, for example,

the principle of sufficient reason is absolutely it, priori,

although We can deduce it from the unity of conscious

ness, since it is the condition of the conceivability of

change. Since particular forms of association are thought

to be inherited, one must grant that much may be born

in the individual, and so precede his experience, which

however does not have the meaning of an & priori form

of knowledge. The question as to what is a priori in

knowledge and what is not, comes up again with refer

ence to innate concepts. It cannot be decided merely

by proving the source of ideas. True the conditions of

knowledge, so far as they are subjective, are rooted in the

organisation of our mind ; but not everything which is

rooted in this organisation is on that account a condition

of knowledge. The possibility of error is not excluded

from the composition of our mind any more than the

possibility of truth.

The universal forms of knowledge treated by the tran

scendental philosophy are the logical, not the psychological

forms. Logical forms, however, originate in thought-in

tercourse ; they have an historical, not a purely biological

origin.

It cannot be repeated often enough that the question as
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to the origin and development of the forms of thought,

has not at all the importance for the critique of know

ledge which is ordinarily ascribed to it. The critique of

pure reason, the transcendental critique, undertaken by

Kant with the purpose of investigating the possibility of

science, in order to decide the possibility of metaphysics,

treats principally " not of the origin of experience, but of

what is involved in experience." 1 In fact the problem

which is proposed by the critique of knowledge, is not the

question as to what in our knowledge has its source in

ourselves, and what proceeds from things outside us ; but

rather the question, what concepts stand for the funda

mental presuppositions of experience and science, and how

these are proved to be such presuppositions.

If I show that the uniformity of events in nature forms

the necessary presupposition for an objectively valid

judgment as to change, this does not include the asser^

tion that the consciousness of this uniformity precedes

the perception of the change. And if it is beyond a

doubt that an experience, a universally valid judgment

as to an event in nature, could not be possible until this

consciousness of uniformity arrived at development in

some psychological subject, still there is no reason to

suppose that it preceded the experience of the subject in

time. Eather it constitutes the experience of the subject ;

in its connection with the perceived event it is the expe

rience which the thinking subject forms for himself of

this event.

The necessary conditions of experience in general must

not be sought exclusively on its subjective side, any more

than they can be found on its objective side alone. The

penetrating question asked by Laas, What guarantees

I the identity and uniformity, of myself, more than the

identity and uniformity of space and of nature? is directed

1 Although the above passage from the Prolegomena, as I now see, is

only to be applied to the method of this book, still it expresses exactly and

correctly the thought which distinguishes the critique of knowledge from

the theory of knowledge.
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merely against a psychological deduction, not against the

critical theory of the forms of knowledge.1 It is evident

that experience is possible only so long and so far as

constancy and uniformity really exist, and are thought as

existing on the side both of the object and of the subject.

Experience would be terminated, not only if we thought

the constancy and uniformity of objects destroyed, but

also if the subject ceased .to be conscious of its own con

stancy in its idea of the objects ; but it must be granted

that objective constancy and uniformity can only be

known through the identity of the subject of which it

forms the correlate.

§ 3. The theory of descent and development in its

application to psychogenesis, aims to make clear the

agreement between the general forms of knowledge and

the general relations of things, without the necessity of I

a roundabout transcendental proof. It explains this

agreement briefly as the result of selection in the struggle

for existence, by showing that only such forms of thought

can survive as correspond to the real relations of things.

And because these forms or concepts, it is assumed, have

as their source the total preceding experience of the race,

it should be at once plain why they possess that necessity

for the individual's consciousness by which they are dis

tinguished from all other concepts, acquired first in the

personal experience of the individual. The transcen

dental proof finds itself supplanted by the biological, the

simplicity of which leaves nothing to be desired.

How is one to think the adaptation of the logical forms

of knowledge to external relations, when the exactness of

these forms is absolute and ideal, and gives the standard

for all empirical exactness ? Or, of what use is an exact

ness which evidently far exceeds all the needs of mere

existence ? It is perfectly clear to us how the knowledge

of logical laws has developed. "We know definitely that

1 Laas : Einige Bemeriungen zur Transcendentalphilosophie. In den

Strassburger Abhandlungen zur Philosophic Freiburg i. B. u. Tubingen,

1883.
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it did not occur by adaptation to the logical forms of the

external world. Nor are the principles of logic innate ;

they must constantly be handed down, for they do not

express the natural laws of thought, but its normal laws.

The same holds true of the fundamental concepts of mathe

matics. Between the concept of straight as geometry bids

us think this, and the idea of lines bent or broken little

as one will, there are no intermediate steps which could

have been set aside by selection in the struggle for the

existence of concepts. The concept cannot be thought

with more or less exactness, and, instead of deducing it

from representative ideas, e.g., the edges of a crystal, it

must rather be used as the norm by which such intuitions

are judged.1

Even the knowledge of the empirical characteristics of

space cannot be explained by a gradual adaptation of ideas

and the survival of the fittest. Or is it really credible

that of the numberless beings which are said to have

thought space in all imaginable forms, only those have

survived which with accidental correctness thought space

with three dimensions ? Who would lay greater weight

on such a proof that it is useful to think the spatial re

lations of things in three dimensions, than on the proof

of the geometrician who erects three lines perpendicular

to each other at one point ? The sense of sight has /

not, as yet, attained any direct perception of the third

dimension.2

The necessity of arranging our muscular sensations in

the system of a continuous manifold, extended in three

dimensions, does not originate with any inherited habit

of the race, nor is it a law of our form of intuition a

priori, as Kant teaches ; it is a mechanical adaptation of /

the activity of the muscular sense to the relations of the/

1 If it is claimed that the concept of straight arises from the idea of

crooked in connection with the negation of this, it is forgotten that an idea

can, indeed, be destroyed by negation, but no other can take its place.

2 Cf. Lipps, Psijehologische Studien, Heidelberg, 1885, p. 69, sqq., and

Riehl, Philosophischcr Kriticismus, vol. ii. part 1. p. 148, sqq.

F
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very reality to which the sense and its activity belong,

and which only in our thought is analysed into an ob

jective and a subjective side, but apart from our thought

is to be conceived as free from this antithesis.

§ 4. We meet the same difficulties as in the case of

the mathematical and logical concepts, when we try to

think the metaphysical concept of causality as developed

biologically. Is the general principle of causality, the

demand for a reason by which the change may become

conceivable, to be referred back to the history of the

race, or are the ideas of definite caused results to be

sought there ? The first assumption stands in evident

contradiction with the facts, so that one could hardly

be in earnest in asserting it. The conviction that the

causal principle holds without exception, is confessedly

lacking to-day among most men ; and in antiquity, even

philosophy does not seem to have recognised it until the

time of Democritus. It is only modern science which

makes the postulate that change has a reason the very

basis of its investigation, and gives exact meaning to this

postulate in its application to the external world by the

principle that cause and effect agree quantitatively. Sense

perception shows anything but complete obedience to law

in the sequence of phenomena ; instead of the conviction

that things are causally connected, one could, with far

greater reason, explain the belief in absence of law and in

miracle, which, even to-day, prevails among the majority

of men, as the inherited experience of the race.

There remains only the assumption that definite associa

tions of ideas, i.e., the predispositions to such associations,

are inherited. For animal psychology, this assumption

may be in great degree valid, although, as Weisinann shows,

many of the phenomena mentioned as examples, e.g., the

instinctive connection between the look or the threat of

an enemy, and the disposition to flight, may be equally

well explained as the result of natural selection. But in

the case of man such special impulses to perception, as
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Schneider calls them, certainly are not to be found. Not

even the fear of touching fire is inherited. Even if in

earlier periods of man's development, definite instincts to

perception were inherited, evidently the development of

the general concept of cause must have been hindered

rather than helped by this inheritance. The more per

fectly a living being, either physically or psychically, is

adapted to the relations of the external world, so much

the less does it find occasion to advance to new adap

tations.

That the proof offered by the theory of development

for the validity of the general law of cause has not been

successful, must be admitted. That which is clearly the

reason of all scientific inductions, is made the result of

wholly unscientific inductions. Do men really believe /

that the superficial experiences of the animal and half-

animal ancestors of man have more weight for the de

velopment of his general concept of cause, than scientific

analysis and experimental investigation, which are con

scious of their end ? The psycho-genetic theory knows no

difference between the psychological impulse to complete

in thought the perception of a change, and the logical

postulate that the change has a reason. If the animal

looks around for the source of a sudden rustle, or by

certain signs detects the presence of his enemy, this im

pulsive activity of the mind has only a very distant re

lation to the mental operations of a student of nature,

who himself produces the phenomenon that he aims to

explain, and artificially introduces new circumstances, in

order to become thoroughly acquainted with it. Between

these two degrees of experience, there lies the whole self-

conscious thought-effort of mankind up to the present

time. Who desires to assert that the development is

continuous, when the striking thing is rather the change

in its direction ?

It is not absolutely necessary to make a biological

theory into a philosophical system, by using its prin
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ciples in the treatment of questions to which they can

find no application. We prefer to leave the idle study

of a Darwinian logic and critique of knowledge to

our latest students of natural philosophy, who have

their true prototype not in Darwin, but in Schelling

and Hegel.

-



CHAPTER V.

METAPHYSICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SYSTEMS.

§ I. The understanding is stimulated by a twofold interest ;

the complexity of phenomena calls for differentiation, and

the essential unity calls for comparison and interrelation.

The two interests work in opposite directions, but by no

means exclude each other. The difference and multi

plicity of objects is just as necessary for knowledge, as

the power to satisfy the mind's need of a unified appre

hension of things, by comparing and connecting them.

Where nothing is to be distinguished, there is nothing to

be connected. Analysis and synthesis demand each other

and condition each other reciprocally ; as synthesis with

out preceding analysis is purely formal, and expresses

only a consciousness of the form of possible connection ;

so an analysis without succeeding synthesis, is without

aim and direction. Every element of knowledge gained

by scientific analysis receives its proper worth only as

destined to enter into future synthesis. It is only in

formal science which creates its own objects, only in

mathematics, that the synthetic operations (addition,

multiplication, &c.) precede the analytic (subtraction,

division, &c.). This is the most striking difference be

tween mathematics and physical science, and it is this

difference which makes it dangerous to imitate mathe

matics in other branches of study, especially in philo

sophy. Except in mathematics, the synthetic thought

that precedes the complete analysis of fact, has only the

work of a provisional hypothesis ; it is indispensable in

that it gives direction to farther analysis, but it can

85
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only be used to explain particular phenomena, by bring

ing its results to bear on the phenomena themselves.

This double interest of the mind, the synthetic and the

analytic (in Kant's language, the interest of universality

and of definiteness), has ordinarily been expressed in this

way :—The principles of things are not to be increased

more than is necessary, nor are their differences to be

overlooked as unimportant. The mind in its effort for

system seeks to comprehend as many facts as possible,

under the fewest possible grounds of explanation. Only

the phenomena themselves limit this effort ; the extent

of its application is determined by their character and

arrangement.

As no one individual feels the two interests with equal

force, so the history of science shows whole periods in

which the one or the other has prevailed. Periods of

analytic investigation of detail, of specialised investiga

tion, are followed by periods in which the results of such

investigation are united, and general principles deduced.

I avoid the expressions " inductive " and " deductive " for

such periods. Though it must be granted that the process

of induction starts with knowledge of facts, exact and as

complete as possible, though its prepaiatory stadium is

analytic, it is by no means confined to analysis of what

is given in experience. In its farther progress, it cannot

dispense with the guidance of, at least, a tentative syn

thesis ; so that Claude Bernard's words, " induction is

properly a conjecture by means of deduction," are charac

teristic and appropriate. Still the pre-eminently analytic

periods of science may be regarded as empirical, and dis

tinguished from the synthetic as inductive-deductive.

As the former are characterised by a tireless, often

aimless collection of facts, presented without guiding

thoughts ; so the latter are marked by the effort for a

unified simple apprehension, for generalisation of induc

tive explanations, in a word by their philosophic spirit.

For philosophy, in the most general meaning of the word,
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is one with completed scientific knowledge, and recognises

this unity. In spirit and in method it is synthesis in

science. Our scientific age with its ideas of the inde

structibility of force, and of the single origin of life forms,

with its explanation of organic processes by the general

laws of matter, and its connection of psychology with

physiology, is eminently a philosophical age,—certainly

more philosophical than the age of Schelling's and Hegel's

philosophy of nature, although, more properly, because no

so-called philosophical system can now assume control of

science. What metaphysical systems constantly promised

and never fulfilled, desired but never could reach, this is

actually reached by scientific systems. On this basis of

scientific experience, of an analysis of phenomena ever

more complete, these systems state more and more fully

the universal connection of scientific knowledge.

Certain thinkers to-day, still fond of metaphysical

alchemy with its search for the philosopher's stone,

the one conception explaining the world, have found it so

difficult to defend their metaphysics, that they modestly

offer to be satisfied, if their super-scientific ideas be

allowed a hypothetical meaning. They forget Kant's

words, that "it is absurd to try to prove the probable

reality of such ideas ; just as if one should think of prov

ing the mere probability of a proposition in geometry."

" To conjecture outside the field of experience, is to

play with thoughts." This compulsory contentment is

only the admission that metaphysics are really at an end.

A hypothetical and merely relative metaphysics is no

metaphysics at all. Exact proof is as essential to meta

physics as to mathematics. By the inductive method

which must often use hypotheses and be content with

probability, no metaphysical principles are reached, but

only inductive results. He who promises us speculative

results by the inductive method, either does not know

what induction is, or he is consciously deceived. Since

the objects of metaphysics are not objects of experience,
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and cannot be ; either knowledge of them must come from

pure reason, and so cannot be hypothetical or relative,

or there can be no knowledge of them at all, nor even

a proof that they really exist. " Eeason separated from

all experience can only know it priori and necessarily,

or not at all ; its judgment is never opinion, but either

forbearance from any judgment, or apodictic certainty." x

Scientific hypotheses are introduced to explain phe

nomena, and are proved by phenomena. By such

explanation, phenomena are made conceivable ; by the

verifying proof, the grounds of explanation are estab

lished as actual. How are metaphysical hypotheses to

be verified ? By proving that the phenomenal world as

a whole is in agreement with them ? This outlet is

more than doubtful considering the absolute freedom

of metaphysical hypotheses and our lack of control over

them. What metaphysical hypothesis is there, with

which the originator cannot show that the world of

experience is in general agreement ? He who personifies

the unified connection of his thought of phenomena into

a metaphysical being, may with Fichte make the world

conceivable by assuming an absolute ego ; he who regards

understanding as secondary, may with Schopenhauer

think that he has discovered in unconscious will, a con

ception to explain the world. He who with Spinoza

regards time as a mere mode of the imagination, will

explain the unity of things according to the schema of

substance and attribute, while he who directs attention

to the more noticeable fact of change and development

in time, will seek a law of the world to connect all

phenomena and explain each one. So it is always a

single prominent trait of thought or of reality, to the

exclusion of other characteristics, which is elevated into

a metaphysical idea, and made the controlling element

of the system. In metaphysical explanations, most, if

1 Kritik der reinen Vernun/l : Diaciplin d. r. V. in Antehung tier

Hypotheaen, p. 598.
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not all, depends on the art of selection, or rather of

arrangement,—and one might decide between meta

physical systems by lot rather than by inclination or

taste. A respected metaphysical thinker of our time

demands that we complement our experience of the

world by the intuition of a supersensual continuation

of the world, and interpret the connection of things

according to a plan, an Idea, the real meaning of which,

however, as he himself confesses, is unknowable. What

does the word intuition mean ? and how does Lotze

know so exactly that the unknown must be an Idea ?

Where does he get the right not merely to idealise the

need of reason for a system, but farther to personify it,

transforming the Idea into a unified intelligent power?

Granted that spiritual being and activity cannot be

explained from matter—and what scientific thinker

would not grant this ?—does it follow that matter must

be explained from spirit ?

Metaphysical systems are opiates for the mind, they

benumb it instead of giving it life and clearness. They

create the appearance of all-inclusive knowledge, which,

if desire and fulfilment are regarded as one, it is not

difficult to reach.

§ 2. The criticism of metaphysical systems must strip

off the lustre from their Ideas, and must destroy the

aesthetic impressions produced by the unity and com

pleteness of these artistic creations of thought ; it must

finally disregard all other motives to system-making

except such as are purely scientific, though it is well

known that systems owe their influence more to non-

scientific motives, than to the power and conclusiveness

of their proofs. What metaphysical system has found

the proofs of another convincing ?

There may yet be a doubt whether a criticism of

metaphysics in general is still in place, whether this

problem has not been solved already. Is not the im

possibility of metaphysics as a science, a demonstrated
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truth since Kant's transcendental dialectic was written

more than a century ago ?

The peculiarity of Kant's procedure is that he attacked

metaphysics, or what he regarded as such, with its own

weapons, and tried to disprove it by its own method. He

would prove from pure reason, and make it an object of

knowledge a priori, that we cannot know metaphysical

objects. The knowledge of its uncertainty, which is only

possible by critique of the reason, is itself science. After

having proved in the positive part of his work that the

valid use of the categories is limited to experience, that

our & priori knowledge only exists in relation to the

formal grounds of experience, that therefore the "proud

name of Ontology, which proposes to give synthetic

knowledge d, priori of things in general, must give way

to a mere Analytic of the pure understanding ; " he under

takes to show in the negative part of his work that the

procedure of pure reason is necessarily dialectic, i.e., can

only lead to the appearance of proofs, and that the as

sumption of metaphysical objects, a simple soul-substance,

a totality of phenomena given in possible experience, and

a most real being, rests on false conclusions. Fundamental

as this undertaking was, and although in fact it removed

from science once for all a certain form of metaphysical

dogmatism, yet Kant's idea of metaphysics was not

comprehensive enough ; and his work has suffered from

certain lacks due to his purpose to supplant a dogmatic

metaphysics on theoretical basis, by a dogmatic meta

physics on practical basis.

Kant criticised not metaphysics proper, but the meta

physical sciences, rational psychology, cosmology, and

theology, and that especially in the form which Wolff

had given these sciences. He even conceived his critique

as laying this foundation for a future system of pure

reason, a metaphysics " in the form of a science." He

indeed left no basis for this science by his refutation of

the ontological argument. Every metaphysical proof is
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based on the conclusion from concepts to the existence

of objects in harmony with these concepts. But this

more general reach of the ontological proof seems to have

escaped him, for he only subjects the scholastic form of

it to criticism.

Kant recognises two conceptions of metaphysics, one

scholastic, which he regarded more important, at least so

far as the final aim of the science was concerned ; and one

critical, which limited metaphysics to those principles of

nature and of morals which are independent of experience.

Freedom of the will, hope of personal immortality, belief in

the existence of God ; these primary objects of scholastic

philosophy, as Schopenhauer calls them, Kant still treated

as the essential problems of metaphysics in its first mean

ing; the transcendental dialectic was to determine the

possibility of this metaphysics. The decision of this

battle of reason for the existence of those supersensual

realities, is not quite impartially rendered. Though the

critique of pure reason arrives at the conclusion that

affirmation and denial of those objects of belief are alike

without foundation, yet Kant lets slip the remark :—as

reason is entirely unable here to make positive assertions,

so little, and still less, has it the knowledge necessary to

make any denials of these questions.

The second conception of metaphysics the critique

leaves intact, indeed it would by its theory of experience

establish for the benefit of this the fact that a practical

dogmatic use of reason is possible, and would create a

basis for the same. Such a metaphysics consists of the

pure sciences of nature and of morals, for Kant thought

it possible to separate entirely the pure and the em

pirical parts of these sciences. After having developed

the basis of experience as a system of categories, he

deduced from these categories not merely the principles

governing the investigation of nature, but also the most

general mechanical laws of nature. He constructed the

object of physics : matter & priori, and in so doing appar
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ently presupposed only the existence of a " movable in

space." Analogously, to get a basis for ethics, he thought

it " unnecessary to borrow anything at all from the know

ledge of man." He regarded the pure conception of a

moral law sufficient. It is not difficult to see that this

could not really be carried out. In fact, experience could

as little be excluded from a pure science of nature, as

from the metaphysical proof of a moral system binding on

all reasonable beings. As the latter takes from experience

the relation to social life already included in the formula

of the moral law, and the consciousness of duty which,

as Kant himself showed, presupposed an empirical will

affected by sense desires ; so in the construction of matter,

the antagonism of the two fundamental forces certainly

points back, whether correctly or not, to specific ex

periences. For this reason, Kant was obliged to treat

both forces as inexplicable.1 The exceedingly artificial

structure of the transcendental dialectic is linked with

the distinction between Ideas of pure reason, and con

cepts of the understanding. But a closer examination

of Kant's deduction of these Ideas shows that they are

simply the categories indefinitely extended. So the

distinction is lost between a pure theoretical reason, as

the special organ for metaphysics, and the speculative

use of the understanding ; this is all the more true since

the fundamental principle on which rests the deduction

of particular concepts of reason as suggested by the

forms of inference, cannot stand criticism. " There will

be as many concepts of pure reason as there are kinds

of relation, which the understanding thinks through the

categories " [of relation], says Kant, and thereby grants

that the concepts of reason coincide with certain con

1 It was not simply a systematic interest, but also the feeling of the im

perfection of his Metaphysische Anfangsgriinde der NaturwUaemchafl,

which led Kant in his old age to seek a "transition" from pure to real

physics. That which deserves attention in this, is less the hypothesis of

a universal fundamental matter in motion, than the attempt to determine

the system of moving forces in matter, by counter forces exercised by the

subject in perception.
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cepts of pure understanding, and can be nothing but

these concepts used absolutely, i.e., misused. The un

limited character of the mind's activity is transferred

to things themselves,—the negative characteristic, absence

of anything in the mind to prevent constantly repeated use

of the concepts reason and cat1se, is transformed into

the positive thought of an all-comprehending causality, of

a first, or if preferred, a last cause. The Ideas of reason

are, to use Diihring's acute and appropriate phrase, in

finities of mere logic. The concept of a first cause is the

same in kind as the idea of an infinite number existing

by itself.1 The fundamental principle of pure reason,

which is to justify and indeed render necessary this

misuse of the understanding, the conclusion from the con

ditioned to the complete series of conditions and there

fore the unconditioned, has already been proved incorrect

by Schopenhauer.2 Its incorrectness follows from Kant's

own theory. This principle, as Kant himself remarked^

cannot be analytical, " because the conditioned is indeed

related to a condition, but not to the unconditioned." So

much the less is it a valid, even a possible synthetic

proposition, because for this, as we already know from

the Transcendental Analytic, the relation to possible in

tuition, to a schema, would be necessary, and there is no

such schema for the principle in question. A schema for

it can be found neither in the concept of the completed

use of the understanding's knowledge, this rule of reason

for the benefit of the understanding ; nor, as Kant sought,

in a concept of those transcendent objects which arise

from the Ideas (by hypostasising them), because these

Ideas are first created by the principle in question.

Kant asserted that a " transcendental illusion " clung to

1 Diihring, Natiirliche Dialektik, 1865, p. 112.

2 Welt als WUle und Vorstellung, 1859, vol. i. p. 572. "From this it is

evidently false, that the conditions to a conditioned can as such make a

series. The series arises only by regarding that which was condition as

again conditioned, which, however, is beginning the whole operation over

again, and using the principle of sufficient reason anew."
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the false conclusions of reason, which, as one sees, do not

stand a moment before the forum of the understanding ;

and that this did not disappear like a logical illusion

" even when one had discovered it, and had clearly seen

its falseness by transcendental criticism." He compares

this illusion with a sense - deception, and speaks of

" sophistications not x>i men, but of the pure reason

itself." In view of this strange assertion, is it severe

when Schopenhauer declares that Kant regarded the

errors of the Leibnitz-Wolff philosophy to be necessary

errors of reason, and so made reason itself the sophist ?

The question whether the false conclusions of the Wolffian

metaphysics, even in the form Kant gave them, can pro

duce transcendental illusion or not; whether they really,

like a sense-deception, continue to "flit before reason," even

after criticism has discovered the point of misunderstand

ing, the confusion "of a subjective necessity of uniting

certain conceptions in favour of the use of. the under

standing, with an objective necessity determining things

themselves,"—this is a question of fact, as to which

every one can give a decisive judgment. Neglecting for

the moment the antinomy in the conceptions of the

world, the only example given by Kant to show this

necessary discord in the power of thought, the answer is

undoubtedly JVo. He whom Kant has taught that no

conclusion is valid from the simple in abstraction to any

thing simple in the object, that the conclusion from the

simple form of the ego to a simple being, the soul (and

analogously from the abstraction of extension to a simple

atom, a point!) is a false conclusion ; he who has followed

and understood the refutation of the ontological proof,

can no longer be deceived by these delusions of scholastic

metaphysics.

Kant deduces the objects of metaphysics from the

concepts of the understanding used absolutely ; rather

he should have deduced from them the systems of meta

physics. In fact, the last formal distinction between

y
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systems is rooted in the different concepts of the pure

(i.e., isolated from sense) understanding, used in forming

the system. That the demand for systematic unity in

the empirical use of the understanding or of the reason,

must necessarily lead to the assumption of a highest

being ; that the reason, as Kant thought, can only think

this unity thus, namely, by granting the highest being as

object of this idea, inasmuch as a necessary relation

exists between the disjunctive conclusion (the conclusion

by systematic division) and God :—this is first understood

when one learns that a metaphysician's system is his real

God. So Diihring says, " Universal systematising is the

last and highest object of all penetration into the being

of the world ; cultivation of this is the only worship

•which remains for thought and will after the errors of

popular phantasy (!) have been stripped off." 1

Kant did not fully break through the charmed circle

of the metaphysical mode of thought which he attacked.

He himself granted too much to the methods and the

spirit of the school-metaphysics, against which his attacks

were especially directed. This does not lessen his real

service in criticising the "science of reason, based on

mere concepts," nor does it lessen the meaning of the

important part of the Dialectic "on Paralogisms," which

contains much more than a criticism of rational psychology,

nor of the refutation of the ontological proof, which attacks

the very foundation of metaphysics.

§ 3. Metaphysical speculation separates synthesis and

analysis. One or the other, ordinarily synthesis, it makes

the exclusive interest of the mind, and so reaches either

a formal unifying conception or an abstract conception

of multiplicity, apprehended in as one-sided a way as

the unity. Monistic systems on the one side, dualistic

and pluralistic on the other, give form and ex

pression to these opposite impulses of metaphysical

thought. The second class of systems is historically,

1 Cursus der Philosophic, w. a. w., Leipzig, 1875, p. 40.

/
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and in substance, only a reaction against the excessive

effort for unity, to which the first class of systems are

due. The mind's need of distinction and definiteness

which theories of unity check and repress, seeks to win

its rights again in the pluralistic systems. Such in

Greece is the relation of the philosophy of nature and

atomism to the abstract monism of the Eleatics ; such

is the antithesis between Leibnitz and Spinoza, between

Herbart and the idealistic philosophy. Still pluralistic

systems, especially dualistic, have a tendency to become

monistic again, as we see from the example of Lotze in

his relation to Herbart. The theory of unity thus aris

ing from a pluralistic system, is called concrete monism.

The true home of the philosophic art is the region not of

multiplicity and difference, but of unity and harmony.

The spirit which feels itself one with the ground of all

being, is the poet of monism. The spirit and its desires

ever run ahead of investigating thought, and it knows

itself ever at its goal.

Unity and multiplicity may be conceived in two ways.

The totality of things presents itself to intuition and

thought in the form of persistence, and the form of

change,—as existence in space, as development in time.

Logically the concepts of substance and causality

correspond to these. According as the philosophical

consideration of things has been directed to the one or

the other of these forms, according as metaphysical

thought has been controlled by the concept of sub

stance or of causality; systems of being, or systems of

becoming and development have been the result. If

we connect this standpoint with that before mentioned,

we have on the one hand monistic theories of being and

development, on the other, pluralistic systems of being

and development. All systematic thought is confined

to these antitheses ; so it is by no means without limit,

but the subjective needs of the mind, and the most

general forms of phenomena determine its course.

,-
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What is here described and classified in dry abstract

expressions, the movement of metaphysical thought, has

wrought itself out historically in forms full of fancy and

of life, which for a long time crowded out the methodical,

never completed systems of science, and which still do so

for many. The completeness of our classification may

be tested by its comprehensive application to all systems.

The possibility of classifying all systems completely in

the way indicated, is at the same time proof that the

systems have subjective basis. Only subjective systems

can be classified & priori, i.e., starting with the subject.

All types of systems (perhaps excepting pure pluralistic

evolution) were developed in ancient philosophy. Anti

quity is the classical age of philosophic systems. Study

of nature led the first Ionic thinkers to a monistic theory

of being. Persistence of matter involuntarily forced itself

on the attention of the natural philosophers, and they

express this principle in a qualitative form, not yet

quantitatively definite. They seek a fundamental matter,

a single thing from which all phenomenal things arise

by compression or expansion, or out of which they come

by separation. The theory of Heraclitus is, in contrast

with this monistic system of being, a monistic system

of becoming. Though Heraclitus did not separate the

process of nature from matter, function from substratum,

he directed attention pre-eminently to the form of the

process itself. His philosophy is a doctrine of flowing,

of the restless change of things. Because things are

thought as constantly changing and developing, they

must consist of fire, or heat-matter, this most active

element in nature. At the same time Heraclitus

attempts to solve the fundamental problem of all monis

tic theories of development, by refining all processes of

becoming and of change into a single world-law. Not

merely are all processes in the external world mere

specialisations of the universal law of division and

recombination, of the unity of opposites, the associated

G

S
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effect of force and antithetic force ; the political laws of

men also flow from the same supreme law of nature.—The

Atomists developed a pluralistic theory of being, in con

trast with the abstract Eleatic doctrine that being is one

and singular; and this latter, as taught by Parmenides,

may itself have first appeared as antithetic to Pythagorean

dualism.1 Nor are examples of pluralistic systems of

development entirely lacking in Greek philosophy. The

homoeomeries of Anaxagoras are in one way to be com

pared with Leibnitz' monads. As these latter contain

the whole universe in idea and evolve it from them

selves by their own activity, so in the former the

qualities of all things as real are included and developed

in orderly manner by the discerning mind (vovs). On

the other hand, Plato's metaphysical system (if it may

be called a system) is a pluralistic theory of being,

in so far as the Ideas are to be regarded as individual,

self-existent, outside the reach of becoming and change.

Plato once more expresses the reason's effort for unity

by putting the good at the head of his series of Ideas.2

That the standpoint from which a system is con

structed does not always appear in its purity, that later

systems should attempt to unite these standpoints, must

seem natural and cannot disprove the correctness of the

analysis. As Plato assigned Eleatic being and Heracli-

tian becoming to two separate worlds, only one of which

was truly real and independent ; so Aristotle distinguished

the forms of material things from absolute non-material

form, in which as purely spiritual he recognised the

1 Parmenides, later called 6 dvrip HvSayopetos (so Zeller, treating of Strabo),

followed the Pythagoreans in Physics (cf. Tannery, La physique de Par-

menide, Revue. Philosophique, 1884), while defending a metaphysical stand

point antithetic to the Pythagorean principles of things, in that it excluded

number and multiplicity.

2 The series of Ideas or Ideal numbers, in distinction from mathe

matical numbers, cannot be summed up, i.e., it forms no compound whole,

because every Ideal number expresses a different mode or essence. Still

in the Sophistes, Plato seems to have transplanted the element of difference,

of change, into the "super-heavenly place" of Ideas themselves, and so

to have brought at least ideal life and motion into the realm of " things-

in-themselves."
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nature of God. So far these theories are undoubtedly

dualistic. Platonic transcendence, the ^ooptcr/moi of Ideas,

is not entirely set aside by Aristotle, but only limited

to highest, self-sufficient being. But so far as Aristotle

regarded the forms of material things as moving forces,

as the self-developing ends of things, his system must

be called pluralistic evolution. In modern philosophy

the systems of Bruno and Spinoza give us at once the

antithesis between a monistic theory of development

and a monistic theory of being. Countless worlds, in

Bruno's poetic language, countless heavens, each revolving

about its sun, but everywhere in the universe the same

life rising to sensation and reason, only in infinitely

many forms—this figure of the external infiniteness of

the world Bruno complements with the conception of

its inner infiniteness, by his thought of a nature

creative from within, of the unity of matter and force,

which caused forms to appear, as it were, on the surface

of matter, only to return again into its bosom. And this

divine nature, this creative force of the universe, is one

in all its parts ; it is the monad of monads, and at once

the being of every single thing ; every monad is the

source of one and the same development. Within a

single mode of conception there can be no greater

antithesis than between the monism of Bruno and of

Spinoza. For the former, the fundamental element of

nature was causality, that creative divine principle

which is entire in the whole, and entire in each part ;

for the latter, it was an unmoving being, substance, in

cluding all things in itself; for the former, things were

developing an infinite out of themselves by the power

of the whole ; for the latter, they are merely states of

substance, connected with the conception of this by an

endless series of logical, not chronological, mediations.

Is it any longer a matter of doubt that the person

and the system of the metaphysician belong together as

much as the poet and his work ?

r
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In antithesis to Spinoza, Leibnitz transformed Bruno's

monistic evolution into pluralistic evolution, apparently

not without feeling Bruno's influence. Bruno's monad

of monads is for Leibnitz the highest, no longer the only

being ; the development processes of individual substances

run parallel without real interaction.

In contrast with the monistic theory of development

in German Idealism from Fichte to Hegel, Herbart

finally established his pluralistic theory of being, which

explained the empirical course of events in nature as

fortuitous, and regarded as a true event only the avoiding

of what would happen, were it not for the self-preserving

character of beings.

The classification of systems is a means of criticising

them. It would not be possible to reduce systems with

such non-homogeneous content to the antithesis of being

and development, unity and multiplicity, unless the

source of all systems were immediately subjective. The

metaphysical thinker seeks to know the principle of things

beyond experience ; no wonder that after abstracting from

phenomena, he reaches the principles of his own thought,

rather than the principles of things.

§ 4. Science also seeks to satisfy the same desire for

unity in thought which the metaphysical systems satisfied

too quickly. It is distinguished from metaphysics in

method, not in aim. It does not confuse desire and

attainment, and is not satisfied with self-sufficient, self-

occupied thought. To satisfy the subject's need for

system, it seeks exact measurement in objects.

Sense-intuition, mathematical and logical thought, are

the mind's inner means of knowing things. These sub

jective means of knowledge were used one after the other

by pre-Socratic thinkers to construct philosophical systems.

Nor does science know any other means of knowledge,

but it knows and uses another external means of investiga

tion : the experiment, or more generally, verification. The

single step beyond mere, speculation which science takes
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by verification separates it from metaphysical philosophy.

Pure speculation is limited to logic and mathematics ;

outside these sciences it becomes a metaphysics which is

nothing but an unverified, and by nature unverifiable,

knowledge. Where there is no possibility of verifying

any assumptions of theory by phenomena, the sphere of

investigation ceases, and the sphere of speculation and

subjective thought-creation begins. Experimental, veri

fiable science is the unity of speculative and of purely

empirical science. If pure speculation (in the sciences

of reality) be like a soul without body, pure empiricism

like a body without soul, experimental science may be

compared to a living organism.

The demand for verification is not limited to external

investigation of nature in distinction from internal.

Exactness is not confined to the sphere of measurable

things and processes, though most easy to find here ; no

more is confirmation by definite fact, closely connected as

it is with exactness, confined exclusively to the sphere of

material investigation, although the necessity for it was

first noticed here. It has been definitely proved that

the simplest psychical processes—sensation, association,

memory—may be subjected to measurement, and in

certain degree to measuring experiment. The method of

physical science, in its essential features, applies every

where. Any sphere of scientific knowledge that claims

to be exempt from it, thereby denies its claim to be a

science. The mental and moral sciences, now just begin

ning, though so long the subject of speculation, must be

verified by history. Even the science of knowledge,

pure theoretical philosophy, cannot refuse to confirm its

essential assumptions, or it sinks to mere speculation in

regard to science. Hume's demand that every concep

tion be deduced from a sense-impression, expresses

simply the demand for its verification. It may reason

ably be doubted whether Hume's demand applies also to

such conceptions as are derived from the form, not the
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content, of experience ; but beyond a question he gave

the only means for proving the content of a conception

reaL To prove the fundamental proposition that the

certainty of facts is essentially different from the cer

tainty of a logical or mathematical conclusion, Hume

points out that the opposite of a fact never involves con

tradiction, but remains thinkable, however strange to

ordinary views. The immediate inference from this is

that the existence of a fact cannot be deduced from mere

conceptions, and from such combinations of conceptions

as involve no contradiction. It can hardly be asserted

that such a verification is less convincing than the

numerically definite verifications of physical science,

and that, therefore, it is impossible to prove a philo

sophical theorem beyond all doubt. The general science

of knowledge, which treats the principles of knowledge,

the fundamental conceptions and laws of scientific

method, can and must verify by existing science the

assumptions from which it explains science. A theory

which tries to derive science from pure experience would

be refuted by the actual method of science. No philo

sophy can call itself exact which does not prove its pro

positions, and prove them not merely by abstract logical

reasoning, but by actual reference to the phenomena.

Only when the thing is first formed by the conception

and so the two are identical, as in pure mathematics,

or when it is a question of what ought to be, rather than

what is, as in ideal ethics, does this demand for confirma

tion by experience lose its meaning. In these branches,

as Kant rightly says, experience may become an illusion.

But even ideal ethics which is concerned with laws

proper, i.e., laws of will, must link itself to present,

actually felt interests of the will ; or else its sketch of

perfect action will be as much a matter of indifference

as is the construction and computation of geometrical

figures for one not a mathematician.

A geometrical proposition remains true even if there
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is and can be no object completely corresponding to the

conceptions involved ; for it treats of this object not as

existing, but as thought according to a posited rule of

construction. A moral command remains binding, even

if all men find themselves exceptions to it ; for it does

not aim to describe or explain the actual relation of men,

but to regulate their possible relation. Truth and reality

cannot be separated at all in mathematics ; the truth of

mathematical objects is the only reality which mathe

matical objects as such possess. Moral laws, on the

other hand, hold true not of an experience which has

already been realised, but of an experience which ought

to be realised. The objects of mathematics, and the actions

with which ethics deals, are ideal objects and ideal

actions. But metaphysics, much as it may have to say

about the Ideas of being and change, seeks also to know

the principles of actual being and change. It cannot,

like logic and mathematics, be satisfied with mere truth,

nor with the possibility of its assumptions, and their

appropriateness, as is ethics. It must prove their reality.

But it thereby ceases to be metaphysics and becomes

scientific investigation.

Knowledge of the actual could be deduced from mere

conceptions only on one supposition, namely, that the

conception, the thought, alone has reality. On every

other assumption, even that of & priori conceptions estab

lishing the form of experience, the transition from the

truth of the conception to the reality of the object is only

possible through sense-perception. That the presupposi

tion in question is false is shown by the fact that experi

mental science exists. This must have long ago been

set aside, like the empirical mathematics of the ancient

Egyptians, if Hegel's so-called discovery were true, that

nature is the objectified process of the metaphysician's

thought, the "thing-in-itself," the philosopher's conception.

§ 5. There is a remarkable discrepancy between the ex

travagant promises of the metaphysician, and the modest
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way in which they are fulfilled. It is claimed that

particulars can be explained from the conception assumed

as fundamental, whatever this may chance to be ; or at

least that they can be made more conceivable than

without this assumption. Its peculiar problem and

unquestioned merit consists in explaining the particular

from its relation to the whole. And if the will could

pass for the deed in science, this its merit could scarcely

be denied. But can the metaphysician name a single

explanation of a single phenomenon which he has not

borrowed from science, or reached by abandoning his

own method for that of science ? Spinoza indeed assures

us that every single phenomenon as modification of the

infinite substance is grounded in it, through a series of

infinitely many mediations ; so the individual is to be

conceived through this infinite substance. A mode of

extension (i.e., any real body) must be caused by another

mode of the same kind and grounded in it, and

this again by another, and so on ad infinitum. Does

this statement mean more than that the causal relation

of material processes must be conceivable, if it is to be

at all possible to conceive it ? On the basis of this

assertion, which only expresses a principle of investiga

tion, did Spinoza discover a single chemical or physical

phenomenon, or any natural law ? It may be objected

that the discovery of natural laws is not the problem of

metaphysics, which merely deals with the relation and

connection of laws previously discovered by science. I

shall come back to this objection and show that the

methods of metaphysics cannot reach the relation of

natural laws any more than it can discover them. It

is enough now to ask what sort of a science it must be

which has nothing new to discover, nothing unknown

to refer back to the known. But metaphysics has not

been any the more fortunate on its own ground, the

synthesis of conceptions. Did Spinoza really prove his

fundamental proposition that matter is one and unique ?
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Is not this merely a combination of the definition of

substance with the definition of infinite substance ?

while these definitions are given as his own, and to

this extent are capricious. " / mean by substance that

which is thought in and by itself. . . . I mean by God,

the absolute, infinite being." The man who does not

identify the definition of a thing with the thing itself

(and this can only be done in logic and mathematics)

will miss in Spinoza's argument but one point, small

and yet decisive, i.e., the proof that infinite substance

really exists. The world of metaphysics is a thought-

world, an imaginary world of logical shadows, which

have lost their reality with their existence for sense-

perception; it is not the world of real things and

processes, i.e., those which affect sense. Still men

undertake to add a world given in perception to the

thought-world of Spinoza. In attempting to translate

his metaphysical abstractions into concrete images, who

would have chanced on the idea that the visible cosmos

was to be represented for sense-perception as a multi

plicity of countless systems, each with independent

motion, each separated from the others by tremendous

distances only crossed by rays of light ? Is it not rather

necessary to think the universe as immense compact masses

in which all things are united ? 6/jlov iravra yjn'ifiara

nv, aire1pa Kal irXtjOos /cat crfi1KpoTryra. Anaxagoras gives

in forms of sense almost exactly this theory of the

world which corresponds to the abstractions of Spinoza.

The very sense-perception of the real world is a refuta

tion of Spinoza's world of thought.

In attempting to realise the metaphysician's dream,

the discovery of a universal formula of knowledge, no

one in the ancient or modern world has excelled Hegel,

the absolute metaphysician. Hegel undertakes in all

earnestness to supplant science by metaphysics. He

treats the results of scientific investigation with utter

caprice and unconcealed disdain; he changes and arranges
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them till they fit into his system, or discards them

entirely. As to physical sciences, it is known that

this attempt is an entire failure ; it is less widely recog

nised, but quite as instructive, that this method has met

with no better fate in the sciences of mind.

According to Hegel, thought creates its own objects,

and these objects are "things -in -themselves," things

real and material, and not merely existent for thought.

The all-powerful concept as Idea produces out of its

dialectically revolving bosom, not merely men, animals,

and plants, but mountain-ranges and continents. " The

destruction of the existing moment of totality, and the

pure separation by abstraction—stratified mountains.

The analysis into indifferent being—land formed by water

deposit." 1 In fact, it is not enough to say that with

Hegel thought creates things ; it exactly coincides with

them. "The method is nothing in distinction from its

object and content, for it is the content itself, the dialectic

which it involves, which carries it forward." 2 The philo

sopher's method, and the process of nature, are therefore

one and the same—a convenient method, which can never

miss the mark, for there is nothing outside it to set a

goal for its progress. This system is no longer the state

ment of the world in forms of thought ; it is the world

itself. The world a metaphysical system ! certainly the

haughty assertion of human thought, that little motion

in the brain, cannot be carried farther.

It is unnecessary to present in detail that caricature

of science and reason called the Hegelian philosophy.

It is enough to glance at its method, and the great

licenses this involves.

The inability of his method to explain nature, Hegel

dares to treat as the inability of nature itself to carry

out its own thought-determinations. " It is the inability

of nature to keep the thought-determinations in their

abstractness. In the inability of nature to preserve the

1 Hegel, Werke, vii. 1. p. 445. s Ibid., iii. p. 39.
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concept during its development, lies the difficulty and

oftentimes the impossibility of finding fixed distinc

tions for classifications by empirical consideration. This

inability of nature sets limits for the philosopher, and

it is entirely out of place to demand of the concept

(i.e., the philosopher) that it should comprehend such

accidents." 1 He who causes the real to be created

from the conception, who asserts that the conception

alone is real, has thereby acquired the right to blame

as out of place the desire to see how the real is deduced

from the conception. If this postulate be set aside,

what is his whole science but conscious illusion. Hegel

speaks occasionally of the " weakness of the concept in

nature." 2 Head Hegelian concept for concept, and know-

ledge of nature for nature, and there would be some

truth iu the statement. " The forms of nature are not

to be brought into an absolute system." Certainly not,

and the only conclusion from this is that we cannot

treat the artificial divisions of our systems, the degrees

of abstraction in our thought, as absolute limits of

nature. But Hegel concludes that the " genera of animals

are subject to accident ; " 3 i.e., where we cease to under

stand nature, nature ceases to follow law !

Hegel's idea of an empirical proof, a proof that any

thing is real, is so remarkable, and so characteristic for

metaphysics in general, that we cannot omit it. " After

fixing the thought, so far as the concept necessarily

determines this, one should ask how it (the thought)

appears to concrete imagination, then follows the asser

tion that space corresponds to the thought of pure

externality (Aussersichsein) in the intuition of space."

As Hegel says later in explaining his method, it is

necessary to notice what phenomenon suggests the

thought - determination already fixed.4 Suggestion, a

suggestive simile, is what Hegel means by empirical

1 Hegel, Wtrlce, vii. 1. pp. 37, 38. 3 Ibid, p. 651.

3 Ibid., vii. 1. p. 653. * Ibid., p. 653.

" S
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proof ! At length we can understand the following

remarkable problem for empirical proof. " That this

thought-determination, self-identity, or the abstract self

of centrality which has matter in it, that this simple

ideality as existing is light ; this is to be proved empiri

cally." l What possible empiricism could show that light

was hidden behind these abstract formulae, and not

something else, such as air or water ? Do not these

formulae suggest nonsense, among other possibilities ?

From this height of pure thought the philosopher looks

down to direct theoretical and experimental optics, and to

declare their hypotheses of no value. " The Newtonian

theory that light moves in straight lines, and the wave

theory that it spreads out as waves, are materialistic

representations, of no service for the knowledge of light" 2

The theories of emanation and of vibration are incapable

of explaining the phenomena because they are material

istic, not speculative, that is to say, not pure inventions.

In Aristotle's account of the Pythagoreans we have a

classical witness for the fact that then as now the method

of analogy was the method of metaphysics. "The

Pythagoreans thought they found in numbers much

similarity to being and becoming, more similarity than in

fire, in earth, or in water. ... So they regarded the

elements of number as elements of all that is, and the

whole world as harmony and number. They fitted to

gether those characteristics of numbers and harmonies

which they found to agree with the forms, the parts, and

the whole arrangement of the heavens ; and if anything

was lacking, they sought to introduce connection and

agreement into the system by other means."3 For number

read concept, and the description applies to Hegel's method.

§ 6. The metaphysician regards the world as one whole,

and treats the problem of its explanation as indivisible.

1 Hegel, Werke, vii. I. p. 137. 2 Ibid., p. 141.

3 Metaphysics, i. 5.
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This habit dates back to the Ionic philosophy of nature.

This offered an impersonal history of the world, instead of

that personal history which poets had given in theogonies

and cosmogonies. Great as was Thales' service in strip

ping personality from Oceanus and Thetis, parents of the

gods, yet we cannot overlook the fact that the objects

of thought did not change with the new naturalistic

mode of thought ; perhaps, indeed, they could not change

while the Greek mind remained what it was. As com

pared with science, metaphysics to-day exemplifies an

older type of thought. In its monistic systems it

defends the conception of unity in an exceedingly un

critical way, by transferring the necessary unity of thought

to the objects of thought ; and it is not conscious that

this transfer is purely a demand of thought, a principle

applying only to method. This is just what the Ionics

did in concrete form, and later the Eleatics in abstract

logical form. Yet still the systematic philosophers, like

those beginners of science, seek a final, original thing, a

highest genus of being to contain all its determinations.

Its goal remains the same whether they call this thing

matter or spirit, or seek to deduce all that happens from

a single law, as Hegel, who deduces it from the dia

lectic self-activity of the conception, or Herbert Spencer,

who explains it by one formula of development, which

has to change the meaning of the words used for every

group of phenomena to which it is. applied. For purely

logical reasons, the goal of metaphysical systems can

only be sought in the conception of a highest genus, or

of a supreme universal law. For a system is formed

either by arranging things in classes till lower classes

are comprised under one all-embracing highest class,

or by subordinating processes to a single universal

law. The metaphysician who starts with the concep

tion of a highest genus of being, presents his system

according to the schema of spatial representation.

Spinoza's maxim, " All that is, is either in itself or in
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something else," is the best example of this. And he

who undertakes to deduce the laws of nature from one

world-law, uses for this the time-schema of cause and

effect.

In fact it is only by subjective analogy that we can

transfer these concepts by which systems acquire unity

(highest genus and first cause) to the real connec

tion of phenomena. It is plain that we must make

nature systematic in order to comprehend it. But the

concepts by which we make it conceivable are degrees

of abstraction in our thought of nature, not the causes

or the reasons of the nature process itself. So it is im

possible to decide & priori how far the systematic unity

of objects, i.e., of the content of experience, reaches.

Science seeks no less eagerly than metaphysics for

unity and connection of knowledge. But it asserts no

more unity and agreement among things than it actually

finds, and can prove experimentally. The presupposition

of any more fundamental unity is merely a maxim for

thought, until it is accredited by approved facts—e.g., the

advances in chemistry have by no means decreased the

number of elements, as the systematic impulse of pure

thought demands, but have increased it. And should

this number be decreased by farther experiments, there

is not the slightest prospect that Prout's hypothesis re

ferring everything back to the hydrogen atom, or the half

of this, will be proved. The simple relations of atomic

weight presupposed by this hypothesis do not occur, as

Staas has shown by careful experiment. Attractive as

may be the thought of a completely homogeneous identical

matter, chemistry must regard it as pure speculation so

long as the atomic theory stands, and must deny to it

anything in common with true principles and results of

exact investigation. Though fully recognising the mind's

need of unity, we cannot hesitate between Prout's hypo

thesis and the atomic theory, for the latter is based on

the law of chemical proportions, and it has been proved
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that atomic weights remain unchanged in all combina

tions. And why should not the independence and un-

changeableness of elements be just as fundamental a

fact as that they affect each other reciprocally, and that

their qualities are relative ?

§ 7. The method of metaphysics in making systems is

the very antithesis to the method of science in its general

isations. Metaphysics generalises by abstraction to form

its systems ; science extends its concepts by a process

allied to that by which mathematics forms concepts

and makes them general. The concept logically more

universal is formed by eliminating certain attributes

belonging to the species. Less is thought in it than in

the conceptions of knowledge. Conversely the more

general conception in mathematics has the greater con

tent; more is thought in it than in the special concepts

deduced from it. Compare, for example, the universalised

expression of the Pythagorean relation, the cosine theorem^

with the Pythagorean theorem itself. And the process

of extending concepts in the exact sciences governed

by the mathematical method is analogous to the same

process in mathematics. At least it is never a mere

logical subsumption of concepts, but it always de

pends on the discovery and introduction of a new

fundamental fact, by which groups of phenomena,

before treated as separate, are found to be really con

nected. The connection between the theory of heat and

mechanics was not effected by regarding heat as motion,

and therefore to be subsumed under the general laws of

motion. This thought was often expressed on the part

of philosophy before anything was known of a mechanics

of heat. The German originator of the new theory was

inclined to assume the opposite, that " motion must cease

to be motion, either simple or vibratory as light and

radiant heat, in order to become heat."1 The decisive

1 J. R. Meyer, Die Mechanik der Warme, 1st ed., p. 10. Cf. Duhring,

R. Meyer, Chemnitz, 1880, p. 17.
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discovery which, involves the indestructibility and trans

formation of energy is found in the numerical equivalent.

This number, which expresses a constant quantitative

relation between thermic and mechanical processes, not the

conjectured nature of heat as motion, formed the bridge

between mechanics and thermo-physics, which could not

be created by purely logical speculation. It is un

necessary to seek farther examples in support of our

assertion. In order to transfer the laws of one sphere

of phenomena to another sphere, it is first necessary

to prove that connections exist in fact between the

phenomena of both spheres. Eeal progress, scientific

extension of knowledge, only takes place by finding

such connecting facts, not by finding analogies between

concepts. In the widest sense of the word, anything is

analogous to anything and everything.

§ 8. So it were no difficult task for Herbert Spencer to

find by pure abstraction a universal law of development,

which applies in like manner to the development of

the solar system, of a planet, of an organism, even to

the social and moral progress of a nation. In this is

found the " unification of all sciences," which Spencer

regards as the problem of philosophy. Spencer, without

noticing it, enters on the same courses as were followed

by the German nature-philosophy of Schelling and Hegel,

and differs from the latter only by his greater respect for

facts, and his incomparably more exact positive knowledge.

His law of development is merely a play with analogies,

or at best a mere schematic formula, which does not

come in contact with phenomena to explain them, but

only describes a superficial similarity between different

kinds of natural processes. Every concentration of

motion—which results in a corresponding dissipation of

motion, i.e., in a loss of motion for the system in

question—Herbert Spencer calls development, which is

a mere figure of speech outside organic nature. He

asserts that a homogeneous state is necessarily unstable,
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although for purely mechanical reasons, the more

homogeneous it is, the more stable it must be. He

regards development as the transition from a homo

geneous and unstable state to one heterogeneous and

stable ; a process which is conditioned by the con

centration of matter, and the dissipation of motion.

What is merely an abstraction and very far from

concrete reality, is treated as an ultimate cause. Or what

true relation could exist between the concentration of

energy by which the solar system is thought to have

originated, and the growth of separate organs which

" progresses pari passu with the growth of every

organism " ? The very simile for both processes, not

to speak of the processes themselves, is different, for

an organ requires additional matter in order to grow,

while, on the other hand, the planetary system is formed

by internal subdivisions of the gaseous mass. And

if increase in population in a country can be compared

with progress in the concentration of matter, how

about the dissipation of energy which the law of

development demands ? For the inner activity of the

social system seems rather to increase with the increased

density of population. Spencer does indeed say that

as the parts are brought closer together, their connection

becomes greater, and reciprocal dependence more close.

But what does such integration mean with reference

to aggregated parts of matter? We are dealing with

pure figures of speech and more or less veiled similes,

just as in the philosophy of Hegel.1

1 In contesting Spencer's universal law of development, I am very far

from the desire to contest his services with reference to the biological law

of development ; but I must remark incidentally that the general views

of Spencer and of Darwin as to development iu organic nature, do not

agree, but are essentially opposite. Spencer treats development as a law ;

Darwin as a result of laws. If development itself were a law, it would be

superfluous and nonsensical to seek for laws governing development, when

this is itself the highest and most universal law of all nature, not merely

of organic nature. Spencer treats progress as necessary, constant, uu-

H
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§ 9. By comparing different concepts, in order to

unite common features in an abstract expression, we

never reach a concept with new content. By com

paring natural laws, and logically abstracting the

common element in them, we reach no new law of

nature, but only a name for a class, a short verbal

description for laws already known without this name,

and indeed known more exactly than by it. Meta

physical generalisation was on the wrong track in

attempting to reach the highest all-embracing laws

of nature, or the most universal conceptions of being,

by omitting certain characteristics.

Subsumption, which metaphysics uses instead of de

duction, as well as abstraction and analogy, must appear

insufficient to. generalise and extend concepts, if we

compare it with the method of deduction recognised and

used by science.

Metaphysics does indeed regard this deductive method

as its own excellence. But we must contest the truth

of this, for we can show that there is no more similarity

avoidable ; Darwin finds no general tendency to progress in organic

nature ; the same causes which ordinarily result in progress for the

organisation, in other cases simplify it retrogressively, while in other cases

they condition the stability of the organisation. Darwin uses Spencer's

law of development to explain the origin of the first complex organisms

from those of one cell. But this is inconsistent, and is suggested as a

doubtful matter. A true law of nature cannot hold for one exceptional

case, it must apply to all similar cases. If there really exists a tendency

to go from a homogeneous into a differentiated state, a tendency to per

fection, what need is there of farther principles to explain progressive

organisation ? Briefly, Spencer's general law of development is nothing

but the well-known nisus formativus transferred to nature as a whole.

His theory is metaphysical in that meaning of the word which denotes

an antithesis to true science or philosophy of nature.

The attempt to apply this law of development to the social and moral

states of man seems most astray. According to Spencer's view, society

must progress by reason of the general law of development, without any

aid from man ; the decisions and actions of man may delay or hasten this

progress, but cannot prevent it. But the purely natural and the moral

form no such continuous series that the laws of the former sphere may be

immediately transferred to the phenomena of the second ; and if the old

proverb " natura nihil facit per solium" is false when understood abso

lutely, it is certainly false in reference to the divergence between moral and

purely natural development.
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between metaphysical and scientific deduction, than there

is between the metaphysical method of enlarging con

cepts and that employed by mathematics and natural

science. The strong prejudice against deduction on the

part of positive science is due to a confusion of scien

tific deduction with metaphysical. In fact, the two are

as unlike as the Aristotelian induction and that of

Newton.

There is a growing conviction that induction and de

duction are not antithetic methods, but only different

directions of one and the same method ; that the intro

duction of a hypothesis, much more the explanation of

a natural phenomenon, would be impossible without

deduction. We distinguish more definitely than for

merly the inductive explanation of phenomena from

the generalisation of this explanation, and we should

hardly be inclined to treat Mill's definition as more

than a description of the latter process. (" Induction is

the process by which we conclude that what is true of

certain individuals of a class is true of the whole class,

or that what is true at certain times will be true in

similar circumstances at all times," Logic III. ii. 1.)

Inasmuch as this distinction, though evident and im

portant, is less widely recognised than the fact that

induction and deduction belong together, I may devote

a few words to it. Every inductive explanation is

based on the principle of sufficient reason, or one may

say, on the conceivability of events. This principle

would be valid, the explanation of a phenomenon from

its immediate antecedents would be possible, even if no

single case were exactly like another, if there were in

nature no repetition of sufficiently similar phenomena. ,

The method of generalisation, however, is based on the ,

assumption that there is not merely causality, but like

causality in nature, that completely parallel cases occur.

This method must not be confused with the extension of
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concepts by introducing connecting facts, which has

already been discussed. The assumption on which genera

lisation rests, like the principle used in the explanation

of nature, expresses, on the one hand, a demand of our

thought ; on the other hand, a fact universally confirmed

by experience. But it is necessary to arrange experience

properly, in order that it may confirm the demand of

thought. Cases which in nature are never exactly alike,

nor recurring under exactly similar conditions, we must

make alike ; and from this it is evident that science does

not arise by merely receiving and comparing perceptions,

but by working over experience, by producing new

perceptions under chosen conditions adapted and arranged

to test our theoretic assumptions. In the praxis of

science, we have long been wont to examine phenomena

under simplified or general conditions, so that in

generalisation we are only conscious of a particular act

of thought added to the explanation. Still, no student

of chemistry believes that these generalisations must be

i valid beyond certain attainable limits of temperature,

(pressure, &c. In mathematics, and only here, do de

monstration and generalisation of a proposition (not the

generalisation by extension before mentioned) coincide ;

and here the converse of a proposition, by which it

becomes reciprocally universal, must be proved inde

pendently. Physical science can never dispense with

the proof that an explanation may be generalised. The

principle of this proof is analogous to the principle

which governs generalisations in geometry. Though

we demonstrate a proposition of the triangle with refer

ence to a particular triangle, the demonstration holds

universally, because it is independent of the particular

characteristics of the figure, the length of the sides, the

position of the triangle in space, &c. Such an inde

pendence of particular conditions which is recognised

in geometry without experiment, must be reached by
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experiment in the case of propositions in physical

science.

Setting aside the preparatory deduction in proposing

a scientific hypothesis, we may distinguish three general

cases of deduction. The simplest deals with the appli

cation of a law of nature to a special case, i.e., a case

under special circumstances not foreseen in the law.

One step in Newton's wonderful proof of the theory of

gravitation may serve as an example of such deduction.

Newton applied the law of accelerated fall to the

centripetal motion of the moon, and computed the

amount of its deviation from the tangent of its course

on the basis that attraction decreases with the square

of the distance. The second class includes deductions of

a new universal fact from a law previously known or cor

rectly assumed. So from the principle that acceleration

of fall is independent of weight and material, we conclude

that in empty space all bodies fall with the same velocity.

Thirdly, the law governing a particular phenomenon

may be deduced by combining known laws. So we may

predict the rise of mercury in the Torricellian tube by

combining known hydrostatic and hydro-dynamic laws

with reference to the weight of air.1 All scientific

deductions may, I believe, be reduced to one of these

three forms. At the same time, they prove—most

evidently in our third case—that real progress in know

ledge may be reached deductively. The real deductions

must lead to something new, something not before

known.

But where can we find in metaphysics an inference

corresponding to one of these scientific deductions ?

Metaphysics knows only the syllogistic deduction. The

1 This example from Mill is given by Rau, Die Theorien der modernen

Chemie. Rau also analyses an even more instructive but technical ex

ample, Kolbe's deduction of secondary and tertiary alcohols. Rau mis

uses a fixed philosophical term in calling this "deduction of synthetic

knowledge d priori."

i\
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syllogism is, indeed, a means of testing the formal correct

ness of an argument. Practice in syllogisms may be

very useful to prevent carelessness in thought; but

since Bacon, Descartes, Locke, and Mill, there can be no

question that the syllogism is not a real deduction, as it

leads to nothing new. The distribution of phenomena,

according to classes of concepts, cannot be called de

duction, unless one starts, as did Aristotle, by assuming

a system of real concepts. It is undoubtedly true that

scientific induction was not known in Greece, and this

involves lack of acquaintance with deduction as used

by science.1 Induction and deduction may be distin

guished, but not separated.

So we find that metaphysics as compared with science

shows an antiquated type of thought, both in its concep

tion of the objects of systematic investigation, and in the

method by which its systems are formed. There is only

one kind of system that is not merely provisory and in

tended to fill the gap between spheres of knowledge not

yet connected, namely, that system which advances with

the progress of exact science, to which are due the

mechanics of heat, and the theory of descent, which has

no limit to its extent and depth, but is constantly en

croaching on the ground of metaphysical systems.

We regard the conviction that metaphysical systems

are impossible as one of the most important results of the

general theory of science. It prevents further waste of

mental power on problems that are insoluble, because

wrongly stated. But, at the same time, it opens new

lines for scientific investigation. The knowledge that

science and theoretical philosophy (the general theory of

knowledge excepted) are one and the same, that there is

only one system of knowledge, not two, gives an essen

tially higher goal to science. On the basis of this know

ledge, science, conscious of its philosophic vocation, will

1 This is true of ancient philosophers also, Archimedes excepted.
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perform its systematising task. In its field of labour

it will see no goal, but rather the means necessary to

reach its goal—the synthesis of knowledge. Investiga

tion of details will no longer be so over-estimated as

when science, unconscious of its highest problem, left

this to metaphysics. To make science itself philosophy,

is the philosophic problem of our day ; the highest, most

^inclusive problem which can ever be proposed in the

|sphere of knowledge.
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CHAPTER I.

REALITY OF THE EXTERNAL WORLD, AND IDEALISTIC

THEORIES.

§ I. The meaning of all knowledge rests on the con

viction that by it we can discover an order of things

already existing.—Given no sun, and no planets, except

in the idea of men, the contest for or against the

Copernican system would turn upon a comparatively

unimportant thing, the more or less simple arrangement

of astronomical equations. The heroism of Giordano

Bruno, who died for a new theory of the world, must

seem to us now but folly, if that idealistic wisdom were

correct which denies the existence of planets outside the

mind of man. Indeed, what would be left of investiga

tion, if there were no world of things on which con

sciousness depends in perception, to which experience

conforms in all its elements and in the definite relations

of its elements—a common world for like knowing

beings ? The mere agreement of ideas with each other,

a play of the mind, could only satisfy a purely subjective

interest. Even the agreement of one's own thoughts

with the thoughts of other men, by which these get a

universal validity, is only possible by a real, not merely

imagined bond between thinking subjects ; the thought

is only communicable when spoken, when it has become

sound and word. Realism is the very basis of logic ; so

much the more is it the basis of positive investigation

and science.

There are natural errors to which the mind is exposed,

as it is a practical faculty, designed to direct actions.
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Only gradually does the knowing consciousness get its

bearings in the world of objects. Every extension of

knowledge necessarily exposes the error of the more

limited standpoint before assumed. At the same time,

it gives the reason why we must assume it. Such a

disillusion on a large scale was wrought by Copernicus,

when he transformed not the heavens, but the ordinary

idea of the heavens. But at the same time he revealed

the reason why the true motions of the heavenly bodies

had so long been misunderstood. If he had not found

a starting-point for his new view in the experience that

the same phenomena of motion may recur under entirely

different actual relations of bodies, this view would have

remained beyond comprehension, and certainly would not

have been propounded. Does perhaps the conviction

that the external world is real, that things and changes

are independent of the consciousness that perceives and

thinks them, belong to those false presuppositions of the

mind which at length are rectified by experience ? Can

we find in experience starting-points for the idealistic

hypothesis which doubts or denies the independent

existence of things ?

We are inclined to think that things exactly like

our perceptions exist outside of perception. Uncritical

thought does not at all distinguish perception from thing ;

it regards the phenomenon of an external cause, its effect

on sense and mind, as the external cause itself. But

even if this belief, which suffices for the practical ends

of life, does involve an error as to the character of things,

it need not therefore be in error as to the existence of

things. Between the assertion :—things are like our ideas,

and the assertion :—they exist outside of thought and

independent of it, there is no so necessary connection

that the refutation of one involves the refutation of the

other. As astronomy does not destroy the reality of

motion by distinguishing between real and apparent

motion, so the critical philosophy does not imperil the
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existence of things by teaching that phenomena of things

and things themselves are to be distinguished. Even

Kant remarked that the existence of the material world

is not ended, if one finds that all qualities which form the

idea of a body belong to its phenomenal appearance.1

Existence does not belong to the content of any repre

sentative idea ; it expresses the connection of the thing

with our consciousness, the relation in which it stands to

our consciousness through the stimulation of our sense.

But that which can affect our sense, proves thereby its

independence of sense. And that which can affect sense,

is able also to affect other things than sense, and this

effect appears in the change experienced by our percep

tion of those things. On the idealistic side, the two

questions as to the existence and the knowableness of

things are continually intermingled, and the existence

of objects is not distinguished from their existence as

objects.

If we start with dreams to prove an idealistic hypo

thesis, we forget that the first question is whether

we could dream without a body, and whether the ex

ternal world is absolutely, and in every way, non-existent

for the dreamer. But this proof can only succeed, if

idealism, the theory that the external world is unreal, is

presupposed ; and with this presupposition, it is super

fluous. Which comes first, waking or dreaming ? And

why is waking life compared with dreaming, instead of

treating the dream as the imperfect disconnected waking

life that it really is ? The idealistic hypothesis must be

accepted before dreaming can be regarded as a confirma

tion of it. Dream and hallucination start with abnor

mally stimulated (Meynert says, subcortically stimulated)

impressions of sense. With these automatic stimulations,

doubtless caused by increased flow of blood to the brain,2

are associated normal sense impressions from the periphery,

1 Prolegomena, p. 46.

2 Mosso, Diagnostil1 des Pulses, Leipzig, 1879.
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sensations of pressure, change of position of the body,

sensations of sound, or even of light. Mosso has proved

by experiments on the changes in circulation (by measur

ing the varying volume of the arm), that external stimuli

continue to affect the sense of one sleeping. No wonder,

then, that the images in dreams are so like perceptions in

a waking state. Their similarity rests on similarity of

causes ; the difference, on difference of these causes. The

dream is by no means unimportant for the theory of

knowledge, though it cannot at all establish idealism.

It shows us what part sense and consciousness have in

forming our idea of the world. Still, this must not be

over-estimated. We cannot speak of a spontaneous gene

ration of sensations as idealism demands. "What does

not reach sense and brain in some way or other, by

peripheral or central stimulation, is not felt. The real

processes preceding the genesis of a definite sensation,

the existence of which we can prove to ourselves, because

we have several senses, i.e., the conditions for observing

the sensations of one sense by means of perceptions of a

second, and for establishing the same by experiment,—

these are not lacking in the dream, or even in hallucina

tion. The illusion of dreams never concerns sensation

itself. It is impossible to imagine that one perceives.

This depends entirely on a false evaluation of sensation-

materials, on incorrect interpretation of the same, which

is due to a lowering of activity in the cortical substance,

in favour of subcortical parts. I repeat, the dream is

abnormal disconnected waking life, characterised espe

cially by lack of memory, forgetfulness as to certain

experiences.1

Sense-deceptions furnish no better proof of idealism

than do dreams. He who talks of sense -deceptions

thereby admits that the senses do not always deceive,

else any distinction between deception and truth would

1 Strieker, Vorles. uber allgem. und experim. Pathologie, citirt von Exner,

Hermann's Handbuch der Physiologic, vol. ii. p. 294.
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disappear. Finally, as has been already shown, the so-

called deceptions are to be treated as results of the

adaptation of sense-functions to the normal relations of

the sense-world, which includes the senses themselves, so

that this is an argument for reality, not against it.

In sense-experience no starting-point for the idealistic

hypothesis can be found. It cannot be confirmed by

dreams, nor can the external world be treated as a uni

versal and continuous sense-deception. The only possible

course is to illustrate and prove this idealistic view

(fundamental view, Schopenhauer terms it) by certain

general considerations.

These considerations can only be tested after a review

of idealistic theories, and a statement of the motives

leading to them. The general conception of idealism

includes so different theories as Berkeley's spiritualism

and the so-called positivism of to-day. In attacking

idealism one must never forget how much it has stimu

lated the investigation of our knowledge of the external

world ; in the form of doubt and questioning, as presented

by Descartes and Hume, idealism is both correct and

useful—it leads to the criticism of knowledge.

§ 2. Even in ancient philosophy the fundamental prob

lem of the theory of knowledge, the question as to the rela

tion of ideal and real, received due consideration; and it is

instructive to see how even then philosophy was driven

to an idealistic result from standpoints exactly opposite.

On the one hand, Plato and Parmenides apply to reality

as a measure the normative concepts of reason, and

because they find the true and complete reality in these

concepts (called ideas by Plato), the phenomenal

world must become for them an illusion. According to

Parmenides, it exists only in the mind of mortals ; ac

cording to Plato, it is real as far as it has part in Ideas.

For Parmenides, the ontological standpoint prevails as

the standard of reality ; for Plato, the ethical and aesthetic

norm goes with the ontological, so that the resulting
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conception is broader and richer. But both thinkers

agree in treating " being " as an attributive, predicative

conception, to be connected with certain subjects, and

not with others. And inasmuch as they presuppose

that being involves likeness with itself, unchangeableness

and simplicity (Plato adds purity, homogeneity, and ab

sence of form), they arrive at the conclusion that "being"

cannot be predicated of the changing world of phenomena

and activity. The result is an antithesis between the

sense-world and an intelligible world, which last is

equivalent to pure thought. Matter, the cause of non-

being and transience for things of sense, Plato sets in

antithesis to the " Idea," which alone is truly real. It

is indeed more than a mode of imaginative thought, for

it has universality. It is the conception of physical

phenomena as such, and therefore, like the Idea, it is

recognised as the one, the common element of phenomena,

by abstraction from them. This process of inference,

identical in form with the inference giving the Idea, in

this single case leads to something without being and

void, rather than real and actual So Plato calls this

inference to matter, a corrupt inference. On the other

hand, as Plato and Aristotle indicate, the Sophists were

obliged to extend their principle of the relativity and

subjectivity of knowledge to the very existence of the

external world (though only for the sake of discussion) ;

and in so doing they used the most popular argument

which modern sceptical idealism has attempted to employ,

namely, reference to the dream.1 Greece has already

1 Plato, Thecetet, p. 158 :—"Socrates asks, Do you know that there is a

question which is raised about all these errors, and especially about

waking and sleeping ? How can you prove whether at this moment we are

sleeping, and all our thoughts are a dream ; or whether we are awake, and

talking to one another in the waking state t Theat. Indeed, Socrates, I

do not know how you can prove that the one is any more true than the

other, for all the phenomena correspond ; and there is no difficulty in sup

posing that we have now been talking to one another in our sleep ; and

when in a dream we seem to be telling thoughts which are only dreams,

the resemblance of the two states is quite astonishing. Socr. You see,

then, that there is no difficulty in raising a doubt, since there may even be
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furnished the proof that idealism can be reached both by

over-estimating, and by neglecting the reach of the

categories. The same antithesis between rationalistic

and empirical idealism may also be traced in modern

philosophy.

Berkeley in the second, less-known phase of his

theory,1 Fichte, and in one way Schopenhauer, himself,

a doubt whether we are awake or in a dream." (From Jowett's transla

tion.)

It is interesting to note how Aristotle met the attacks of the Sophists

nn the reality of the external world. "Now, doubts of such a sort as this

are similar to one's doubting whether we now sleep or are awake. For all

such doubts amount to the same thing ; for these persons demand that

there should be a reason of all things. They seek for a first principle, and

expect to obtain this by demonstration, whereas that they are not per

suaded of the validity of their position they make manifest in their

acts. Dreaming and waking are different enough to be distinguished in

their results." " For no one, even if in his sleep he supposes that he were

in Athens when he is in Libya, starts to go to the Odeion. They, how

ever, who only aim to overcome an opponent with words, seek something

impossible. They demand that one show them contradictions, while they

begin by making the contradictious their principle. . . . They are obliged

to treat everything as relative, everything as matter of opinion and per

ception, so that nothing has happened or will happen, unless some one has

previously thought. ... If everything exists only by virtue of its connection

with the thinker, then the thinker—and the thought—were in kind an infi

nitely many." " In general, if only that perceived by sense exists, nothing

would exist unless there were beings with minds, for there would be no sense

perception. This latter (that in this case there would be no sense percep

tion) is indeed true ; but that the substrata producing sense perception

would cease to exist is impossible, even if there be no perception. For

perception is not perception of itself, but it presupposes something else

which necessarily precedes it." (Metaphysica, IV.,(chaps. v. and vi.).

In these remarks there is scarcely an argument which cannot be used to

day against idealistic scepticism. Aristotle points out that perception itself

involves relation to something outside itself. He shows that all proof as

mediated knowledge must have its limit in some immediate knowledge—

as such he regarded the principle of non-contradiction— "the principle of

proof is not proof itself." It follows that the impossibility of proving the

existence of the external world, Le., of deducing it from a principle which

does not presuppose or include its existence, can never be reason for assert

ing its non-existence. Farther, Aristotle perceives that a man's real faith

is not necessarily that which he declares to himself or others that he

believes, but is rather to be learned from his actions. Finally, Aristotle's

description of those idealistic dialecticians who want to overcome their

opponents with words, agrees still with the artificial attempt of certain

idealists to cast the burden of proof on their opponents by asking them to

find contradictions in the idealistic hypothesis, as if any chance belief were

true which involved no contradictions. It is just as certain that the non

existence of a fact cannot be proved by the absence of contradiction in the

thought of its nonexistence, as that its existence cannot be proved by the

principle of non-contradiction.

■ l Cf. Siris, a chain of philosophical reflections and inquiries, with the

^ I -
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belong to the " Platonising " phase of idealism, while the

sophistic doubt as to the reality of things finds its

counterpart in the pure empiricism and a so-called

positivism of the present. Berkeley in the first phase

of his philosophy, and Hume in his early "Treatise of

Human Nature," prepared the way for this phase of

idealism. Hume properly belongs in connection with the

critical rather than the idealistic philosophy, but in this

work he followed Berkeley's argument against the exist

ence of the material world more than was necessary.

For Descartes, idealism formed but a transitional stage

of method, as it were the transition through the imaginary

to the rational.

Kant's distinction between problematic (sceptical) and

dogmatic idealism concerns only the degree of caution

in making the idealistic denial of external existence, not

the antithesis of reasons given for the strange assertion.

In this connection his antithesis of formal and material

idealism must be mentioned. Formal idealism, Kant's

own view, is based on the ideality of space and time

as forms of intuition, or more exactly on the ideality of

space as the form of sense intuition, for idealism is con

cerned with the reality of the external world. This

ideality of space involves in Kant's estimation the reality

of things which are perceived immediately as external

phenomena, as phenomena in space, and it should there

fore remove the ground for sceptical, and so much the

more for dogmatic idealism. Material idealism, on the

other hand, whether it appears as sceptical or dogmatic,

is the theory that things are merely ideas in the mind

of man. The two sorts of idealism assert essentially the

opposite : formal idealism that space, time, and the

editor's preface. Works of Berkeley, ed. Fraser, Vol. II. pp. 479 ; and 350:—

" Here the phenomenal Nominalism, for which the early philosophy of

Berkeley has been celebrated, is modified and supplemented by a Platonic

or transcendental Realism." Kant's proposition was correct :—"All pure

idealism from the Eleatic school down to Bishop Berkeley is covered by

the formula : all knowledge by sense and by experience is mere illusion ;

-only in the ideas of the pure understanding and of the reason is truth."

(Proleg. p. 154.)
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categories are in themselves only ideas ; material idealism

that the things which appear phenomenally and are

thought in these forms are nothing hut ideas. For this

very reason, it is incorrect to term Kant's teaching

idealism.

If we ask for the motives which produce doubt or

denial of external reality, we find them not so much

in certain difficulties or apparent contradictions of the

realistic assumptions, as in misunderstood demands of

our higher spiritual nature, which we think can never

be satisfied by the world of phenomena. In many

cases the true source of theoretical denial of the world

is to be found in some form of practical renouncement

of the world, and as Plato's example shows, practical

idealism has more than its name in common with theo

retical idealism. Belief in the ideal as the end of action

may easily lead to unbelief in the real ; and Kant is not

incorrect in his conjecture that fanciful and even mystical

purposes underlie the genuine idealism which denies the

existence of "things." True practical wisdom does in

deed exclude every visionary attitude toward reality. But

it is certainly more attractive " to build in one's bosom "

a world more beautiful and more complete than the

world of reality, and to explain the real world as a

dream, often an oppressive dream, than to carry through

one's effort toward the ideal in severe battle with things

as they are. It is just this apparent natural connection

between belief in the ideal of action, and the renounce

ment or minimising of reality, which gives Platonic

idealism its power over the mind, and lends it that

metaphysical charm which not rarely has dazzled noble

spirits.

Beligious motives combine with moral in support of

idealism. If the world is regarded as emanating from

a spiritual principle, it is only one step more (a step

taken in India) to treat it as a phenomenon without

being, a deception of the senses—though, indeed a

r
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deception of senses themselves imagined. Eeasbn is

interested to escape from dualism, be it of God and the

world, or of soul and body ; and this interest seems best

satisfied by the theoretical idealism which at once

transforms the present into the beyond, the material

world into a spiritual world.

Berkeley was certainly influenced more by religious

motives in forming his anti-materialistic hypothesis than

by the consequences which he thought he must draw

from Locke's philosophy. " Matter being once expelled

out of nature/' he writes, " drags with it so many

sceptical and impious notions." But really it " drags "

with it much else, of which the pious philosopher cannot

have taken earnest thought. Unquestionably, as Berkeley

claims, the difficulty of the resurrection disappears if

the body only exists in imagination. But does not the

miracle of the resurrection also disappear ? And what

is to become of the miracles of the Bible, what of

creation, if matter be but an imagination of mind ?

Is it permissible for the believer to interpret the account

in Genesis as idealistic, and to assert that man was

created before the earth on which he dwells ? The

unbeliever may oftener refer to matter, but it is certain

that faith cannot dispense with it. Fichte considers

the external world real, only so far as it is the

medium through which duty is realised. The practical

reason is all that makes possible the theoretical reason

with its whole content. In the " Basis of Natural

Eight" one may see how the philosopher deduces the

world from the conceptions of right, and even deduces

the existence of one's fellow-men from the conception of

reasonable action, i.e., this is made a result of faith in.

the ideal of action, though it is evident that reasonable

action can only exist when men are first united in social

life. In reference to such a distinguished philosophy,

it is scarcely permissible to say that the particular con

tents of theoretical experience, when deduced from the
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practical reason, do not harmonise. But if the world is

only an allegory of morals, if it has only moral and not

physical existence, it must bear the stamp of its origin

in all phenomena from the least to the greatest. Now in

a general way it may. be made conceivable that fellow-

men must exist, or be assumed as existing, in order that

right and morals be possible, even for thought ; it may

be made conceivable that the ego needs the idea of an

articulated body even to appear to " act," and that this

body demands light to see, air and food for preservation

(all this in idea merely) ; but how does the existence of

poisons agree with this remarkable deduction, or how

is the existence of beasts of prey to be explained, beasts

that may sometimes feed on the ego, subject of duty and

of reasonable action, skin, hair and all ? Does this result

from the single reality recognised by Fichte, from action

with reference to one's self ? Finally, in the develop

ment of Schopenhauer's philosophy, idealism is preceded

by pessimism. The earliest remains of this remarkable

man, which Gwinner has collected in his biography, show

that his pessimistic view of the world was fixed long

before it made place for itself by idealism. Schopen

hauer found the thought unendurable that this being

which alone we experience, should be the final and single

reality. So he took refuge in idealism ; so, after he had

become acquainted with Kant's teaching, he understood

this as idealistic, although it is undoubtedly realistic in

reference to the fundamental point, namely, the existence

of objects independently of the consciousness to which

they appear. Pessimism is the guiding idea, so to speak,

the innate conception in Schopenhauer's philosophy.

Because the world is miserable through and through,

because existence is unhappy and out of joint, its

principle must be blind will, an impulse never ceasing

and never to be satisfied. And because all longing can

be satisfied, and total emancipation from effort be found

only in what is not the world, therefore there must be a

r
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possibility of escaping out of the world by merely

reversing the will ; this again presupposes that the world

is only a dream, which disappears of itself with the

denial of . will, with the awakening of a " better con

sciousness " as it was earlier called. So pessimism is the

only unifying and original motive in a philosophy, the

different elements of which otherwise lack connection.

Schopenhauer's philosophy is pessimistic idealism, an

idealism springing out of pessimism. We have no

desire to overlook entirely this question as to the worth

of existence which Schopenhauer has opened and answered

negatively, but undoubtedly it only gains its full earnest

ness, its full impressiveness, when we start from the

realistic hypothesis, instead of from idealism. The theory

of actual existence is not only the basis of science and

logic, as it was termed above: it is the basis of a

truly practical philosophy.

§ 3. There are two classes of general arguments

advanced in proof of idealistic hypotheses. First,

the phenomenon is decomposed, and by subtracting

everything in it which is thought to be subjective,

sensation, and form of intuition, it is made to disappear

before one's eyes, as it were. Hume himself did not fail

to notice that in this way the relation of the thing itself

to consciousness still remains ; and just as all manner of

metaphysical speculations about a noumenal world start

with this relation, so there may be based on it, and with

very different right, the conviction that things exist.

Let not the word transcendence decide against this,

for the only question is whether we transcend with or

without reason. Finally, we need not go outside our

own consciousness, which alone is immediately given,

to touch the limits that bound it. That relative idea

which we form of objects outside us, i.e., different from

us, when we " go as far as possible with our conception

of the object," is by no means so empty and incomplete

that, as Hume thought, no sceptic need trouble himself
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about it. Only the thought of relation (of something to

our consciousness), is abstract, and so far indeterminate ;

the relation itself is as manifold and as determinate as

are the sensations and groups of sensations affecting con

sciousness. These determinate relations change as often

as we move, or turn the eye, or vary our position. They

change just as frequently without purpose of our own

and against our will, but the thought of the relation

remains ever the same. The difference and manifoldness

of the relation of objects cannot be deduced from the

mere homogeneous thought of the relation. And if we

are to know nothing of objects except these determina

tions of relation, yet from these we know enough of them

to distinguish existence from representation in thought,

existence of objects from existence merely as an object.

Our knowledge of objects may be always relation; our

certainty of their existence is absolute and immediate.

The second class of arguments for idealism may be

termed ontological, inasmuch as it makes the being of

things dependent on their being thought, i.e., like

ontology, it makes thought the measure of being. In

short, it seeks to prove a contradiction in realism, by

attributing to it the nonsensical effort to think things

that are not thought.

Things to be different from, and independent of con

sciousness, must be things existing outside of conscious

ness,—so the claim is made. Now nothing is immediately

given except consciousness and the ideas in it ; and far

as I may extend my ideas in thought or in, the process

of perception, I can never get out of my consciousness,

and reach things themselves ; therefore the existence of

such things is at least uncertain. It is moreover un

thinkable, i.e., the thought of their existence involves a

contradiction. For to think the existence of things out

side my consciousness, I must think them ; they are thought

things, and their existence is by no means independent

of my consciousness.
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He who ascribes any value to that argument is de

ceived by inappropriate figurative expressions. Things

are not outside consciousness, nor are thoughts in it.

Consciousness is a function connected with the appear

ance of things, not a place where either a thing, or the

idea of a thing, may be. As the conception of force

involves the reciprocal relation of two bodies to each

other, so consciousness involves the relation to something

different from itself, the object, and it disappears as soon

as this connection is set aside or broken. It certainly

is not contradictory to any category of our thinking to

assume that the same thing which becomes object by

entering into the relation which gives consciousness,

exists also independently of this consciousness. Indeed,

this assumption is necessarily connected with the thought

of relation. What does not exist, cannot enter into

relation with anything, and what enters into a relation,

must have independent existence. The relative existence

of things as objects of consciousness presupposes absolute

existence (existence independent of this relation). It

is unquestionably true that I bring everything which I

think into connection with consciousness in thought, and

inasmuch as I abstract from my own individuality in

thinking, into connection with a consciousness in general.

It does not result from this that everything must actually

stand in relation with my consciousness, or some con

sciousness, nor that any object is actually present to the

consciousness because it relates to itself the conception

of an object. The fact is not to be overlooked that that

universal consciousness with which in thought I unite

any object at will, is only a thought consciousness, logical

and not psychological or real. Sensation and perception,

not mere thought, are necessary that an object be really

present. The pure form of relation, object-subject, is,

like every purely formal thought, entirely unlimited, a

logical infinite in Diihring's terminology. But this un

limited thought, applicable at will, is limited in sensation.
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Thoughts do not stimulate sense. I cannot properly say

that I think being. For being is not an element of any

idea, it is perceived, felt, experienced—not imagined nor

thought. So in regard to the existence of things, we

find ourselves thrown back on sense experience, which,

us has been shown, offers no starting-point for the

idealistic hypothesis. In perception, our consciousness

feels itself dependent on the presence and activity of

that which we represent and think as object. The

thought that the existence of things is independent of

our idea of them, cannot involve any contradiction,

because it is only another expression for the fact that

our consciousness is dependent in sensation and in

perception.

If idealism calls for the witness of consciousness,

which alone is immediately given, it must take its

witness complete and unfalsified. The idealistic hypo

thesis is without foundation. It is neither supported

by the facts of sense experience, nor proved by general

logical considerations. This result is to be confirmed

by the following.

§ 4. The cogito ergo sum, the proposition that only one's

own being is given immediately with the consciousness of

ourselves, while other things can only be reached by con

clusion, is always the chief support of idealism. This

proposition, often regarded as an axiom, makes inner ex

perience more immediate and more certain than outer

experience. As the conclusion from effect to definite

cause is uncertain, it always remains at least doubtful

whether our sense perception rests on something itself

external, something independent of and different from

our own being, or whether it is created by some un

known faculty of the mind. I grant the force of this

argument. If the existence of the external world is

something reached by inference, this inference must

share the fate of all empirical conclusions. It may reach

a very high grade of philosophical probability, a grade
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high enough for the practical ends of life, but it never

has the certainty of mathematical proof. That unknown

power on which we must ever call, in order to understand

the difference between our involuntary and our voluntary

ideas, would indeed play the part of a " thing in itself "

over against our consciousness of self. Its effect is un

like the activity of which we ourselves are conscious, and

often opposed to it. I let my thoughts roam, and a

friend opens the door and enters ; I am busy writing

a letter, and the lamp suddenly goes out. This anti

thesis between my thoughts and my perceptions proves

that the cause of the latter is different from the cause

of the former. But the effort is vain to attempt by this

fact to prove that both causes do not depend alike on my

own being, for I do not know the ultimate causes of my

thoughts any better than the causes of my perceptions.

Strange as this hypothesis may be, it seems impossible

to disprove it. I grant the force of the argument, but

dispute its premises.

Even the originator of this pelebrated proposition,

which many regard as the culmination of modern

philosophy, cogito ergo sum, gave it two meanings,

without noticing the difference between them. In one

meaning, it is an existential proposition, and as such it

is empirical. I experience that I am as often as I am

conscious. My existence is immediately connected with

the consciousness of my existence. In its second mean

ing it involves a proposition in the theory of knowledge,

and to this extent it is transcendental, in Kant's

terminology. It expresses the necessary unity of

consciousness in thinking experience, whatever be the

origin of the content of experience, and it is related

not to the being but to the cognisability of things.

" Thinking " is no longer conceived here as a psycholo

gical fact, a process or activity of the subject, but it is

taken in its logical universality as norm of knowledge.

" Thinking " in this second sense means pure thought ;
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pure and distinct knowledge like mathematical, accord

ing to Descartes ; in short, rational knowledge. Descartes

constantly confuses these two meanings. Thinking, as

the pledge of one's own existence, is empirical thinking,

connected with feeling, experience, perception, and will.

But that thinking from the nature and constitution

of which he infers the nature and constitution of the

soul as thinking substance, of matter as extended sub

stance (i.e., substance having only mathematical attri

butes) is the abstract thinking of the rationalistic

philosopher; for this reason it reaches only abstractions

—a soul without body, a body without soul. Descartes'

dogmatic use of this pure thinking, according to which

things are themselves just that, and only that which

may be thought of them or known " clearly and dis

tinctly," need not concern us here. The " cogitare,"

.which includes all existence, is not mere thought, but

thought in that extended use of the word which covers

perception also. The existence which is posited by this

thought, and only so posited according to Descartes, is

the existence of the empirical ego—my personal ego—

not of the impersonal transcendental ego, which is first

thought through the empirical.1

" 1 Natorp, in his otherwise excellent book, Descartes' Erkenntniss-

theorie, Marburg, 1882, treats Descartes far too much in the sense of the

Kantian critical philosophy'. He overlooks the fact that existence is only

apprehended by the empirical self'Consciousness and for the empirical ego,

and that the transcendental or pure ego of Descartes is used dogmatically,

not critically. Pure thought is to learn the constitution of things

themselves, and to prove that the conceptual distinction of soul and boily

means a real separation of them, and not (as Natorp seeks) a distinction

only of the phenomena. The sixth meditation is entitled, De rernm

materialium existentia et reali mentis a corpore distinctione ; and in the

appendix to the Responsio ad Secundas Objectioncs we read : " Duce sub

stantive realiter distingui dicuntur, cum unaquaque ex ipsis absque alia

potest existere ;" and Prop. IV. gives the proof that soul and body are

distinguished really, not pimply as phenomena. It was Fichte's error, we

may remark, that he overlooked the transcendental-logical meaning of the

form of unifying apperception, or of the pure ego, which is reached from

the psychological or empirical ego by abstraction of the universe, and

then made this form of consciousness an absolute ego (Jck an sick), a

metaphysical being. Kant taught that the pure ego does not exist before

the empirical ego and independently of this, of which it is the mere

thought. Per this very reason nothing is known through this ego, for
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If we start with the empirical consciousness which

alone is immediately given, with the feeling and per

ceiving consciousness, the consciousness which knows not

only its ideas but also its impulses, its efforts, its actions,

then Descartes' assertion that only one's own being is

given, but the existence of all else reached by conclusion,

can no longer be sustained; and instead of cogito ergo

sum, we must say cogito ergo sum et est. Not my semi

consciousness, but my consciousness, is originally given ;

inner experience does not precede outer in time or in

thought. A complete indissoluble reciprocity exists be

tween them, and this reciprocity is my consciousness.

I cannot apprehend an inner perception as such without

distinguishing it from an outer perception, given at the

same time with it, and setting it in antithesis to this.

We can have no inner experience without at the same

time constructing outer experience. In becoming con

scious of my own existence, I become conscious of some

thing not myself; the experience / am is not simple,

but two-sided. The reciprocity of ego and not-ego, of

feeling and sense perception, of impulse and hindrance,

action and reaction, this reciprocity is that which is

originally given— consciousness exists, cogitatio est.

External experience is not inferior to internal in im-

mediateness, certainty or reality. The existence of

something outside myself, and different from me, is so

far from being an inference from my own existence, that

I could know nothing of myself unless there were some

thing external from which I could distinguish myself.

Either my own existence is an imagination (I know not

whose or whence) or the external world exists as truly

as I do ! In Descartes' attempt to abstract from the

being of objects, and yet to keep the existence of the

knowledge involves both thought and affection of the inner and outer

sense. The / think, meaning / know myself as existing, always involves

more than pure thought. It is the expression of the feeling of my existence,

and I only know by it that I am, not what I am, and therefore not that

I am soul itself thinking, as Descartes taught.
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subject (and even of the individual empirical subject !)

he abstracts from the single condition under which the

subject is, I will not say actual, but thinkable. He

removes one element of a correlative conception, without

observing that thereby the whole conception is lost.

I have myself admitted that there may be a psychical

original state where the distinction of ego and non-ego,

self-consciousness and object-consciousness, is still in

complete and inconstant. But if we were to speak of

a prevalence of either phase of experience over the other

in this primitive state, it is that phase which later be

comes external experience, and certainly not that which

becomes inner experience in antithesis to outer. By

experiences of its own body the child learns to distinguish

one group of sensations marked by its constancy and the

attendant feeling from other groups, and connects with

this the consciousness of its own existence. Subjective

experience develops hand in hand with objective ; and

even in the developed consciousness, objective elements

of experience take decided precedence over subjective.

Our self-consciousness is thus marked as function of a

much more comprehensive reality which exists inde

pendently of our thought of it. It was indeed this fact,

though veiled in scholastic terminology, which Descartes

had in mind when he went from the existence of the ego

immediately to the reality of a power infinitely trans

cending the ego. What he called the conception of God

in man's self-consciousness is, scholastic colouring aside,

the conception of a reality on which the ego knows itself

dependent ; and this conception is the outcome of all the

conceptions which have preceded clear and distinct self-

knowledge. That which limits our effort and opposes our

will, thereby proclaims a power equivalent to, and in its

totality far superior to our will, the power of what exists

outside us. Only because God seemed to Descartes and

Berkeley an object better known than the world, does

the former base the existence of the world on God's
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veracity, and the latter make God Himself the external

world.1

§ 5, The objection might be raised that this very

thought of a reciprocal relation of ego and non-ego

excludes a reality of things independent of the idea. If

subject and object reciprocally demand each other by

our presupposition, i.e., arise in one and the same act of

consciousness ; if the subject as such cannot be thought

without an object with which it stands in relation by dis

tinguishing itself from this, and objects are only thinkable

in antithesis to a subject; with what right then do we

ascribe to the objects of our consciousness an independent

existence and reality ? We have only escaped that

partial idealism which puts subject before object to fall

into a total idealism, so it would appear. Granted that

the existence of objects is no more a result of inference

than is the existence of the subject, that both subject

and object possess the same immediateness, still they

possess only the immediateness of our own conscious

ness ; they have only represented reality, the reality of

representative ideas. Is not consciousness, within which

falls this so-called antithesis of subject and object, the

common basis of both, and the only reality that we

know ? While Berkeley taught only that the being of

sense objects consists in their being perceived, are not

we obliged to go farther and say that we ourselves exist

only in representative thought, that our own being is

only a represented being ? Laas may use the name of

positivism to denote this more thorough-going idealism,

but the name does not change the fact that it is simply

a universal idealism.

This argument must have some appearance of being

correct, or it would not have brought so acute a thinker

1 Berkeley's Treatise, " Of the Principles of Human Knowledge," §§ 147,

148. " We may even assert that the existence of God is far more evidently

perceived than the existence of men. ... We need only open our eyes to see

the Sovereign Lord of all things with a more full and clear view than we

do any one of our fellow-creatures."
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as Laas to his standpoint of universal relativism, a stand

point which has no foundation, but is described by the

phrase instabiiis tcllus, innabilis unda. The reality of

the object depends on the reality of the subject, and this

again presupposes that the object actually exists, as it

were the reflection of the image of a mirror in the image

of the mirror, and so on. The question what really exists

becomes a constant " hither and thither." Kant's pro

position that " concepts of relation presuppose absolutely

given things, and are impossible without these," puts an

end to all this play with relations. Our consciousness,

which is always dependent and in fact relative, a

periodical phenomenon of life, can never serve as such

an absolutely given thing.

It is incorrect to say that the antithesis of subject and

object falls within consciousness, for there is no conscious

ness before and outside of this antithesis, but rather it

is itself consciousness. No function can exist without that

of which it is a function ; therefore, as consciousness is

function, there must be something, itself not consciousness,

which becomes consciousness. The being of the subject

or object is not relative, but its being as subject or as

object. " Positivism," or .as it is more correctly termed,

epistemological monism, takes as its starting-point for the

knowledge of things a standpoint about which it must

ever revolve. Finally, Laas himself admits that a being

not correlative is thinkable.1 I must assert further that

such being is a necessity for thought, because it is already

involved in the conception of correlative being. And in

addition to this logical consideration, the characteristic

attributes of a perception, as distinguished from a mere

idea, also make this assertion necessary. The felt

dependence of consciousness in perception points to

something independent of our consciousness ; the deter-

minateness in the modification of our sense points to

something determining, which is either an unknown,

1 Idealismus und Positivimia, ii. p. 78.
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unconscious power of our own consciousness, or a

reality and actuality distinct from our consciousness.

Between these it cannot be hard to choose. The

assumption of an unconscious creative power of our

consciousness does not harmonise with the actual

character of the world given in perception. It cannot

explain why this unknown power of our mind breaks

the course of our thoughts, opposes our will, compels

our actions to adapt themselves to it, nor why it

produces this effect on other conscious individuals as

well as on ourselves. The perception of the external

world is a social, not an individual phenomenon. The

world is not merely my idea, in so far as I think it,

but our idea ; there is no opportunity to choose between

idealism and realism, unless one takes refuge in a pre-

established harmony of monads, which breaks any real

connection between sensation and thought.

§ 6. Not everything which becomes content of our

consciousness assumes the character of a mere repre

sentative idea. A feeling is not an idea, will is no

process of thought, though we are conscious of each.

Inner perception finds a distinction between known and

knower, between real and ideal. Sensation and external

perception pre-eminently belong to these real elements

of consciousness.

Perceptions are more than mere ideas. The real

stimulation which we feel as often as we perceive, differs

from the memory of the sensation in kind as well as in

degree, and this distinction is greater than any other

which we can find among the facts of consciousness.

The idea of a colour may be ever so vivid, it does not

possess the least brightness, such as belongs with the

weakest sensation of colour. The idea of a tone has not

the least intensity of sound, such as we feel in some

degree or other as often as we hear a tone. Hume over

looked this distinction in treating the idea as a weaker

perception, the perception as a very vivid idea. To call
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perception itself an idea is false terminology, presuppos

ing the idealism that is to be proved. It is necessary

first to prove that nothing but ideas could possess

reality ; then it would go without saying that perceptions

are mere ideas, that being which is perceived, is simply

being in the idea.

Consciousness of one's self is perception ; so also is the

consciousness of another object connected with the per

ception of self. External perception, as has been shown,

has the same immediateness as internal. That that

which we perceive outside ourselves really exists, is no

more a mere imagination or idea than that we ourselves

exist only in imagination or in idea.

The subject and the object in perception is phenomenon,

not merely representative idea, and phenomenon in that

only intelligible sense of the word according to which it

includes relation to that which appears. I know my

will from the objects toward which it is directed ; and

even feelings cannot be separated from the perceptions

with which they are connected.1 I know objects only

as my sense is stimulated by them. Our knowledge is

indeed relative, but only so far as concerns the character

of its objects ; it is not relative with reference to their

existence.

§ 7. A consciousness which existed alone in the world

might arrive at the conviction that the external things it

1 If there is anything decidedly subjective in consciousness, it is feeling.

Yet every feeling is related to some element in perception, and is only

apprehended in its relation to this, not purely by itself. By this alone we

distinguish organic feelings, each of which shows again a qualitative dis

tinction, from the feelings accompanying sensation, which are produced by

stimulation of the sense organs, and the lower feelings of sense, from the

intellectual feelings. A purely quantitative comparison of feelings is

evidently impracticable, even with reference to their specific difference,

entirely apart from the fact that there would be no unit of measurement

for Buch comparison. All feelings do indeed move in the antithesis of

pleasure and pain ; but even if there were no doubt that definite degrees

existed in both directions, still every feeling (at least every class of feelings)

has in addition a peculiar character, which makes it incomparable with

every other feeling (or class of feelings). A feeling cannot be separated

from the sensation or idea which occasions it. Love is as different as the

objects occasioning it ; hate changes with the objects hated.

K

r
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perceived were real, only supposing that it could reflect on

such states. Though the case is a mere supposition, it

may be useful to consider it, in order to determine the

part of the individual consciousness in knowing the

existence of things.

In investigating our reasons for believing in the indepen

dent reality of the external world, Hume began by suppos

ing such an isolated consciousness. It scarcely occurred to

him that there exists a conscious intercourse of single indi

viduals with each other, and that by this the conviction of

the independent reality of things finds constant confirma

tion and gets its strongest foundation. Hume concluded

that belief in the existence of the external world, indepen

dently of one's own consciousness, was not to be justified

on reasonable grounds. This belief is rather created by

a sort of natural instinct, and its effect increased by

habit and imagination. But inasmuch as Hume regards

reason as a sort of instinct, in so far as its basis is to be

sought in the practical needs of life, any failure in proofs

of reason need not shake our conviction that things are

real. " In vain do we ask, Are things real or not ? This

is rather a point which, in all our conclusions, must be

assumed as proved." Since the existence of the external

world in fact is not reached by inference, it cannot be

proved; for strictly, proof can only be asked and given

for inferences. So far Hume was right. But when he

concludes that the mind is imperfect, that there is an

antithesis between our practical and our intellectual

faculties, because it is impossible to prove an original

and immediate knowledge, i.e., to make this at the same

time a mediated knowledge, then we must withhold

assent.

Hume carefully separates the theoretical question as

to the existence of the external world into two elements :

—the question as to the continuous existence of things,

and as to their existence apart from our perception, and

considers that the first question must precede the second.
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Because we believe in the continued existence of things

in accordance with our perception, for this reason we

should ascribe to them an existence apart from our

perception. The first belief involves the second, in

Hume's opinion. This opinion, which affects all Hume's

farther investigation, is however incorrect, and its opposite

is true. The belief in the continuous existence of things,

apart from and independent of our consciousness, is not

the original belief connected with every perception. The

continuance of objects of perception, after we have ceased

to perceive them, is the continuance of the ideas of objects

as possible perceptions ; and this thought presupposes the

continuance of our ego-consciousness. The thought of

the continuous existence of objects arises by transferring

to external things the continuity of our consciousness,

while the conviction of their separate existence is produced

by every single perception, and indeed forms the charac

teristic of perception as such.

Though the individual consciousness can rise to the

belief in the continuous existence of objects in the

manner indicated by Hume (by repetition of similar

perceptions at different times, and especially as the

result of changes which things not perceived have

meantime experienced), yet this belief receives its con

firmation mainly through the common consciousness,

which arises in thought-intercourse with our fellow-men.

A fire in the stove disappears from my perception as

soon as I leave the room, but my friend remaining may

still perceive it. The conception of the continuity of

an object is a condition of experience, not of mere per

ception, a condition on which alone perception becomes

an element of objective or universally valid kownledge.

But the consciousness that objects exist independently of

my own existence is given in perception itself. It is the

basis of the reality of experience, and, contrary to Hume,

precedes the belief in continuous existence. I must first

know that the being of objects is different from and
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independent of my being, before I can assume that

they exist continuously. Only what is independent of

my perception, can continue outside of it. In short,

existence apart from perception is known from percep

tion itself ; continuous existence is presupposed to unify

experience.

For this very reason a consciousness conceived as single

and isolated may reach the knowledge that external

things are independent of it. Let us equip this con

sciousness with the impulses of self-preservation, with

perception and reflection—the capacity to compare per

ception and idea—and these qualities are enough that it

may reach this knowledge. We must direct our atten

tion especially to the active side of psychical life.

Simultaneously with the feeling of our effort we get the

sensation of limits set to this effort from without, and

not by self. The consciousness of a lack, of a need,

impels to motions, the execution of which is attended by

the feeling of overcoming an obstacle. No limit is more

plainly drawn than that between the voluntary and the

involuntary in consciousness. The reality of the external

world, said Locke, is as certain as our pain and our

pleasure, our misery and our happiness. Its certainty is

primarily practical ; it is not originally drawn from

knowledge, but created by action, of which knowledge is

the tool. As love and sympathy presuppose the existence

of beings like ourselves, as these emotions point beyond

ourselves, so hunger and the need of breath point beyond

ourselves to food and air, and the reality of the external

world may be proved from hunger as well as the exist

ence of our fellow-men from love. It is not necessary

for one to go beyond self-consciousness to learn his

needs, and the impulse to supply these, as well as his

dependence on external objects for the satisfaction of

this impulse.

The senses also have, as Eokitansky remarks, an

original tendency to perform their function, an impulse
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to stimulation and activity. This tendency of sense-

activity finds its confirmation in the pleasure given by

sense-perception as such, and more clearly in the feeling

of unrest which absence of external stimuli occasions,

and of pain when the normal functions of sense are dis

turbed. A man just blinded feels pain from non-satis

faction of the impulse to see, as keenly as a hungry

man who cannot satisfy his desire. The living im

mediate conviction of the reality of that which satisfies

our impulse to perceive, is similar in kind to the hungry

man's conviction that he needs real and not imaginary

food to satisfy himself, to the conviction of a man who

loves and hates, that he does not exist alone. The

existence of our fellow-men might as well be disputed—

if any one wanted to dispute this—as the existence of

the material world.

Our senses are active but not self-active. Their

activity needs stimuli to set it in motion. It is related

from the beginning to something external, i.e., to some

thing outside us (prater nos), even if the external in

space (extra nos) be, as Kant teaches, the mere form

of intuition within us. External perception by itself,

then, proves distinctly that something exists indepen

dent of my own existence. It is as certain that things

exist as that I exist—both rest on the witness of my

perception.

§ 8. An assertion, either negative or affirmative, may

be attacked in its reasons or its results. After having

shown that idealism is a groundless hypothesis, we may

undertake indirectly to prove its opposite, realism, by

the second method. If an assumption not only is in

antithesis to our constant and most natural conviction,

if farther we act every moment contrary to it, without

becoming conscious of any error, and find that it plunges

us into greatest difficulties and involves us in patent

inconsistencies when we attempt to explain the common

est phenomena, as is the case with idealism, then every
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rule of proof obliges us to reject such an assumption.

Even as hypothesis, realism is unquestionably to be pre

ferred to idealism, •which is nothing but a hypothesis.

How simple is the explanation of the agreement among

perceptions of different subjects by realism ; what flights

into monadological hypotheses and the like must idealism

make in order to accommodate this fact to its assump

tion, if it does not prefer at once to deny the existence

of a multiplicity of thinking subjects.

The ego with which idealism starts, the ego ,which

denies the existence of sense things, has no existence,

nor is it the real ego, Feuerbach rightly claims. It is

an ego which has ideas and thinks, but only imagines

that it feels and perceives, loves and hates. By Schopen

hauer's simile, it is a winged angel's head without body.

According to the physiology of idealists, it is the

real function of the organism to have representative

ideas ; all its other functions—assimilation of food, growth,

motion, reproduction—are ideal, and only present through

the idea and for it. In the immaterial idealistic world,

there is no disease but disease of the mind, no food but

food of mind. Whoever believes the existence of sense

things to be dependent on his own existence, cannot

avoid the consequence that he is not born of his mother,

but his mother born of him. If the brain of my fellow-

man is only an idea in my mind, how then is it possible

that sometimes my idea in another's head is diseased, and

compels my fellow-man to all sorts of insane statements ?

Even relativism, with its constantly vibrating correlation

of subject and object, cannot avoid the conclusion that

at least the last subject to which he relates the brain as

object, must be a brainless subject.

The being of sense things, it is asserted, is their per

ceptibility ; to exist as sense-object means to be and

to continue perceptible. This assertion is undoubtedly

correct, if perceptibility is understood to be an attribute

of existing things in their real or thought relation to a
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perceiving sense ; but it becomes false as soon as with

the idealist one relates it to sense alone. Nor does

perceptibility in its correct meaning at all exhaust what

we mean by the existence of things. Besides the power

to affect our sense, things can affect each other recipro

cally. Though we understand the mode of this no better

in the second case than in the first, yet we are convinced

that it is a fact by the changes occurring in the pheno

menal world, independent of the perception of any sub

ject. A fire, starting without being perceived by any

one, can destroy a house and those who live in it. The

fire must possess other qualities than mere perceptibility.

Could a possible perception work such devastation in the

world of real perceptions ? Has not this so-called possible

perception more reality and effect than sometimes even

real perception itself ?

The causality of phenomena consists in the regularity

with which the occurrence of certain phenomena brings

with it the occurrence of other definite phenomena.

Practical experience, which owes its origin to this

regularity, reckons on it ; it is the work of theoretical

investigation to prove that it is universal and constant,

in spite of apparent exceptions. On the assumption that

ideas exist by themselves, the course of nature is irregular

and puzzling, because every moment ideas depart from

the regular course which psychic association marks out

for them in accordance with their inner relation. Every

glance of the eyes, every sudden sound, breaks the purely

internal course of thoughts. Only when we think the

subjective world as connected with the objective, and

regard perceptions as phenomena of things themselves

existing, does the regularity of events become as perfect

as the causal principle requires, in order that experience

may be possible on the basis of phenomena. The definite

consequent B always follows the definite antecedent A ;

the change of wood to ashes always follows the action of

fire. In the idealistic world, however, B may appear
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without the antecedence of A ; this is the case as often

as we discover ashes without having seen fire. Entire

absence of perception of a cause must mean for the ideal

ist complete absence of a cause ; only imagination, the

remembrance of cases perceived before, deceives him in

regard to a break in the law of causation, which, accord

ing to his theory, must have occurred. A cause which

is only found in memory, exists only as a thought, and

certainly cannot have influenced present perception for

it follows this thought of perception. As a thought,

this cause did not exist before the effect was perceived ;

as perception, it did not exist in the case given ; so that

it must have really existed in some other form, namely

imperceived, unless the causal connection is to be aban

doned. The facts of consciousness only have complete

interconnection when they are at the same time con

nected with external things.

Of the infinite manifold, which every moment affects

one, and thus is given for his consciousness, only a very

little is given in it; we are really conscious of only a

small vanishing fraction of it. In this respect conscious

ness is like a country seen from a great distance, so that

only single mountain-tops are visible. What has been in

consciousness may disappear from it without ceasing to

affect it. Because it no longer exists as idea (the assertion

of unconscious ideas involves contradiction) and yet con

tinues to be, consciousness cannot be the only reality given

in our experience. The fact that conscious states become

unconscious, and yet these continue to affect the subject,

cannot be denied, because it is confirmed by every case

of habit, by every acquirement of a secondary faculty.

If then that of which we have immediate knowledge is

not the only reality for our consciousness, why should

not something outside of it, and not itself conscious

(such as we think matter to be), also be real ? Idealism

cannot explain the only reality it recognises. The con

tent of consciousness remains for it an aggregate of facts,
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inconceivable because disconnected. Every step toward

the explanation of these facts undeniably leads beyond

the content of consciousness as immediately given.

We can be sure of no law in perception, unless the

conditions of perception lie outside of consciousness.

Idealism is not compatible with the principle of causa

tion, which underlies all knowledge.

§ 9. The facts of consciousness cannot be understood

by themselves : it is necessary to assume a reality on

which consciousness is dependent. We know conscious

ness only as a phenomenon of life connected with an

organism. We know only conscious individuals whose

psychic states depend on organic states in the narrower

sense of the word. The unity and connection of psychic

states is really not greater, but far less and far more in

complete, than the connection of purely organic states.

There is this antithesis between organic and psychical

functions, that the former are permanent as long as we

live, the latter are intermittent even during life. Con

sciousness is a periodic phenomenon. Organic life, which

we share with plants, has no break during our existence :

it is extinguished if any of its processes stop. Conscious

life, on the other hand, must perform its functions from

time to time ; it needs the refreshment of sleep, and

shows different degrees of activity when awake. Life does

not exist for consciousness, but consciousness (at least

originally) for the sake of life. It is an equipment of

animal life in its struggle for existence which regulates

its relation to the varying conditions of environment.

We find it so much the more developed the more complex

these relations are ; in the case of freely moving animals,

more complex than in the case of those that are fixed.

We may assume that in the animal world all degrees of

connection between psychic states are realised from the

transient consciousness which may accompany some

movements of accommodation in the lowest animals,

Protozoa and Ccelenterata, and which disappears as soon

'
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as the movement has attained its end, up to the con

sciousness of man, which looks backward and forward, but

is ever subject to the law of periodicity in psychic life.

All this proves that consciousness has no independent

existence. Consciousness, though it is immediately given

and most closely connected with knowledge, is rather

the last and the highest, as such the most mediated,

phenomenon.

In reality the " self-perpetuating correlation of subject

and object," assumed by Laas, does not exist. So it

cannot be the only real, as he asserts. Only in thought

is this relation propagated beyond the actual breaks in

consciousness. Unconscious and conscious states are

joined into the unity of a person on the basis of one

and the same individual life. But a mere thought does

not bring us into actual contact with any object. It

cannot fill the gaps over which it forms a bridge. Laas

treats a principle in the theory of knowledge as onto-

logical ; what is only a relation in thinking an object,

he makes a condition of the object's existence. One

may meet this same confusion on the side of idealism.

In order to avoid the inconvenient truth that the

individual consciousness is dependent and broken, certain

idealists have formed a theory of a consciousness of the

race, existing outside and above the consciousness of the

individual, the most important bearer of which is the

idealist himself. They begin the history, not merely of

the world but of the universe, with mankind, and allow

themselves the fiction of a consciousness which never

originated, which never ends. For this reason the

intermittence of their own actual consciousness need

not apply to it, and of it they who are born and die can

know as little as we. Such a confusion of the transcen

dental and psychological consciousness demands a clear

determination and definition of these conceptions.

§ I o. " Transcendental consciousness " is the form of

the unity of consciousness abstracted from its contents,
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in so far as this form is thought of as the universal condi

tion, valid not for me alone, to which the idea of every

object must conform. A series of impressions, a succession

of perceptions does not alone make the consciousness of a

single object, or a connected process. Those impressions

and perceptions must first be connected, so that con

sciousness in apprehending them may know itself as

one and the same, if the idea of a single object or a

continuous process is to arise. The general unity of

connection cannot be deduced from the idea of a unified

object, because it is itself that which produces the idea

of such an object. Though the combination of parts in an

object, the connection of the moments in an event, is

in its existence independent of consciousness and given

to it, yet the idea of the unity and of the connection

proceeds from the identity of consciousness in its act

of connecting. By treating transcendentally this condi

tion of knowing a unified object, I make this condition

the universal condition of knowing it ; and I can do this

because in thought I abstract from the given manifold,

and even from the mode of sensation and intuition.

Thus arises the conception of a consciousness in general,

a mutual consciousness with which the ego continues its

actual thought intercourse as an imagined intercourse.

To this formally universal consciousness, inner and outer

experience is then related : even the perception of

existence is connected with it. I think every other

consciousness dependent on the very same thing on

which my consciousness is dependent, and in the same

way, so that my perception, which itself involves reality,

obtains also objective meaning. Thinking is really the

source of the objectivity of knowledge, because it is the

form of its universality. To be objective is to be valid

for every knowing being.

It is to be observed carefully that this transcendental

consciousness has no existence which is separate, or which

can be separated from the psychological consciousness. It
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does not exist before the latter, or beside it, but only as

thought in it. As the system of co-ordinates to which I

relate the sense-intuition of motion passes through my

head, so the intellectual system of co-ordinates, to which

I relate all knowledge, the transcendental consciousness,

is given only in my head. We cannot follow the meta

physician when he makes the transcendental consciousness

transcendent, when he makes an absolute ego out of the

conception of the unity of consciousness, which conception

is, indeed, represented by the ego, but equally well repre

sented by the idea of the unified form of any object.1

§ 1 1. From the isolated consciousness which as such

could not be the sphere of thought, and which certainly

does not exist among men, we turn to the social con

sciousness, resulting from our intercourse with other men,

in order to ascertain its share in the knowledge that the

external world is real.

Is it necessary to prove the existence of our fellow -

men ? This transcensus beyond one's own consciousness,

even idealists treat as unavoidable and justifiable. With

1 I take occasion to answer an objection which has been repeatedly raised

against the principle of the unity of consciousness as the final basis of expe

rience. Because this principle is not empirically universal, as is proved

by disturbances of the ego-consciousness, it is not adapted to be the uni

versal basis of empiricism. Logical universality and empirical persistence

are evidently confused here. No one will assert that the unity of conscious

ness as a fact is constant. Every deep sleep convinces us of the contrary,

and it is not necessary even to refer to pathological disturbances (diseases

of the personality, Ribot calls them), one case of which I refer to later.

It is necessary to show that knowledge and objective experience are

possible without unity and continuity of Belf-consciousness, in order to

disprove the proposition that this unity and continuity precede experience

as its principle. The transcendental consciousness is not impaired by disease,

but only the organs of the psychological consciousness ; and if disease of this

destroys the ego-connection, the transcendental consciousness, which exists

only as thought of the psychological, is thereby annulled, and with it is gone

the possibility of objective knowledge. Conditions of knowledge must not

be confused with conditions of existence ; knowledge presupposes existence.

Transcendental philosophy teaches that consciousness must have unity and

continuity if experience is to be possible : as often as experience is real,

this fundamental condition must be fulfilled. I have already deduced the

transcendental consciousness directly from the individual consciousness,

while it arises from this mediately, through intercourse with others. This

neglect of the social factor in knowledge, I hope to make good in the

present volume.
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one voice they reject solipsism—though it is not easy

to see why a transcensus, if such must occur, need stop

just at the existence of our fellow-men. Or is it thought

that only beings conscious of themselves can exist ?

Berkeley, who leaves in doubt the existence of animals,

but denies that of plants and inorganic bodies, does not

doubt the existence of fellow-men. He calls them spirits,

their perceptions ideas, and asserts that the nature of

mind alone is active, and so capable of existence, while

the nature of a material thing, or of an idea, is passive,

and needs a mind to bring it into being. Is the idea of an

animal, especially of a lively, playful young animal, really

a passive idea ? Does it not every moment prove its

own life as independent of our perception ? Does not

the moving "idea" of a dog compel me to turn my

head, to change the position of my body, in order to

follow in perception the gambols and leaps of the

animal? Had Berkeley been familiar with the fact that

vegetable tissue responds to stimulus, and with the obser

vations on insectivorous plants, &c., he would undoubtedly

have regarded plants as spirits. But where is the limit

of active life and spontaneous activity in nature ? There

is indeed a definite limit of organic life, but there seems

to be no limit for the inner sensitiveness of that which

in the totality of its external appearance, its effect on our

senses, we call matter. The polar forces determining the

formation of a crystal betray a centre of stimulation and

attraction. The play of molecular forces, which the

physicist finds, is infinitely more varied than even the

motions of an animal's body. By far the greater part

of motions in nature remain beyond our perception. If

Berkeley is right, these motions can have no reality

outside our thoughts ; and yet many ordinarily invisible

motions may be made visible by experiment. An

analogous consideration holds true of the invisible parts

of a body. Hume found it necessary here to use, not

merely the language, but also the thoughts of realism.
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If a small body is composed of a far greater ^number of

parts than we recognise in perception, " this mistake,"

he says, " lies in taking the impressions of those minute

objects which appear to the senses, to be equal or nearly

equal to the objects."1 Here Hume correctly distin

guishes between impressions and objects of impressions,

which elsewhere he confuses.

The difficulties for Berkeley in connection with the won

derful organisation of plants.and the marvellous mechanism

of animals, are evident. He can only say, " God always

acts according to mechanical laws," which simply means

that the animal and plant organisation is superfluous,

as the sense organs of man must also be, according to

his theory. From Berkeley's standpoint it is absolutely

impossible to conceive why God always impresses on our

mind the ideas of material things by means of simul

taneous or previous modifications of the " ideas " of our

senses.

The true object of Berkeley's attack is Descartes' ab

stract imperfect idea of matter, according to which this is

merely an extended something, " which neither acts nor

perceives, ... an inert, insensitive, unknown substance."

To regard such abstract matter as real, whether as filling

space continuously, or in disconnected atoms, is to believe

in the reality of a conception outside one's thinking.

As a criticism of Descartes' view of matter, Berkeley's

objections still have a certain validity. Yet Berkeley

overlooks the meaning of this abstraction as such. By

it we seek to reduce the phenomenon of matter to what

we can know of it exactly, to subject the science of

external nature to a quantitative, mechanical treatment.

In order to prove that only spirits exist, Berkeley

and Leibnitz, whose monads are conceived after the

pattern of spirits, would have found it necessary first

to prove that spirit is really better known than matter,

and that everything real must of necessity be a spiritual

1 "Treatise on Human Nature," Part II. Sect. I., p. 46.
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being—in other words, that the conception of a spirit

involves analytically the conception of existence. This

proof is impossible ; this metaphysical question remains

to be treated, at least in a subsidiary way, in the

following chapter.1 It is then said that the existence of

our fellow-men is reached by inference. This assertion,

however, we regard as false. Like every other percep

tion, the perception of a human body immediately

involves the existence of that body. To inference could

be due only the farther knowledge that what I now

perceive is a man, a being which feels, thinks, and wills

as I do, which moves at the command of his will, and

carries in his mind an idea of himself and of the ex

ternal world. This conclusion from a perceived outside

to a psychical inside is called an inference from analogy.

I do not deny that it is in fact an inference from analogy,

when finding certain motions in animals that have no

central nervous system, or even differentiated organs of

sense, we infer that psychic stimuli are present, which

have at least a distant relation with our own conscious

states. But I question whether it is a mere analogy

that makes me believe in the mind of a dog, a creature

1 Berkeley's empirical idealism has as its reverse side a transcendent,

and so dogmatic, realism. While critical realism teaches that what really

exists outside us is only known in the mode of sensation and sense

intuition possessed by our consciousness, dogmatic realism claims to have

an immediate knowledge of it. It knows that the truly real is spirit (or

matter).

A spirit which, like Berkeley's divine spirit, impresses on us ideas of

material things, only through ideas of sense organs, the affections of which

we feel, is related to our consciousness just as if it were material.

Berkeley has indeed left it obscure whether he thinks that when several

men receive at once the idea of one and the same material thing they

perceive but one single idea, or as many separate ideas (i.e., bodies) as

there are men receiving the ideas. In the latter case, one house must

become a thousand, as often as a thousand men perceive the same house.

In the former, the idea persists in the mind of God, even if we do not

perceive it. Then this persistent idea is related to every one of us as a

real body is related to our senses.

Berkeley teaches that we have no idea of spirit—such idea should

always be passive, should be received, and not be thought—but we

have a sort of " notion " of something which " perceives, thinks, and wills."

Could our conception of matter, as something which moves and is moved,

be really any less distinct than this notion of spirit ? The presence and

absence of knowledge is in each case equally great.
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with whose emotions I can sympathise ; and I have still

farther doubts as to the so-called inference to the psychical

life of my fellow-men. Clifford has coined the expres

sion ejective to denote the apprehension of the psychical

interior of another being. And so far as we are dealing

with the distinction of this knowledge, from objective

perception on the one hand and a subjective inference

by analogy on the other, I think the expression good.

But there is something more than the withdrawal of self

from self, and the introduction of it into another con

sciousness, which the word ejective indicates: there is a

true sympathetic sensation of another psychical life. To

begin with, a reciprocal connection between one's own

consciousness and that of his neighbour is established

by the inter-subjective, so-called altruistic feelings. We

apprehend the inner life of our fellow-men almost

immediately, at least without being first conscious of any

transfer beyond ourselves. We distinguish pure sym

pathy from affected as being immediate. We suffer in

another being, and he thereby ceases to be a strange

person. We go over at once from the external signs of

emotions which we perceive to what they denote. We

can hardly think it otherwise than that, perceiving the

expression of another's emotion, we should ourselves

experience the same. It is difficult to believe that a

child can only learn the meaning of its mother's loving

smile by a series of personal experiences and an infer

ence from analogy. The knowledge of signs of emotion

may rest on experience of ancestors : though I do not

assume this, yet to-day it must be innate. However

this may be, the mere existence of altruistic feelings

within us proves the existence of our fellow-men outside

us. These feelings have been developed in social life,

so they prove that men must have existed together in a

connected community.

I investigate my consciousness, which is all that is

given me immediately, and find in it feelings which
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point beyond itself to other beings on the same plane.

The mere existence of these feelings, which no idealist

can deny, immediately involves the existence of other

conscious beings like myself. Therefore I do not exist

alone.

The objective world is the world of our common per

ception. We perceive the same parts, or different parts

of the same world. What becomes an object for me

when it affects my sense, will also become an object for

my fellow-men, as soon as it affects their sense, as

practical and theoretical intercourse with them teaches

us. What ceases to be an object of my perception,

has not ceased to be a perceived object for a second

or third consciousness. I know that the stars shine

while I sleep. The astronomer who is observing them,

sees them shine. And it is the same stars which he

sees shining and which I believe have been shining

during my sleep—even if it be allowed that each one

of us bears in his mind, a Leibnitzian monad, his par

ticular starry heaven. So real and possible percep

tions combine in the experience of the same common

world. A change which I intentionally produce in

au object of my perception, makes a corresponding

change in what all others present perceive. By

handling an object of sense one can prove at once

that the distinction between being and representation

is real, and that things possess a peculiar nature of

their own, which he must learn if his actions are to

be effective.

Identity of an object means something more than, some

thing different from similarity in the perceptions of

many or of all individuals, it means perception of one

and the same thing. The perceptions themselves may

vary considerably from each other, as do certain percep

tions of animals in contrast with man's, but the thing

perceived remains the same ; we may know this from

the similar practical attitude toward it, in spite of the

L
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dissimilarity of perceptions. An animal turns aside

from an obstacle in his way just like a man. A noise

I make attracts its attention, just as it causes my

friend to look up from his work.

There are two ways of explaining agreement in the

perceptions of different subjects, and the possibility of

effective common action : the hypothesis of monads

proposed by Leibnitz, and the theory of realism, that

perceptions are the phenomena of things themselves

existing. But the hypothesis of Leibnitz, according to

which the conscious states of every being are brought

into harmony with the conscious states of every other

originally, through no influence of like things, is at

variance with the undeniable fact of our consciousness,

that there is a specific, not merely a gradual distinction

between sensation and thought. Leibnitz sets aside

the witness of consciousness, which the idealist least

of all can neglect, and makes sensation and perception

a mode of thought. His theory is confuted by the

very fact that the two are different, apart from the

pure assumptions, and even contradictions which it

must involve.1 Eealism remains alone in the field, as

the only theory according with the facts of conscious

ness.

Actual things underlie the perceptions of men (and

animals) and give them content, and form the material

for the action of conscious beings. The agreement of

1 If all beings are by nature beings with pure thought, they can never

arrive at any object of thought. Every monad thinks the thoughts of

every other—in different degrees of clearness and distinction—it thinks

nothing else. For Leibnitz there is indeed an apparent content for the

thinker, through the co-existence of his representative ideas. This

content is only apparent. The co-existence of representative ideas, each

having only the thinking activity as its object, gives no spatial image.

That the monads have "appetite " as well as representative ideas (i.e., the

representative faculty) does not concern us here. These desires, again, are

only of an ideal sort, representative ideas are their object, and they are

nothing but the desire of one representative idea for another, the desire to

rise from a lower degree of distinctness and clearness to a higher. Where

then is the thing represented ? This ideal world of monads, mirroring their

own activity, really lacks the mirror as well as the image.
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perceptions, especially perceptions of actions, proves that

an external world exists alike for all beings with senses,

and essentially independent of the existence and percep

tion of every one of these beings. As my consciousness

in perception is dependent on the object, and this is

independent of my consciousness, so the perceiving con

sciousness of every other being is dependent on an inde

pendent object, No one could originate common objects

for all the rest.

The independent existence of objects once assured, we

need no longer believe with the idealist that the sun dis

appears from existence every day because the motion of

the earth withdraws it from sight, or that it only con

tinues to exist because the inhabitants of the opposite

hemisphere perceive it.

Our proof that the external world is real rests on two

undeniable facts of consciousness ; its dependence in sen

sation and perception, and the existence of social or

altruistic elements in it. This proof is carried on with

out presupposing that any other existence is immediately

given than that of one's own consciousness, and this is

all that the idealist can fittingly ask. Of these two facts

the second is even more important than the first. While

the former only enables us to know the existence of some

thing, the latter presupposes the existence of beings like

ourselves. Because many men exist whose perceptions

. agree, whose feelings are complementary, whose actions

work together, therefore the external world is real, not

ideal, therefore it has existence in itself, not merely in

my idea. I call this the social proof, that the external

world is real, because it is based on the fact that our

fellow-men exist. So is proved the fundamental propo

sition of realism : the independent existence of external

things. There is no such contradiction as Hume supposes

between our practical faculties, which presuppose this

existence, and our theoretical faculties, which, it is said,

cannot prove it.
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§ 1 2. There is a realism which precedes criticism of

the knowledge gained by sense perception, and a realism

which follows this. The former is like the Ptolemaic

system, in disregarding the subjective standpoint in our

apprehension of the world ; the latter, like the system of

Copernicus, which looks through the apparent, to the real

motions of the heavenly bodies. Idealism might be

compared with a system of astronomy, which abolished

the existence of sun and planets, and so deprived both

Ptolemaic and Copernican system of any real meaning.

Eealism, the practical conviction of all men, even the

theoretical idealist, is correct in asserting that perception

presupposes the existence of the perceived thing, as well

as of the perceiving subjects ; it is right in thinking that

we do not perceive perceptions, but through these per

ceive things which exist apart from our perceptions. It

is rightly convinced that the poles of the globe we inhabit

exist, though no man has reached them, that the inside

of the earth actually exists, though no one can perceive

it, that the fossil bone from an animal of antiquity abso

lutely proves its self-conscious existence, though no man

was there to complement this existence ; but the fact

that we can transfer ourselves in thought to the past

which preceded the human race, does not recall that

animal to life and consciousness again.

Eealism is in error, however, in assuming farther that

the external world exists outside of and before perception

in the character in which it is perceived, it is wrong in

assuming that things and perceptions must be alike. But

this error must not be pressed as too great a reproach,

nor can any charge be brought against the understanding.

The understanding, originally a practical faculty, has

means to rectify an apprehension theoretically false, but

practically sufficient. However false may be the natural

view of unschooled thought, the artificial view of the

ideologist is far more to blame for the doubt and denial

that things exist.
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Critical realism, on the basis prepared by the Kantian

philosophy, undertakes to correct the uncritical. The

character of external things is apprehended in the mode

of sensation peculiar to sense, its form in the form of

sense-intuition and thought; neither is directly appre

hended. No exception can be made to this, not even

motion. Even this belongs to the world of phenomena,

the characteristics of which depend on the attributes of

our sense intuition. But in the modification of motion,

in the definite relations of objects determined by fixed

laws, the forms of empirical intuition—in this regularity

of phenomena, or, in other words, in the constancy and

uniformity of the conditions under which definite sensa

tions are given, in these we may learn the actual exist

ence of what is real outside us. This regularity of

phenomena, which is not dependent on our idea, forms

the real content of experience, that which through phe

nomena we know of things themselves. Besides the

transcendental connection of the elements of a given

manifold into the idea of a unified object, there are also,

according to Kant's teaching, empirical connections of a

given manifold which must indeed be arranged into that

transcendental connection in order to be thought as objec

tively valid. These latter, however, are so arranged into

this connection that consciousness knows itself dependent

on the actual connection of the elements. " Blue is only

a mode of sensation ; but that we see blue in a definite

direction at a given time, must have a reason in reality.

At another time we see red there, and this reason in

reality must have changed." 1 Experiences in relation to

our own existence cannot be separated from objective

experiences, nor the quality of a sensation from the

qualitative difference of the external influence, nor the

constitution of a feeling from the representative idea to

which it is related, nor effort and will from the objects

1 Helmholtz, Die Thatsaehen in der Wahmehmuny, Berlin, 1879, p. 65.

Cf. Eiehl, Philosophischer Kriticismus, i. p. 431.
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towards which they are directed. Our knowledge is

knowledge of the phenomena of things ; the origin of our

Ideas is not to be sought exclusively within us nor in the

things outside us, but both in us and in the things which

affect us in consciousness.

The external world (to summarise our result) is real, as

certainly as I am not merely an imagining, thinking being,

but one that feels and perceives, that wills and acts. I

do not exist alone in the world, as certainly as I am

connected with beings like myself by social impulses,

and feel sympathy and love. The world I perceive is

the same world that is perceived by other beings with

senses, because the perceptions of every other subject, so

far as reality is concerned, coincide with mine, and their

actions in general coincide with my actions. And as

the world which I perceive exists independently of my

perception, so it exists independently of the perception of

every other being with senses, because such a being in

perception itself (apart from its constitution, which may

be different) must be in the same position in which I am,

i.e., must recognise its dependence on the object as I do.

The existence of the external world is the presupposition

of its being perceived.

And at the close of this discussion, I cannot fully do

away with the feeling expressed by Hume : " The greatest

folly, next to denying an evident truth, is to take much

trouble to defend it." I can only comfort myself with

the thought that my folly is only the second greatest.



CHAPTEE II.

ON THK RELATION OF PSYCHICAL PHENOMENA TO

MATERIAL PROCESSES.

§ I. Advances in the physiology of the nervous system,

and especially the application of the universal mechani

cal standpoint to the explanation of all processes in the

living organism, have opened anew the question as to

the meaning of psychical functions, and the relation of

these to the mechanism of the nerve-processes. In

another form this question has been the favourite sub

ject of metaphysical speculation, which has shown its

fruitless character here also. So far as it is to be

answered by the theory of knowledge, a solution was

found by Kant more than a century ago, which remains

valid essentially, and with few limitations.

No one can doubt the dependence of psychic states

and activities on the processes of the nervous system, which

themselves depend on other processes in the organism.

Not only does the development and increase of mental life

as a whole keep pace with the development and differen

tiation of the central organs ; the psychical as well as

the physiological activity of these organs is conditioned

by their proper nourishment, by the character of the

blood circulating in them, and by the differences of tem

perature to which they are exposed. To an unprejudiced

,' observer body and mind appear as a single unified being.

The same observation also teaches that body depends

on mind. Conscious purpose seems no less essential to

voluntary motion than is the normal condition of con

ducting nerve and muscle. Simple observation cannot

i67
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neglect the psychic element in voluntary motion, and

this view is confirmed by the fundamental proposition

of modern biology, that functions are developed only as

the result of their utility.

The more we study this reciprocal relation between the

physical and the psychical, the more evident becomes a

contradiction which seems insoluble to our thought. As

for the simple assertion that sensation and will are material

products, which may sometimes act as material causes, it

is enough to call attention to the fact that sensation and

will are not such products. On this subject we are by

no means limited to the purely metaphysical consideration

as to what can be and what cannot be. The principle of

the conservation of energy warrants the assertion that a-

mechanical cause has actually none but mechanical effects.

The mechanical cause goes over entirely into its mechani

cal effect, and the interconnection of external processes

is complete and without gap, so that no room remains

for a result not mechanical. Sensation and will cannof

enter this series as effect or as cause. Causal relation

between nerve stimulation and sensation, between wilt"

and motion, seems to be entirely shut out, and that by

facts, not merely by d priori arguments. The causal

relation between physical and psychical phenomena

cannot be denied, because only like results come from

like causes. The proposition that cause and effect must

be of the same kind limits only our knowledge of the

causal relation, not this relation itself. Much may

happen, and does happen, in nature which we cannot

apprehend analytically from its conditions by the pro

position of sufficient reason. Again, the simultaneity

of nerve stimulation and sensation need be no reason

for denying a causal connection between them. Every

cause is strictly simultaneous with its effect, and in

saying that causes precede, we do not mean complete

causes. The only reason that excludes in this case the

assumption of causality, is that which has been given.
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Sensation is in fact not the effect of mechanical causes,

nor is will the cause of mechanical results ;—sensation is

no materinhproduct, will is no physical force. From the

standpoint of natural science the one is 'without cause,

the othej^is without effect instead oFTSeTng'a "causa"sui.

There is an antinomy, it may be called the physiolo

gical antinomy, between the principle of evolutionary

biology, that functions develop only as the result of

their utility, and the assertion of physiology that psychic

functions are mere accompaniments of certain nervous

processes, not depending on them, nor producing any

effect on them. The mind naturally sides with biology,

yet the physiological view is the simple result of the

fundamental principles of mechanics, in particular, the

principle of the conservation' of energy.

§ 2. There can be no contradiction in experience.

If conclusions from empirical propositions are contra

dictory, the contradiction cannot concern the actual-- 1

content. Both propositions must remain true: con- ,

sciousness is not merely a product, but a factor in thef

advancing development of the animal, and consciousness)

is without mechanical results.

The poorest way of avoiding this dilemma would be

to modify slightly the empirical basis of both proposi

tions till the results agreed. The claim may be made

that the biological principle, that only such functions are

developed as are useful to the subject, is not so universal

as to forbid any function not absolutely needed. Use

less as some functioning organs appear at first sight,

we cannot avoid the assumption that each brings some

advantage to its possessor, and this assumption has often

been wonderfully confirmed. Certainly functions so

widespread and so highly developed as the psychical

can be no exception to this rule. Perhaps it is easier

to make an exceedingly slight exception to the prin

ciple of the conservation of energy. This principle is

proved valid, one may say, only to the limits reached by
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f)

observation and measurement. It might be conceivable

that a very slight quantity of mechanical force, so small

as to escape observation, disappears and is transformed

into a psychic quantity as often as sensation or effort

occurs. One might also think that the will introduces

a motion of the body without doing work. The motor

mechanism of the body might be considered as an ad

justment so perfect that an infinitely small force would

set it in motion. An infinitely small quantity always

remains a real quantity, however small. Small as one

may think the force of the will that starts the organism,

it can never be reduced to zero. Unless it is to come

from nothing, it must be drawn from the present

measured store of mechanical force in nature. It is

indeed the function of will not to create motion, but

to regulate it ; yet this regulation of motion requires the

application of energy, not to mention the fact that the

countless repetition of countless volitional impulses in

animal nature when summed together would make not a

small but a very great deviation from the principle of

conservation of energy.

Haeckel and Nsegeli succeed in avoiding the physio

logical antinomy no better than those who attempt to

modify fixed scientific principles. Because conscious

ness evidently is not to be deduced from material pro

cesses, these investigators make it a universal original

attribute of material processes. They equip each atom

and each atom-motion with a fragment of mind in the

form of sensation and effort, thus really multiplying

indefinitely the dualism of body and mind which they /f

aim to set aside, and making consciousness the mostr'V -

superfluous thing in the world. If psychological analysis

were not neglected to a marvellous degree in scientific

circles, this hypothesis, which has won some popular

favour by its clearness, would never have been proposed.

Sensation cannot be isolated atom by atom from other

conscious stimulations, nor can it be taken from the

• • • , ' V-r
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connection of consciousness. While several connected

atoms result in an external collective unity, every sen

sation and every connection of sensations is the function

of consciousness as a single whole.

Both the biological proposition affirming the meaning

of consciousness for the animal world, and the physio

logical proposition denying this, must be alike true,

because both are based on experience. Yet they cannot

be true at the same time, for they are contradictory in

idea and in expression. How can we understand this

contradiction ? Certainly not as a duality of the em

pirical understanding. A fact cannot at the same time

occur and not occur. If a fact and its contrary seem to

be true simultaneously, it can only mean an apprehen

sion of one and the same thing from opposite stand

points. From the one standpoint a fact disappears,

which appears from the other. Since the contradiction

cannot be in the content of experience, it must originate

■~A- in a definite presupposition, which is erroneously regarded

as fact. The physiological antinomy only appears on a

certain presupposition ; on this basis it is unavoidable

and insoluble. This presupposition must be false, for it

leads to contradictory results in regard to one and the

same fact; its opposite must be true, for only thus can

experience become self-consistent This presupposition

is that the mechanical processes in nature are absolutely

real, in the form in which they appear to sense ; its

opposite is the critical theory that these processes are

phenomena of the real, the constitution of which cannot

be known directly, but only by its effects on conscious

ness] Evolutionary biology and physiology become con

tradictory only because they both accept the former view.

The physiological antinomy is therefore an indirect but

absolutely valid proof that critical realism is correct.

§ 3. The dogmatic view of the phenomena of the

external world, which Kant attacked in the " Para

logisms," still prevails in natural science. Only thus

P>
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t-

could a scientist say, "Mental processes have no ana- / J

logies among other natural phenomena," l though there . —

can be no question that natural phenomena are known

to us only in the form of ideal representations, i.e.,

mental processes. The scientist may abstract from con

sciousness in observing natural phenomena, but he cannot

exclude consciousness from his observation of pheno

mena. In following the connection of external pro

cesses, as suggested by his objective conceptions of

matter and motion, he never finds inner conscious states;

and the reason is not that such states and activities

are or could be absent in the observation of external

processes, but only that he does not think of them,

and does not need to think of them so long as his

attention is turned exclusively to the physical side of

phenomena. The distinction of physical and psychical,

of outer and inner, is reached and determined only by

abstraction. There are given psycho-physical phenomena,

one side of which, the physical, points to an external

reality independent of us; while the other is the basis

of self-knowledge. Neither inner experience, as many

philosophers say, nor outer experience, as students of

nature assert, is directly given, but only the conscious

ness which includes inner and outer experience in

constant interdependence.

Physiology as a natural science has neither need nor

interest to go back to the origin and basis of our know

ledge of the external world. It assumes this knowledge

as given, without, however, reflecting on the mental

conditions which it presupposes. So it treats external

phenomena themselves as things which should possess out

side of perception those qualities which they get only in

relation to perception. Physiology does indeed recognise

the subjective element in sensation. In this sense J. Miiller

speaks of specific energies. But it makes an exception

with reference to the perception of space and motion,

1 Hermann, Kurzei Lchrbuck der Physiologie, Berlin, 1882, p. 6.
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refusing to recognise in this any subjective element. We

have already called attention to this inconsistency. If the

physiologist plays the philosopher with these presupposi

tions, " he will constantly be misled into a false investi

gation, how that can exist per se, which (like matter) is

not a ' thing-in-itself,' but the phenomenon of a thing

in general." 1 Consciousness caunnt. ha d0^11"0^ frmT1

the phenomenon or idea of matter^ because this pheno

menon occurs for consciousness, and so presupposes it.

So far the proposition of the physiologist that conscious

ness is not to be conceived as a product of external

processes in the nervous system, is valid, and indeed

, self-evident. But though consciousness is not to be

deduced from material processes, which are phenomena,

and cannot act on these in a material or mechanical

manner, yet this does not compel us to regard it either

as original, or as without effect. Sensation and will\

are sometimes essential elements of the nervous process,

which, like every other process, appears as motion (or

may be so represented) in that part which is related to

external sense,—this assumption is necessary if dualism

is to be avoided. To this extent the biologist's pro

position is valid, that thought and will are^essentially

connected with rnotion, i.e., with the process which

appears to external sense as motion.

§ 4. Carefully as Kant would have tried to avoid

certain objections from a succeeding period of dogmatic

physical science, he expresses himself distinctly as to

the relation of physical and mental phenomena. "All

difficulties which concern the connection of conscious

nature with matter arise without exception from the

surreptitious dualistic idea that matter as such is not

phenomenon, to which an unknown object corresponds,

but an object itself, existing outside us, and independent

of our sense. Matter, the association of which with the

mind causes so much misgiving, is nothing but a mere

1 Kritik d. rein. Vcrnunft, ed. i. p. 381 ; Ros., p. 304.
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form, or a certain mode of representing an unknown

object by that intuition which we call external sense.

So long as we connect internal and external pheno

mena with each other as mere representations in our

experience, there is nothing irrational, nor anything to

make the association of the two strange. But as soon

as we hypostatise the external phenomena, looking upon

them no longer as representations, but as real things

existing outside us, with the same quality with which they

exist inside us, and referring to ourselves as thinking

subjects the activities which they, as phenomena, show

in their mutual relation; then we have a kind of active

causes outside of us, which will not harmonise with their

effects within us, and we entirely lose the thread of the

causes in the effects which should come from these for

the internal sense. But we should notice to the con

trary, that motion is not the effect of this unknown cause,

but only the appearance of its influence upon our sense,

so that both are not something outside of us, but only

representations within us, and consequently it is not

motion of matter that produces ideas in us, but this

motion itself (and the matter also which is known

through it) is representative idea only. And, finally,

the whole self-made difficulty comes to this, how and

why the representations of our sense stand in such con

nection that the ones we call external intuitions can

be represented as objects outside us according to

empirical laws—a question which is wholly free from

the imagined difficulty of explaining representations as

the product of efficient causes outside us and different

from us in their nature, since we avoid the confusion

which arises from treating the phenomenal appearance of

an unknown cause as the external cause itself." 1 These

statements from the "Paralogisms" cannot have been

before Du-Bois Reymond when he proposed the question,

How does the motion of atoms produce sensations ? and

1 Kritik d. rein. Vernunft, ed. L pp. 385-387 ; Ros., pp. 307, 308.
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found no solution in experience ; for they are a critique

of his statement of the question.

What has heen said against hypostatising external

material phenomena must hold also against treating inner

phenomena as things. If the conclusion from material

phenomena to a material substance behind these pheno

mena is false, so must be the conclusion from psychic

phenomena to a psychic substance. In both cases, to use

Kant's words, "the difference in the mode of thinking

objects, which remain unknown to us in their true charac

ter, is regarded as a difference of these things themselves."

According to Kant we have no ground, at least no ground

theoretically, for asserting that the substratum of mental

phenomena is different from and independent of that of

physical phenomena. " If we compare the thinking ego,

not with matter, but with the intelligible background of

external phenomenon called matter, we cannot assert

that the being of the mind is in any way distinct from

this, for we know nothing at all of it. Matter means

not a kind of substance totally heterogeneous and dif

ferent from the object of the inner sense (mind), but

only the different nature of the phenomenal appearance

of objects (themselves entirely unknown to us). The

transcendental object ( = Ding an sich) is alike unknown

for inner and outer phenomena." 1 Of an unknown

object, " one cannot tell what it can do or cannot do,"

and therefore cannot assert that this unknown substratum

of phenomena is not the cause of ideas in us. We

find the same thought again. " The ego, as thought

by the inner sense in time, and objects in space out

side it, are indeed entirely distinct phenomena, but they

are not for this reason to be conceived as different

things. The transcendental object which underlies ex

ternal phenomena, as well as that which underlies inner

intuition, is itself neither matter nor thinking being (an

1 Kritik d. rein. Vernunft,'ed. i. pp. 360, 373, 385 ; Ros., pp. 289, 298, 307.
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sich), but an unknown cause of phenomena which gives

us the empirical conception of both (matter and thinking

being)." 1

If we may understand this last as meaning that the

attributes from which the empirical conception of matter

is formed are just as relative as the attributes from

which we get the conception of mind, it really gives

us the key to solve the difficulties that remain, after

all that is imaginary and frivolous has been separated

from that " ill-famed question as to the connection of

thought and matter." Accordingly we understand that

the real which produces the phenomenon of matter is

not merely the object in space, and the persistent quan

tity as it may be known by external sense ; so every

occasion for the dualistic hypothesis is removed.

The refutation of dualism is the lasting merit of the

" Paralogisms." But I do not assert that all views which

Kant defends in this chapter are to be transferred into

modern science. Kant's adversary, the dogmatism of

rational psychology, has been driven from the field so

effectually that it would be superfluous to take up the

battle again. Since then the question has not only

shifted, it has assumed another form, by reason of the

consequences men fancy they must draw from the prin

ciple of the conservation of energy. Moreover, Kant's

critique of the conception mind is affected by the pur

pose which controls the whole book, and involves the

argument in so many contradictions. The theoretical

knowledge of what is beyond sense is given up to get

a practical knowledge of it (still dogmatic) ; man's moral

consciousness is made a faculty for knowing the super-

sensual. Thus Kant's assertion that things are unknow

able is too absolute, and has no limitation in favour

of an empirical knowledge of them. The introduction

of moral standpoints into a purely theoretical inves

tigation, as, for instance, the question as to the relation

1 Kritik d. rein. Ternunft, ed. i. p. 379 ; Ros., p. 303.
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of physical processes and mental phenomena, involves

Kant's view in uncertainty and even in contradictions.

He indeed attacks the "transcendental" dualism, which

transforms an antithesis of phenomena into an anti

thesis of things, but he leaves open an escape to " trans

cendent " dualism. Though there be no theoretical

" purely speculative " reasons to prove that mind is

independent of body, yet it may be, he says, "that I

can find reasons elsewhere to hope for an independent

existence of my thinking nature, persistent through every

change of state,"—in other words, that "those very

things now wholly unknown may be represented in

other form than that of matter" by the thinking sub

ject after death (and indeed before birth). A critique of

this opinion would require a repetition of what has been

said against the transformation of things themselves into

noumena,1 and against the related conception of an in

tuitive mind, perceiving without senses. It is only

necessary to remark that the confusion of practical and

theoretical standpoints is as injurious for morals as it is

for science. Man's moral consciousness undoubtedly has

other and far surer basis than a possibility, which must

be conceived in terms absolutely impossible, or at least

unverifiable. Who would wish to found morals on the

quicksands of metaphysical speculation ? Must morals

(be given up if there is no individual life beyond the

grave ? Socrates and Spinoza thought better of man's

moral consciousness than did Kant.

Setting aside practical motives, for this is necessary in

scientific speculation, we have before us Kant's own view,

as demanded by the Kritik, in the statement : The basis

of material and of mental phenomena is neither matter

nor thinking being. This critical statement applies as

much to spiritualism as to materialism. It asserts the

existence of a single basis of both material and mental

phenomena, and it limits the knowledge of this to these

1 Vide Riebl, Oeschichte und MetJwde der Philos. Krkicismus, p. 435.

M
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phenomena and their empirical relation. This transfers

the question before us out of the realm of speculation into

the sphere of experience and criticism of conceptions.

§ 5. To enter upon a refutation of dualism to-day is

to go back of the position reached by Kant. Dualism is

only consistent on the presupposition of materialism, by

which we mean here simply the theory that identifies

the external phenomena with the external cause of

these phenomena,—and then it is unavoidable. The \

coexistence of consciousness with a world which itself

consists of matter and mechanical force, can only be ex

plained by the assumption that a particular substratum,

different from matter, and indeed antithetic to it in its

non-spatial character, underlies psychic phenomena (the

existence of which is least of all to be questioned),—or

rather this coexistence immediately proves the assump- /

tion. Materialism and monism are totally incompatible.

Diihring, and those who like him find in matter Tt abso

lute being, and in this all else," are thinking not of

matter, but of a Ding an sich different from matter, and

involving also certain qualities which only result from

the effect of a thing on external sense.

It is impossible to define matter without introducing

into the definition, expressly or furtively, the relation to

consciousness which perceives things as material. The

general attributes which we ascribe to objects of external

perception, are at the same time attributes of the process

of perception. A penetrating thought of Kant, in a

posthumous work, suggests that the reactions of con

sciousness involved in the acts of perceiving external

things correspond to the affection of consciousness by

external things independent of our being. The very

fact that one and the same thing, apprehended by dif

ferent senses, appears different, and cannot be represented

except in relation to some sense, proves that the con

stitution of the thing itself is not directly known. In

connection with every mechanical process in the external
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world, the reality of which cannot be doubted, we have

to think an observer to whose senses this process appears

as mechanical.

Nor can mind be defined except in relation to matter.

Every description of the psychical processes within us

expresses at the same time something about the material

events accompanying these processes. In speaking of

the reproduction of ideas, of the effect of external associa

tion by coexistence and succession of impressions, of the

influence of habit and repetition in fixing trains of thought,

we describe physiological as well as psychical facts. The

exception to this relativity of self-knowledge, which

Schopenhauer made in favour of the will, is not really

valid. We know no will " in itself," but only single

acts of the will, variously determined ; it disappears as

phenomenon as soon as its end is attained, and so cannot

be separated as phenomenon from the external causes

occasioning it. Apart from its motives and its objects,

what is will but an unknown basis of effort which some

times assumes the meaning of will ? Schopenhauer omits

from his conception of will the one condition that is never

absent from an act of the will, namely, the idea of an

object. His " Will," like Hegel's " Idea," thus becomes

an unknown thing, and the word has no meaning. More

over, Schopenhauer's admission that we only know our

own will empirically, is enough to destroy any founda

tion for his theory that will is the inner being of things.

The will as a phenomenon is not given more immediately

than matter. The fact remains that the knowledge of

ourselves and of things outside us, although real in that

it lays hold of objects as actual, is nevertheless relative.

It is knowledge of the relation of things to consciousness,

of consciousness to things.

Material things and processes are not different in

kind from psychic phenomena. They both are pheno

mena in consciousness, and, moreover, phenomena which

determine each other reciprocally. The distinction,

r
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or antithesis, if this word is better, consists only in

the fact that the former class may be objectified,

the latter not. Only the former points to an exter

nal reality independent of us, and immediately known

in sensation. Dualistic speculation as to the way in

which a non-spatial being, the soul, may find points

of contact by which to affect being in space ; or how,

without being itself movable, it may be affected by the

motion of material elements, has lost all interest in a

critical age. He who confuses a logico-grammaticaf"^

subject with a thing itself existing, must learn from the

Kritik that the simplicity of an idea by no means proves

that its object is simple. The unity of consciousness is

a process which produces all connection of experience for

representative thought ; and yet it is itself not an unre

lated monad, but dependent on the continuity of the

individual life. The manifold of conscious stimulations

with which it is connected is its correlate ; without this

it may indeed be named, but cannot be represented or

realised. Actually and in its essence, the unity of con- ^

sciousness constantly varies with the manifold compre-V

bended in it. As Diihring has well said, we have no

right to conceive it as different from, or independent of,

the basis on which the synthesis of this manifold is pos

sible. The common idea of the ego, to quote Diihring

again, has reference not to the unity of consciousness,

but to the individuality itself; this individuality is en

tirely independent of consciousness, and so has no bearing

on the conception of the ego.1

§ 6. Dualism as a system must be set aside ; as a

method it may be kept. Physiological investigation and

psychological analysis show an antithesis of direction in

knowledge, even if there be no antithesis in the objects

to be known. The more completely the mechanism of

external processes is understood, the more nearly is realised

the ideal task of explaining all phenomena in the external

1 Diihring, NatilrUche DialektU, pp. 183 sqq.
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world mechanically ; so much the more will it be felt

necessary to investigate the qualitative side of natural

events in the single case accessible to us. The qualita

tive investigation of nature, which coincides with psycho

logy in the largest meaning of the conception, has this

advantage over the study of external nature, that its

objects are far more immediate. Quantity and the

quantitative side of events are abstractions from quality

and qualitative events ; the latter are never the results

of objective quantities and relations of quantities. The

knowledge reached by psychological analysis is by no

means inferior in certainty to that gained by the objec

tive method, but the certainty is of a different kind, as

compared with the exactness of this latter.

The assertion of a qualitative reality in nature, of

which we have only signs in the quantitative changes, is

no hypothesis. The mere existence of sensation is suffi

cient proof that such reality exists. Unless sensation be

regarded as a supernatural process, it is a natural process.

Therefore we must3S^rib£_to_causes injiature qualitative

as weIT""as quantitative effects. That sensation is no

material product we know already, and the reasons for

this need not be repeated. It must proceed from the

real that produces the phenomenon of matter, its cause

must be sought in some reality that is more than mecha

nical, for this latter feature belongs solely to the pheno

menal appearance of nature processes. We do not in

our thought add a subjective element to every process in

non-animal nature, because we assign to every process a

definite character, which may be recognised in connection

with the subjective element in sensation. Our assump

tion is as far from the fetish-belief of " Panpsychism," as

from that dogmatic materialism which makes the pheno

menon a " Ding an sich."

It must be granted that the way in which one body

affects a second is not completely understood, that the

communication of motion is something; into which our
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mind cannot penetrate. We only know the regular con- ^/

ditions on which this external result takes place. We

cannot even assert with confidence that motion always is

communicated, which means simply that all causes in

nature (i.e., external causes) consist merely of motions.

We are compelled at least to make important modi

fications in that assertion, to cover the transformation

of potential into actual energy, which constantly occurs

when the physical or chemical equilibrium of a system is

destroyed. In fact, every communication of motion, not

even excepting the case of elastic blow, is fundamentally

a distribution of mechanical force, of which the cause

remains hidden. Causes, even if not " first causes " as

the metaphysicians wish, we know only from psychical

life. So we are led to assume that a reality of things

not mechanical (i.e., not correlative to external sense)

must correspond to the mechanism of external pheno

mena. With this qualitative reality we connect the

psychic affections and activities, sensation and will.

§ 7. The mind requires us to explain all processes in

nature from mechanical causes, that we may know them ;

and this requirement is in no contradiction with the

requirement to explain certain processes in nature from

psychic causes at the same time. The former require

ment is concerned only with the quantitative side of a

process, the latter applies to the same process on its

qualitative side. The two explanations are only contra

dictory, if they not simply apply to the same phenomenon,

but also apply to, t^1a frn™ f1l° same, point of view. A

motion as such cannot be explained from the will ;

whether it occurs with or without will, it can only be

explained on mechanical grounds. Yet the will may

have an essential connection with a definite process of

motion. In other words, a process which takes place with

our will, and which, like every other event in nature, is

represented to external sense as motion, could not occur

without our will: without will it would not be the
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same process, even though nothing in the external phe

nomenon distinguishes it from other cases of motion.

But does not this assertion seem to contradict the

continuity of the mechanical course of events which, from

our standpoint also, includes the phenomenon of will-

activity ? I answer that there would only be such con

tradiction if we must regard the will as uncaused. But

grant that the will is a necessary result of the qualita

tive efficiency of those very processes which we perceive

externally as mechanical, the occasion for a contradiction

with the mechanical view of nature disappears. The

principle that mechanical energy is constant determines

nothing as to the condition and distribution of energy;

granted that we must conceive these conditions as mecha

nical, for I do not deny this, yet we must not forget

that the mechanical side of a cause teaches us nothing

about its true character. In any given case this may be

an impulse of will. Mechanical nature is not nature *

itself (an sich), but the phenomenal appearance of this to

sense.

Our conception differs from the mechanical view only

at one point, namely, when we find it necessary to

assume, not indeed absolute spontaneity, but real acti

vity in nature. The mechanism of external phenomena,

or, as one may say, of things, in the outward appear

ance, is not regarded as self-existent, but it rests primarily

on the sense-representation of things. There could be

nothing even relatively independent in nature unless

true activity existed in it, not merely a transferred,

illusory activity. For the physical as for the moral,

independence is rooted in self-activity. Though we do

not have to think the elements as psychically active,

i.e., as monads, yet the phenomenon of psychical activity

points to an action that is real, proceeding from the

elements, and not merely impressed on them. Only

what can act, exists or can be called actual. In sensa

tion, which is not mere receptivity, but reaction against
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external stimulus, we have the type of all reciprocal

action even in non-percipient nature. The impulse of

self-preservation, the unifying function of thought, by

which we unite the manifold felt stimuli into a single

idea, and the consciousness that we ourselves act, as

often as we act with will,—these are phenomena incom

patible with the assumption that a purely mechanical

efficiency is transferred to us from things. Inner expe

rience is complementary to the mechanism of external

phenomena; it shows us processes which are not merely

produced but productive.

§ 8. If the will initiates motion, and still this motion

is to be completely deduced from its mechanical causes,

it follows (i) that the will is not a mechanical cause of

this or any motion, and so that it is not needed to

explain such ; (2) that the will must be identical with

the immediate mechanical cause of motion, viz., cere

bral innervation, in fact if not in phenomenal appear

ance. The first conclusion results directly from the

necessity of tracing back every case of motion to homo

geneous, i.e., mechanical causes, a necessity which

is correlative to the principle of the conservation of

energy. The second can only be avoided by assuming

dualism, and this, in fact, increases the difficulties it

aims to solve, and unnecessarily makes two secrets in

stead of one. We cannot say that the will merely

corresponds to the central innervation or runs parallel

to it ; we must rather say it is one and the same pro

cess which, objectively considered, is central innerva

tion, subjectively considered, an impulse of will. As

elsewhere different and even disparate conceptions may

become identical for our thought, in that they determine

only one single object, so psychical phenomena and the

corresponding physical processes may be regarded as

identical, in so far as they are different modes in which

one and the same thing appears.

However, we have no reason for extending this view
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beyond the sphere of physiology, nor beyond those pro

cesses of the mind which experience shows to coincide

immediately with conscious stimulations and activities.

The view here proposed is not the hypothesis so popular

to-day, that physical and psychical correspond—an hypo

thesis involving some hidden dualism. It differs from

this in that it asserts the definite identity of that pro

cess which underlies at the same time physical and

psychical phenomena. (That which must appear as

cerebral change from the standpoint of another observer,

if it could affect his sense, is in itself the same thing

that for one's own consciousness appears as impulse of

will.) Secondly, it develops no theory of the universe

from this identity ; it is limited to the points at which

the subjective and objective world actually touch. It

still asserts that a definite mode of extension corre

sponds to every modification of phenomenal thought as

it appears, but it does not regard the converse of this

as valid. Not all processes in nature, only certain pro

cesses in animal nature have this twofold phenomenal

appearance, according as they are considered from the

standpoint of an external observer, or from that of the

animal itself. The difference between conscious and

non-conscious stimulations remains for this view as real

as before.

§ 9. The psychical results do not follow physiological

processes in the nervous system immediately and step by

step, but only at a certain distance. Countless nervous

processes, peripheral, central, and connective, must unite

to produce one psychic element, sensation. Our pro

position that the psychical of inner experience is to be

thought as identical with the physical of outer experi

ence, applies only to the last terms^ of these processes—

the terminal processes, as v. Kries__calls—them. These

alone are to be regarded as the correlate of subjective

stimulations, sensation and effort, in the world of external

sense. For this reason, also, it is impossible to speak
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of a thorough correspondence, a parallelism of physical

and psychical. A composite physiological element cor

responds to the simple psychical element. Indeed

<2l^—■nothing psychical is simple, except the mere abstract

form of the ego-idea ; we can only say that the psychical

has an elementary phase, sensation, and we know that

this is composite because its objective correlate, the

physiological process, is composite. And sensation in

cludes all of consciousness in germ. It is the feeling

that one is affected by a stimulus, reaction against the

stimulus, and an idea of its character; so it unites in

itself the beginnings of the intellectual process, repre

sentative thought, the emotional process, feeling, and the

emotional-intellectual, willing. The very time-rhythm

of psychical processes does not immediately follow the

nervous processes, even when these are rhythmic, as in

the case of reflexes. Reaction-time, including sensa

tion, is longer than reflex-time, and becomes longer yet

when it includes apprehension-time, i.e., the time needed

to distinguish the relative character and place of a

stimulus before reaction. The course of psychic pheno

mena is discontinuous, in contrast with the continuous

course of life processes in nerve and brain. Change of

stimulation is necessary for a sensation. States of con

sciousness come with a certain regularity out of states

of unconsciousness in deep sleep, and the degree of

consciousness is subject to constant change of increase

and decrease. The fact that the thought of one and the

same ego unites these manifold states into a single com

posite consciousness, does not at all affect the fact that

the psychic processes are really discontinuous. This, how

ever, proves that psychic phenomena must be dependent

—that they are the effects of those real causes which we

represent externally as mechanical in the broader sense

of the word, i.e., as processes of motion in nerve and brain.

Our empirical ego is the summary expression for the

unity of our individual life ; it is the same unity which
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appears to external sense as an organism with interacting

parts and functions, but it is this unity grasped from

within.

The error of materialism is only that it seeks to

deduce consciousness from the external phenomenon of

the real, instead of from the real which underlies this

[phenomenon. While I think, feel, and will, a series

of motions takes place in the central organs. These

motions, as I represent them in terms of perception,

cannot be the cause of any consciousness, because they

are an object. And they only appear phenomenally as

motions, i.e., as successive spatial sensations and intui

tions, when a second observer stands over against them

with his sense and his consciousness. They are not

themselves motions, but processes of unknown form,

the effects of which alone we know.

Therefore while the connection of psychic phenomena

with each other is incomplete and broken, scientific

investigation finds the connection of external processes

constant and unbroken. In both cases the formal

idea of connection is only made possible by connection

with one and the same ego-idea—unity of consciousness

is the formal ground of synthesis—yet the connection

of the material elements of experience is mediated by

the objective conceptions, persistence of matter, and

indestructibility of energy. Only one of Spinoza's two

attributes of substance, extension or material nature,

is a complete expression of reality.

§ 10. But if psychical affections are effects of real

processes, which underlie the phenomenon of definite

physiological processes, in what sense can they still

be regarded as causes ? Every effect of a previous

cause becomes cause of a succeeding effect. Granted

that central innervation occasions a motion, e.g., of the

arm, it is also granted that the impulse of will which

is identical with the innervation, is a causal movement

in producing the motion. The physiological, pheno
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menal side of a will-impulse cannot be separated from

the psychical. I can consider the former as sufficient

reason, from which the motion can be understood as

a process homogeneous with the cause ; the latter as

well as the former belongs to the complete cause.

Both, we are convinced, are only different ideas of a

single real process. What holds true of one must hold true

of the other. It is as true that the will moves the arm,

as that the central innervation occasions the motion.

It is as true that the hand of the artist is directed by

the Idea of his work, as that it is regulated by the

cerebral process, which would form the phenomena of

this Idea for an external observer. The way which we

choose to express one and the same thing depends on

the aim and the direction of our thought. If it be a

question as to the mechanical influences of the will

(in the sense given), we prefer the physiological expres

sion. If it be as to the productive and aesthetic effect

of a work of art, we choose the psychological. We

can abstract from will and Idea, in explaining the

external influences of brain processes, just because will

and Idea are psychically the same thing which is

represented physically as cerebral process. We deduce

external phenomena from external causes. But in cer

tain cases external phenomena are connected with in

ternal ; external causes are known as at the same time

psychical. We think that everything which happens

with consciousness in organic and animal nature (in

cluding man's) might happen equally well without con

sciousness, so far as the side turned towards external

sense is concerned. This thought is true if it only

seeks to give expression to the method of external

scientific investigation. It becomes false as soon as

we make out of the method a system under the name

of materialism, and regard external phenomena as

things and processes themselves existing. On this false

assumption the psychical affections and activities are
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regarded as wholly without result, though they are iden

tical in essence with certain external processes.

If the will can affect the idea of motion, and this can

not be denied, it thereby affects motion itself. The idea

is at the same time a real process, and a change of the

idea is a modification of this process. Changes of con

sciousness are in essence identical with changes of cerebral

processes. The influence of the will cannot indeed be

mechanical. Only the phenomenon of the will, only

the external perception of its influence can be called

mechanical. The will affects the " intelligible " side of

reality, the Ding an sick, and thereby changes the phe

nomenal appearance of this for sense. This phenomenon,

as represented in terms of external sense, is a motion in

matter ; change in the phenomenon is modification of a

material motion. So also the process which appears

within the mind as will is, objectively considered, a

motion in a material organ. This gives rise to the illu

sion that the will has no influence at all on voluntary

motion ; that this motion might occur without idea

and purpose in the same manner that it occurs with

idea and purpose, though this flatly contradicts the

immediate testimony of our consciousness. This contra

diction is solved by the critical view of the phenomena

of the external world, and only by this. The will does

not enter into the connection of external processes, as

effect of the preceding and cause of the following, be

cause it is the inner phenomenon of one part of these

processes. As has been said, it is as correct to regard

a part of objective changes as dependent on will, as to

regard this same part as dependent on external causes.

§ 1 1. Consciousness is inserted between the effect

of an external stimulus, and the motion which follows

this (briefly between stimulus and result), not as an

immaterial being, nor as a mere machine, but as a

psycho-physical process, the psychical side of which

is given only for the conscious being itself, the physical
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side for another observer whose sense it affects, or is

represented as affecting. Only one side of the psycho

physical process is actually experienced (the physical,

from the standpoint of objective experience, the psychi

cal, from that of subjective experience), while the oppo

site side simultaneously becomes a mere idea ; a proof

that the real process itself must be different from both

modes of phenomenon.

The position between stimulus and result teaches

something of the functional meaning of consciousness.

Biology claims that from its standpoint movements

can be explained, such as could not be caused by

mechanisms innate or already formed. The condition for

this is that stimulation and result be separated in time,

that a sensation of the stimulus be inserted between

this and the resulting movement. The more distinctly

the two are separated, the greater the opportunity for

the intervening psycho-physical process, so much the

greater is the organism's power of adaptation. The

chain between stimulus and movement is lengthened by

the intervention of the central organs, which are inter

related, one part subordinate to another. The psychic

functions of these organs correspond to their develop

ment ; and more manifold and various connections are

constantly arising in them. These functions form a

combined inter-related activity, the result of which is

shown in the co-ordination and subordination of move

ments. From the combination of sensations, from

perception, results the representative idea ; from the

combination of ideas comes the conception. The final

result, action determined by will, is removed farther

and farther from a movement immediately occasioned

by stimulus. It is farthest from it in man, for whom

a secondary ego, the product of social life, is added to

the primary ego. Yet the original simple schema of

the influence of consciousness may be recognised even

at this highest point of its development. Sensation
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intervenes between stimulus and motion, motion is

adapted to the sensation of the stimulus. This may be

illustrated by the case of instinctive motion or action

from impulse. Close to each other as may be instinct

and reflex, they are distinguished by the fact that a

psycho-physical process, sensation or perception, is neces

sary to produce an instinctive motion, but the reflex

occurs without intervention of consciousness. From

this standpoint it is indifferent whether the cause of

an instinctive action be sought on the physical or the

psychical side of the sensation that occasions motion.

A psycho-physical process is invariably distinct from

one that is merely physical, but a psychical element

is to be separated from the physical only in the

phenomenon, not in the thing itself. The execution

as well as the occasion of an instinctive action is

subject to the influence of sensation. In the case of

our own instinctive or habitual action, e.g., walking, we

can see that sensation determines with extraordinary accu

racy the degree of innervation, and adapts every single

motion to the external stimuli until the whole action

bears the stamp of purpose. The part of conscious

ness in expressions of instinct shows that these may

change through experience, and are no more infallible

than consciousness itself. Eomanes in his works1 gives

countless examples both of change of instinctive habits

and of perverse actions from impulse. Darwin also, in

a posthumous essay on instinct, published in the second

of Eomanes' books, gives some cases of incomplete or

erroneous instincts. The pathological phenomenon of

compulsory movements, so called, may be reckoned in the

class of perverse impulsive actions or instincts. The

cause of these, according to Meynert, is a disturbance of

the sensations of innervation, which disturbance produces

illusory ideas.2 So they are to be regarded just like

1 Animal Intelligence, and, MentalDevelopment in the Animal Kingdom.

2 Meynert, Psychiatric, Wien, 1884, pp. 152, 195.
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actions from illusory representations. This is the only

correct explanation of such compulsory movements,

,which are no more or less compulsory than any pur

poseful instinctive movement ; and it shows very clearly

the influence of consciousness on the form of move

ment.

As consciousness was developed to meet the needs of

the living being, its natural vocation continues to be the

service of these needs, namely, the universal organic

functions. The relatively simple conditions of exist

ence on -which plant life is dependent did not develop

the universal sensibility or sensitiveness of organic matter

(protoplasm) to conscious sensibility. With the deve

lopment and differentiation of animal life, on the con

trary, especially with the capacity of locomotion, it

becomes necessary to separate stimulus and movement

by sensation, to adapt movement to the sensation and

perception of the stimulus. The more manifold the

animal's needs in the battle for existence, the more diffi

cult and numerous the ways of satisfying them, so much

the greater share does consciousness have in regulating

and controlling movement,—in other words, so much the

longer and more composite does the psycho-physical pro

cess become. To the primary reflex movement, directly

occasioned by stimulus, there is added the secondary

movement under control of sensation which we call

instinct, and which still imitates the reflex movement

until a third form of movement, under the direction of

will, is introduced with the development of the higher

cortical centres. This does not imitate the reflex, and

seems even to be free in the case of men.1

On the side of philosophy, no one has understood

these relations better and presented them more vividly

than Schopenhauer. Setting aside his metaphysics of

the will, we find his treatment of this topic to be in full

1 Meynert, p. 152.
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harmony with the present biological view of the mean

ing of consciousness.1 Schopenhauer, too, regarded the

intellect as but a means or tool for the preservation of

life as the conditions for this become complicated. The

necessity of satisfying the needs of life, under circum

stances ever more complicated and more difficult, leads

to a separation of stimulus and movement, to an in

crease of the inner sensitiveness of organic matter up to

sensation and conscious effort. In brief, according to

his view, as well as the view of present science, the

intellect is something produced and secondary, a product

of organisation, not the producer of this. It presupposes

existence and life ; it would reverse the truth, to make

existence and life presuppose it.

In yet another point Schopenhauer's ideas may be

so treated and extended, as to bring them into agree

ment with our mechanical view of nature. The funda

mental division of causes into mechanical, chemical,

physical, and organic, to which Schopenhauer adds

motivation of the will, is indeed easily recognised as

false. All causes, including the phenomenon of will

motion, or what is the same thing, the cerebral process

identical with a voluntary motion, are in external form

causes acting mechanically, and in this respect there

is no antithesis between the effect of a blow and of a

stimulus. This mechanism is, however, only that side

of material processes which the mind represents as

objective. So Schopenhauer is right in positing for

each of these processes another moment which does

not belong to external sense, and in so far is not

mechanical. The mechanical explanation meets every- .

where something fnexplicable, something itself real, /

which cannot be expressed in terms of sense. Schopen

hauer connects the conscious stimulations and activities

of our psychic selves with this non-mechanical reality,

1 Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung, vol. ii. chaps. 2 and 22. Ueber den

Willen in der Nalur., Frankfort, 1854, p. 70.

N
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which underlies the mechanism of things and effects

the phenomenal appearance of this. Even in insensate

nature, he finds a substitute for sensation and know

ledge in the fact that a body can be modified in its

state of rest or motion by the motion of a second body.

This is even more evident in the reaction of organic

matter against the stimuli, the effect of which is no

longer directly mechanical, but only indirectly (in that

they occasion motion). His only error is that he trans

ferred the highest phenomenon of mind, namely will, to

this " subjective being " of external things and processes,

without being conscious of the purely metaphorical char

acter of the attempt.

§ 1 2. Unless consciousness is to be made a transcen

dent being having no analogy with other phenomena,

unless it is to be separated from the natural processes

with which it is connected, and on which it is de

pendent in every stimulation and activity, then it only

remains to exchange the one-sided mechanical view

of external things for the critical view, which can

explain consciousness consistently with the mechanical

view of nature, without questioning a single fact in

this. Either dualism with all attendant contradictions,

or critical monism, there is no third view; as we have

seen, materialism demands dualism.

Critical monism is not to be confused with the

metaphysical theory that some unity includes every

thing, nor with any form of panpsychism. It is limited

exclusively to the relation of certain physiological func

tions (among higher beings, the functions of the cerebral

nervous system) to the simultaneous psychical expres

sions of sensation and will. It does not regard nour

ishment and generation as psychical actions in their

inner qualitative reality, nor does it dream of a love

and hatred of atoms when connections are formed or

dissolved. It cannot lay as much weight as does

metaphysics on the question of substance. This con
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ception it uses even less than the conception of matter,

as a form by which the real itself may be known. The

conception of matter has as its content at least the

persistence of a quantity perceivable in space, i.e., it

expresses an actual relation of things to our senses :

while the conception of substance (logically the positing

of a subject) expresses only a thought-relation of things

to our understanding. The very conception of qualita

tive reality excludes continuous transition from one

attribute to another, while such transition cannot but

occur in the case of pure quantities, the conception of

which is formed by abstracting from specific differences.

Qualities, as sensations of the different senses show, are

not comparable with each other, they are disparate ;—

and instead of assuming with physiology that sensitive

ness to specific stimulation is a peculiarity of the sense

organs, we regard it as a universal attribute of things.

Prom the combination of qualitative effects, arise new

qualities, not yet present in the quality of every single

effect taken by itself. Even if a qualitative reality

must underlie the external phenomenon in order to

produce the mechanism of that lifeless nature from

which consciousness and sensation come—and the exist

ence of sensation and consciousness proves this—still

this reality need have no similarity to the mode of

sensation and feeling which exists among living and

sensitive beings. Cause and effect are identical only

from the mechanical standpoint, and there because

we have made them identical by abstraction from the

specific and qualitative. What appears to us as mechani

cal process in and through material elements, even apart

from the phenomenal appearance of this to external

sense, has its own being and activity ; yet this does

not mean that this being and activity must at the

same time perceive itself, or appear in the consciousness

of the elements.

Consciousness is no result of mechanical effects, these
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mechanical effects are results of the way in which

external sense apprehends changes in nature, or causes

them to appear phenomenally.

§ 13. The difficulties inherent in this view are not

greater but less than the difficulties which stand in

the way of any other theory of the relation of material

and mental phenomena. They may be all reduced to

the question, How is a double phenomenon of one and

the same thing possible ? This question has already

been answered above. The two phenomena, in which

one and the same process is represented to external

and to internal intuition, never occur simultaneously for

one and the same subject. I do not perceive the states

and activities^ of my own consciousness as cerebral pro

cesses; it is only the activities of another's conscious-

ness7~br of my own when regarded from the standpoint-^""

of another observer that I think in this form. If we

speak of correspondence, a parallelism of psychic events

with physical, we cannot overlook the fact that of these

parallel phenomena, as often as the one belongs to real

experience, the other always belongs to possible experi

ence. If the one side of the occurrence comes into the

phenomenon, the other retreats into the idea, and vice

versd. As often as the one becomes mere idea, the

other becomes actual phenomenon. The proposition that

psychical and physiological correspond, is valid in the

physiology of consciousness only with this limitation.

Finally, the thought that that which produces or may

produce results possesses also an existence for itself, is

unavoidable. As there can be no subject without an object

in mental representation, no more can there be any reality

outside the mind, which exists only for another and not

at the same time for itself. We regard the action of

material elements in nature as reciprocal, every element

reacts with force equal to that which acts on it. If in

any system of elements connected in a single organism,

either the total effect from without, or a part of this,
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be felt as a change of state, and the reaction as effort,

then we have before us in this reciprocal relation of

sensation and effort only a farther (qualitative) develop

ment of the universal relation of reciprocity, of action

and reaction. -- -j 1,J

§ 14. The physiological and psychological investiga- r

tion of mental processes are complementary. Their

methods are different, the points of view antithetic \<\

but their results serve each to explain the other. Psy

chology is a science subordinate to the physiology of

the central nervous system, but it reaches farther than

this in that it embraces the mental life of men, which

results from the reciprocal action of psychic unities.

Social psychology is only indirectly connected with the

general physiology of the nervous system. Its peculiar,

as it were indigenous, principles are by nature psycho

logical. Just for this reason history cannot be treated

as natural science in the more exact sense of the word,

and Buckle overlooks the true meaning of external in

vestigation when he classes history with this.

The services which psychology accomplishes for phy

siological investigation on the field common to both

sciences, are to-day even greater than those it receives

in return. A glance at Meynert's physiological repre

sentation of reasoning processes shows that the direct

psychological knowledge of these processes has given the

outlines for that representation. It first teaches the •

physiologists the meaning of certain connecting apparatus

in the brain, and his description of the cerebral pro

cesses of reasoning only translates the statement of

subjective experience into terms of objective. The fact

that this translation succeeds, that physical correlates

for psychical activities are to be found in external intui

tion, confirms the truth of critical monism.

"We can often prove that physical and psychical

occurrences are parallel in nervous substance, and all

our psycho-physics is based on the assumption that this
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is always the case. Eightly understood, this means that

in reality we are dealing not with two processes, hut

with one. The form of this process as it appears in

consciousness is known far more immediately than its

physical counterpart. In regard to the general char

acter of the former, at least, there can be no doubt.

We perceive the affections of our sense, we feel the

impulses of our actions, we distinguish intellectual acts

of judgment and conclusion from those that are also

emotional, and from an activity of the will with its

source in feeling. On the other hand, with reference

to processes objectively perceived, which accompany

these psychical states and activities, there is no agree

ment as yet among physiologists, apart from the uni

versal view that they are mechanical in the larger sense

of the word. Yet Hering's hypothesis, which regards

these processes as chemical, seems to deserve the greatest

respect, because it starts with the most universal and

best known quality of living matter, namely, interchange

\ of elements. Though Hering only uses this hypothesis

directly as the foundation for a new theory of vision

(which offers a remarkable physiological confirmation of

the qualitative distribution of the retinal activities,

that Schopenhauer asserted), yet he himself gives it a

more universal meaning. Nerve physiology, Hering

remarks, has sufficiently proved that every motion or

activity of nervous substance alters it chemically, and

all our ideas of changing, stimulation, fatigue, and re

storation after activity, are based on the assumption of

chemical changes, so that the physiologist has perfect

right to conceive the life of nerve substance, and like

wise that of psycho-physical substance, as in the first

instance chemical.1 That which comes into consci

ousness as sensation would then be considered as

the psychical expression, or the conscious correlate of

1 Hering, Zur Lehre vara Zichtsinn. V. Mitth. 1874 (Aus dem 69 Bde.

der Sitzung8berichte der k. Akademie der Wissenschaften 3. Abtheilung).

"X
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the interchange of elements in the nervous system.

This hypothesis is in full harmony with the universal

views of organic life at which Claude Bernard arrived,

and is confirmed by these. The French physiologist

treats the life of the organism as the result of two pro

cesses inseparably connected, and reciprocally needing

each other. These he calls organic destruction and organic

synthesis. With each expression of activity by the

organism is connected a waste, a process of dissimilation

or division, which is followed by the complementary

process of compensation, of organic assimilation.1 In this

double process of each single organism, of each cell, the

nervous system shares both as a whole and in its elements.

If we add the conjecture that the characteristics of the

elements are an immediate factor in these chemical

processes, that these processes depend on the nature of

the elements, here also we must choose the chemical

rather than any physical hypothesis. " Why Du-Bois

Eeymond," says Hering, " should propound a purely

physical hypothesis as to the processes in the nerve

fibre, is conceivable because he really only attempts to

explain the phenomenon of nerve processes as indicated

by his multiplicator. If he had had as fine a chemical

reagent for nerve changes, as he had electrical, in his

multiplicator, he would have offered a chemical hypo

thesis. The hypothesis he does give does not stand in

the way of the assertion that so far as our knowledge

goes, the activity of psycho-physical substance cannot well

be thought without simultaneous chemical changes."

But however objective science may denote the phy

sical phenomena which accompany psychical, whether

as chemical or physical, our general view of the identity

of the process underlying this two-sided phenomenon

will not be altered by the more exact idea of the form

in which it is presented to external sense.

1 Claude Bernard, Lemons sur lea Phinomines de la Vie, &c, Paris,

I879, p. 22.
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Psychic states and activities are not dependent on the

external phenomenon of things, the phenomenal appear

ance of these in consciousness is rather the result of a

psychic activity. The will does not contradict the

mechanics of external processes. The obedience to law,

which from an external standpoint we treat as mecha

nical, unites the will with its result on the one hand,

and its causes on the other ; and the active mechanical

force of innervation, which we experience as impulse of

the will, is different from this impulse only in phenome

non, not in essence ; an innervation without impulse of

the will is no longer the same real process as an innerva

tion with this impulse. Consciousness and will originate

in the qualitative reality of things, of which the abstract

quantitative expression is given in the mechanical rela

tion. The mechanics of external nature is nothing that

could be presupposed of things themselves, not a law

to be laid on them from without ; it is the expression

of the proper activity of things, the result of their

unchangeable qualities. In the modern mathematico-

scientific period mechanics has assumed the rdle of fate

in ancient thought ; a phenomenon of things is made a

power over things themselves. But this mythology of

physical science, like every other, must finally yield to

the critique of conceptions. The question can no longer

arise—How are sensations to be deduced from concep

tions which we deduce from phenomena, i.e., in the last

instance from sensation ?

§ 15. The parallelism between psychical and physical

events only occurs, as we have shown, between the inner I

phenomenon of one's own, and the outer phenomenon of/

another's, consciousness. To assume the opposite, i.e., to

presuppose that this parallelism is given in one and the

same subject, is to fall into the oft-denounced error of

regarding physical phenomena themselves as independent

of external intuition. Every stimulation of our psychic

self does not simply presuppose an external cause ; it
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itself forms an element of objective experience for a

second consciousness. But the converse of this proposi

tion as to the correspondence of psychical and physical

is not valid. Not every physical process which as such

is an element of objective experience, needs to be

connected with a self-consciousness which experiences

within itself this process that for us is external.

We have no reason for extending psychical life beyond

the limits of organic animal nature. This brings us

to the question as to the objective criterion, by

which we can determine the presence of psychical

activities.

If we find a developed central nervous system in an

animal, we conclude with certainty that the physio

logical organisation of this system is accompanied by

psychical phenomena. But this does not give us the

more exact character of these phenomena, nor does it

answer the question : "What definite actions of the

animal must we regard as accompanied by consciousness ?

We know that not every function of the nervous system

is connected with mental processes. But few physiolo

gists are inclined to follow Pfliiger and Schiff in assum

ing psychical functions of the spinal cord ; there is no

reason to think that a sensation is perceived except in

the cortical centres. Unconscious sensations and un

conscious psychic activities can only be discussed by

those who confuse objective and subjective experience.

If we knew perfectly the mechanism of motions in the

nervous substance, and in addition the changes, lasting

or brief, which this substance has previously experienced,

and which determine the character of its reaction to

renewed external impressions, still we should have no

objective criterion for determining the presence of con

sciousness in this substance. All motions, even such as

are voluntary, may be understood mechanically. Mecha

nical explanation is as far-reaching as objective experi

ence, as we know since the principle of the persistence.
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conservation, and transformation of energy was estab

lished. But because we do not know the nervous

mechanism perfectly, and can hardly expect to, we may

regard the following as an objective criterion of con

sciousness, viz., the power to choose between two or

more actions which are alike possible, so far as known

mechanics are concerned, in order to select the one best

adapted to a purpose. This choice makes the reaction-

time longer than that of reflex action, so that we may

have an objective criterion (longer reaction-time) for the

presence of consciousness. We know that reaction-time

is increased because the higher central organs (the cortex)

have a share in producing the motion, and we know

that consciousness is connected with the functions of

these organs.

Any conclusion as to consciousness in the case of

lower animals without a nervous system will be the less

secure, the simpler the animal organisation. Adapted

motions apparently resting on choice are not enough to

establish it, for we find such motions in plants, and not

even a poet thinks of- ascribing sensation to these. Still

I think that we can safely assume elementary acts of

consciousness in free moving organisms with organisa

tion relatively as simple as that of plants.

§ 1 6. We find an anomaly to this law of the corre

spondence of inner and outer as already defined, in the

fact that psychical phenomena are arranged not only

by coexistence and sequence, but by inner relation or

similarity. So far as external association is concerned,

we find no difficulty in pointing out the corresponding

objective facts in the general characteristics of the

nervous mechanism, for this mechanism is constantly

adapting motions to each other, and producing habit

as the result of repetition. But for association by inner

relationship, we can think of no mechanical counter^

part/ It may De that physical processes, like each other,

and uniting according to degree of likeness, correspond
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to psychically related phenomena. But this assump

tion is insufficient to explain the process in question

mechanically. Association by similarity cannot be de

scribed in any such terms ; the connections due to it

are not produced by likeness of phenomena, but by

recognition of such likeness. It presupposes conscious

ness, and takes place within consciousness ; therefore

its meaning is exclusively subjective. It is present

only for and through self-consciousness ; it must with

draw itself from objective view, even if this should

embrace all processes in nervous substance which may

be known externally. For this reason I call it psychic

association. All higher mental and spiritual life, con

nected recollection, assimilation of ideas and formation

of conceptions, the synthesis of conceptions according

to content, are made possible by this ; even memory

on its psychical side depends on it. In the memory

outer and inner association work together; the former

reproduces ideas, by the latter they are recognised.

Even the so-called mechanical memory, the involuntary

reproduction that comes nearest a purely physiological

phenomenon, stands under the influence of psychic

association. When Hering ascribes memory to organic

matter as such, he uses a mere metaphor, or else he ) A

recognises a connecting consciousness also in matter.

Eeproduction, a general physiological law of nervous

substance, means that definite states occur with in

creasing ease and accuracy as the result of constant

repetition ; but it does not mean that the repeated states

appear as better known, i.e., as more distinctly like

previous states. An act of recollection is associated

with every occasion of memory, and this lends a

familiarity to what is remembered. In view of this

fact, memory cannot be the cause, it must be the result

of psychic association by similarity.

How can this anomaly be explained without taking

refuge in a res cogitans ? This is only an apparent

'»1
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A

exception to the Jaw that inner and outer phenomena

are reciprocal. It concerns no phenomenon hut the

very ground of phenomena, the principle of all expe

rience, the unifying function of consciousness. Psychic

association is the result of this function. But we

find that the unity of consciousness, though formally

the basis of experience, is really connected with the

individuality, and is dependent on this ; pathological

experience need not be the first to teach this. The

substratum of the unity of consciousness is not to be

sought in any organ, or in any point of an organ; the

substratum for it, as has been shown already, is the

I organic individual, both as a whole, and in the reciprocal

(action of its parts. The organic equilibrium which,

during the individual life, continually asserts itself in

all change of matter and of energy, finds its psychical

expression in a consciousness single by reason of its

origin, and remaining like itself in all changes.

It goes without saying that the basis of phenomena

cannot itself appear. The unity of consciousness cannot

be perceived subjectively from within, any more than it

can be perceived objectively ; the mere ego is no object

of knowledge, but its form. Only the effects of con

sciousness, psychic associations, can be found on the

subjective side of experience.

This anomaly continues to have most important mean

ing. The fact which underlies all experience of the

inner and outer world, the fact that the ego is not

simple, but is single, and by its unity with itself

recognises like as like, connects phenomena by their

inner relationship, and so introduces among them an

interconnection which could not be produced by their

repeated appearance merely ; this fact shows that we

must regard the synthesis of processes in nature as far

more intimate, as it were, more fundamental than would

be possible if our standpoint were the purely mechanical,

abstract view of nature. It proves more forcibly than

/
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can anything else, the truth of what we have offered in

this chapter to complement the mechanical view ; it

proves that the mechanical relation is only the external

phenomenon of the real, the effect of it on external

sense.



CHAPTER III.

DETERMINISM OF THE WILL, AND PRACTICAL FREEDOM.

§ i. Modern astronomy, dating from Copernicus and

Kepler, has the glory of having discovered the motion

of the earth, and of having reached the true conception

of the solar system; modern philosophy may claim to

have discovered the laws of motion for the will, and

to have reached the true conception of mind. Both

discoveries, the astronomical and the philosophical, are

turning-points in the scientific view of the world ; the

former is historically the most important element of

the knowledge of the external world, the latter is the

basis for the scientific grasp of the inner world, of

mental life and its development. In both cases the

true content contradicts the statement of immediate

experience ; the proof of this content means the triumph

of thought over the original knowledge connected with

sense impressions. Since the Copernican theory has

been universally recognised, the rising and setting of

the sun is indeed called a sense deception, though this

phenomenon is necessarily valid from the standpoint

of an observer on the earth. Absolute freedom of the

will is also called an illusion, a deception of the inner

sense, though the will must appear free to the actor,

i.e., from the standpoint of subjective experience. In

order to distinguish the true from the apparent motions

of the heavenly bodies, we must in thought exchange

the geocentric standpoint with which perception is

united, for the heliocentric ; in order to see the depen

dence of the will on its causes, we must complement
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subjective experience with objective. The freedom of

the will is no illusion, but an incomplete, entirely one

sided view of the process of the will.

The new astronomical theory of the world has become

common property of all the educated only after two

centuries have passed, and after men have died as

witness to its truth ; nor is it difficult to understand

why only the few who think philosophically have

accepted the new view of the inner world of the mind.

Abstract arguments are harder to understand than

intuitive proofs; the weight apparently possessed by

the witness of self-consciousness is felt far more than the

meaning of an external intuition, which can be corrected

by other intuitions that are external, i.e., homogeneous

with itself. Theology and jurisprudence unite in de

fending the freedom of the will; the former in order

to free God from responsibility for man's sins, the

latter to make man responsible for his sins against

society. Although theology involves itself in hopeless

contradictions with the omnipotence, omniscience and

goodness of God, it chooses these contradictions as the

lesser evil in preference to the apparently greater one

of making the Creator responsible for the sins of His

creatures. The theologian who candidly and fully

confesses faith in the omnipotence and omniscience of

God, must with Augustine and Luther cast aside the

dogma of the freedom of the will, much as this may

embarrass him, as it did embarrass Augustine. The

jurist who thinks he needs the freedom of the will to

justify human justice, as the theologian to justify the

divine, must farther answer the question, With what

right does he make responsible a causeless will, moved

and to be moved by no motive, originating in perfect

indifference ? Pure will, will without motive or object,

after it has been separated from the character of willing

or acting individuals, is like the pure ego a formula, an

abstract conception ; it is, like the pure ego, exactly the
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same conception in all acting subjects. But how can

an abstract conception be endowed with responsibility ?

Even the interest of morals seems to be united with

the freedom of the will. So thought even Kant, who

was entirely convinced that it was impossible to know

empirically the freedom of the will, and who gave this

conviction an unnecessarily bald expression. " What

ever metaphysical conception one may have of the

freedom of the will, the fact remains that the pheno

mena of the will, human actions, are determined, like

every other event in nature, by universal laws of

nature." Here the specific laws of the will, especially

the laws to be derived from the social order, are wholly

confused with the universal laws of nature, from which

they only mediately spring. "An original action, by

which anything happens which did not exist before, is

not to be expected from the causal connection of phe

nomena."1 And yet in every next moment, as the

universe advances in time, there is, in fact, something

happening which did not exist before, even if its causes

did. Morality stands, and determinism is a scientific

truth, demanded by reason and confirmed by experience;

morality must be possible, then, along with determin

ism of the will. As the result of a will acting under

law, it is possible, we shall soon see, only in connection

with determinism. Morality is the ratio cognoscendi of

determinism, determinism the ratio essendi of morals.

In other words, we could reach determinism of the will

by inference from the existence of morality in human

society, even if it were not to be proved by other

reasons.

So our immediate concern is not to grasp the moral,

still less the theological side of our problem. We begin

by discussing it from the standpoint of the theory of

knowledge. It is to be shown that absolute freedom of

the will is a metaphysical imagination, without scientific

1 Werlce, vii. 317 ; ii. 427.

%
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basis, without value for practical life. So far as the

theological arguments are concerned, the remark may

suffice that from the standpoint of the believer it must

be called an unbounded self-assertion of the created

toward the Creator, to put God under human, social

conceptions of responsibility and imputation, to cite Him

before the judgment-seat of theologians.

§ 2. Ede is in error when he assumes that philo

sophers have indeed proved that the will is not free

but dependent on external causes, but have not answered

the question why it appears free. Aside from Schopen

hauer, who thoroughly investigated this point, Spinoza

had already discovered the reason why the will must

appear free. He says " that men must regard them

selves as free because they are conscious of efforts of will

and of desire, but do not even in dreams think about

the causes by which they are determined to desire and

will, because they know nothing of these." The idea of

freedom is nothing but ignorance of causes controlling

their actions. Men deceive themselves, Spinoza repeats,

in the belief that they are free, for this belief only rests

on the fact that they are conscious of their actions, but

do not know the causes by which they are determined

to action. Spinoza (in my opinion falsely) refers the

origin of the conceptions of praise and blame, guilt

and merit, to this necessary conception that men are

free.1 Schopenhauer, whose excellent treatise on the

freedom of the will no one should leave unread who

studies the question, no one may leave unread who

would form a judgment on it, indicates, in his chapter

" The Will before Self-Consciousness," the sources from

which arises the phenomenon of an absolute inner free

dom. For self-consciousness, free means simply in ac

cordance with one's own will, and nothing more. This

statement of self-consciousness is related only to the

1 Ethica, Pars. I., Appendix ; Pars. II., Theorem 35, Scholion. Com

pare Ree, Die Illusion der WiUemfreV1eit, Berlin, 1885, p. 27.

O
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freedom of action on the presupposition of willing. It

means, I can do what I will, if I will, only presupposed

that no insuperable outer hindrances oppose my action.

So Hobbes understands freedom when he says that a

free being is one that can do something when he wills

to, and adds that freedom means absence of hindrances

to action other than those involved in the nature and

constitution of the acting being.1 But the question is

not whether action is dependent on will, but rather,

whether will itself is dependent or independent ? Our

self-consciousness can offer no conclusion as to this. It

stands by its uniform and essentially tautological state

ment; I will what I will, and I can do what I will.

No one wants to know this ; the question is, whether,

in a given case, under definite conditions, external and

internal, we can will the opposite to what we do will ?

There is no doubt that we can think the opposite as

willed by us, and can even wish it. Our consciousness

is ever occupied with the memory of past actions, their

motives, and their results ; the impulses of men are

manifold and even contradictory, so that the full force

of any inclination is not felt when we represent it to

the mind afterward, but only when it acts immediately

as a motive. This possibility of wishing the opposite,

the uneducated man confuses with the possibility of

willing the opposite ; this, as Schopenhauer remarks,

is the chief source of the undeniable illusion of an un

conditioned inner freedom. Schopenhauer lays undue

emphasis on the unchangeableness of character, and so

perhaps undervalues the importance of this illusion, and

its influence on future action. But important as the

power to wish the opposite is, for education and for

self-education, yet it is undeniable that wish does not

itself become will, that no one is free to will what

he merely desires.—Neither Spinoza nor Schopenhauer

answers the question why the causes of our willing,

1 Hobbes, English Works, iv. 373 «jj.
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granted they exist, must constantly remain hidden from

the standpoint of self-consciousness. As to that inde

pendence of external causes which would leave the will

free, Schopenhauer does indeed remark that conscious

ness can make no statement on this point. Such inde

pendence would be outside the sphere of consciousness,

in so far as it concerns the causal relation of the external

world (given us as consciousness of other things) to our

inferences. Self-consciousness cannot judge the relation

of what lies outside its sphere to that which is within.

The act of will is all that exists for self-consciousness,

but it is only the external result which marks it for

self-consciousness as an act of will.1 In general this

is true, but it must be extended and developed. Scho

penhauer constantly confuses the object of will with its

motive. His metaphysical theory, which regards the

will as the essence of every phenomenon, leads him to

treat the object as mere idea, the idea simply as motive

of the will. He asserts that causality is essentially

homogeneous at all stages of the phenomenon, so that

he treats all causes as really motives—and this would

be logical enough if all beings were endowed with will.

Motives are never complete causes of willing, they are

that part of these causes which actually falls within

self-consciousness. If it were enough to know the will

as governed by motive in order to know it as caused,

then self-consciousness itself would teach the causal de

pendence of our expressions of will, and the phenomenon

of freedom could only concern those non-essential actions,

unimportant for self-consciousness, which, in fact, lack

proper motive. The difference of aim and motive is

clear enough in all cases of voluntary action. One

might from gratitude set on fire his benefactor's house,

so that the latter should get the insurance. The object

of the will here, the aim sought in the action, is that

the benefactor may get a sum of money ; the motive

1 Die beiden Grundprobleme der Ethik, Leipzig, f86o, p. 16.
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is gratitude to him, and the means is setting fire to

his house.1 Except for those who, like Schopenhauer,

regard objects as mere ideas, and ideas as motives, it

is evident that insight into the motivation, even of all

voluntary acts, would be insufficient to prove that these

acts depend on the law of causation.

§ 3. The consciousness of the power or causality of

the actor is necessarily connected with the consciousness

of acting. This consciousness of one's own power, of

the apparent originality of our actions, coincides with

the consciousness that it is we ourselves who act, that

we are the doers of what we do ; it is one with this,

and not an inference drawn from the perception of

acting. Only by acting do we become conscious of our

selves. Self-consciousness is the most original and the

most universal expression of our will ; it is not added

to the will to enlighten this, as Schopenhauer thinks,—

it is the act of will as such ; it is not to be separated

from the effort for self-preservation, it is an active, not

merely a reeeptive, consciousness. The active, not the

receptive, side of our nature is the source from which

self-consciousness comes, and comes constantly as long

as we live. But the causes which set this activity in

motion necessarily precede self-consciousness, because

self-consciousness necessarily coincides with its effect,—

the completed activity. So we only discover it when we

turn from the subjective to the objective side of experi

ence, from feeling and effort to sensation and sense-

intuition. Our action seems to originate wholly with

ourselves, because our self-consciousness originates at the

same time with our action. This is why we are con

scious of our reasons and our desires, but not of the

causes on which our inclinations and desires depend ;

why actions which correspond to our inclinations must

1 This example is presented and analysed by G. v. Gizycki in his valu

able essay, " Morcdische BeurtheUung," Tierteljahresschrift f. wissensch,

Philotophie, ix. 1.
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appear free. The causes of our actions, i.e., the causes

of our inclinations and desires, cannot come into self-

consciousness, because in fact they lie beyond, i.e., pre

cede it. Only elements and parts of the total process

forming our action come to the knowledge of self-

consciousness. Therefore every action has about it

something inconceivable from the standpoint of self-

consciousness, something that seems beyond law, and

on this the defender of free-will takes his stand and

claims the witness of inner experience for his position.

But now we see that this witness has not the force of

proof, because it rests on an incomplete statement of

facts.

We must, however, carefully observe that the con

sciousness of actions as performed by ourselves concerns

only the form of acting. It is the way in which con

scious action as such is performed. Out of this mode of

action, Kant makes a special faculty, and calls it trans

cendental freedom. He makes the practical ego a thing,

though he recognised that this hypostasis of a theoretical

ego is nothing but a dream of metaphysics.

We distinguish simple conscious actions (actions from

impulse) from those that are accompanied by the con

sciousness of freedom. The proposition that the causes

of an action can never come into self-consciousness must

be proved for each class.

An action from impulse is simply the satisfaction of

an impulse. Though the consciousness of an impulse is

constantly wakened by the feeling of desire, yet the

self-consciousness of the animal is identified only with

the satisfaction of impulse. Only this appears to the

animal as his own action ; but the feeling of want gives

him a perception, however dull, of the external world,

i.e., of an existence limiting his own existence. The

causes of impulse, and so the causes of action, are un

known to self-consciousness. An animal driven by

hunger to seek food, knows nothing of the state of
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the digestive organs which occasions hunger. If he

could reflect, his search for food would seem to proceed

from his own effort only, the causality of his action

would seem to be shut up wholly within his own con

sciousness. The causes of impulses and their develop

ment can only be known to objective science. This

alone can see that impulses are the subjective expres

sion of life processes, and that their development and

fixation is the result of natural selection.

In the case of a true action involving will, the idea

of the results of impulsive movement intervenes between

the feeling of impulse, and the expression of this feeling ;

the animal owes the knowledge of these results to its

earlier experience. Voluntary action is action directed

by intellectual activity. Actions which are in proportion,

not merely to impulses felt directly, but also to the

idea of the results of such impulsive actions, are volun

tary. Proper voluntary actions involve that conscious

choice between two or more courses suggested by impulse,

which is called reflection; at least they involve the

voluntary permission or omission of an impulsive action

in accordance with results present to the mind. The

reasons for this choice as they influence action, we call

motives. The motive is not always the idea of the

results of action ; it may be the idea of a command, or,

in the course of man's mental development, the idea of

duty, in which case there is the very least reference to

the results of action. Oftentimes the motive is a secon

dary impulse, subordinate to the primary. An action

is more completely voluntary, in that degree in which

motives or indirect impulses exceed direct impulses. The

freer an action is, the more it is controlled by motive.

We only feel the compelling power of the motive when

primary impulses and passions are in opposition to it,

and we feel it only so long as the contest continues

between these powers within us. If this contest is
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decided, in favour of inclination or of prudence, we feel

ourselves again free (apart from subsequent reflection

which leads either to remorse or moral satisfaction) ; our

self-consciousness is wholly in harmcny with our action.

If now we consider that motives come from reflection,

while reflection is an activity of consciousness, we see

that our consciousness, being capable of reflection, must

feel itself so much the more closely united with its

actions, the more these are controlled by motive. These

very actions, from the standpoint of external experiences,

are most distinctly subject to the laws of causality,

because, more than any others, they bear the external

marks of a causal connection, i.e., constancy and uni

formity. We reckon upon, or, in ethical language, we

trust the expressions of a reasonable will controlled by

principles with just as great confidence as we expect

the occurrence of a definite event in nature, where its

conditions are given. Take an extreme case, the actions

of an insane person, or of one who has lost control over

himself. Which actions seem more distinctly free ?

those of the insane man, which from the standpoint

of moral consciousness lack freedom, or those of the

reasonable man, who is controlled by motive and is

considered free ? Do not the former seem inconsistent

and unaccountable, do they not bear the mark of chance

and disconnectedness, so that one who did not know

their causes would be inclined to regard just these actions

as uncaused ? If the free will had any other existence

than in the philosopher's imagination, these actions of

the insane would be the type and the standard of com

parison. A will deciding with complete indifference,

i.e., for no reason, must result in action entirely incon-

consistent and controlled by chance.—There is then a

remarkable antithesis between the inner and outer stand

point for regarding actions. Actions which, judged from

within, seem free, because they spring from the totality
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of the acting subject, from the objective standpoint seem

to be caused by reason of their regularity and constancy.

Actions which from their inner constitution lack freedom,

because they must be performed in passion, or in an

abnormal state of mind, in external experience get the

appearance of freedom or independence of causality.

We know the motives of voluntary actions, but not

the causes of these motives. Explain an action by its

motives, and it is as yet all unknown why just this

representative idea, and not its opposite, was a motive

for a definite individual in a given case, or why one

and the same idea may in different individuals become

different or even opposite motives. Why does a good

deed suggest a feeling of gratitude to one, to another

the feeling of poverty, it may be, and in consequence

of this a dislike of the doer ? Why is the idea of

glory for some a mighty spur to activity, when it had

no attraction for Descartes ? Here evidently we strike

the inborn nature of the individual, the peculiar con

nection of his inclinations and capacities which is very

fittingly called character, and which precedes individual

consciousness, for it is the underlying subject of this.

It explains the different ways in which individuals react

to the same external impressions. This secret source

of our willing and acting is not directly reached by self-

consciousness. We only learn of its existence indirectly

through our actions; nor does this give us a complete

knowledge of what it is, because we cannot be put in

all possible circumstances of action. After a voluntary

action has been explained from the motives, there always

remains an inexplicable element not enlightened by self-

consciousness. The links of causality are broken here,

so that from the subjective standpoint the act cannot

be understood. The reason why an idea is transformed

into a motive lies outside of the self-consciousness which

experiences the result of this transformation. It lies
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in the unconscious depths of our individuality, in our

natural constitution ; follow the lines of objective study

far as one may, in order to discover and completely know

it, it constantly withdraws farther into the universal

connection of things. A complete empirical proof of the

causes of our actions is therefore not to be expected ;

this is the very last corner where the metaphysician

could place his freedom of indifference, if this freedom

were at all worth the trouble of asserting.

It is easy to see why the necessary ignorance of the

proper causes of our actions must produce the illusion

that they are not caused. We see that the same ideas as

motives affect the will of different men in very different

ways. Because the natural character can only be learned

by indirect methods, and never completely, because we

do not, as it were, have it right before our eyes, we

imagine that the same ideas as motives might have

affected our will in a way different and more in accord

ance with our desire.

Only he who regards his will as a primary being, will

be offended if we assume causes of the will which do

not originate in consciousness. The energy of our will,

the strength of our passions, the firmness of our prin

ciples, the readiness to act, do not originate with our

selves any more than the energy of a thrown stone

originates in the stone. Nothing is less in our power

than the will. Certain pathological phenomena, called

aboulia, forcibly confirm this statement. Men's con

cerns, general and particular, certainly would be better

off to-day if will were a thing acting of itself. The con

scious act controlled by motive, that last and highest

development of social life, is possible for but very few.

§ 4. Self-consciousness may indeed recognise an act

as not free, but only in the transition from impulsive

to reasonable action. Because complete freedom of the

mind, complete control of impulse by reasonable motives,
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is an ideal that the individual can only approach, con

sciousness gives us actions both free and not free. How

ever, it only recognises a lack of freedom in reflecting

about past action, and not with reference to present

action. We experience the conflict of motives with

primary instincts and passions before we act ; if we yield

to such an instinct, and so set this aside for the time

being, the power of the constantly active motive again

asserts itself; afterward our action seems to have been

determined by instinct and passion. We are not in

position to recall to mind the whole power of those

passions, and so the illusion arises that we might have

acted otherwise than we did act and must have acted.

The consciousness of inner compulsion or necessity is

therefore a secondary phenomenon, the product of reflec

tion, while the absence of compulsion is primary and

essential to action as such. The absence of compulsion or

necessity is no more an argument for freedom of the will

than would be ignorance of the causes of action.

Hume himself showed that necessity is no essential

attribute of a causal connection, and the absence of neces

sity no proof that such connection is lacking. So long

as we consider the constant and uniform sequence of

phenomena, we do not feel it necessary to think their

connection in one way rather than in another. No more

does this conception originate (I remark against Hume)

in the habitual transition from the perception of a pheno

menon to the idea of its cause or its effect. In order

to get this feeling that everything in nature is neces

sitated, we must imagine some exception to the constancy

and uniformity in the sequence of events. Unusual,

apparently isolated phenomena, by their antithesis to

such as are usual, and are normally connected, develop

the consciousness that the connection of these latter is

a necessary one. They awaken the impulse to a causal

explanation, i.e., they lead us to dispose phenomena in
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the universal connection of things controlled by law.

There is another proof for the same thing. Our common

thinking is subject to normative laws, but we do not feel

this as necessity so long as we think in harmony with

laws. Only the discovery of a contradiction brings

into our consciousness the necessary law of avoiding

contradiction. In brief, necessity is everywhere a derived

phenomenon arising under definite presuppositions. The

subjective necessity in expressions of will becomes less

evident the more necessary they are (in the objective sense

of the word), i.e., the more completely they depend on

motives. The uneducated confuse this absence of com

pulsion with absence of causes for actions, and their

ignorance of these causes confirms this opinion. In fact

the connection of motive and action is as constant and

regular as the connection of a physical cause and its

effect. A motive follows law as much as a blow.—Hume,

in his " Essay on the Human Understanding," chooses an

instructive example to show how closely certainty in

moral matters is connected with certainty in physical,

and to show that the two together form one single series

of inferences. A series of connected processes, partly

physical, partly moral, is considered; and Hume shows

that the mind can discover no difference in the necessity

with which the one or the other kind of causes works.

The whole series of causes, now physical, now moral,

is treated as a single unbroken chain, of which each link

is equally certain. In fact moral causes belong with

physical, in a single causal arrangement of things. The

difference is given only in the phenomenon, not for the

mind which can abstract from the differences of the

phenomenon.

§ 5. Ignorance of the causes of voluntary action is no

proof that these causes do not exist. Freedom from inner

compulsion is no proof that the will is independent of

causal laws. The will must seem free to self-conscious
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ness even if it be causally conditioned. This is, how

ever, no exact proof that it really is causally conditioned.

Granted that the sun must still seem to rise and set,

and the earth seem to be at rest, even on the supposition

that the earth moves round the sun, it still remains to

show that the earth does really move.

If we turn from the subjective study of willing and

acting to the objective study of men's actions, we no

longer doubt that these actions have causes, and that

man's moral nature is under universal and fixed laws

as much as his physical nature. We see human actions

taking place with as great or greater regularity than

the more complicated phenomena of nature, as soon as

their conditions are given. History is on the same plane

with meteorology, or even with biology, in that it has a

causal basis. He who believes in free will does not allow

this belief to lead him astray in judging the actions of

his fellows, or drawing inferences from their past to their

future behaviour. If in a given case his prediction of a

friend's action is proved false, he does not make freedom

of choice responsible for this ; rather he ascribes his error

to faulty knowledge of the character or circumstances

attending the action of his friend.1 Uncertainty in the

prediction of a moral result, rests on the same basis as

in the prediction of a physical result. Unknown causes

may disturb the action of those known to us, and change

or prevent the expected result. A motive follows law,

but its effect may be changed by a counterbalancing

motive. No matter how strong an emotion, it may be

ineffective against fixed principles. The will is a com

pound process, dependent on the quantity and character

of the elements which unite to produce it.

Our practical relation to our fellow- men, as well as

our theoretical judgment of their actions, results from

1 Pastor Waldemar Meyer, Die Wahlfreiheit das Willena, Gotlia, 1886,

p. 41.
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the conviction that their wills are causally conditioned.

What would result from the art of the educator and the

politician, what protection would penal law afford if the

will were an exception to the law of causality ? How

could we ask anything of a will indifferently free, or

attempt to influence it with motives ? The practical

results of education and of politics, the actual protec

tion given by penal law, are so many proofs that the

will is not free. These results are indeed incomplete,

but this only proves that our practical art is incomplete,

and that the inborn natural character of men forms a

limit hard, often impossible, to set aside. This is no

proof that the will is free. An indifferent will would

not be subject to guidance, and would render ineffective

every influence from without.

This antithesis between our judgment of another's will,

and the idea of our own, is evidently to be explained

by the disappearance of certain obstacles which prevent

one from recognising clearly that his own will is sub

ject to the law of causality. We put ourselves at the

heliocentric standpoint as it were, and as soon as we

study the will from outside, we perceive its complete

dependence.

§ 6. The hypothesis of the freedom of the will cannot

be confirmed by experience. The witness of self-conscious

ness, which alone can be used to confirm it, is necessarily

incomplete, and at the same time partisan. It cannot be

used to explain human actions. Freedom is no reason by

which an action can be explained, but the absence of a

reason, the power to act without sufficient reasons: to

postulate it of the human will means to renounce any

explanation of the human will. An hypothesis which

cannot be proved, and does not help to explain pheno

mena, is to be thrown aside, according to all rules of

scientific proof.

In very many cases we can ascertain the causes of an
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expression of will, and we are justified in assuming that

this would be possible in all cases if we only possessed

complete knowledge of the circumstances of an action,

and of the character of the acting subject. This hypo

thesis is preferable to the assumption that the actor has

a free will. By it we subject all man's action to the

general laws of causality, we explain it as regular and

definite, like all other events in nature. On the other

hand, the hypothesis that the will is free, makes an ex

ception to this law—and the only reason for it is that

sometimes we do not know the causes of a voluntary

action, and consider this ignorance of causes equivalent

to absence of cause.

Free actions could not come into experience, even if

they actually existed; the phenomena of the will must

be in accordance with the law of causality, if the will

itself is really free. In experience we find no absolute

beginning, no phenomenon itself instituting a series of

changes, i.e., not unless another definite phenomenon has

preceded, which it follows by regular rule. Voluntary

actions by men or animals form no exception to the

regularity with which definite sequent phenomena are

connected with definite antecedents. We see them occur

with the same regularity with which every other process

in nature happens, as soon as its conditions have become

complete. Because they occur regularly, as experience

shows, they must occur necessarily. A sufficient reason,

and a reason that makes the result necessary, are one

and the same thing.

As reflex action follows stimulation, so instinctive

actions follow the recognition of a stimulus, and voluntary

action follows the mere idea of such stimulus. Nor is

the nature of this dependence of animal movement on

cause, changed with the increasing complication of the

causes. As Schopenhauer rightly says, " the abstract

motive, consisting of a thought, is an external cause
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determining the will, as well as the concrete motive,

consisting of a real object"—we might add, as well as

the stimulus which occasions a reflex motion without

itself coming into consciousness. It is not yet neces

sary to consider the distinction between a voluntary

motion and a reflex, if the connection between them is

granted, and if it is admitted that no sharp line between

them" can be discovered from the standpoint of objective

experience. Voluntary motion presupposes instinctive or

automatic, and this presupposes reflexive. The highest

form of animal motion involves both the lowest forms.

Even anatomically, the course for will-impulses coincides

for the most part (in spinal cord and medulla) with the

course for reflexes. If an idea is to become a motive,

it must first stimulate consciousness in the form of

pleasure or pain. It owes its influence on the will, not

to its thought content, but to the feeling which this

content awakens; and the motive power of this feeling

comes originally from the external impression which

changes the nervous substance, and precedes the forma

tion of ideas. From the objective standpoint, there is

no essential difference between an animal motion occa

sioned by an idea, and another occasioned by external

stimulus. We conclude from this that there is no

essential difference between the two, in reference to

the causal dependence of the two motions.

§ 7. The philosophers who have most carefully studied

the freedom of the will, have recognised that it involves

something inconceivable, and have stated this most

clearly. Kant treats freedom as " intelligible," which is

his expression for unknowable. Its existence seems to

be demanded only by practical needs ; theoretical reasons

are insufficient either to show its reality " as one of the

powers, which include the cause of the phenomena of the

sense world," or even its possibility. The pure reason

can do nothing more than prove that "nature at least
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does not by freedom contradict causality." But Kant

was not even able to prove that freedom was com

patible with the absolute causal connection of events

in nature. The causes of human action cannot, as he

thought, be completely given in the phenomena, while

at the same time the actions depend wholly on the free

will. The principle of non-contradiction stands in the

way of such an assumption. If we could find place for

the existence of freedom, it could be but one part of the

causes of our actions. But then it must have a definite

quantity in every given case, i.e., it must belong to the

sense world, which contradicts the very idea of freedom.

Schopenhauer, who shows the necessity of all actions

more forcibly than any other thinker, unless it be

Hobbes, regards it none the less necessary to believe in

freedom of the will. He makes this freedom transcen

dent. For him it is no longer the capacity to originate

a series of changes, since it lies outside all time and

change, and therefore outside the sphere of all active

influence. Accepting the scholastic proposition, Operari

sequitur esse, Schopenhauer localises freedom in being,

necessity in acting ; which, applied to men, leads to the

strange conclusion that every one is the originator of

his character, i.e., of the natural constitution innate in

him. In order to be free, so Schopenhauer says, man,

the individual man, must have existed before birth.

The reader can but recall the myth in the tenth book

of the Bepublic, in which is depicted the choice of

characters and lots for life, before entrance into life.

The conception floating before the minds of these

thinkers, which they falsely transfer to man and his

natural constitution, is the conception of a metaphysical

freedom; and this freedom is to be understood purely

negatively, not as cause but as absence of cause ; farther,

it stands related exclusively to the being of things in

general. The being of the world would then be denoted

-.
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as free, in so far as the world's existence has no cause,

in so far as the world is not thought to have been

created. But this metaphysical freedom can only be

ascribed to universal being, not to nature as a distinct

form of being, and still less to the natural constitution

of a man, that exceedingly complicated phenomenon.

Like other philosophers who have concluded from re

sponsibility to freedom, Schopenhauer has neglected to

show with what right and with what result a free being

is made responsible. It is generally accepted without

question that responsibility is conceivable only with

reference to free beings. On the other hand, it is wholly

beyond comprehension that any real decision of the will

can be imputed to a free being, a being whose actions do

not depend on anything, and therefore do not depend on

the consciousness of responsibility. "We only get into

trouble the more deeply by shifting responsibility from

single actions to the constitution of the will as a whole.

If there is to be a free choice of character, it must take

place without cause and without motive, for a motive

would already presuppose a character of definite con

stitution. Such an uncaused choice would be wholly

accidental, and no one can be made responsible for an

accidental occurrence which does not deserve the name

of an action.

Thus inconceivability lies in the very idea of freedom.

To conceive means to know through causes. The abso

lutely uncaused, the metaphysically free, cannot therefore

be conceived. The latest attempt to make freedom con

ceivable is also shattered on the impossibility of squaring

the (philosophical) circle. If Delbceuf had investigated'

the relation of freedom to the principle of causality,

instead of to the principle of the conservation of energy,

he would himself have found that his hypothesis was-

insufficient to make freedom any easier to understand.;

According to Delbceuf we must think the animal being

p
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as furnished with the power to determine the time when

voluntary actions occur, but without the power to deter- .

mine the direction and intensity of these motions, since

this last would contradict the principle of the conser

vation of energy.1 But grant that it be possible to

separate the time occurrence of an action from its other

determinations, spatial and dynamic (and this is impos

sible), yet this would not prove animals free, still less

make freedom comprehensible. The question would

remain open whether the use of this faculty asserted

by Delboeuf, the choice by an intelligent being of the

time when an action shall occur, is in harmony with

the law of causality or not, whether it results1 from a

cause or not. The former alternative is conceivable,

the latter, and this alone is freedom, is wholly incon

ceivable. The delay or omission of an action can only

be explained by a motive which is effective in the con

sciousness of the acting subject, and which makes neces

sary one conclusion or the other,—at least Delboeuf does

not make the slightest effort to prove the contrary.

Under definite presuppositions, the delay of an action

demands energy as much as the action itself. If by

the principle of the conservation of energy the latter

is a mechanical phenomenon, not subject to caprice, so

is the former. Delbceuf's assertion that voluntary actions

break the continuous chain of mechanical events, in

that these are not to be directly deduced from motions

immediately antecedent, is only apparently correct. The

motions which really immediately precede expression of

will by an animal or a man are wholly unknown to us.

They take place within the animal's body, and are under

the influence of previous actions by conscious beings.

What is known to us of these actions is only the part

which falls within external experience. No wonder then

if we are not able to deduce the mechanical phenomenon

1 Determiniame et liberty [Revue PhilosopAique, 1882, Nos. 5, 6, and 8).
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of an expression of the will from those parts of the

external causes which are known to us. Here the know

ledge of the psychological causes of action supplements

our fragmentary knowledge of mechanical causes. How

could Delboeuf assert that expressions of will cannot be

predicted ? On the contrary, they can be predicted with

great certainty, and our practical relation with conscious

beings, especially with our fellow-men, rests wholly on'

this assumption. Without this, training and education,

the work of statesmen and administration of law, would

be impossible things. For ordinary experience, less un

certainty exists in the moral world than in the physical,

yet no one doubts that every physical process is causally

conditioned.

The hypothesis that the will is free does not merely

mean an exception to the principle of causation in its

application to experience. It is also in contradiction

to the universal logical law of thought. It is equiva

lent to the assertion that the identical is not identical,

that one and the same process can at the same time be

a different, opposite process. This refutes the hypothesis,

so that it is unnecessary to inquire how far the principle

of causality reaches in experience.

The causes of an effect can only be separated from the

effect in thought; in fact they form a single process

together with the effect, and because cause and effect are

one and the same, the process cannot be other than it is

—it is what it is. The effect is no new fact which would

be different from the complete cause, i.e., which must be

added to the cause after this has become complete. It

is the totality of the causal moments, expressed in this

form; it is the connection of these moments, it is that

synthetically which analytically is the cause in its

elements. Cause and effect are not to be considered as,

two facts, of which one could be given without the other;

they are but one fact, which is absolutely what it is, i.e.,
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which must be identical with itself. The complete con

ditions of an action, the physical and mental state of tin

acting subject in connection with the motives of hi;

action, and the action itself, form a single indivisible

evens. The action is not added as a new event to the

totality of its conditions. If the conditions have become

complete, the action does not then result? it is given.

That it begins in time is due simply to the fact that its

conditions, which partly belong to the external world,

partly to the internal, are conceived as developing in

time. Only the connection of these conditions occurs in

time ; the moment when the conditions are united is the

moment of the action itself. If two opposite actions of

one and the same subject are possible under conditions

exactly the same, as the free-will hypothesis asserts, it

must also be possible for one and the same process to be

and not to be at the same time, for a process and its

opposite to occur at once; A must at the same time be

non-A. Different times cannot exist at the same time, nor

different actions of one and the same subject at the same

time. They must be in different times, but then, by reason

of the development of things in time, the circumstances of

the actions must also have changed, and the difference of

actions is only the result and expression of this difference

of their circumstances, not a result of the actor's free will

Either this subject or the causes of his action must become

different, if the action itself is to become different. Under

given conditions, for a given subject, only a single action

is possible. To assume the opposite means to deny the

principle of non-contradiction, for cause and effect cannot

be separated. Freedom of the will is not merely an

inconceivable or transcendent Idea, it is self-contradictory,

and therefore impossible. The principle that like actions

of one and the same subject correspond to like circum

stances, different, to different, is an immediate result of

the principle of identity.
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In our thought, the conceptions cause and effect assume

a different position, and are distinctly separated. Think

ing puts sections, as it were, through the continuous course

of processes ; it bids this course stop at a point arbitrarily

fixed; with reference to a definite event, it designates

what precedes as the cause, the event itself as the effect.

Actually there is but a single connected course of events.

The world is present but once in time. It must be pre

sent more than once if two opposite actions of one and

the same subject are possible at the same time. Every

act of a free will would double the world in time. As

the result of such an act, that which happens and its

opposite must happen at the same time. If the objection

is raised that this is manifestly impossible, but that the

hypothesis of free-will only asserts that two opposite

actions of one and the same subject would be possible

under the same conditions (even if this involved making

time twofold), then the will is determined and no longer

free. The will is made subject to time. And if it is

subject to time, it is subject to events in time (for time

itself is but a mere abstraction, the idea of the form of

events in it).

§ 8. All that happens, great or small, happens with

like necessity. It cannot happen otherwise than it does.

Past and present action is determined, future action is

predetermined. Though this necessity lays no external

compulsion on action, it seems to lay so much the more

inner compulsion on our spirit, especially when thought

is turned toward the future of man's action. Prede-

terminism of what is to happen not merely excludes

free will, it seems to make will superfluous, i.e., it seems

to lead directly to fatalistic consequences. If the spirit

scarcely takes offence at determinism of past action,

because it rests in the impossibility of undoing what

has happened, it strives so much the more earnestly

against recognising the predeterminism of future action,
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yet the two, determinism and predeterminism, are not

to be separated. Actions which are evidently deter

mined, as we look back oti them in the past, were once

future, and as such predetermined. From still another

standpoint, it is difficult for feeling to be reconciled with

-the necessity of all events and actions. For feeling it

must seem that all actions have the same importance

if they occur with the same necessity. Does not expe

rience teach that there is a distinction between actions

with moral import, to do which we feel a command

within us, and expressions of the will which seem in

different ? It is easily granted that it does not lie in

the power of every man to perform a magnanimous

action toward an enemy, for this would oblige him to

overcome too strong selfish motives ; how does it always

lie in our power to go to the right instead of the left ?

We do seem to possess a freedom of indifference for

indifferent actions. For this reason those who defend

freedom of the will usually confirm their assertion by

indifferent actions, such as stretching out one arm rather

than the other. They fail to see that they are degrading

the moral actions which they would prove free, and to

ward which we are anything but indifferent, by bringing

them on to the same plane with those indifferent actions

for which the illusion of freedom is strongest. It is easy

to show that the illusion of uncaused actions in indifferent

cases does deceive us. If I rise from a chair to show

that the will is free, I have proved the opposite, the

necessity of acting from motive. If I rise from my

chair without knowing why, the cause was scarcely ob

served, perhaps not coming into consciousness, whether

it be the feeling of a certain discomfort in my previous

position, or only the impulse to move which determined

me to act in this way. There is a good deal of meaning

in Bee's account of a left-handed defender of the free

dom of indifference, who stretched out his left arm to
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prove his thesis.1 Nothing in reality is undetermined,

and everything that happens is predetermined, even the

process which seems least important is the only possible

one under the given circumstances. Experience and

reason teach us that it is produced by the causal con

nection of things. It is not indeed necessary to believe

that for this reason the whole force of the universe must

be active in every single process, that the whole deve

lopment of things finds its goal in this process. The

world must have been from its beginning something very

different if the least event in it were to happen other

than it has happened. The universal being and course

of events is one ; this unity is involved in its very con

ception ; the necessity of every process in nature is but

another name for this unity of its being and of the

course of events. And who can say what process is in

significant ? What a chain of results may depend on

the mere choice of a path, how many members must

oftentimes be separated from this chain, how much driven

from the world, in order to substitute the opposite for a

choice actually and necessarily made ? William James

asks whether the world would be less rational if such

actions as the choice of a street were left wholly to

caprice, and he thinks the question cannot be answered.2

Yet we may decide this with certainty. Infinitely small

as imagination may make the difference of such a world

from ours, for the understanding even an infinitely small

variation from the law that every event is determined,

from the universal law of causality, would be a miracle

infinitely great. From the power to do apparently un

important actions with absolute freedom, would proceed

the power to reverse the course of nature in constantly

widening circles. A single element of irrationality, an

exceptional event that is uncaused, must in its results

 

 

1 Re"e, Illusion der WUlensfreiheit, Berlin, 1885, p. 16.

2 " The Dilemma of Determinism " ( Unitarian Review, Sept. 1884).

-
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make all nature irrational, as a very little leaven may

set a whole mass of organic matter in fermentation.

Nature could not exist along with a freedom not sub

ject to law.1

But how can predetermined action be real action ?

Does not action lose all meaning if everything that is

to happen is predetermined for the whole future ? Appa

rently predeterminism of all future action can only be

asserted at the cost of fatalism.

Man with his insight and his will belongs to the

arrangement of things which is predetermined, and the

regularity of which is the expression for the constancy

of fundamental qualities and relations of things. In

calculating on future events, man and his reasonable

action must be taken into account. How can an

arrangement appear to man as a fate foreign to his

nature, and imposed on him from without, when he with

his whole being forms a part of it? how can he think

himself limited by it, when he could not be what he is

without it ? With the same necessity with which he

exists, he exists as the intelligent and purposeful being

in nature, which he recognises himself to be. The laws

of nature are not laws given him, laid on him from with

out; he himself is the natural activity of Law on the

highest plane of development yet reached on this planet ;

his future is the future of nature, which continues its

work, not against him, but through him. An order which

necessarily involves the existence of intelligent and pur

poseful beings like man is no order which should appear

to an intelligent being, conscious of purpose, as an ex

ternal fate. The natural process against which short

sighted man rebels necessarily carries with it the logical,

the moral, the beautiful, all that toward which the will

of man is directed, all which satisfies and inspires his

spirit. One can but agree with those thinkers who

1 Kant, Werlee, ii. p. 358.
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regard the spirit and its reasonable demands as possess

ing equal authority with the discursive understanding

for the interpretation of the world. But in order to

reconcile our moral consciousness with the course of

events, it is enough that the same laws of nature which

occasionally bring evil also servo to develop the good ;

that the same laws which under special conditions pro

duce illness are the very laws of health ; that evil carries

in itself the germ of its own extinction, and sooner or

later must destroy itself by its own consequences. Only

the man who sets aside transcendent hopes and wishes,

not with resignation, but with inner satisfaction, feels

himself at home in nature. He knows that the force

with which he combats evil is natural, not super

natural, that the laws of the good are the laws of

development, advancement of life, and progress ; and

in this knowledge he knows himself one with nature

and with life.

It is certain that the future of things is pre-estab

lished by their past and present, certain that they

could be predicted if the quantities for this calculation

were sufficiently known; but that which has pre-estab

lished them is a power kindred with human reason,

for it has created this reason : that which calculates

this power is the human mind, which finds out the

order of things, and by its foresight becomes itself a

cause of their future form. External, purely mechanical

consideration and calculation of events would indeed

never find understanding and will; and the reason is

not that understanding and will have no power to affect

the course of events, not that things would develop

just as they do without these, but rather that the

understanding cannot consider itself at the same time

with other objects. The phantom of Laplace, the oft-

cited bugbear of fatalistic mechanism, would by no

means embrace in its world-formula the whole history
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of mankind, with its Ideas, its errors, its battles and

its sorrows, its defeats and its victories, its progress to

the better—it could never even suspect the existence

of such a history. Instead of actions, it would only

see motions. Only inner experience teaches it that

some of the motions which it calculates are actions of

intelligent beings, and directed by consciousness, that

in a certain sphere the mechanism of things means at

the same time the spiritual development of things, and

that the same thing which is represented to outer senses

as motion, reveals itself to the self-consciousness of a

reasoning subject as decision by the will.

The fatalist separates the will from nature and believes

that the order in the sequence of events would be ful

filled without his will, just as it is with his will. He

considers that this order is as external to him and to

his will, as if he and his will did not belong to this

order. In a word, he believes that the will has no

effect; it is unimportant whether in a given case he

wills or not, because in his opinion what must happen,

happens without aid from his will. On the other hand,

the indeterminist asserts that the will has no cause.

He regards the will as a causa- sui, and believes in

absolute, not merely in relative spontaneity of action.

Determinism stands in contrast with both theories, and

teaches that the will both has causes and produces

effects, that it forms a part, and an essential part, of

the universal causal connection of things. The fatalistic

theory is essentially as dualistic as that of the indeter

minist. Like this it separates his will from the order of

things; the only difference is that he subjects his will

to this order with resignation, while the indeterminist

tries to make it an exception from this order. The

fatalistic belief and the resulting avoidance of action is

indeed necessary and unavoidable on certain presup

positions, especially as the result of definite race-pecu
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liarities and influences of culture, like the oriental.

But he who sees the deceptive side of this belief can

not let it influence his action. An hypothesis which

explains the origin of erroneous views, is far prefer

able to one which only knows the reasons in its own

favour.

Fatalism is a motive not to act; determinism, the

strongest motive of action; indeterminism, a source of

foolish complaints against one's self, of idle wishes that

one had acted otherwise than he did.

§ 9. What always produces the confusion of deter

minism with fatalism is a certain widespread view of

the reign of law in nature, which really gives these laws

being and makes them things. In explaining processes

in nature, we use laws as major premises under which

we subsume facts, to reach conclusions. This procedure

readily produces a sort of illusion by suggesting that

the laws really precede the facts which happen according

to law, that they are independent of these, and prior

to them. Because we make laws the major premises

for our conclusions, we think that they take a similar

higher rank above phenomena themselves, and our belief

is confirmed when we reach laws not by mere abstrac

tion from phenomena, but by analysis and reduction of

these. By this false conception the real is as it were

doubled for our mind. We separate the laws of pro

cesses from the processes themselves, and forgetting that

they but express the constancy of the attributes of

things, and the resultant uniformity of their action

under like conditions, we represent them as giving

direction to things and compelling the course of phe

nomena to take one definite line. Aristotle's remark

of the Platonic Ideas that they were the things of

sense posited a second time, applies with but little

change to laws, as ordinarily conceived by the natural

scientist—they are the real processes posited a second

/
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time. The objective world and its obedience to law

are not two separate facts, but a single fact expressed

in two ways, according as it is related to sense intuition,

or to logical thought. There are not first laws, then

things and processes subject to them. Laws are the

relations of things, the forms of processes thought under

generalised or simplified circumstances.

That phenomena obey law is in the first place a pos

tulate of the knowledge of nature, the regulative Idea

by which this knowledge is directed. Any exception

to it is excluded from the sphere of knowledge, because

it always remains possible and necessary for reason to

explain an apparent exception by the concurrence of

several laws. The mind is the proper lawgiver for

nature ; but it gives nature no other laws than such as

nature would follow under the conditions it fixes, and

does actually follow, so far as these conditions are

realised, or are established for the sake of experiment.

If, for example, I state the consequence of determinism,

that two men exactly alike under circumstances exactly

alike must act in the same way ; or that the same man

placed a second time in the same circumstances will

act as he did before, I only assert the normal regularity

of human action. I do not say that there are two men

just alike, or that the same circumstances recur. That

assumption, though imaginary, is not at all absurd, no

more so than the assumption of a gas exactly following

Mariotte's law, or of an exactly spherical planet. Such

assumptions are ideas used by science to express its

conviction that all phenomena follow law. The nearer

experience comes to such an assumption, the nearer

it coincides with the consequences deduced from the

assumption. Do not men act very much alike in like

circumstances ? Then they must act in the same way,

under the same circumstances. One thing can be

asserted as a real fact, and not merely as a principle of
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investigation : namely, that every process in nature is

fully determined by the special accompanying circum

stances, and in so far necessary.

The complete causal definiteness of all that occurs

and is done, future, present, and past, by no means

makes the world a mere play of repetitions. It does

not exclude, but includes change and progressive de

velopment, as Galileo's law of persistence does not

exclude motion in a curved line, but applies to its

components. New mental creations no more contradict

this conception than do new combinations of material

elements. Leibnitz's proposition as to the identity of

indiscernibles, which denies repetition of the identical in

nature, applies rather to the development of things in

time. No point of time with its content is exactly like

an earlier or a later point.

The obedience to law, which determinism ascribes to

action, is not a blind, but a discriminating obedience.

It is in form a creation of the mind, which makes action

itself an object of investigation.

§ 10. The defender of freedom of the will does not

know how dangerous the freedom would be which he

ascribes to man. What seems to him a good, would

really be an evil, worse than any real evil which can

come to man. If nothing determined the will, and the

will determined itself by nothing except itself, then

sympathy, duty, the idea of the good could not be de

termined, and even the consciousness of responsibility,

which is constantly invoked to prove freedom, must lose

all influence on it. To be able to decide between A

and non-A without any motive, would be, in Schelling's

words, in truth, only a power to act unreasonably.1 So

Lessing2 and Giordano Bruno treat freedom not as an

1 Schelling, Philosoph. Schriften, 1809, i. 463.

,2 Vorrede zu Jerusalem! Aufsatzen. Werke, Berlin, G. Hempel, vol.

xviii. p. 243.
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excellence, but as an imperfection ; so the latter ascribes '

freedom to man, to God necessity.1

With the liberum arbitrium indifferent ice man cannot

begin the least thing in the moral or in the physical

world. If this imagined faculty really exists, if every

expression of will is not fully determined by its causes,

namely the character of the actor and his conscious

motives in the first instance, then every one of us

must tremble before the thought of his own actions in

the next moment. How could he trust the power of

his character, the fixedness of his principles, unless char

acter and principles control the will, and make action

necessary ? Man's physical life is exposed to much which

seems unimportant for him and for his ends; indeter-

minism would expose our moral life to chance, to a

change, not merely apparent, but real. If the objection

is made that determinism makes evil necessary, and

sometimes unavoidable, the other side of the picture is

forgotten, that it makes good necessary, i.e., alike un

avoidable under definite psychological conditions. If

the evil is not necessary, no more is the good ; and in a

world in which every action, even that of the obdurate

murderer, cited by James, were not necessary, there

could be no further occasion for a good disposition and

uprightness. Is morality denied if one asserts that it

is the necessary product of human nature, and that its

constantly progressing development is the result of our

social life with our fellows, and if one regards its exten

sion as the necessary sequence of the increasing power of

the universal will over the individual? It is denied if

it is handed over to indeterminism, to absolute caprice,

and so to absence of law and to chance. So we may say

with Lessing, " Determinism has nothing to fear from the

side of morals."

1 Brunnhofer, G. Bruno's Weltanschauung und Verhangnus, Leipzig,

1882, p. 273.
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§ 11. But—responsibility, guilt, merit, these moral

powers of social life, are they not proof that the will

is free ? Is not Kant correct in regarding absolute

spontaneity as the proper ground of imputability ? How

is an action to be charged against any one, and the

actor be held responsible for it, if it must happen, and

must happen just as it did ? Is responsibility compatible

with determinism ? I ask again, How could it exist with

indeterminism, how and for what can a free will be made

responsible ?

Beings not free, it is said, are not responsible for their

actions—and, for the time being, this assertion may

stand. But it is even more certain that free beings,

whose actions occur without necessary causes, cannot

be responsible. Supposing the will is free, the subject

has no responsibility. Who is to be made responsible

on this supposition ? The character of the actor ? That

cannot be the cause of the action if the will is really

to be free, free in the sense of indeterminism. The cir

cumstances of the external world ? They belong to the

external world, and are governed by its laws. Perhaps

the motive, i.e., the mode in which those circumstances

affect the actor ? But this mode itself evidently pre

supposes a predetermined character of the actor, because

it betrays the essential constitution of this character even

more immediately than the action itself. A free being

can have no predetermined, no definite character, for

the most essential mark of character is persistence; but

a free being can change his character constantly, and

without reason. If I attempted to make such a being

guilty of an evil action, and give him credit for a good

one, he might meantime become a different being.

This seems to be an antinomy of the practical reason :

Besponsibility, an unquestionable fact of consciousness,

is not possible on the supposition that the will is free,

or that it is not free. The difficulty of solving this
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antinomy is the sole reason why the question of freadom

has not been settled. Tor it may be shown absolutely

and easily that determinism alone agrees with the uni

versal principles of knowledge, and is even demanded

by these principles. Farther, we know at least an essen

tial part of the causes of every true action of the will

that proceeds from us, the conscious motives ; so we

should be the last to doubt that the will is conditioned

by causes. If anything is determined, the will most cer

tainly is, for motives may always be found as its causes,

and our impulse to search for such motives is even more

original than the impulse to discover the causes of a

process in the external world.

The easiest way out of this dilemma would be simply

to give up responsibility in view of the necessity of all

actions, i.e., to say that while the will is determined, the

feeling of responsibility must be an illusion. Bde has

in fact taken this course. How is it, he asks, that men

are accountable for necessary actions ? and answers : Man

does not see that actions are necessary. Proof : As soon

as he recognises that they are necessary, he ceases to

reckon guilt or merit. Eesponsibility is immediately

given, he continues, freedom mediately, i.e., it is reached

by inference from the existence of responsibility. But

in order to explain responsibility, there is no need of

the assumption that actions are free; responsibility is

explained by the fact that one regards actions as free.

Kant thought that all men see the necessity of actions,

and impute responsibility in spite of this, therefore they

are free. In fact almost no one sees this necessity, and

therefore they feel responsibility.1 Though much may

be said in favour of this argument, and without doubt

trhe consciousness of responsibility experiences a change

as soon as insight into the necessity of action has reached

the power of a practical conviction, yet Bee can only

1 Ede, as cited, pp. 42, 49, 54.
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explain the continuance of this consciousness as the result

of habit. Kant and Schopenhauer are nearer the truth

when they teach that he who sees the necessity of actions,

still feels himself responsible for them. The conscious

ness of responsibility for voluntary action is as imme

diate and necessary as the consciousness that the action

of the will is determined by causes. One may refuse

to see this necessity, but he cannot drive it from the

world except when something interferes with the causes

that produce the feeling of responsibility. The moral

invalid is not sensitive to this feeling.

To me the fact is beyond question, that indeterminism

and responsibility absolutely exclude each other ; at least

I have never found proof, but only assertion of the

opposite. But if the actual coexistence of determinism

and responsibility which are both alike true and real,

is to be made conceivable, responsibility must be inde

pendent, in origin, of the real or supposed freedom of

the will. In other words, actions are not responsible

because they come from a free will, nor irresponsible

because the will is not free; responsibility has nothing

directly to do with the question as to freedom, or with

the decision of this question. Now, I assert that a

being who knows himself to be responsible, is by this

very knowledge responsible. He thereby makes himself

responsible. Knowledge and being cannot be distin

guished here, where a purely psychic fact is concerned.

Certainly no one has the power to produce or to change

the knowledge that he is responsible. Every one must

know himself responsible under definite circumstances ;

the causes of this knowledge no more come into con

sciousness, are no more a matter of caprice, than the

causes of his will. Even that philosopher must know

himself responsible, who, with Bee, thinks he can bring

to an end his knowledge of responsibility by an under

standing of the necessity of his action, and who explains

Q
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it as a residue from habit if it still continue. As this

knowledge of responsibility becomes more and more com

plete, he learns that it is one of the weightiest causes

of correct and upright action, that it produces caution

in unimportant matters, careful investigation of results

in those more important. Then he is not simply obliged

to know himself responsible, he wishes to. The know

ledge of his responsibility, which for psychological reasons

is an element of his human self-consciousness, and not to

be separated from it, becomes an element of self-conscious

ness for moral reasons also. It appears in the series of

motives governing his action, i.e., in the determinism of

his will.

As long as we limit our view to the individual psychic

life of man, or think that this life may be separated

from the psychic life in and through the community,

we cannot expect to understand the reasons for this con

sciousness of responsibility. Responsibility is a pheno

menon of social ethics, and as such it is to be explained

by social psychology. Individualistic psychology must

pass helplessly by phenomena of the mental life, like

duty and responsibility, which originate not in the single

consciousness, but in the consciousness of the community.

The metaphysical hypotheses by which it attempts to

explain these phenomena make them no clearer. The

principal hindrance to an understanding of mental life

lies in just such hypotheses, viz., in the conception of

soul as substance, in such wise that single portions

of consciousness may be isolated like atoms. He who

makes independence of substance a barrier between the

centres of psychic life, cannot rise to the recognition of

a mental life reaching beyond the individual—though

he see its results in all that man does in his essential

union with his fellows, in all that he draws from the

consciousness he shares with others—in language, art,

and science, in religion and morals. He who separates
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men from each other psychically, as physically they

stand over against each other, and treats psychical being

and action as attached to the body of the individual, or

even to some point in that body, shuts his eyes to the

reality of the universal mind above the individual, the

real subjects of which are not individuals as such, but the

bonds uniting individuals. The sight of individual men

obscures his vision for mankind. Logical thought in its

normative meaning, he can understand as little as the

moral will. A sort of superorganic life has developed

out of the organic ; the first step toward it is the family ;

the individual forms a part, an organ of this. The

process of this life does indeed develop out of single

psychic unities as the process of organic life out of

single cells, but it reacts again through its total effect

upon each individual psychic unity. The psychic life of

man awakens in contact with the psychic life of his

fellow-man; his course of thought is regulated by that

of his fellow-men, his will by the will of those with

whom need and similarity of being unite him. This

association of man with his fellows is no aggregate, in

which the individual keeps his own being unaltered, but

a system through which he acquires attributes that he

could not get outside of it. The older psychology ex

presses only a correct observation when it distinguishes

higher and lower mental faculties, understanding and

sense desire on the one hand, reason and will on the

other. What it calls higher mental faculties, and falsely

regards as powers of an individual soul-substance, are

the mental faculties acquired in and through the com

munity in distinction from such as do not differ

essentially from the corresponding faculties of animals.

The man thinks his thought, and subjects it to norms

universally valid ; he judges his will, and recognises that

it is bound by moral laws. He lives a double life, his

own, and a social life. And he shares the social, general,
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human life, before he reaches a fully conscious indi

vidual life. Therefore his personal life is in its origin

subordinate to the social, and the expression of this

subordination in the direction of the will is the con

sciousness of duty and responsibility.

We are not responsible to ourselves, but to society;

as we are originally made responsible by society and its

organs. Eesponsibility is the reacting judgment which

proceeds from the community in which we live, on the

social results of our action, and farther on its motives.

Made responsible for our actions by society, we continue

to feel ourselves responsible. We continue to judge our

actions, their results and their motives, because from the

beginning of life we have been judged by the community

to which we belong. If we feel ourselves responsible

for the disposition that remains hidden from our fellow-

men, we put ourselves in thought before an ideal

community or ideal person, who, we imagine, knows

our motives and approves or condemns them. We

separate knowledge of our motives from judgment of

them, and pronounce the judgment over them, as it

were, in the name of a higher power. Thus necessary

to the consciousness of responsibility is relation to a

second subject.

The individual will is in fact directed by the social

will, first externally, and as the result of this internally ;

commands and prohibitions, advice for or against, do

not continue without influence upon it. And as en

couragement and dissuasion are related to actions just

about to happen, so the resulting responsibility is related

to future action. Actions which for the present are

commanded or forbidden, for the future are under con-

' trol of responsibility. We feel responsible for present

action because it was future, and was under a lawgiving

will. Command and prohibition are transformed into

responsibility, from the standpoint of the future. The
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transformation of external into internal responsibility,

the transformation of "forensic" responsibility, which

concerns the results of actions, into moral responsibility

which reaches to our most secret feeling, and even to

wish and thought, answers to that farther development

of social life, which everywhere shows that psychical

unions tend to become more intimate. We need not see

anything mysterious in this.

The universal will, the will of the community as such,

which makes duty and responsibility for us, is our own

will ; its apparent heteronomy is in truth the autonomy

of our moral personality; we ourselves as members of

the community are subjects of this will. "The moral

ought," says Kant (Grundlegung der Metaphysik der Sitlen),

"is properly a willing,—one's own necessary willing."

But when he adds " as member of an intelligible world,"

we choose instead the ground of experience, which alone

affords sure footing for practical philosophy, and say " as

members of a super-individual community, the family,

state, mankind."

Actions involve responsibility by reason of their social

results. These results, however, remain the same

whether the actions spring from a will free or not free,

therefore the reaction of society toward them must

remain the same. Speculations as to freedom or deter

minism of the will are not to be expected in the begin

nings of social life, but one would search in vain for a

social union, be it ever so primitive, in which the

members of the union were not to some extent made

responsible for their action. From this it follows

necessarily that men originally imputed responsibility

for actions, not because they believed these actions were

free, but because they found that the effect of them was

injurious to the interest of the community. Shall we

now cease to impute responsibility because we have

learned that actions are necessary ? even if this feeling
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of responsibility is a cause of the future willing and

acting of men, if it is the necessary product of the

psychical interaction of members in a community, if it

be one of the causes that determine the will of the

individual ? How can determinism contradict responsi

bility, if responsibility is one of the determining causes

of the will?

The reaction of the community toward the actions

of the individual precedes the development of his self-

conscious will. It is one of the chief means of making

the individual into a being which acts from conscious

motives, i.e., a being which not merely knows the motives

of his will, but judges, approves or condemns them—a

being which wills to do or not to do. Eesponsibility

is a cause, not a result of man's moral personality. Man

is not made responsible because he is at birth a moral

being, he becomes a moral being because he is made

responsible. Out of duty and responsibility there first

arises a moral consciousness for the individual Instead

of deducing duty from man's moral nature with Kant,

one should rather deduce man's moral nature from duty

laid upon his will by the will of the community, and

from his responsibility for his own actions.

The subject of responsibility is the acquired moral

character of man. Actions are imputed as responsible,

in so far as they proceed from a character which was

first created by imputation and responsibility. There

can be no doubt as to the justice of this, difficult as it

always may be to decide the question of responsibility

in a definite case.

§ 12. Determinism is the true basis of practical free

dom, the presupposition on which this freedom is possible.

Practical freedom means negatively that the will is in

dependent of compulsion by sense impulse, and positively

that it is dependent on absolute self-conscious motives.

If these motives are at the same time universally valid,
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if they proceed from the universal interests of the will,

this addition transforms the conception of practical

freedom into that of ethical freedom; this last, as the

narrower conception, includes the essential characteristic

of the first, determination of the will by abstract motives,

as an integral part. In speaking of abstract motives,

I do not mean that their content exists only in thought ;

they are called abstract because they originate in mental

considerations.

If an animal consciousness is moved by a motive, or

stimulated by opposite motives in turn, in both cases

the animal's action is completely determined. It fol

lows necessarily the ruling impulse. Knowledge of the

relative strength of the impulses is knowledge of the

action. A man's action in similar position is not,

however, completely determined. It may follow the

impulse, or not occur at all, or the action opposite to

that suggested by the impulse may happen. The

willing and action of a man depends not only on incli

nation and impulse, but on a wider class of motives,

motives that proceed from the ideas of honour, duty,

the moral character of an action. By these motives

man may withstand impulse and even prevent its ap

pearance. He can act against impulse, and do the

opposite to that toward which immediate sense impulse

urges him. Even if he cannot always do this, the power

of those secondary motives arising from abstract consi

derations still influences his will. It still opposes his

sense-inclinations, as the inner battle of motives against

natural instincts proves to him; and after it has given

way, it again gains control over consciousness.

Man has a double will : a sense will, the impulses of

which are inclinations and passions, and the particular

constitution of which is to be regarded as the expression

of his inborn nature; and a moral will which governs

these natural impulses, opposing them, or even pre
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venting the expression of them. Because one connects

with this second will the consciousness of himself as

a moral person, the illusion must often arise that his

actions are not the full and true expression of his will,

—that he really wills the opposite of what he doea

Although his will always follows the strongest feeling,

the motive at the time most powerful, and must follow

this, yet there is still present in consciousness, a wish

or desire, the motive with weaker feeling, which is

ordinarily the moral motive, the motive of the universal

will. In such cases the dualism between one's moral

and individual self becomes most clear, and often most

painful. Consciousness asserts that he wills, and yet

that he does not will what he wills. Man is able not

merely to will, but to will or not to will his willing.

He may make his primary will the object of his

secondary will, to be admitted or denied, approved or

rejected. He has this power because the expressions

of his will, from the beginnings of life, have been

objects of judgment, of willing or not willing by a

second will, not foreign to the first, but of the same

nature as this. In a certain sense it may be said that

man may will opposites at the same time. But he

cannot as the same subject. As subject of the universal

will, he can will the opposite of what he can and must

will as an individual. Nor is it to be overlooked, that

what one really wills to do in every single case is the

result of the influence on his inclinations and his char

acter which the abstract motive of the moral will has

already realised; therefore in a given case the action

could only be what it actually was.

Determinism is so far from questioning the influence

of abstract motives on man's action, that it finds in

these the decisive characteristic and the immediate cause

of voluntary action. But this practical freedom, this

power to determine action by general motives without
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reference to sense impulses, cannot be regarded as

unlimited or unconditioned. Determinism recognises

that this capacity arises under definite conditions, and

expresses itself in accordance with definite law. It con

siders this freedom as won in social life, as product of

the education of the individual will by the will of the

community.

Because the processes of external nature are' under

universal laws, for this reason, and this alone, are we

able to rule external nature. We combine causes, the

exact effects of which we know, and confidently expect

the intended result. The unbroken regularity of natural

processes, which we presuppose and invariably find when

we study the facts sufficiently, not only makes possible

action with a definite end in view, it also produces an

effect upon our minds like that of regularity in a man's

action whose good purpose, power of will, and intelli

gence we know. We denote this by the word trust.

Our trust would disappear in both cases alike, if there

could be a reasonable doubt that every event and every

action was subject to law.

Unless the will were under law, unless it depended

on causes the effect of which was constant and uniform,

there could be no inner rule over the will, and there

fore no practical freedom for men. Determinism of the

will, and this alone, makes possible control and self?

control of the will ; and this self-control is nothing

but our continuation of the control over our will by

the will and intelligence of our fellow-men. The very

fact of education and development of the will is, as

already remarked, a sufficient proof that determinism

is true. Not merely would education necessarily fail

in dealing with innate characteristics, perhaps because

the art of education is so crude, rather than because

the inborn nature is so stubborn; in fact education

must always prove fruitless, and would certainly be an
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unknown thing if the will were really dependent on

nothing but itself. Absolute freedom of choice, power

of self-determination without cause or reason, could

always annihilate the power of the wisest and most

lasting training. What good fortune that the good

man must execute good actions, that there are condi

tions under which the good is necessary, causes which

must limit and restrain the bad. This would all be

impossible if it were left to man's caprice either to act

or not to act, i.e., even when all causes of his action

were already fully determined. By showing that man's

practical freedom is conditioned, determinism proclaims

a theory which is of the highest practical moment. We

ought to study the conditions controlling our freedom

in order to attain that freedom. We are not to change

man's nature, but the circumstances under which this

very nature expresses itself.

He who controls the causes of the will controls the

will itself; to change the combination of these causes

is to change their effect, the expression of will. The

causes of the will are partly of a physiological, partly

of a moral nature. They include both causes in the

narrower sense, and also self-conscious motives. To

control and regulate the former is the aim of man's

physical education ; to awaken and strengthen the latter,

the vocation of his moral training. The energy of our

will, the vigour and persistency with which we act, is

due more to health and physical habit than to the moral

advice we receive. The direction of our will, on the

other hand, the division of its energy so to speak, depends

rather on the training of our mind, and is directed by

moral convictions. Practical freedom is no innate pos

session of mind. It is an acquired faculty, originating

when the will is made free from the power of imme

diate motives, of passions and inclinations, and is made

subject to mediate motives.
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This freedom, which for moral reasons is peculiar to

man, has nothing to do with that "transcendental" or

" cosmological " freedom which Kant denned as the

power to initiate an action " by one's self," that is,

without cause or reason. It is very strange that Kant

failed to see that the conception of freedom in his

" Critique of Practical Eeason " is different from, indeed

opposite to, the conception of it in the "Critique of

Pure Eeason." The freedom which Kant bases on the

moral law, as a practical postulate, is the causality of

reason, the dependence of will on reason. Transcen

dental freedom, on the other hand, the power to begin

a state one's self without being determined by a cause,

must be (so far as the will is concerned) independence of

this will from all causality. A reason determining the

will is a cause of the will. The will cannot be deter

minable by reason, and at the same time free in the

"strictest" (at the same time the emptiest), the trans

cendental meaning of the word. If the idea of the

lawgiving form in maxims of action is to determine it

as Kant teaches, the determining reason is outside the

will in a certain form of action, namely, the form of

its object. The will does not determine itself, nor

initiate action itself, without cause, — even granted

that will and reason may be regarded as one and

the same. But in Kant's view the two must be dis

tinguished, reason as the faculty of form that pre

scribes law to action, will as the power to act,—the

one legislative, the other executive. A will determin

able by reason is necessarily a will dependent on reason.

Practical freedom of the will excludes transcendental

freedom, the latter necessarily makes the former im

possible. Both conceptions of freedom cannot apply to

the will at the same time. A power of freedom uncon

trolled by law would coincide in its results with the

effects of a blind necessity. Indeterminism and fatalism
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have the same practical result, for action appears alike

without meaning, whether it be subject to inner chance

or to external fate. Practical and moral freedom can

only be acquired if conditions exist which make it

possible.

§ 13. Man is not born a moral being. He can become

one, unless insuperable natural characteristics prevent

the acquisition of moral freedom. Such exceptional cases

aside, we may show how the individual owes his moral

freedom to life in the community.

If a man were left wholly to himself, and remained

without any influence of social environment on his feeh-

ing and will, his actions (like an animal's) must follow

the play of inclinations and passions. The imperative

of expediency would in time arise, not, however, the

imperative of duty. Experience would sharpen his facul

ties; his intelligence would teach him to use the best

means to satisfy his desires, and to sacrifice momentary

pleasure to a greater and more enduring one in the

future. But on this supposition his consciousness could

never reveal to him that he ovght to withstand certain

impulses and to refrain from certain actions, that his

doings and refrainings stood under any other law than

that of expediency and his own interest. The external

world, the laws of which govern the result of his action,

can no more impose duty on him than can his own mind

in its isolation. Nothing would say to him, sympathy is

better and nobler than love of self. From the standpoint of

nature, no one feeling is to be preferred to another. But

man cannot isolate his psychical being from that of his

fellow-men; even when alone he is not wholly left to

himself. His will is continuously under the will of the

community of which he is a member. He is wholly unable

to escape the constant influence of family and companions

in trade, state, and nation, even if he attempts to leave

family and nation, and give up his trade. In fact, lie
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' can only sever his connection with one circle of men

m by joining another. Even the anchorite is not alone.

» He lives psychically in a union, conceived in his mind

but none the less real, with an ideal society (of his

God, of his saints) which must be formed after the

type of real society. Not only man's actions, his

thoughts and wishes too are under the control of a

universal, impersonal will in him. He must compare

this constantly with the biddings of his own will, and

the result of this comparison is expressed in the words,

thou oughtest, thou oughtest not. The universal will has

become a part of his self-consciousness, because his self-

consciousness has been developed under the direction of

a universal will.

No creature is more dependent on his fellows than

man on his fellow-men None is born more helpless, '

equipped with fewer faculties, and at the same time

with a greater wealth of faculties to be realised, none

so undeveloped and so capable of development as man.

This is the reason why his development goes so much

farther. The longer duration of childhood means a

longer and closer family relationship ; the greater differ

ence between childhood and ripe age, a more complete

organisation of the family. Again, in man the connec

tion of the individual with the community is rooted

in the natural impulses of social life. Want and neces

sity compel him to associate with his like. But the

human race is distinguished from other animal species,

in that it does not continue to be limited to these

natural impulses and their immediate reality. Because

the common life of men affects the individual far more,

and enters into his life far more deeply than in the case

of any other animal, the individual is far more clearly

conscious of his connection with the whole. Social man

progresses from the communication of his emotions by

gesture to the communication of his ideas ; in speech he
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creates a half natural, half artificial instrument of com

mon thought, according to the laws of which he regulates

his own thought; an instrument, also, of the social will,

which he expresses in command and forbidding, in praise

and blame, and to which he subordinates his individual will.

It is a fact of decisive importance that to man not only

the external nature of things, with their actual power,

but also the inner nature of his fellow-men, appears as

an authority ; that not only is his action limited by the

circumstances and relations of the outer world, but his

will also is limited by the laws of the community.

Because his own will measures itself by, as it were

mirrors itself in, the will of the community, man by

reflecting on the motives of his action gains the power to

judge his primary will by a secondary one, and to sub

ordinate the motives of the former to the reasons con

trolling the latter. I repeat, only by the education of his

individual will by the will of the community, with which

natural bonds of sympathy and love unite him, and

toward which he feels piety and respect, only thus does

man acquire control over his will, i.e., practical freedom.

Man's will is formed by the will of his fellows, the

individual will, by the will of the community.

Only where will stands opposite will, can one speak

of real duty. Thou oughtest means I will; the ought

needs always a will to complement it. The only ques

tion is, Who is the ego which utters that command,

" / will " ? Is it my individual ego ? If it is my indi

vidual ego, if the will I express is my personal will,

determined by my own interests, the command has only

the meaning of a dictate of power which can compel a

second will, but not lay duty on it. If, on the other hand,

it is the collective ego, I speak to others as to myself in

the name of the collective will of the community, the

imperative becomes a moral law, binding me and others

from within. Universality is, in fact, as Kant teaches,
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the form of the moral law. The moral law is valid

without respect of persons and their individual inclina

tions. But this is only its form, the content which is

expressed in this form is a universal interest of the will,

a universal good for man, which serves to support or

increase man's psychical life. He who subjects his action

to universally valid laws, always observes the form of

morality ; he who also makes an interest of the universal

will the interest of his own will, acts morally with refer

ence to content also, but only for his own time, and from

the moral conviction of his environment. The content

of moral actions is constantly changing and progressing

because the life of the moral spirit progresses ; but the

form of duty remains constant, and must remain so,

because it is the cause of the moral will. Duty is the

condition of practical freedom, because it is the cause

of the moral as distinguished from the natural will.

"When duty does not go before, there follows no freedom,

no freeing of the individual will from immediate sense

impulses, by the subjection of it to the reasonable motives

of the universal will.

§ 14. The completeness of every compound psychic

activity, as of any other organic activity, depends on the

degree of differentiation in the functions which unite to

produce the activity. So the starting-point in the deve

lopment of the will is the clear separation between the

emotional and the intellectual factors of consciousness,

which unite to form the act of wilL Where the act

simply follows impulse, where there is not the least

choice between completing or omitting it (such choice

being based on the idea of its results, and the compari

son of these with the general aim of consciousness),

we cannot speak of a real, a proper act of will. The

fact that the expression of impulse by consciousness is

accompanied or even stimulated by an idea is not enough

to make it an act of wilL It only becomes such when
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V

Consciousness reacts on the .'expression of impulse. This

distinction is characteristic enough to justify the dis

tinction between an act of impulse and of will. It is as

great as the distinction between association and apper

ception; it is in fact coincident with this. The same

checking and regulating effect which self-consciousness

exercises on representative ideas, their course and their

grouping, it exercises in the action of the will on im

pulses. So the first element of every act of will consists

in holding back the immediate expression of impulse.

Between the impulse and its expression there is intro

duced a process of thought which gives rise to secondary

feelings that sometimes acquire supremacy over the pri

mary. The act is omitted when the feelings roused by

definite thought oppose direct impulses ; it is permitted,

i.e., the check is transformed into a reinforcement, if

primary and secondary feelings coincide. The more

space and influence this process of thought acquires, the

more this act assumes the character of a true act of will.

To act in accordance with impulse is not to will ; to will

means to act with reflection, whether this be with or

against impulse. The height of intelligence and the

degree of its influence on action are the measure of the

will-development attained.

The separation of the emotional and the intellectual

factors of the will, evidently becomes greatest when the

two factors are divided between two different subjects,

which, however, continue in psychic connection, so that

the will of the first is directed by the intellect of the

second. This actually happens in social life. Father

-"and son, teacher and scholar are such pairs of psychically

connected subjects, so connected in order that the will

of the dependent member may be more highly deve

loped. That which for the one subject is motive of

the will, namely a feeling or an emotion, remains for the

other a mere thought, not affecting his will. This latter
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with his intellectual freedom may gain an influence" over

the motives of the former, and regulate even his will

by regulating his motives. So the father or the teacher

meets the motives affecting the child's will by counter

motives, or else he removes their causes. He gets control

of his child's emotions, by checking their expression or

preventing their appearance. Certainly character is not

formed and transformed by mere advice and reason

able suggestions. But by changing the environment of

one's action, by thoughtfully arranging the motives of his

will, he can be made to transform himself, just because

his will obeys motives and is dependent on causes. But

there is always need of a second subject, who is not

himself influenced by the motives of the first, whose

consciousness these motives do not affect with the same

immediate power. It is only possible to reach practical

freedom in social life. Man becomes a being morally

free only with the aid of his fellow-men, only thus is

his will freed from the compulsion of sense impulse,

and made susceptible to the influence of moral motives.

The will of the inexperienced man is trained by the

wise will of him who has experience; a new will is

created by practice and habit in the mind of the growing

individual, and this new will, this second ego as it were

including the first, gains constantly more control over

the natural will. By encouragement, which the teacher

gives the child, he awakens in his mind the idea of

his own power. He knows that a "will" comes from

the experience of a " can," that trust in one's own power

is a most effective cause of action. While continuously

he refutes the metaphysical freedom of the will, he

himself assists the youth to gain psychological freedom,

the power to act from conscious motives. And man's

capacity to wish that he had willed the opposite of

what he does will and must will in a given position,

he will not disdain as a stubbornness of innate disr

E
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position, but he will regard it as an important means

in the art of education. A wish, which is in a general

way attainable, is an act of will begun, and often it

is only necessary to strengthen it to make the act of

will complete. Finally he will turn the child's mental

glance toward actions to be done, rather than toward

the past ; instead of giving him over to idle regret and

unfruitful remorse, he will stir up courage for better

action in the future. To say to one's self, I might have

done otherwise, is foolish and certainly false ; to say, I

will act otherwise, is an assertion that can be made

true, and the wish to make it true is a partial cause of

its realisation.

§ 15. With reference to this theory of the origin of

practical freedom, it will be asserted that education can

change man's action, not his will. The individual's

character, his natural constitution is unchangeable, there

fore education can only be a transformation of the

mind, which does not reach down to the roots of dis

position, but is concerned with the surface of behaviour.

This means essentially that there is no education, but

only training in manners. For the Idea of education

includes a transformation of character itself, and stands

in contrast with the training which influences only the

form of external behaviour. This view is practically

the one defended by Schopenhauer. It is entirely justi

fied as a reaction against the exaggerated expectations

of what education would do, entertained by the Aufkla-

mng, and in particular by Helvetius. Education, it

iwas held, would immediately work miracles, and could

make out of any individual just what it wanted. Though

this view contradicts the facts far more harshly than

Schopenhauer's, this latter also is at variance with ex

perience when it denies to education any influence on

man's character. Man's action cannot be changed with

out at once affecting his character (though it be only
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mediately). Beyond a question innate temperament is\

the essential factor in the formation of will, and cer

tainly character is individual, as Schopenhauer teaches.

Nor does character show any such individual differences

in other species of living beings as in men. Undoubtedly

also it is empirical, i.e., we learn our own natural con

stitution only by experience, and (I want to repeat)

never even thus completely, because we cannot be put

in all possible circumstances of action. But it cannot

be absolutely unchangeable, for the very reason that it

is composite. Schopenhauer's conclusion that character

is not subject to any change, is only necessary on the

supposition that character forms an absolute unity be

cause it is the outcome of a simple transcendent act

of will, so that in every case, in every individual, it

can have but one fundamental direction. It may be

mentioned here incidentally that this belief of Scho

penhauer's proceeds directly from Kant's theory of an

intelligible character, but, as a strange element, it intro

duces contradiction into his own monism of will. Ex

perience does not confirm Schopenhauer's metaphysical

hypothesis, nor his conclusions. It teaches that man's

natural character is composed of various qualities and

fundamental lines of effort, and is changeable (though

only within certain limits). In the first place every

one's character changes with age. At least I should

not know what was meant by character, unless this

peculiar and regular change of the whole man does

pertain to his character. Can a boy before the period

of puberty, which so deeply affects his emotional life,

really have the same character as the youth ? Can an

old man's character be just like that of a man in the

prime of life ? Granted that this change affects one's

race character rather than his individual character, cer

tainly this last does not remain intact. A real separa

tion between the two is impossible. In some cases

r ,/
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the individual character primarily is affected by the

change. Who is ignorant that a man's temperament

often undergoes a more or less complete transforma

tion as the result of severe experiences ? Nor should

the pathological changes of character go unmentioned,

for these evidently contradict its assumed simplicity and

unchangeableness.

Schopenhauer himself recognises a change of character

which he calls "negation of the will to live," and for

which he finds confirmation in the literature of asce

ticism and mysticism. Whether the phenomenon in ques

tion be included in the class of pathological changes

or not makes no difference; it cannot be harmonised

with the assertion that the nature of the individual

man is unchangeable. Schopenhauer, indeed, regards it

not as a change, but as an annulling of the individual

character ; the saint, however, who experiences this inner

transformation does not immediately fall to the ground

dead, he lives on as an individual man, and so he must

have assumed another individual nature.

The question as to the formation of character is no

longer discussed on the same plane, since Darwin gave

a scientific basis to the theory of descent and develop

ment in organic nature. The form in which it was

put even by Kant and Schopenhauer, the only form

in harmony with the science of that time, is anti

quated to-day. We distinguish qualities which have

been developed and fixed by the history of the race,

and such as were first reached in the individual life.

This distinction coincides roughly with the distinc

tion of innate and acquired qualities. The former are

relatively permanent,—they are only changed by the

process by which they were developed and fixed,—the

latter we regard as subject to change. Not all innate

qualities are developed by selection (natural selection

leaves room for certain innate qualities which have no

\
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meaning in the struggle for existence), but all qualities

developed by selection are innate. The natural constitu^

tion of a man is composed of innate race characteristics,

and of innate and acquired individual^ qualities, which

last include pre-eminently man's mental faculties, that

» originate, as we have seen, in social life.-" Only the

\ innate jind acquired individual qualities are subject to

change by education, and the former of these only by

the aid of the latter. It is evident that the acquired

faculties must have some influence on the innate, for

in the psychical life every effect is reciprocal even more

truly than in the purely organic life. By different dis

tribution of the innate elements of individual character,

by increase of one faculty with practice and lessening

of another with neglect, a new psychical equilibrium

is brought about, a new character is formed in which

acquired and innate qualities are closely united. Wise

education will follow in general the way marked out for

it by the physiological development of the individual.

It will not ask boys to look at things as a youth does,

nor will it ask of the youth a man's work.

Still it cannot be denied that the moulding of the

innate individual character must always be incomplete

and limited. While the innate faculties are rooted deep

in the organisation, because they in all probability depend

on the constitution of the germ-plasm, and so are trans

mitted from generation to generation in the unbroken;

sequence of germ-cells, the acquired faculties have first/

to take root. The best education will fail, if it

finds bad tendencies in the character, weakness of will,

stubbornness of disposition, perverse inclinations. Yet

man's practical reason may escape even from this appa

rently insoluble difficulty in the way indicated by Plato.

The thought which Plato developed in his theory of the

state, and to which I refer here, will sometime, I am

sure, be realised, just because it is so important and so
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true. When the human intellect has penetrated far

enough into the natural law of the Composition of char

acter, the will of man can no longer refuse to deduce

the genesis of character from the view thus gained.

/ Man will look back with shame on the art and the

care which for ages he has applied to make his domestic

animals better, but has refused to use in making his own

species more noble. He will recognise that it is of far

i less importance to make men good, than to create good

men. The art of character-creation which proceeds from

this principle will be related to the present art of educa

tion, as hygiene, which would prevent sickness, is related

to therapeutics, which aims to heal actual sickness.

§ 1 6. As an acquired_faeulty of man, ethical freedom

can never be absolute and unlimited. Its effect, in every

single case, is compounded with the effect of other causes

affecting the will, and these must be of a definite quantity

in each case. To assume with Kant that the reason or

the moral will is a cause which not only ought to have,

but cou}d have determined man's attitude without refer

ence to all empirical conditions, to assume that man is

able to withstand a sense-impulse no matter how strong

with motives of reason, is really nothing but belief in

magic The moral will may prevent a passion from

arising and check an impulse as it appears, but it cannot

control with sovereign caprice the impulse which has

been awakened and has become a passion. The explosion

can no longer be stopped after the fuse is lighted, but it

is not necessary to light the fuse. The causality of reason

is under laws, or else it is no true causality. Under

certain conditions its result is realised as necessarily as

in other definite cases it is not. Kant confuses this

condition for judging an action, with the condition of an

action itself. I must judge every human action according

to the reasonable motives of the universal will in order to

get at its moral quality, for this quality is conditioned
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by its agreement or non-agreement with the course

of action which those motives indicate. It does not

yet follow from this, however, that such motives have

been at work in a particular case, still less that they

have been the complete cause of an action. The reason,

the moral consciousness, does indeed say to us that an

action ought to have been different, we judge it from

the standpoint of a subject not affected by our sense

desires; it does not say to us that it could have been

different. The understanding teaches us the contrary,

namely, that the action under given circumstances and

in view of the fact that the influence of conscious moral

motives has already had its effect, could not have been

otherwise than in fact it was. Even Kant is often

conscious of the true state of the case. He writes

(though it is in a note) : x " The true morality of actions,

even the morality of our own conduct, remains com

pletely hidden from us. Our responsibility for wrong

can only relate to the empirical character. But no

one can tell how much is the direct result of freedom,

and how much is to be ascribed to mere nature, to

some fault or some fortunate constitution of the tem

perament, which is not due to the individual's choice."

Here Kant expressly admits that the power of freedom

in any single case is a limited quantity, he brings the

causality of reason into competition with the other

causes of men's actions, and does not regard it as a

cause "in itself complete"—although this does indeed

contradict an expression that soon follows.2

Ethical freedom, the influence of moral motives on

1 Kritik d. reinen Vernunft, p. 432.

2 Ibid., p. 435. " It is evident that the causality of reason is not merely

some such thing as a competing cause, but is in itself complete, even

when the sense impulses do not favour it but appear against it ... so the

reason is in fact fully free without reference to any empirical conditions.

Reason is indeed free in judging actions afterwards, but the will is not

perfectly free in action itself."
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the will, is a limited and variable quantity, not only in

each particular action of a man; it differs also with

different men inasmuch as man's natural constitution

is never the same in different individuals. This free

dom is not only limited, it is proportional to the pre

vailing impulses or passions of our natural character.

That which scarcely affects one man's will, may influence

another's consciousness with irresistible power, and

practically destroy his freedom. So the judgment of

men's actions must be individualised from two stand

points. The particular circumstances of each action

taken by itself must be considered, and at the same

time the relative practical freedom of the particular

acting subject must not be forgotten. It is necessary

to know, or rather to have known, over what impulses

a man's practical freedom really extends, before the moral

worth of this man's actions can be determined correctly.

So it is no easy matter to judge righteously.

§ 17. If man's reasonable will is regarded, not as

an innate possession of his mind, but as an acquired

faculty; if this faculty comes, not from a "transcen

dental" freedom, but from the determination of in

dividual will by the will of all, then Kant's most

penetrating theory of the intelligible character receives

a remarkable confirmation. In the form Kant gave

this theory, it lacked inner unity and logical con

sistency. The conception of the intelligible character

serves a twofold purpose, and this destroys its unity.

On the one hand it is to explain the remarkable dif

ferences in the empirical character of men, on the

other hand it should establish man's character as a being

controlled by reason. In its more general meaning,

the intelligible character is the character of a "thing-

in-itself," and as such it comes from freedom in the

" cosmological intellect," from transcendental freedom.

In its particular meaning as applied to man, it is
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the character of a reasonable being which originates in

practical freedom, in causality of the reason. When

Kant connects these two meanings of the conception,

and considers man's character as a " thing-in-itself,"

the same thing as his character as a reasonable being,

he deduces the intelligible character from both trans

cendental and practical freedom at the . same time.

In this way practical freedom experiences an unjusti

fiable limitation fully inexplicable on Kant's principles ;

it is no longer the causality of reason in general, but

a certain causality of reason.1 The intelligible character

explains at the same time the fact that man is a reason

able being, and the fact that the individual man is

this particular reasonable being, having a particular

empirical character. It is easy to see that in this

way empirical determinations are taken up into the

intelligible character, that an external chance is added

to reason and its causality, such as corresponds to the

deduction of this from practical and transcendental

freedom at the same time. If, however, as Kant

assumes, man's transcendental freedom should really

mean the same as his practical freedom, then the char

acter which man creates for himself by his freedom

ought to be one and the same, in the case of all men.

The causality of pure reason (in which freedom is said

to consist) can create none but an absolutely reasonable

character. Accordingly there is but one intelligible

character of man, and this cannot be man's individual

character, the character by which individuals are dis

tinguished ; it must be the universal human character,

that in which all men agree. Kant's individualistic

standpoint, which appears also in his ethics, blinded his

eyes to the consequences of his own premises. He

seeks the origin of the moral will in the individual

1 Kritik d. reinen Vernunft, p. 433 ; Kritih d. prakt. Vernunft, p. 229.

V^
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intellect, he connects reality of this will with the

individual mind, and makes the development of the

universal moral spirit coincide with the development

and the fate of the individual man; because he has

practical reasons for belief in the substantial soul, the

existence of which, as he had shown, could not be proved

theoretically.

As the moral consciousness can only be understood

from the standpoint of social life, to which it owes its

origin, so the conception of the intelligible character

can only be understood, its reality can only be recognised,

when it is related not to the individual but to the race.

The intelligible character is the moral character of the

race, in distinction from the individual character. It

is the character of mankind in the man. This char

acter, which originated and constantly originates anew

in social life, is itself developing and receiving more

completely the form which corresponds to the increasing

solidarity of the race. In the history of man it finds

its realisation ; it can be regarded as perfect only in

its Idea. The moral life of the individual does not

come from it, but strives toward it. Instead of begin

ning with man's intelligible character, as did Kant, one

ought to end with it. It has been regarded as the ideal

goal of the individual's moral perfection; it consists in

this, that a man represent in his person the pure character

of mankind.

A community of men, be it family, state, or nation,

is something more than, and something different from

the number of men who belong to it. From the physical

interaction of its members thus united, there proceeds

a mental life which transforms the qualities of each

individual member, and subordinates these to its own

ends. In this sense we speak of the spirit of a family,

the spirit of a nation—and in this sense we shall

speak of the spirit of mankind. And yet the Idea of
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the universal human spirit, the moral character of the

human race, is already present and active in our con

sciousness.

If a member of a community closely bound together

separates himself from the life of this, he takes with it a

portion of the real inner life of all the other members.

His moral individuality, which now has been broken

up, had reached beyond the limits of his physical indi

viduality. His mental life was not individual, it was a

life with and through the community.

This solidarity of the individual life with the com

munity must be grasped before one can understand the

moral consciousness with its obligation, its responsibility,

its sacrifice to what is general, but none the less real.

Nature has made man social, social life makes him moral.

Man is not born as a free reasoning being, he is formed

into such a being, and the origin of his practical freedom

is the determination of his individual will by the will of

the community.



CHAPTER IV.

THE COSMOLOGICAL PROBLEM OF THE INFINITE.

§ I. By reason of the very unity which is essential to

consciousness, we unite all objects of knowledge under

one single conception of reality, and call this the World,

or Nature. In doing so, however, we do not treat this

conception as a product of the connecting activity of

our thoughts, but as a basis which already exists for

the relations we establish, and to which these relations

should conform more and more closely. Inasmuch as

every connection between our thoughts presupposes the

unity of consciousness that makes this connection pos

sible, so we presuppose a unity of the world, a totality

of the real, as the actual basis for the relations of objects.

All that is, and all that happens, exists and happens

within the same whole, and under the same law. As

every modification of our consciousness belongs d priori

to one and the same ego, so every thing and every change

belongs d priori to one and the same world. There

is a complete analogy between Thought in its all-

embracing form, and the World in its all-embracing:

reality. The unity of the World corresponds to the

unity of consciousness.

Let us name this concept of the world which neces

sarily arises from the unity of thought the logical con

cept, and distinguish it from the concept of the world

due to sense and to experience. There is but one space

and one time; therefore all real and all possible per
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ceptions of things are comprehended in one common

whole which we call the sense-world. Nor is this unity

and uniqueness of the world a matter simply of time

and space, or of logic; it rests also on empirical foun

dations, it follows from the homogeneity of matter and

the persistence of energy. Matter homogeneous and

of fixed quantity, indestructible force which existing

in the cause persists in the effect ; these ultimate founda

tions of external being and change form the empirical

concept of the world. They connect the present of

nature with its past and future.

World and Nature as names for the real have not

quite the same meaning. The former denotes the

totality of things as existing and developing in one

universal form, the latter refers to the whole as having

a certain mode of activity, and as developing according

to law. World and Nature may be distinguished as

Kant's mathematical whole and dynamical whole. In

accordance with this distinction, the cosmological problem

has more definite reference to the question whether or not

the world is finite, and whether matter is continuous or

discontinuous in space. Nature furnishes the picture for

this frame, the actual content for the mathematical form.

From this cosmological problem we shall distinguish the

physiological, if we may use this word in its original

and more general meaning. The critical theory of

nature requires a correct understanding of order and law,

or in a word, a knowledge of the systematic of pheno

mena; the remains of an anthropomorphic subjective

explanation of nature must be removed without giving

up the unity of nature. This problem is to be discussed

in the next chapter, after we have treated the cosmo

logical question.

A concept necessarily formed cannot be self-contra

dictory ; for this would mean that the contradiction had

its origin in the pure understanding. It can only appear
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contradictory when it is united with concepts that are

incompatible with it.

If, as Kant teaches, the concept of the world is the

source of antinomies because assertions which he treats

as antithetic can be proved with equally clear, distinct

and incontrovertible arguments, still we cannot infer

that the concept itself includes a contradiction. The

concept of the world cannot be treated as a concept

voluntarily invented and involving in itself contradictions

(as for example the concept of a square circle), nor can

it be set aside with a remark that no content can be

thought by it. If then there were antinomies, not

in the concept of the world, but with reference to

this concept, this "remarkable phenomenon of pure

reason" could at most prove that pure thought can

by itself reach no answer to the question proposed.

Equally strong proofs for opposite assertions would

annul each other, and not the concept of the world;

thought would be in a state of complete indecision.

Where both sides of the contradiction are proved, nothing

is proved.

Since Wundt's careful study of the matter, there can

no longer be any doubt that at least Kant's " dynamical "

antinomies are not real antinomies.1 The proofs of

the theses, namely the assertion of a causality by free

dom, and of an absolutely necessary being, are conducted

by means of ontological arguments, while the proofs of

the antitheses rest on universal principles of experience.

But opposite assertions, based on entirely different pre

suppositions, do not contradict each other. It is hardly

necessary to add that the assumption of a causality by

freedom and the really identical assumption of an

absolutely necessary being as part or as cause of the

world, directly contradict the principle of causality. In

1 Wundt, Philosophische Studien, ii. Bd. 4 Heft, S. 495 ff. : Kant's

iosmologische Antinomien und das Problem dcr Unendlichkeit.
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order to understand the proof of the theses of these

dynamical antinomies, it is necessary first to forget the

doctrines established by Kant in the Transcendental

Analytic. This evident contradiction in Kant's system

can only be explained by assuming that the antinomies

are the oldest part of the Critique, or rather that they

preceded it.1 Kant himself gave up the dynamical

antinomies as such, when he attempted to prove that

both sides were right. Nor can proof of the mathe

matical antinomies with reference to the world as a

whole be regarded as satisfactory. The proofs for and

against the infinite divisibility of matter are not con

ducted from the same or similar standpoints. The

reasons offered on either side are not homogeneous, so

that there can be no real contradiction between them.

The thesis is proved ontologically from the conception

of a composite reality, while the antithesis is proved

for perception from the idea of space. Both proofs

may be valid even for the same thing; but they do

not apply to it in the same respect, so there is no con

tradiction. There would remain then only the antinomy

between the assumption that the world is limited in

time and space, and the assumption that it is unlimited ;

and in fact this question does seem most like an anti

nomy. It is unnecessary to lay much weight on the

inconsistency of Kant's proof, the fact that the argument

for finiteness of space and time uses only the concept

of time, while the argument for infinity uses also the

intuition of space; apart from formal objections, it can

be shown that Kant's proofs form no absolute antithesis.

The proof of the antithesis might even be valid for the

1 This fact, conjectured by Erdmanu and by myself, has since been con

firmed by original testimony. Cf. A. Stein, Veber die Bcziehungen Ch.

Garves zu Kant (Leipzig, 1884, pp. 44-45) Kant's letter to Garves. "It

was not investigation as to the existence of God, but the antinomies of

pure reason which first wakened me from a dogmatic slumber, and im

pelled me to a critique of reason itself." Cf. Prolegomena, § 50, beginning ;

p. 108.
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ideas of space and time, and at the same time the thesis

might hold good of things represented in thought. The

fact that the things which are represented in time and

space are themselves only ideas, is a presupposition not

considered by thesis or antithesis. Eather both are

based on the dogmatic conception of the sense-world

as a whole existing by itself. If they had been based

on the critical conception of the world, there would

have been no antinomy ; neither limit nor absence of

limit could be proved of the world as it exists in itself,

and apart from its appearance for sense knowledge.

We must forget what was taught in the positive part

of the Critique, in order to give a moment's attention

to the dialectic negative considerations that follow.

An examination of the proof of the first antinomy

belongs to our investigation, and cannot be neglected.

The proof of both theses is indirect. It is impossible

to think that an infinite series of successive states has

elapsed in the world, so the inference is drawn that

the world must have had a beginning. An infinite

number of things cannot be thought as having been

counted in a finite time, therefore the world must be

limited in space. On the other hand it is impossible

to think of empty time as existing, therefore the world

had no beginning; the world cannot be thought as

limited by empty space, therefore, the inference is drawn,

it is unlimited in space.

A completed infinity of processes or things that may

be counted, is undoubtedly a contradiction, not merely

of words, but of concepts. It would seem then that

the thesis must be correct when it asserts a beginning

in time, and a limit to the world in space. But is it

necessary that things and processes be thought as subject

to enumeration ? Are they given necessarily in such

wise as to be determined by number ? This is of course

true of things separated in space. So far as things are
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separated in space, or seem to be, they must be subject

to Diihring's law of the determination of every number

already posited.1 This is essentially the same as Kant's

argument, used in defending his thesis against the as

sumption of an infinite number of coexisting things. It

is equally certain, however, that this presupposition does

not hold good of processes in time. These are not in

themselves numerically determined ; rather, they only

come to be thus determined by distinctions which we

make in thought by relating them to things in space,

and by enclosing them in spatial limits. I may count

it one revolution whenever a planet passes some definite

point in its orbit, but I should not forget that this point

does not mean any real division of the planet's motion.

The planet does not stop a moment here; it passes this

as it passes any other point I may select. All the revo

lutions since it began to move about the sun form really

a single process, which follows immediately without any

break a previous process, the separation of the planetary

ring from the central body, and this process in turn

immediately follows another, and so on. An argument

which depends on number cannot be directly applied

to time, for in time, considered by itself (apart from

space), there exist no independent self-limiting processes,

no processes to be counted. I can distinguish processes

in time only in definite, finite, number; no process in

time is to be distinguished as independent from those

which immediately follow and precede.

If I make the presupposition that time, real time

filled with processes, world time, as I may call it, is

without beginning, is it not necessary to think of an

infinity as completed at the present moment ? My

answer is a question : In what present am I to think

1 Diihring, Logik und Wissenschaftstheorie (1848), p. 191. Cursus der

Philosophic (1S75), p. 64 sqq. Neue Grundmitttl mid Jirfindungen zur

Analysis, 11. s. w. (1884), p. 63: "Everything posited as actually given

in terms of number, can only exist in definite quantity."

S
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the infinity of time as completed ? I cannot say that

the time which had no beginning has come to a con

clusion at any point, e.g., now. It is running on; it

passes this point and any other point I may fix in

thought, but it is not run out nor completed at any point,

for the point has in itself no existence. So Kant's

argument against world time that has no beginning,

falls to the ground. The argument only has force if it

is necessary to think of time as coming to an end some

time in the future. In this case alone would the infinity

of time really be thought as completed. Absence of

beginning and absence of end of time each demands the

other. If time can end it must have begun. But every

beginning is in time ; an absolute beginning, the begin

ning of time, is unthinkable and self-contradictory. In

the same way every end is an end in time, not the end

of time, because any process gains independence and a

goal, only as it is related to space, and not to time alone.

Kant is wrong in regarding as indifferent " our attitude

toward future time, whether we conceive it as sometime

ceasing, or as running on for ever." Bather, an unlimited

regressus in time is only possible on the supposition that

its progress is unlimited. The possibility of thinking

future time as going on indefinitely, alone makes it

possible to think time as unlimited in the past, or with

out beginning.

In the same way, Kant's argument against the assump

tion that the world is infinite in space, cannot be regarded

as valid. The argument, viz., that an infinite time must

elapse in order to count infinitely many coexistent

things, holds good only on the assumption that number

is immediately applicable to the real itself in space,

and the farther assumption that the spatial universe

must have come into being by the continued addition

of part to part, just as our knowledge of it progres

sively synthesises its parts and therefore is never com
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pleted. If we think space as filled with continuous

matter—and no cb priori reason forbids this—the argu

ment loses its force because it proves too much, it

proves that space itself is limited. Assuming that space

is filled continuously, what applies to space must apply

to that which is in space. It is beyond question that

space itself did not originate by the' synthesis of separate

parts; and the proof of this is that space cannot be

separated by analysis into final simple elements. We

say it is infinitely divisible, which means that it is not

compound, and therefore did not originate by a process

of composition. It is impossible to represent fully an

infinite space filled with matter by constant synthesis

of its parts, so that it is impossible to infer that the

real in space must be limited. The grounds that would

compel this inference, would also establish the limitation

of space. Kant has not proved his thesis.

The argument for the antithesis, that the world is

infinite in time and space, falls into two parts. These

should be considered separately, for the method of proof

is different, and of different value in each case. The

proof of infinity in time is incomplete; the proof of

infinity in space is not universally valid.

If it is assumed that the beginning of the world

means non-existence of the world before this beginning,

and that it presupposes an absolutely empty time in

which nothing at all existed, no objection can be made

to Kant's proof that an origin of the world in time is

inconceivable. Nothing can originate or be conceived

as originating in a time in which nothing exists. In

such a time, as Kant remarks, no part involves a

decisive condition of being rather than non-being. But

Kant has not shown that this assumption is necessary.

If the beginning of the world means only the beginning

of the interplay of changes, as Duhring thinks, time

need not be regarded as entirely empty before this

/
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beginning. In this view, time does not lack content

to fill it. Kant makes the opponent, whom he would

overthrow, assert more than he needs to; so he does

not overthrow him. The assertion that the world began

does not necessarily involve the assumption of time that

is absolutely empty and yet real, so that it cannot be

set aside by simply showing the impossibility of this

assumption. It could not be disproved at all if there

were no other argument against it. Kant's proof that

the world is not limited in space has far greater sem

blance of validity. A relation of the world to empty

space, Kant argues, would be a relation to something

that does not exist; such a relation, the limitation of

the world by empty space, is non-existent, therefore the

world is not at all limited in space. This proof holds

good, however, only on the supposition that space, as

we think it, really exists in itself, i.e., outside our idea

of it. This supposition is false, as we have learned

from the Transcendental ^Esthetic, so Kant's proof,

judged by the results of his own teaching, has only

the appearance of validity. If space is a phenomenon

of the world for external sense, if as an idea of the

form of intuition it is nothing but an idea, there remains

no valid reason for inferring the nature of the thing re

presented, from the character of the idea representing

it. Space may be unlimited, and the world perceived

in space may at the same time be limited. We can

no longer say that the world is limited by a void ; we

shall rather say that the empty idea of space, the mere

schema for our thought of things is limited by the world.

(This too is only valid when we treat space not as pure

intuition and wholly independent of the intuitions of

external sense, but as empirical intuition, bound up with

these sensations.) Limits exist in space only so far as

they are set up in space, real limits exist only so far as

real things, being felt and perceived, set up such limits.
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The infinity of space is not a quantity of space, but

rather the possibility that quantities may be determined

with reference to space ; neither the finiteness nor the

infinity of the world follows from this. Thus the only

argument which might lead us to assert & priori the

infinity of the world in space, is set aside by the criti

cal theory of space. The void which must surround the

world if we are to think it as limited, is itself only an

idea, and no actual limit of things. It is but the form

in which we represent to our imagination the totality of

actual things as limited or measured. Empty space outside

the world, or in the world, is but a schema of representa

tive thought by which we think limits, and distinguish

elements. This schema has its reality in the subject, not

in the world outside this subject.—In his remarks on

the proof of the antithesis, Kant himself suggests the

possibility of thinking the world as limited, without

the necessity of assuming an absolute extended space

outside the real world; but he attempts to answer this

objection by the remark that his proof does not apply

to the world in general, but only to the sense world,

which disappears when space, the condition of its exist

ence, is left out. If the proof of the antithesis is valid

only under this limitation, it cannot be set over against

the thesis, which knows no such limitation. There

would then be no antinomy, which indeed is just what

we are attempting to show is the case. Undoubtedly

the laws of external intuition, the formal constitution of

external sense can only apply to the phenomenon of the

world, and not to the real which appears. This limita

tion, however, does not affect the question whether the

real is to be thought as the basis of a limited or an

unlimited phenomenal world. If we abstract from the

conditions of the perception of the world, we do not

have left, as Kant thought, merely the indefinite con

cept of a world in general ; but rather the definite
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concept of the cause of given relations and actual

differences of phenomena, for these relations and these

differences cannot be derived from the forms of intuition

alone.

Instead of proving both thesis and antithesis, Kant

proved neither. The problem of the finiteness or in

finity of the world as a whole may be transcendent ;

but our understanding is not given over to a transcen

dental illusion as to this question, nor is it involved in

self-contradiction.

§ 2. The critical decision, with which Kant closes

the " cosmological strife of reason with itself," is not

dependent on the correctness of the proof of the antino

mies ; it depends merely on the results of the " Trans

cendental iEsthetic." It is valid so far as these results

are correct and established, nor was there any need to

take a circuitous course through the antinomies in order

to prove it. The dogmatic view of the sense world as a

self-existent whole is an assumption which precedes the

critique of sense knowledge, and in fact it was the stimulus

to this critique in Kant's own experience. Still it was

wholly unnecessary to bring it forward again, and involve

it in illusive proofs, after the critical standpoint was once

established. In discussing the critical part of Kant's

doctrine of the antinomies, we shall limit ourselves to

the solution of the cosmological problem in the narrower

sense, the question whether or not the universe is limited

in time and space.

The essential and only secure result of the Transcen

dental iEsthetic may be stated a3 follows:—All sense

attributes of things, even Locke's so-called primary at

tributes, are relative, and so belong to the phenomenal

appearance of things. The meaning of this must not

be underestimated ; it is equivalent to the relativity of

all knowledge, and it puts an end both to transcendent

metaphysics that deals with pure conceptions, and to
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dogmatic natural science which treats its hypotheses as

things. Inasmuch as all knowledge must be relative to

intuition, and sense intuition is itself relative, it follows

that all knowledge whatsoever must be relative, so far as

it aims to have a content, and not to be purely formal.

We have not accepted, however, the additional state

ment of the Transcendental JLsthetic that the ideas of

time and space are pure intuitions.1 The idea of space

is due to two senses alone, touch and vision, and the

result is different in the two cases, inasmuch as the modes

of sensation for the two senses are not identical. So

space cannot be thought independently of the sensa

tions of external sense ; in other words, it cannot be

pure intuition. The idea of time, on the other hand,

is really independent of any particular class of sensa

tions ; it applies alike to every class ; and for this very

reason it is no intuition. Time cannot be perceived ;

motion, change of position in space is perceived. To

represent in imagination the changes of our own con

sciousness, we must use the idea of motion, i.e., a spatial

intuition. The fact that all relations of time may be

represented by an external intuition, a straight line ex

tending indefinitely, does not make time itself an intui

tion. The phrase " inner sense " has been common since

Locke, and without doubt this improper expression led

Kant to make time the form of the inner sense. This

so-called sense has, however, no content except the ele

ments of sense proper, sensations and feelings. There

is no special organ for the idea of time like the organs

for perceiving space. The organ of hearing is never

regarded as the organ of an inner sense, it is only fitted

in special degree for measuring time and distinguishing

time relations. It is not the organ of the time idea

in general. Nor does this idea originate, as Kant teaches,

1 Vide Riehl, Die sinnlichen und logiachen Grundlagen der Erkenntniss

[Philosophiacher Kriikismus, II. i], chap. ii.
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in the receptivity of intuition alone, but in the spontaneity

of thought as well. It is itself concept and not intui

tion, an individual concept, not the concept of a class.

If one were to speak figuratively of an organ for the

perception of time, he must regard the whole conscious

ness as such an organ. Because time is not thought by

a sense nor directly perceived, but known from percep

tions, it cannot belong to the phenomenal appearance of

things for sense consciousness, as does space. Persistence

and change, the two relations of being that are united

in the idea of time, apply to things themselves; while

the phenomenal appearance of things in space originates

in the real or thought relation of the same to external

sense. This difference is very important for the cosmo-

logical problem.

Inasmuch as the conception of a self-existent sense

world (so Kant sums up his decision of the cosmological

problem) is self-contradictory, the solution of the problem

as to its magnitude must always be false, whether an

affirmative or negative answer is attempted.1 The sense

world is phenomenon, and as such it exists only in the

thought of a being endowed with sense. It is not given

in itself, it is gradually given, and that in the progress

of experience from phenomena to phenomena. Now

phenomena are real only in perception ; apart from

perception they are nothing that we can know. "To

call a phenomenon a real thing before it is perceived,

means either that we must meet with such a phenomenon

in the course of our experience, or it means nothing

at all."2 So real things of the past are only objects for

me, in so far as I make them present to my consciousness,

i.e., think " that a regressive series of possible perceptions

according to empirical laws leads to a completed series

in time as condition of present time." " All events from

1 Prolegomena, § 52, c. ; Ros., p. 113.

2 Kritik d. reinen Vernunft, p. 390.
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an inconceivable past down to the present mean nothing

else than that it is possible to lengthen the chain of

experience from present perceptions back to the con

ditions which determine this in time."1 If then the

sense world originates in the binding together of pheno

mena, it can be neither greater nor less than the possible

regressive series of phenomena.2 This series is not dis

tinctly infinite, because infinite greatness as an object of

experience, i.e., with reference to the world as an object

of sense, is absolutely impossible: nor is it distinctly

finite, for no limit of phenomena can be thought as

absolute, no beginning in the sense world can be thought

as first. The answer in regard to the infinity of the

world runs as follows :—" The world has no first beginning

in time, no external limit in space." But this answer

must be understood as purely negative. It denies that

absolute limits can be set for the sense world in space,

or in time; and it denies this for the reason that this

world is not given as absolute; but it does not assert

that the sense world as a whole is unlimited, for in

this case the sense world must be thought as self-

existent, and this involves contradiction. The sense

world has no absolute limit, so runs Kant's result;

the empirical regressus, by which alone it is given as

conditioned, has its rule, namely, to proceed from each

member of a series as conditioned to the member of the

series next beyond, i.e., to regard no event reached by

inference from experience as the first, no spatial pheno

menon coming under our observation as the extreme.3

The phenomenal world is not finite, nor is it infinite;

it is indefinite, progress backward and forward in it

is without limit. This does not determine the extent

of the world; rather, it denies any determination of its

extent

1 Kritik d. reinen Yernunfi, p. 391. ! Ibid., p. 408, Anmerk.

3 Ibid., p. 410.
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Clear as these results seem when applied to the

sense world in general, i.e., to the general mode of re

presenting the world according to the laws of intuition,

their inadequacy must appear as soon as we attempt

to apply them to the objective basis of sense pheno

mena. Kant's answer to the cosmological problem

dodges the point. We do not care to know how far

the possible regressus of our intuitions may go and

not conflict with the subjective laws of thought, we

ask how far the real progress empirically given ex

tends into the past or the future along the line of

actual phenomena. Are we to assume that going from

phenomenon to phenomenon we shall always meet with

new perceptions, or would there sometime and some

where be nothing beyond to perceive ? This question

is not answered by the remark that a perception of

nothing is impossible. We cannot of course perceive

that we have no perception; but we can certainly

experience the fact that we have no farther percep

tions, and must infer from this that there no longer

exists anything to be perceived. If we could perceive

the molecules in a body, we should have before us the

final elementary phenomena in space, beyond which

there is nothing to be perceived (provided the mole

cular theory of matter is correct). And why should

not the dark starless spaces in the sky afford real

glimpses out into a world space not occupied by matter ?

What we perceive in the phenomenon according to

this view, is not indeed the void as such, but (apart from

light entering at one side) the self-stimulation of the

eye itself, which we feel as darkness. Schopenhauer

has remarked that the question as to the extent of the

universe in space is not absolutely transcendent, but

rather empirical.1 The possible or even necessary ex

tension of space beyond the limits of the sense world,

1 Parerga, ;. (Berlin, 1862) p. 114.

"*
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must not be regarded as a hindrance to the assumption

of such limits. The unlimited progress of possible in

tuition on the part of the subject is no pledge that

real intuition can go on indefinitely. Even Kant is

obliged to ascribe to a " transcendental cause " the em

pirical conditions of this progress, " to whatever member

of the series, and however far with reference to this

member I may go in the series." This cause, according

to his theory, is indeed unknown, but none the less

given as a fact.1 And in this sense we must under

stand his expression that by the rule constantly to go

back in the series of phenomena to the next preceding

member, " no definite empirical regressus going on with

out end in a particular sort of phenomena (e.g., from

one solar body to another without reaching the last)

is to be assumed."2 But is it not necessary that what

applies to a certain sort of phenomena should apply to

every definite sort, to phenomena in general?

It is certain that things become phenomena, objects of

experience, only by perception. Objects of experience

are never given " in themselves," but only in experience ;

and nothing can be real in space, the totality of external

perceptions, until it has actually been perceived in space.

But Kant himself teaches that the existence of things

does not depend on their being perceived. If I assert

that other planets are inhabited, or that changes have

1 Kritik d. reinen Vernunft, p. 392 (cf. p. 390). The power of sense

intuition is essentially pure receptivity, the capacity to be affected in a

certain way by ideas. The cause of these ideas back of sense is wholly

unknown to us (i.e., its non-existence is not asserted, but we do not know

its constitution), so we can nut have an intuition of this as an object. Still

we can call the purely intelligible cause of phenomena in general the

transcendental object, provided this means only the something which

corresponds to sense as a receptivity. (It is only the name of object which

is improperly applied to this cause which really exists. ) We can ascribe

to this transcendental object all the extent and connection of our pos

sible perceptions, and can say that it is given in itself, before all experience.

In accordance with this, phenomena are given, not in themselves, but only

in this experience.

2 Ibid., p. 411.
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taken place on the earth's surface before a sense con

sciousness was developed to perceive them, these asser

tions mean something quite different from a mere

extension of the series of my perceptions beyond actual

intuition. If the existence of inhabitants on Mars,

granted that there are such, depended on their being

perceived by men, that planet could never be inha

bited. The same would apply to our own existence

from the standpoint of a philosophising Mars-dweller.

The geological changes before animal consciousness, which

have left their impression on the surface of our planet,

were never real phenomena. But who will thus be con

vinced that they never existed, and are mere ideas in

the mind of the geologist ? Existence is not dependent

on consciousness, but consciousness on existence.

Kant does not consider the number of things in his

solution of the cosmological problem. As a result he

does not consider the mass of matter (this Wundt has

emphasised). Kant has really no answer to the above

question, whether the real is to be thought as the basis

of a limited or of an unlimited world of phenomena.

But this question must be proved necessarily, and from

every standpoint transcendent, before it is reasonable to

set it aside.

§ 3. The cosmological problem cannot be decided by

inferences from experience, nor will the decision of it

influence the results of empirical investigation. The laws

of external nature apply only to the finite masses, and

finite forces from which they are abstracted; if they

are transferred to infinite masses and forces they lose

their definite meaning, they change, as it were, their

constitution. Problem and solution, as Budde remarked,

can no longer be grasped after being thus transferred.

Should contradictions with experience appear, as has

been held, this is still no reason against assuming the

infinity of the world. This assumption cannot be dis
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proved either directly or indirectly by scientific in

ferences; and consequently the opposite hypothesis, the

finiteness of the world, cannot be proved by this means.

Whether we assume that the world is infinite or not,

in either case we only know and deal with finite

phenomena.1

Experience starts with sense intuition, and must

return to it. The sense intuition of the universe is

always limited, and however far we may think its

limits extended toward the very great or the very

small, we can never think them as disappearing, with

out causing intuition to disappear at the same time.

This alone, however, does not warrant the conclusion

that the limits of our intuition thus extended in thought

would ever coincide with the limits of reality, nor that

the real which sense knowledge limits in sensation and

intuition, must have limits in itself. The real assumes

limits for sense in its phenomenal appearance; it need

have no limits apart from this phenomenal appearance.

Though intuition gives us a limited universe, we cannot

think its limits as absolute. It involves contradiction

to think limits, and to think these limits as absolute,

because the very conception of a limit is relative. The

idea of a limit involves the idea of something that limits,

and the reverse. Each idea demands the other, and

the two together form a single conception. The form

of relation—limit, and that which limits—has in itself

no end ; as often as we think a limit, we must add

the complementary idea of that which limits. But this

fact that the form of relation has for us no end or

bound gives no information as to the content which

1 With reference to Zollner's contradictions with experience resulting

from the assumption that matter is infinite, v. Buddr, Zur Koimdor/ie

der Gegenwart, Bonn, 1872, p. 17, sqq. I agree with J. R. Meyer

(Saturwitt. Vortrwje, 1 87 1, p. 7, and Meclianik it. Warmc, 2 Aufl. ) that it

is unnecessary to discuss the argument that the world will end in time,

and therefore began in time, which has been drawn from the gradual

elimination of all differences in temperature.
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is apprehended in this form. The relativity of the

concept of a limit does not mean the relativity and

consequent indefiniteness of the visible universe. And

it is not sense intuition itself, but only the concept of

a limit which leads us beyond the external perception

actually given, to a possible perception complementary

to it. The intuition of the world in space is in itself

complete, and as it were in a state of rest. The advance

of representative thought beyond the given intuition is

an imagined advance, an advance in phantasy, which

must borrow images for itself from the real world of

intuition. The subject must think itself in motion, it

must put itself in thought on the outside of the sphere

(more strictly the half sphere), the inner side of which

it perceives in intuition. Who can think of a space

which surrounds perceived space on the outside, as long

as he does not go beyond the perception of space ? We

must make the intuition of objects itself an object of

intuition, in order to go from the space we perceive to

the space we think in imagination. This thought-space,

as one may say this phantasy-space, is a mere creation

of the mind, the product of a form of intuition ; objects

are given, not in it, but with reference to it.

The cosmological problem cannot, then, be solved by

experience, nor by reflection on the subjective conditions

of experience. Possibly it is one of those idle questions

which are surrounded with a halo making them seem

very deep and important, when in reality they only

arise from a repetition of the question-form (as when

one asks without ceasing for the reason of a reason),

and to which consequently no answer is the correct

answer.

We must, in fact, regard the cosmological problem

as idle, if the understanding is alike free with refer

ence to its different sides ; if, as Kant thought, opposite

answers could be proved by arguments equally sure and
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convincing. In reality this is not the case. The question

as to the quantity of matter is very closely connected

with the principle that matter and force are constant

and indestructible. The question whether or not the

world is limited in time is likewise connected with the

principle of causality, so that the empirical as well as the

pure understanding makes these questions all-important,

and urges their solution.

§ 4. Diihring has done good service, and that not to

mathematics alone, in separating the indefinitely great

from the absolutely unlimited. This analysis of infinity

into two specifically different concepts, of which only

one properly applies to quantity, is all-important in its

bearing on the cosmological problem. As I shall make use

of this distinction, it is necessary to discuss it briefly.

Diihring's example furnishes sufficient proof that the

distinction in question is correct; for in pure mathe

matics the representation of a concept at the same time

proves its reality. The tangent of an angle which is less

than go0 by an indefinitely small amount, is, like the

-corresponding secant, indefinitely great. Every time

the difference of the angle from 90° is lessened, the tan

gent and secant are increased by definite amounts. The

point where the lines cut is constantly farther away,

but so long as the angle differs at all from 90° it is a

real intersection of the lines. " If the deviation from 90°

is not indefinitely small, but is absolutely zero, there is

no longer a real secant or a real tangent. The two lines

no longer intersect, are unlimited." In the zero case,

i.e., for 90°, the concept of quantity does not apply

to these lines, and this is true in the same sense as for

an angle of o°. An unlimited line has no greatness, but

there is on the contrary an absence of any determination

of greatness. In this way zero, on the one hand, corre

sponds to the unlimited, that has no greatness on the

other. The case of the indefinitely great is different
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from that of the unlimited, in that the possibility (of

indefinite extension) does not appear as given in itself,

but only as related to our activity. Farther, this latter

possibility is always posited by individuals, and in each

case the act is new and independent. In the indefinitely

small there is room for various possible degrees of small-

ness ; and this has its analogy in the room for variation

within the indefinitely great. There is no such room

for variation in zero ; it is something definitely posited

and complete, and so is the infinite. While the indefinitely

great or small are still really quantities, zero and infinity

are specifically different from all other cases. " The

zero case differs from all others, not so much quan

titatively as qualitatively,"—and this applies also to the

case of infinity as distinguished from the indefinitely great.

For this reason, " figures when dependent on the zero

case or the infinity case, experience a change that is

qualitative, not merely quantitative." The transition

from the indefinitely small to zero, and from the inde

finitely great to the infinite, involve, as Diihring puts

it, a sort of leap. It is necessary to take away the inde

finitely small remainder instead of merely positing it as

constantly smaller before zero can be reached ; and some

thing analogous is required in going from the indefinitely

great to the infinite. In a word, the unlimited, the real

infinite, is different in kind from the indefinitely great,

the infinity of which consists merely in successive repe

titions which can only lead to finite quantities. It is no

more a quantity than is zero. In going over to it we

return to the form of intuition, i.e., we leave every in

tuition, no matter how great. The schema of space is

infinite, not the idea of space : the schema of time, but

not any definitely given idea of time, is infinite.1

1 V. Diihring, Arac Grundmiltcl und Erfindungtn zur Analysis, u. 8. w.,

p. 88. Cf. Cantor, Grundlagen einer allgcmcinen MannigfaUigkcitslehre.

Leipzig, 1883.
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§ 5. The determination of quantity is not of various

kinds ; the only sort is the finiteness of a quantity. But

an unchangeable quantity is finite. So because matter

and force are unchangeable in quantity, they must be

finite in quantity, for the infinite is no quantity, and the

indefinite is no unchangeable quantity. The quantity of

matter is determined by its. mass, therefore, the total

sum of mass in the universe is a finite quantity, or in

other words the world is finite as to mass.

If it be assumed that the mass is infinite, this could

only mean that no limit to it exists, that its quantity is

not in any way determined. The absence of quantitative

determination, however, contradicts the conception of

mass, which is abstracted from the perception of different

degrees of inertia in different bodies; therefore, mass

cannot be absolutely without limit, because it cannot as

a whole be thought without quantitative determination.

On the assumption that mass is infinite, the principle

of persistence of matter and of force loses its proper

meaning. That matter or force already infinite in amount

cannot be increased, is mere tautology, an analytical pro

position with no content that has any meaning. And

because the infiniteness of mass can only be asserted as

meaning that no limit exists, but that it is indefinitely

great and still finite, while no determination of quantity

can be applied to the infinite; the second part of the

principle, viz., that present matter and force cannot be

lessened, goes without saying, and does not need to be

specially emphasised. On the supposition that matter

and force were infinite, the principle of conservation

would be no synthetical proposition of identity, nor

would it be the correlate of the fundamental principle

of causality, but it would simply repeat in a superfluous

way something that goes without saying.

The principle of the conservation of matter and force

is a fundamental proposition, which we cannot abandon

T
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without destroying the unity of objective experience and

the conception of the sense world. If we were to think

the substratum of external phenomena as changing,

whether increasing or decreasing, the relation of external

phenomena to one and the same object would disappear,

and nothing could be known through it. Objective

experience in distinction from mere perception is only

possible through the relation of external phenomena to

one and the same persistent (quantitatively unchange

able) substance, i.e., matter and force ; just as empirical

knowledge in general is possible through the relation

of all phenomena to one and the same subject. So

everything which turns out to be incompatible with the

principle that substance does not change quantitatively,

is excluded a priori from empirical knowledge. Neither

the concept of an unquantitative infinite, nor of an in

definitely great is compatible with this principle ; there

fore matter cannot be infinite nor indefinitely great in

mass. In regarding the principle of the persistence of

force as a corollary of the persistence of substance, I am

very far from making it in its physical meaning a funda

mental proposition d priori. That force also is substance,

i.e., belongs to the persistent substratum of external

phenomena, is the great discovery of the originator of

the mechanical theory of heat.

That which can be brought under the conception of

quantity is to be thought either as defined and finite,

or as indefinite quantity. The mass of matter comes

under the conception of quantity, because it belongs to

the phenomenal appearance of the real for external sense,

and so must be quantity, in accordance with the nature

of an external phenomenon. It cannot be an indefinite

quantity, because this assumption would permit an inde

finite creation of new matter even to infinity. It must

therefore be a defined finite quantity. It is not that

we lack a perception of the creation or destruction of

X
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substance (matter and force) ; we have no form of thought

by which to think them, so that we set aside apparent

experiences of this sort as soon as we reflect on them.

We have no positive conception of infinity, but only

the negative conception that a limit is lacking, that a

hindrance to thought out beyond a given quantity (or

in beyond a given minimum) does not exist. Putting

together the two propositions, we are obliged to draw

the inference that we cannot think the total amount of

mass as infinite. (In order to think it as infinite, we

must think it as constantly increasing according to the

second proposition, and this would involve the assump

tion of a new creation of matter and force, which the

first contradicts.) •

It does not follow that matter is limited in space

because mass is constant, and definite in amount. A

finite mass can fill space even to infinity, it can be

indefinitely great in the sense of the word above ex

plained. This must be the case if the spatial distribution

of matter were subject to a law that density diminished

in relation to a higher power (at least the third power)

of the distance from a definite point.1 And the same

result would naturally occur if beyond a given limit

the repulsive forces of matter gained the mastery over

the attractive, so that the distance of the parts must

constantly increase. On these presuppositions, the

spatial quantity of matter would come under the

Kantian rule of progressive connection between external

phenomena. In other words the extension of matter

would be indefinite, it would go on indefinitely. Matter

would not have a definite spatial greatness at any given

time. Its extent in space would be limited only in

reference to an absolute point in time, and because no

such point in time actually exists, its greatness would

never be definitely determined. That we presuppose

1 Wundt, as cited, p. 497.
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in thought such an unlimited space, filled indefinitely

with matter, as present, that we as it were put space

before its occupation by matter, means nothing else,

in the terms of our critical theory, than that the size

of the sense world is constantly growing in reference to

the space-schema of its perception.

We do not know the law according to which matter

is distributed in space, we do not even know whether

there is a single law of distribution for matter, so that

we cannot answer the question as to the extent of the

world in space. Nor does this question belong to the

critique of conceptions, but, as Schopenhauer has shown,

it is to be answered by empirical investigation. How

could one decide from concepts how great must be the

phenomenal appearance of the world in space ?

The more modern observations in astronomy do not

support the hypothesis that the mass of the universe

is distributed about any one central point, for no regular

arrangement of the star-system in space is found, nor

any motion of the same in the sense of a single related

system. This removes the reason for thinking that

absolute or mathematical space has any correlate in

reality. To-day, instead of seizing in advance some

knowledge scarcely possible in the future and talking

of a system of systems, we must be content to limit

the mechanics of the heavens, proudly so called, mainly

to the mechanics of our planetary system.

The problem of the extent of the world in space is

connected with assumptions in regard to the qualities

of matter, which must be established by the empirical,

not the pure, understanding. Most prominent among

these assumptions is the atomistic theory, which is

absolutely necessary in the representation of chemical

processes. No one will claim that it is necessary from

the standpoint of pure thought. One service which

philosophical criticism can render to positive investiga-

"N
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tion, consists in securing to such investigation freedom

in forming hypotheses, and in preserving science from

the power of dogmatism. An infinite number of atoms

(more correctly, of groups of atoms, i.e., molecules) simul

taneously present, is not thinkable, because a given in

finite number is a self-contradiction. But apart from the

fact that this decides nothing as to the extent of the

material universe in space, it is conceivable that besides

matter in form of molecules, there may also be a matter

that does not consist of separated elements.

§ 6. As the idea of the quantity of mass is determined

by the principle of the persistence of force, so the idea

of the existence of the world in time is more definitely

determined by the principle of causality. The assump

tion that changes in nature have a beginning is neces

sarily excluded by this principle.

We must distinguish causes of phenomena from reasons

for phenomena. A reason is that in the cause which

makes the effect conceivable. A cause becomes a reason,

when it stands under the law of quantitative agreement

with the effect. This, however, is only the case with

reference to causes in the external world. Only these

are quantities, in accordance with the nature of external

sense, and stand empirically under the principle of

quantitative agreement between cause and effect. All

causes, even causes of inner phenomena agree in this,

that they are changes, i.e., changes of states in one and

the same thing. As changes they stand a priori (from

reasons of the pure understanding) under the principle of

causality, in accordance with which the cause of a change

is to be sought in a preceding change, for which the

same is again true, &c., to infinity. A change is not

in itself conceivable. It presents itself to the mind as

something dependent, and as it were fragmentary, im

pelling the mind to complement it by a preceding

change which again wakens the same need, and so on
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indefinitely. There, are, indeed, final reasons for pheno

mena, fundamental relations of being and of change, by

combination of which the compound processes in nature

are explained ; but there is no last cause of phenomena,

because the assumption of such involves the contradiction

of a completed infinite number. So we infer from the

"law of definite number" the opposite to Diihring's in

ference ; not a last, i.e., a first cause, but the impossibility

of assuming such a cause. The objection may be made

that the principle of causality presupposes the actual oc

currence of a change, and so establishes nothing as to the

origin of change in general. Changes must first be given,

in order that the principle of causality may be applied to

them. But the origin of change is itself a change, which,

as such, must be subject to the principle of causality. An

absolute beginning of changes is not thinkable, because

such a beginning would still be a change, for the existent

before this beginning must differ from the existent after it.

As change, however, a beginning cannot be absolute ; it has

its cause in a preceding change, the cause of which must

be sought in a change situated farther back, and so on.

The causal series of phenomena undoubtedly extends to

infinity. An absolute beginning of change in nature, of

the varying interplay of events, is necessarily excluded ;

it is impossible. This impossibility is as fixed as the

necessity that change be controlled by causality. A first

cause with which as a creative act the series of changes

should have begun originally, would be an uncaused

change. The necessity of conceiving every change as

effect which has its cause in a preceding change, makes

such an uncaused change absolutely unthinkable.

The world has no beginning in time. A substance has

always been in the world, so also variation of its states, a

series of changes, has always existed.1 The conception of

substance unites existence and activity. Substance is the

1 Kritik d. rein. Vernunft, p. 357.
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persisting existent, and the continuously active in the

world. Its activity cannot be separated from its exist

ence ; a first beginning of change is as inconceivable as

a creation of the substance of things.

If, then, Diihring gives reason for assuming a change

less state of the world before its development in time

began, and assures us that this proof is more severe and

accurate than mathematical proof, there yet must be some

flaw in it, for the assumption contradicts the logical

principle of causality. This flaw lies in the presupposi

tion that change in reality falls apart into independent

separated sections, that in itself it is numerically articu

lated. We have already shown that this presupposition is

incorrect. It is our apprehension which analyses the cur

rent of events into a number of single processes ; and these

only seem independent because they proceed from things

in space, and are communicated to other things in space.

The beats of a pendulum are undoubtedly determined

numerically, but the action of gravity producing them

is continuous and unbroken. If the effect of gravity

is analysed in thought into a number of elementary

impulses, we can only see in this analysis a mathe

matical expression which has no more real meaning than,

e.g., the idea of an infinite number of points between the

ends of a given line. The contradiction lies simply in

the assumption of a given infinite number. But states of

matter are not given in Constant change ; they possess no

independent existence; they are a continuous process,

given with no interruption, and so are never to be thought

as separate and completed. Between one change which I

fix in thought, and the one immediately preceding or

following, there is not really interposed the least moment

of empty time, in which nothing happens. Changes do not

form in themselves a series of separated events. Bather,

change in nature is continuous and unsuspended through

every present. It involves no contradiction to think the
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series of changes, if we can use such an expression, as

unlimited in the past, i.e., without beginning, and as ex

tending indefinitely into the future, a quantity constantly

increasing ; the simple reason is that such a series is like

time itself, which is the abstraction of its form, it does

not increase by separated processes. And it is as certain

that this series is unlimited as that a change without

cause and without effect is excluded d priori from our

knowledge. If the idea of the infinity of the world in

time is too great for our imagination, it is not too great

for our understanding, for which the absence of a first

cause is a necessary thought. The law of definite number,

the objective validity of which is secure from attack, has no

application to the series of changes, because this sequence

is not given in itself with numerical determination.

The assumption of a beginning, a first state of the world,

involves the further assumption of a producing or creative

act for the first change, and with this undoubtedly we go

beyond the limits of possible knowledge.1 That state of

being before creation in time, which Diihring assumes and

describes as a motionless state of homogeneous matter,

belongs rather to the sphere of mythological thought than

to the realm of scientific cosmogony. So we are con

vinced, even without the express declaration of the philo

sopher, that his conception of an original state of matter

is not to be brought under the rubrics of investigation.

It really goes without saying that the conceptions of

" our present mechanics " do not suffice to characterise the

state assumed. For if we were to think the " so to speak

undisturbed equilibrium of matter" in accordance with

these conceptions, " then it would be impossible to under

stand how matter came into a play of changes." It only

appears certain that this assumption of beginning change

would necessarily transcend the reach of these conceptions,

1 The following is in harmony with Diihring, Cursus der Philoaophie,

p. 79, and Loyik, p. 191.
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whatever may be the expectations cherished with refer

ence to future mechanics and its discoveries. Diihring

himself grants that " the absolute identity of that original

limit-state carries in itself no principle of transition to

the state of change." We are not to think here of the

distribution of matter, and of the force connected with

it, for this distribution is a change, and not an original

act of production. And the reference to the appearance

of "new specific forms" in nature does not make the

origin of change any clearer, for this appearance is not

an uncaused creation, but development through change;

We do not experience any other origination except change,

so that our inferences from experience never reach an

original state of reality that is wholly devoid of change.1

" Because there can be no principle of transition from the

changing to the unchanging," there is no advantage in

inserting numerous intermediate states in the series to

ward an assumed beginning of change. Even if there

were no limit to such approach, we could come no nearer

the state in question than we stand now in the present

moment. In order to be able to think it we must step

out of time by abstracting from it. But when once we

have abstracted from time, the idea of before and after has

lost all meaning. The beginning of things is no nearer

us, and no farther away than any process in the world

which we make independent by thinking it as isolated.

Any process whatever may be regarded as the original

state of the world, and we could say with a certain

measure of truth that the world begins anew constantly,

and with every process, just as it is constantly at the end

or goal.

1 The inference to a future without change and therefore to an end of

the world in time, is only apparently established by experience. The

theory of heat, at most, points to a limit-state, which development in time

approaches indefinitely, but never reaches in any real time. This approach,

too, applies only to separate systems in the world, and not to the world as

a whole, if, as we assume, the development of the universe in time does

not start from one single point, a single absolute original state.
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§ 7. Beginning and end are ideas which apply to relations

of phenomena in time ; for this reason they have no

applications to the world as a whole, which does not stand

under relations. We follow a natural illusion in making

our own existence in time a measure and type for the

existence of the universe in time ; it is easy to assume

that the world's existence is enclosed between two limit-

states, just as our individual life is enclosed between life

and death. It is certainly interesting to the philosopher

that the very word world ( Welt) meant originally a period

of time and applied especially to human life on the earth,

while a second meaning of the word has reference to the

collectivity, mankind.1 The life of the race, as well as of

the individual, has limits in time, and, as science teaches,

the planet we inhabit, and the solar system to which we

belong, are subject to the fate of all particular things ;

they grow old arid die. Everywhere in nature the infer

ence from the present phenomenon leads us to a relative

origin in the past, and to a relative end of things in the

future. Everything which has come into being shares'

the lot of our life, our planet, our sun. It might appear

that what is true of every single series of phenomena,

must also be true of the world. This conclusion would be

over hasty; it would transfer determinations of relation

to the whole, which itself is not to be represented in

concepts of relation, but is rather to be thought as the"

basis which makes such relations possible.

Time is a concept of relation. Duration and change,

the form of persistence and the form of variation are

united in it to determine each other. But the world-

whole is no concept of relation, therefore time can no

longer be applied to the whole of things in the same sense

in which it is applicable to particular things and series

of things.

There is one standpoint for the thinker in his study of

1 Kluge, Etymol. Wortcrbuch dcr deulschen Spraclte, p. 369 (3 Aufl.).
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the world for which the conceptions of past and future

lose their meaning. In the whole of things nothing is to

be thought as future, and nothing as past. This thought,

negative though it be in expression, may be partially

represented in imagination as follows. It is possible to

think all states and all stages of development as existing

in the universe at the same time, and this idea acquires a

basis in fact, when astronomy reveals to us fully formed

solar systems and at the same time unsolved masses of

nebula, the birthplaces of future systems. A first state

of the world in the far distant past, could only have been

one single state. In this case the development of the

world in time would necessarily converge in the direction

of the past. This assumption is at variance with the

observation of the heavens, which shows us collections

of gaseous matter, together with articulated systems;

and in rare cases it bears witness to the destruction of a

world, when a star blazes out brightly, and then dies

away. . The scattered cosmic masses in different stages

of development give no indication of regular arrangement

and a common centre of motion, so that they give no

support to the inference of a common origin in time.

Observation does not suggest the assumption of a uniform

development-series of the world, but shows on the con

trary that all possible stadia of development exist in

the world simultaneously. From this we infer that the

concept of development, and of any sort of change can

only apply to parts or partial systems in the world, not

to the world as a whole. If now we were to think a

consciousness which embraced all the stages of develop

ment existing simultaneously in the world, to which all

these stages were present in like manner, then this

consciousness could distinguish neither beginning nor end

in the world. In its intuition, beginning and end, and

all intermediate stages of development would be given

simultaneously, and with reference to the same object—
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the world in its entirety. The ideas of past and present

must be unknown to it, as well as the concepts of means

and end. It would apprehend the plenitude of reality in a

continuous present, and for this present, relative duration

of time would have as little meaning as relative change

in time.

The application of the idea of space to the world as a

whole, may be discussed in the same way as the applica

tion of the idea of time. The sense world is the totality

of external phenomena. It has spatial greatness, though

perhaps no definite limits in space. The world is not

merely phenomenon, it is the basis of phenomena ; as

such it cannot come under spatial determinations, which

belong merely to the perception of it by external sense.

The basis of spatial phenomena, is not itself a phenomenon

in space.

We leave the concept of spatial greatness, and of all

determination of relations in space which are valid only

for intuition, when we go from the phenomenal world

to the concept of the world as the basis of external

phenomena. This transition is analogous to the transi

tion from the indefinitely great to the absolutely un

limited, or- the corresponding one from the indefinitely

small to zero. The unlimited, and zero as well, can be

used as symbol for the thought that the whole of the

world is not subject to any quantitative spatial determina

tion. Perhaps it should be understood in this sense when

G. Bruno calls the basis of the world, which means for

him God, the maximum, and at the same time the

minimum. But even without using such symbolic ex

pressions, we may see that the world in itself, apart from

its phenomenal appearance to external sense, does not

come under the concept of spatial greatness. Quantities

in space can only be determined by comparison with a

quantity selected as the unit. But there is nothing out

side the whole of things with which it can be compared.
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The question as to the size of the world as a whole has

no intelligible meaning. However, we cannot assert that

this whole is an object of cognition. It is rather a limit

of cognition. The concept of the real as the basis of

phenomena, is a limit-concept, which is not embraced by

any idea, but which rather determines every idea.

Senseless and absurd as it may appear from the ordinary

point of view to say that the world itself does not exist as

a spatial world, this reversal of common conceptions is

necessary, unless reality is to be transplanted into a void,

and made dependent on the void. There can be no doubt

that the idea of space underlies the ideas of relations in

space, because it alone makes these relations possible.

If space itself were not mere perception, if it did not as

such depend merely on the formal constitution of external

sense, then things would depend on empty space, just

as the spatial perception of them depends on their relation

to the space-schema of external sense. Things limit each

other in sense intuition ; their reciprocal activity is per

ceived in the form of sense apprehension, as relation in

space, position, and distance ; and the change in their

effect, as change of spatial relations, bringing them nearer

together, or farther apart. But all these relations, distance,

position in space, shape, do not exist outside of perception

in the form in which they are perceived. Only that

which determines the intuition of space is given, not this

intuition itself.

All concepts which are related to a whole, are related

thereby to an unchangeable. So mass, although it belongs

to the phenomenal appearance of the world for external

perception, is unchangeable, and the sum of force in the

universe is likewise unchangeable. For the same reason

the world as a whole is to be thought as without change.

All change takes place in the world ; the world itself, as a

whole, does not change. This fundamental conviction

that reality as a whole is unchangeable, is also expressed
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by the principle that every change has its reason. This

principle prescribes the search for the reason of any effect

in some cause which agrees numerically with the effect

If the sum of all causes in the world is equivalent to

the sum of all effects, this simply means that however

often there may be change in the phenomenal appearance,

no change takes place in the totality of things.

The answer to the cosmological question, which I have

attempted to give in the preceding, may be summed up

as follows :—The phenomenal world, which alone is the

object of our cognition, is of unchangeable and therefore

finite quantity as to mass; its extent in space does not

necessarily have definite limits ; in time it has no limit in

the past, nor barrier in the future.

If, however, the cosmological problem is put in general

form, and not limited to the appearance of the world for

sense, only a negative answer can be given. The concept

of quantity does not apply to the basis of phenomena.

Quantity belongs to the concept of relation (nor does this

prejudice its reality) ; but we can only know relations in

the totality of things, we can never know this totality in

relations. Not only do we lack any conception of the size

of the world, the very question has no meaning. As the

existence of inner phenomena testifies immediately, the

world does not exist as itself mass, or material nature.

The quantity of mass, and the extent of it in space, plus

the sum of all processes in time, does not exhaust the

" quantity " of the world as a whole ; this whole does not

come under a concept which is abstracted from the effect

of things on conscious beings.

In conclusion, I merely mention one difficulty which

might stand in the way of our view. From the assump

tion that mass is finite in connection with the infinity of

the world in time, it seems necessary to infer that the

same phenomena must be repeated in the world with no

limit to their frequency. The reply might be made that
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the early Greek thinkers found no difficulty in this idea

of the repetition of events, but in fact our assumptions

do not justify the inference suggested. Finite mass may

enter indefinitely many combinations in unlimited space,

so that the phenomenal world need not be repeated even

once in infinite time. If a new world-system takes the

place of one that has been destroyed, and this may be the

case, the processes within the system, including life per

haps endowed with reason, need not follow exactly the

same course as in the preceding system. Nature unites

in its effects individuality and universality, singular series

of phenomena, and universal laws of phenomena.



CHAPTER V.

NECESSITY AND ADAPTATION.

§ I. Man is not the measure of all things; he makes

himself the measure of things when, following a natural

and almost unavoidable illusion, he finds his own person

ality in the external world after he has first put it there

himself. As an acting being he regards things as means

because and in so far as he is able to utilise them for his

own ends ; as a thinking being he considers things as like

the perceptions and concepts which he obtains from them.

He believes that they possess in themselves the character

istics and specific form which they assume in his sensation

and intuition. And even the aesthetic impression which

certain external phenomena make upon his susceptibility

to feeling and his judgment of worth, he is inclined to

project into the objects themselves. The beautiful, where-

ever it appears to him, i.e., wherever (on occasion of given

external relations) he creates it unintentionally in them,

seems to him a gift of nature, which he regards as due

to nature.

Critical philosophy and positive science unite in the

effort to destroy this natural illusion, or at least to pre

vent it from any longer deceiving the mind of man. The

heliocentric theory of Copernicus, which Kant compared

to the critical mode of thought as contrasted with the

dogmatic, did not change at all the immediate sense

intuition of the rising and setting of the sun; but it

raised the mind of man to a standpoint from which

he recognised the necessity and at the same time the

"V
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relativity of the direct sense phenomenon. In like manner

the critical philosophy cannot indeed transform external

intuition itself, but it can prevent man from continuing

to confuse the results of his intuition and thought, per

ceptions and objects of experience, with the causes of

his intuitions. In the effort to accomplish this, philosophy

recognises its agreement with the most advanced positive

science. That which this latter accomplishes in detail

by criticising particular spheres of experience, the former

aims to accomplish in general by criticising experience

as a whole. It goes back to the sources of experience,

and furnishes the proof that all the qualities which belong

to the intuition of a thing, as well as the form in which

the intuitions are united into the concept of the object,

are alike conditioned by the qualities of the perceiving

and thinking subject. By thus giving a clear insight

into the reason of this anthropomorphism, it frees the

mind from the power of this natural and apparently

unavoidable mode of thought. In no phenomenon of

the external world do we have before us the unmixed

essence of the thing which appears; and because we

have a share in every outward phenomenon through our

own feeling, perceiving, and thinking activity, the ex

ternal world, as it appears to us, must always reflect

at the same time a part of ourselves. This self, more

over, we never know, except as related to and reacting

upon the outward phenomenon. Knowledge of self

enters as one component into our knowledge of the

world, the other components of which are formed by

the nature of the things which affect ourselves. Experi

ence consists of this reciprocal relation of outer and

inner.

Undoubtedly everything which belongs to the subject

is grounded in the nature of things ; but it is not identical

in kind with the thing which is its cause. E.g., in the

constitution of a sensation the quality of the feeling

D
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activity cannot be distinguished from the quality of the

felt stimulus ; accordingly, as we are convinced, it is

as incorrect to regard a sensation (e.g., of an odour) as

exclusively subjective, as it is unreasonable to explain

another (e.g., solidity. and extension) as completely objec

tive. Nor is thought a purely subjective activity. Thought

is itself a real process with a real apparatus to produce

it ; more than this, thought cannot, in fact, be isolated

from its objects and the relations of its objects. In

these objective relations, then, there must be something

analogous to the activity of thought, something cor

responding to the form of this activity, else this activity

could not arise. Even the aesthetic impression which

taken by itself is unquestionably a subjective process,

presupposes the co-activity of objective relations of form

with the idea of which it is indissolubly connected. The

apprehension of the real outside us according to analogies

with our own being is not anthropomorphic in any

unfavourable meaning of that word; for it is not pos

sible to know any other kind of external world. In

order to avoid real anthropomorphism, it is only neces

sary to be on one's guard against treating the analogy

as an identity in kind, and transferring to external

nature specifically human concepts and such forms of

apprehension as are first developed in the world of

social life.

It remains to apply, these general standpoints of the

critical philosophy to the problem of necessity and purpose

in the phenomena of external nature.

§ 2. It is ordinarily held that the concept of necessity is

an objective form of apprehension, while the concept of

purpose is purely subjective ; and inasmuch as men are

accustomed to treat the objective as the real, reality is

attributed to the concept of necessity alone, while purpose

is regarded as an Idea in our mind. In form, however,

this antithesis is without reason. One must admit that
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the concept of purpose is objectively valid in the same

sense that necessity is. The distinction between the two

concepts consists only in the greater universality of the

latter as compared with the former. The concept of

necessity is the more universal concept, which includes

that of purpose as the more particular. In other words,

under certain conditions it is not only necessary that ideas

of purpose should arise ; the nature of a definite being

provided with consciousness farther determines what

definite idea of purpose arises and guides the actions of

this being. Farther, since the acts of the will are real

processes, just as much as the processes of motion in nature

which are clearly phenomenal in their external form, the

principle of purpose must acquire real meaning if the

principle of necessity has such meaning. In another

sense, moreover, necessity is no less subjective than pur

pose. I.e., if one limits the objectively real to that which

is given in our experience without any addition from our

own consciousness, if the real is limited to the relations of

phenomena, the concept of necessity can no longer be

spoken of as objective. There is no necessity in the

things themselves apart from their relation to our under

standing, any more than there can be anything of purpose

in them apart from relation to our will. It remains to

speak later of the adaptation of external phenomena in

their relation to the understanding. It will be shown

that this sort of adaptation coincides with the concept of

necessity, and that, too, with necessity in the sense of

mechanical causality.

It is important to notice the objective factor in the

concept of necessity, i.e., the occasion in the relations of

the phenomena themselves, which causes this concept to

arise in our minds.

In the scientific meaning of the word, necessity is the

same as obedience to law. But obedience to law expresses

the effect on the mind of the constancy and uniformity of
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phenomena. These relations of objects we transform in

experience into laws for our thinking ; in other words, the

regularity with which under like conditions the same

phenomena appear, and the constancy in the fundamental

attributes of things, first assume the meaning of laws

when they are brought into relation with the knowing

activity of the subject. Obedience to law is the same

thiDg for the understanding as purpose for the will and

beauty for the testhetic sense ; and it is possible to assert

that obedience to law could not exist without relation to

the understanding, any more than beauty without an

sasthetic sense, or purpose without a will that sets ends

before itself.

It is no mere accident that the so-called laws of nature

agree with the laws of thought; in their form as laws

they are the result of the laws of thought. The under

standing regards as subject to law all that which must be

presupposed in nature, in order that knowledge of nature

may be possible. Accordingly the unchangeable qualities

of objects appear to us just as much subject to law as the

forms of change which continue constant under like con

ditions. Even the constant quantities in nature, the heat

equivalent, the atomic weights of elements, and chemical

affinities, are counted among the law-abiding factors of

external experience, because they make possible the know

ledge of the empirical, just as the unity of consciousness

makes possible empirical knowledge in general. Every

thing known thereby stands & priori under laws, for

obedience to law is the form of knowledge.

In reference to the general prevalence of law, there is

no difference between inner and outer experience. The

6tates of inner experience also show uniformity in their

succession, and so obey law for the understanding which

perceives them. But the concept of the universality of

law may be more exactly defined with reference to the

phenomena of external nature ; here it obtains the mean
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ing of mechanical causality. The succession of inner

states is the succession of non-homogeneous phenomena ;

and although their connection is derived from the feeling

that one state depends on another, still in inner experience

(if we first set aside the relations of purpose as a par

ticular kind of causality) there is lacking the possibility

of making the series of states conceivable, i.e., of reducing

it to the logical relation-form of cause and result. This

possibility does exist for the connection of external pro

cesses, and this is the true reason why we prefer the

mechanical explanation of these processes to any other

explanation. The external phenomena are not indeed

homogeneous, as they are directly perceived by sense, but

in virtue of the fundamental form common to them all—

extension and measurable quantity, they may be trans

formed into homogeneous concepts. External cause and

external effect are as quantities homogeneous, and farther,

since the mechanical cause and the mechanical effect are

identical in quantity, the connection between them is

analogous to the connection of reason and conclusion.

This does not indeed mean that cause and effect in

mechanical nature are the same as reason and conclusion

in thought—mechanical events are not thought-processes

—it means that their relation corresponds to that of reason

and conclusion. The mechanical explanation truly assigns

the reason.

In the effort to explain mechanically, without intro

ducing any other principle, all processes in nature, not

even excepting the psychical processes on their physio

logical side, science is guided by the universal principles

of the knowledge of nature which have their source in

the laws of thought. Philosophy makes clear this process

which has been rightly followed in science, by assigning

the reason for it. Accordingly there is full agreement

between the fundamental principles of the critique of know

ledge and the practical method of scientific investigation.
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In order to understand rightly the principle by which

mechanical reasons are assigned, we must go back to our

distinction between causes and reasons. The causes of

mechanical change : impenetrability, pressure, blow, elas

ticity, are unknown to us so far as their true nature and

mode of action are concerned, or more correctly, they are

known to us only as phenomena in the mode in which

they affect external sense. The so-called forces which

determine acceleration, are indeed nothing unreal, as

has been asserted by a scepticism which evidently goes

too far, for they are abstracted from perception, the

reality of which cannot be doubted ; but they enter into

our consideration of mechanical processes, not as causes

the nature of which would be known to us, as for ex

ample the motives for an act of will, but merely as formal

concepts, as reasons for mechanical changes. So the

assertion that every event in nature is itself mechanical, is

false if this is intended to refer to the essential character

of the event in nature. The mechanism of things does

not express the essence of a natural process ; it sets forth

the form of the natural process—more exactly, the pheno

menon of this as it appears to sense. Not enough is said

when the problem of mechanics and so of natural science

is stated in the following language : " to describe com

pletely and in the simplest manner the motions that take

place in nature." For a description given in accordance

with the laws of logical and mathematical thinking, is

anything but the assignment of a reason. And yet that

statement of Kirchhoff's contains a deep and important

truth. It draws the line between giving a mechanical

reason and explaining from causes themselves, and so it

comes into conflict with dogmatic materialism. Mechanics

gives the reason for the changes that take place in nature,

but it does not reveal the essence of the causes of these

changes. When once we are convinced of the formal

character which pertains to reasoning in mechanics, it
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no longer seems to us impossible that the mechanism

of things should involve life and sensation, even though

we cannot understand any better how this should be

the case.

§ 3. The study of causes from the standpoint of

mechanical causality may take two forms, according as it

proceeds from cause to effect, or goes back from effect to

cause. The former we call direct, because it follows the

course of perception ; the latter indirect or inverse, since

it goes back from the perception of a present state to the

idea of one that has preceded. The judgment of causality

is analogous to the thought-relation of reason and con

clusion, in that it, like this, permits a reversal, which,

however, is subject to a limitation corresponding to

the limitation in converting a logical syllogism. If the

premises of a conclusion are given, the inference to

this conclusion is completely determined. But the in

ference back to the premises is also fully determined if

the complete conclusion is given. The totality of the

results is equivalent to the reasons, the totality of the

propositions forming the conclusion is equivalent to the

combination of the premises. If, on the other hand, only

a part of the conclusion is given, the inference back

to the premises is undetermined. The inference from

the occurrence of the result to the occurrence of a definite

reason has only greater or less probability. But we know

with certainty in such a case that something which we

look upon as result, not only has some reason, but has

a reason which is homogeneous with the result, and is a

sufficient reason for the result. A sufficient reason is a

reason partially identical with the result. For since the

result is thought as contained in the reason or posited by

it, it must, so far as this is the case, be identical with the

reason. If we possessed complete knowledge of the mode

of distribution of mechanical force in a given instant, if

we knew all the states of matter at this instant, then we
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should have the power to infer its states not only for

every following point of time, but also for every preceding

point of time according to the laws of mechanics. But

now we really know but few of the inechanical states of

nature, and these only singly ; although we can infer

with certainty from the states known to us as causes to

the states immediately following as effects, the reverse

inference from the effects to their causes has only greater

or less probability, for, as we know in experience, there

are several ways of producing the same mechanical results.

In reversing the causal judgment, we can presuppose

with certainty only this, that the cause to which we infer

back, whatever its more exact physical constitution may

be, must be equivalent to the given effect in mechanical

quantity—as soon as we mean by cause not merely the

outer occasion of the change, but the inner arrangement

of the mechanical system from which the effect proceeds.

In order to produce the given result, a cause of definite

quantity is necessary; or more exactly, the mechanical

energy of the cause remains the same, it only changes

the form of its appearance in the effect. The mechanical

energy remains, for the very reason that it is only the

quantitative concept of energy; in whatever form it

may appear, the total sum remains the same and un

changeable. The principle of the persistence of force

makes it possible to reverse the causal judgments in

regard to external phenomena, and this reversal is exactly

like the logical conversion of the syllogism.

The inverse judgment of causality is by no means trans

formed by this reversal into a teleological judgment, a

judgment of means and end, as is often asserted. It is

distinguished from the direct form merely by the direc

tion we take in going through one and the same content.

We proceed analytically when we infer from result back

to cause (for the effect consists in the connection of

the causal moments), synthetically, when we deduce the
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effect from the cause. The constitution of a judgment—

the ground of the unity connecting the parts—cannot

be changed by mere reversal. If the direct judgment

is a proposition of mechanical causality, the inverse judg

ment must be such a proposition also. In reversing

the causal judgment there is no reason for adding the

specific thought that the result, to the presuppositions

of which we are going back, must be the goal toward

which the causes are directed.

From the standpoint of the result the causal series does

seem to us like a series of means, and this is particularly

the case in studying a complicated result which could

only be produced by a definite combination of causes.

It is necessary to take care not to be misled by the

analogy with a machine, when one attempts to under

stand the composition of a natural mechanism from the

standpoint of the result. Natural mechanisms are not

machines, although in the inter-relations of their parts

they may be compared with machines. The result is

the resultant, not, as in the case of a machine, at the

same time the principle of the arrangement of the parts ;

it is the final effect, not a final cause. In every

mechanism the final result is indeed determined; but

only in the case of an artificial machine is it at the

same time a prescribed result. A result which is intro

duced by a definite arrangement, can only be called

' an end when the idea of the result precedes the intro

duction of the arrangement. The similarity between

a mechanism in nature and a machine is only superficial.

The resultant effect of a natural mechanism grows out

of the effects of the smallest parts ; what a machine

accomplishes is the result of the motions of coarse parts,

visible to sense. In the case of the machine the whole

precedes the parts, so far as the parts are fitted together

according to the idea of the whole ; in the mechanism

the parts enter into the common activity with their
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complete natural independence ; the whole is the product

of parts, which retain in it their independence.

§ 4. As long as we do not bring into connection the final

result, the causal conditions of which are reached by

inference, and the idea that the result is in some way

aimed at by nature, the explanation of the result remains

a reversed judgment of cause. It remains so still, even if

the idea of an end sought is involuntarily forced upon us

in studying the result, provided the explanation itself is

given without the additional thought of an end. This

applies, I believe, to all the apparently teleological expla

nations of organic processes, provided that these are real

explanations, and not inexact descriptions.

Close as our thought of organic nature may be to the

standpoint of ends purposely sought, the knowledge of

organic nature does not proceed from this thought, and

cannot proceed from it, because purpose is not a concept

of the pure understanding, not a logical principle for the

unification of thought, but rather a practical principle, a

principle of the will. The idea of the adaptation of an

organ arises from the voluntary use of that organ ; to use

an organ and to explain its working and its development

are two very different things. Insight into the structure

of an organ and the laws of its development is not in

the least increased when the organ is thought of as

expressing purpose, and so its action is related to will.

The very term organic does indeed include in its meaning

the relation to use, and so to a purposed end ; and this

same relation, as Diihring rightly remarks,1 lies hidden

behind the apparently indifferent expressions: function,

and adaptation to the conditions of life. But, at most,

this could only prove that in introducing these terms

the teleological description of organic phenomena was

still usurping the place of true explanation. It does not

prove that teleological standpoints are indispensable for

1 Cursus der Philosophic, p. 52.

"\
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the understanding of organic nature. The man who does

not stop with the words used in a scientific explanation,

but goes on to the concepts on which the explanation is

really based, cannot escape the conviction that as yet no

explanation of an organic phenomenon has ever been

given by proving the presence of design—except in those

cases in which possibly the organisation of a living

being may have been affected by the reaction of spon

taneous acts, i.e., by really pnrposeful activities. Design

is not a principle, but rather a problem for the science

of organic nature. It is easy to confirm this state

ment by examining the procedure of the study of organic

nature.

Without question we think the relation of function and

organ according to the analogy of end and means, and it

must also be granted that we use the suggestions of this

idea in order to obtain a general knowledge of the struc

ture of an organ. But when it is asserted (as by Kant),

that without such suggestions as to the inner form of an

organised being we could not carry the investigation far

enough to become sufficiently acquainted with this form,

i.e., that such acquaintance depends on the concept of

end, a great exaggeration is evident. In the finer struc

ture of an organ, the connection between its functions is

made clear to us by histological investigation and physio

logical experiment, not by studying ends. At most, the

search for ends can only afford general guidance in the

study of complicated mechanisms and functions, but it

can teach nothing as to the causes of these functions

and the elementary parts of the mechanism. Teleology

belongs, as even Kant has remarked, to the description

of nature, not to the science of nature. In the sphere of

organic investigation it corresponds to the standpoint of

immediate sense intuition and a judgment of objects

based on this, while physiological experiment represents

the standpoint of scientific knowledge. Nor is it diffi
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cult to see that it is not the teleological judgment as

such, but the reversed relation of cause, the inference

from function as effect to the organ as cause, by which

the agreement between the structure and the functioning

of an organ is really explained. So it is not the pur

poseful factor of this agreement that is explained, but

the mechanical factor, which proves itself adapted, to

produce the result. We do indeed use the expressions

end and means, but we mean by them effect and cause.

When Harvey, by reflecting on the possible use of the

vein valves, was led to the discovery of the circulation

of the blood,1 he was guided by the idea of the mechanical

operation of such an arrangement, and in this way ex

plained consistently the mechanical form of this circula

tion. In order to understand the dioptric apparatus in

the eye, it is not sufficient to know in a general way, or

rather to assume, that the eye was made to see ; we must

start with the physical conditions of vision, the laws of

the motion of a ray of light through a system of re

fracting media. If, however, we possess the knowledge

of these conditions, in seeking to understand that ap

paratus we can entirely abstract from the idea that to

us who use the eye and know its utility, seeing must

appear as the end of the eye. (Nature develops eyes

which never see, e.g., in embryos which perish before

they see the light. How then can seeing be the final

cause that determines the formation of the eye ?)

There is an example that proves conclusively that the

study of ends is of no use in making clear the connec

tion between function and organ. The psychical pro

cesses are undoubtedly functions of the central organ of

the nervous system. But the view which regards them

as the final ends of this organ does not make its internal

apparatus any clearer, nor are the psychical functions as

such to be understood from the apparatus of the brain.

And the reason is very evident, namely, that these

1 Spitzer, Beitrage zur Descendenztheorie, Leipzig, 1886, p. 442.
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functions cannot be represented as mechanical phenomena ;

rather the reverse is true, the perception of mechanical

phenomena presupposes psychical processes. Here, be

cause the assumed ends of the organ are not at the same

time mechanical effects of it, no conclusions as to the

structure of the organ can be drawn from them. It is a

safe inference from this, that in the other cases also in

which apparently a conclusion is drawn from the rela

tion of means and end, the conclusion is really drawn

from the mechanical connection of organ and result. All

apparently teleological conclusions from known function

to the inner form of the organ are in reality reversed

judgments of cause, and that, too, judgments from the

standpoint of mechanical causality.

The function being given, it follows from this neces

sarily that its conditions must also be given in the

arrangement of the organ to which the function is

attached. The analytic explanation of the organ which

starts with its function does not need the concept of a

final cause, of an end. Not because the function is

adapted to its end, but because it is mechanical, is it the

means for understanding the mechanical arrangement of

the organ. Nor does the synthetic explanation of the

function from the anatomical structure of the organ

require the idea of the organ as the definite or desigued

means to produce the result as the end. The only

remaining question is whether the development of organs

and the existence of functions is to be understood teleo-

logically.

The physiological explanation of a given organism

finds its limits in those features which are introduced by

its relations to other organisms, particularly in those

means of defence and adapted characteristics which have

proceeded from the interaction of living beings with each

other. Organisms appear not only to show design in

their internal arrangements ; in their external charac

teristics that seem purely morphological they bear
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the stamp of relative or external design. If then

all functions of the organism (except the psychical

functions) which form the basis for its phenomenal

appearance, are to be explained mechanically, still the

understanding of the peculiar form of a living being, or

of its organisation in general, might make necessary

the assumption of teleological principles. Kant gives

expression to this conviction in the " Kritik of the

Judgment."

According to Kant, the concept of end or purpose is

not a principle of the knowledge of nature, but a mode

of judging certain forms in nature, namely, its organised

products. Such is the constitution of our powers of

knowledge, indeed so limited are these powers (as Kant

says), that we cannot think the connection between the

parts of an organism and the whole without presuppos

ing that the Idea of the whole determines the form and

connection of all the parts. We think the organising

force of nature as analogous to causality aiming at ends,

and yet we do not "presume to offer this as an expla

nation of it." So the end is not the principle according

to which these organic forms are created, but merely a

mode of judgment which arises in our reflection about

these forms, and which is related to the aesthetic judg

ment of objects. Properly, teleology belongs " only to

the description of nature, not to the theory of nature;

it gives us no valid conclusion as to the origin and

the inner possibility of organic forms."1 "To speak

exactly, the organisation of nature has nothing analogous

to any causality which we know." 2 The idea of end,

Kant continues, " is a stranger in natural science ; "

the mode of thought which uses final causes is a " help

in necessity, which indeed succeeds in many cases ;

but it is not justifiable in all cases to introduce

into natural science a particular mode of activity in

1 JTritil; der UrtheVskraft, Werke IV., p. 310.

. aI0id. p. 258..
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itself different from causality according to merely

mechanical laws of nature."1 "Since we do not ob

serve ends in nature as causes working according to

purpose, but only add this concept in reflecting on the

products of observation as a guide to the judgment,

these ends are not given to us from the object." 2 When

Kant, in spite of this clear insight into the purely

subjective character of the concept of end, attacks not

only the realism but also the idealism of final causes,

when he casts aside the assumption that the end is

nothing but an idea of our own mind, the main expla

nation of his course is that this assumption " does not at

all explain the illusion in our teleological judgment." 3

The unity of mechanism and design, which Kant pre

supposes, lies in the intelligible ground of nature;

teleological and mechanical causality stand over against

each other only in our thought, and such are the sub

jective conditions of our understanding that it is not

possible to reduce the former to the latter. Another

"understanding higher than man's might find in the

very mechanism of nature the ground of the possibility

of such products of nature as the organic." * We cannot

overlook the fact that by denying the possibility of a

mechanical explanation of organic phenomena, Kant has

excluded living nature from the realm of scientific know

ledge. For unless mechanism is presupposed as "the

very foundation of investigation, there can be no real

knowledge of nature." 5 Kant's own dissatisfaction with

this result of his critique of the concept of end is shown

by numerous passages in his treatise which introduce a

degree of uncertainty into his conception, and in so doing

clearly show the entire difficulty of the problem for the

standpoint of science in Kant's time. Kant does not

doubt that, so far as lies in its power, science has the

warrant, even the vocation, to explain mechanically all

1 Kritik der Urtheilskraft, Werke IV., p. 277 aqq. - Ibid. p. 2S9.

3 Ibid. p. 281. * Ibid. p. 297. 6 Ibid. p. 274.
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products of nature, even those that show design most

clearly ; the limitations of our power in this mode of

investigation cannot be given in advance.1 He declares

that it is indeterminate and for ever indeterminable, how

much the mechanism of nature does as means toward

every final purpose in nature, how far the mechanical

mode of explanation will be possible. But when he

adds : This much we know definitely, that this mode

of explanation, far as we may be able to carry it, is

insufficient for things which we have once recognised

as ends in nature,2 he forgets his own correct remark,

that we do not observe ends in nature, but add them in

our thought of nature, that the recognition of things as

ends in nature is merely subjective.

The idea of descent and development in organic

nature which rules biological investigation to-day, did

not remain foreign to the mind of Kant. Not merely

the idea of a real relationship, of a genealogical system

of species as consequence of their origin from a common

source—the very causes of development, the fortuitous,

i.e., mechanical change of individuals, their variability,

and the inheritance of this changed character, lay near

to Kant's thought. Only the dogma that species are

unchangeable, Tiept him from following these thoughts

farther. "For if one starts with this principle, he

cannot know with certainty but that several parts of

the form now found in a species may be of purposeless,

fortuitous origin ; and the principle of teleology, i.e., to

judge nothing in an organised being as without purpose,

which is preserved in its propagation, must thereby

become very untrustworthy in its application." 3 Darwin

has shown how this principle may remain valid without

the assumption of a cause working toward ends, and

even how it proves its whole fruitfulness only after the

above-mentioned hypothesis has been set aside.

1 Kritik der Urtheiltkraft, p. 309. 2 Ibid. p. 308. 3 Ibid. p. 314.
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The theory of selection has brought to its conclusion

in principle the critique of teleology in natural science

which Kant began. It opens a -way for the under

standing of organic nature, which no longer requires the

presupposition of a transcendental principle of purpose.

In place of the teleological judgment of organic pheno

mena, it gives an explanation of them far more satisfac

tory to the understanding from universal facts accessible

to observation. Far as this explanation is from giving

mechanical reasons (in the more exact sense of the

word) for organic phenomena, there can be no doubt as

to its general mechanical character. It arranges the

phenomena of adaptation according to the standpoints

of a purely scientific method, and forces that " stranger

to natural science," the concept of end, from the region

of the investigation of external processes. Its mode of

expression is indeed still teleological ; it seems to be teleo

logical in a higher degree than any previously attempted

teleology. Who does not know with what zeal and with

what results modern biology has investigated the utility

of every characteristic of a living being, however unim

portant it may appear; that with perhaps a very few

exceptions, there is no part in the organisation of such a

being but what has had either some utility for the indi

vidual in the battle for existence, or some utility for the

predecessors of this individual ? But the utility that

works creatively need not be felt as utility, or striven

for as such. It is not a teleological but a mechanical

utility. Apart from the possible and certainly very

limited influence on the organisation of activities really

aiming at an end or of voluntary actions, it is not at all

important that the utility be recognised as such and

sought as such, but only that it is a real utility. The

principle of the survival of the fittest, that process of

passive adaptation which is far more important in nature

than active adaptation, explains the ordinarily progressive,

rarely retrogressive, development of the organisation of

x
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plants, which is neither felt nor sought, as well as the

development of animals. Just those advantageous changes

upon which the theory lays most weight are entirely

unknown to the individual, and so cannot be consciously

sought by him. Those little modifications, scarcely

noticeable when they first appear, are the ones which

create for the individual an advantage, be it ever so

little, in the severe, unremitting struggle for the means

of existence. The utility of which this theory treats is

simply a result, not an end. Purpose is set aside as a

principle for the explanation of organic nature ; indeed

the way is opened for the explanation of adaptation

from objective principles.

I do not consider it a correct or a proper judgment

of a theory to measure its value by what it cannot yet

explain, instead of using as the standard what it has

actually explained. Certainly the facts which the theory

of selection lays at the foundation of its explanations :

variability, inheritance, struggle for existence, are not

simple principles, but exceedingly compound processes.

Still they can be observed, their results can be followed

out, and in the future it will undoubtedly be possible

to analyse them; in fact, a beginning has already been

made toward the analysis of inheritance. Moreover, it

is too easy to forget that the theory of selection does

not attempt to explain the origin of life, but the descent

of species, the existence of which presupposes life. And

when the statement is added, that up to date the prin

ciple of transition from the one-celled being to the

organism composed of several cells has not yet been

discovered, the limits of present biological investigation

have been given ; it is not, however, justifiable to treat

these as limits for the future progress of the science.

He who holds to what has been accomplished, instead

of making demands of the future, understands and

shares the feeling of the student of nature when he

looks upon the theory of selection as the fact that
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breaks the spell which seemed to prevent men from

understanding the laws of organic creation.

§ 5. It is less a matter for the critique of knowledge

to describe the process actually followed by science, than

to develop the reasons for this process. That descrip

tion, together with the rules depending on it, can be

given far more completely by the investigating science

itself than by the science of criticism. When natural

science sets aside the concept of end as a means of

explaining external phenomena, and following the course

suggested by these phenomena themselves, seeks to under

stand them from general mechanical laws of nature, it is

guided not only by the conjecture that the only form

of explanation accessible to it is the mechanical, but

also by the perception that the concept of end is trans

formed into a transcendent and entirely incomprehensible

principle when it is applied to external nature. Means

and end are concepts which are not to be separated from

relation to a will, without losing all meaning that can

be understood. They are abstracted from the form of the

activity of will, from the inner perception of conscious

purpose. It is impossible to abstract from consciousness

and purpose, and yet keep these concepts in mind.

A result is only an end when it is anticipated in thought

and sought for by the will on the ground of previous

experiences. The problem proposed by Diihring, to

think the concepts of means and end in abstract purity,

i.e., with no relation to conscious purpose, is absolutely

insoluble. The very connective : in order that, which

might be used as the sign for the idea of end in the

abstract purity sought, itself expresses only the reversed

judgment of cause ; it does not denote a relation of pur

pose except when used with reference to the causality

of the will. Between the mechanical causality of external

processes and the teleological causality which applies to

no processes at all but to voluntary actions, no third is

possible, not even an "unconscious." In consequence
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of his belief in relations of end, even in a nature that

is without sensation, Diihring finds himself obliged to

speak of the " unconscious activity of wise forces acting

according to law ; " and this is nothing but a description

of the " unconscious," which is known only to Hartmann,

and is his exclusive property. Instead of speaking of

goals and a " tendency toward goals " in physical nature,

when the problem is to explain compound effects of a

form apparently prescribed, one ought to hold fast the

empirical concept that the direction of motions in nature

is determined. The direction is given with the motion.

Change of direction of a body in motion, like change in

its velocity, only occurs under the influence of a second

body. It does not depend on the unconscious effort

of the body toward a goal lying in the future, but on

the presence and nearness of another material mass.

To assume that a future order may affect the present

arrangement of things and the direction of their motions,

in any other way than by thought and will, involves the

assumption that nature is a being that sees the future.

Design is either due to will, or developed according to

the universal laws of matter.

At most, natural science could only approve of teleology

as a mode of thought which has reference to the origin

of things. But inasmuch as it does not occupy itself

with the final reasons of things, but rather with the rela

tive beginnings and the development of phenomena, it

leaves to metaphysics the question whether existence in

general involves design, whether the world taken as a

whole is to be thought of as teleological. Philosophical

speculation applied to this question would soon convince

itself that the concept of end has no just application

beyond the limits of voluntary actions and their results.

As the ideas of beginning and ending in time are not

applicable to the world as a whole, so the concepts of

means and end have no application to it. The reason is

the same in both cases. Means and end are relative
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concepts, as are beginning and ending ; in fact, end is

nothing but the practical idea of the ending—the final

goal. The concept of the whole of things, on the other

hand, is not relative, and so cannot come under the point

of view of means and end. The concept of end has its

origin (for the consciousness of an animal being) in the

differences of feeling and the conscious efforts of this

being ; accordingly it is not susceptible of total integra

tion, or of application to the world as a whole.

Where there is no reason for assuming life and con

sciousness, there is no reason at all for presupposing

ends. But for every living and self-conscious being, its

own existence must appear as the final end of existence

in general. It must live and seeks to live, its own life

necessarily assumes the character of the end in its own

consciousness ; and since its will does not reach beyond

its own existence, its life is necessarily regarded as the

end of existence in general. The source of all ideas of

end is the conscious effort for self-preservation, and the

reason for this effort is the relative independence, the

individuality of the animal being as the result of which

the consciousness of each one becomes for itself tem

porarily the central point of existence. If we could put

ourselves at the subjective standpoint from which another

animal being apprehends its own existence, we should be

obliged to share its idea that its own existence, as the

final end of this being, is at the same time the final goal

of existence in general. Even man is not excepted from

this subjective law ; for him, too, from the standpoint

of self-consciousness, his own existence must appear as

the final end of existence in general. He may indeed

sacrifice his own individual existence to higher ends

which he recognises and strives after, e.g., moral and

political ends ; but he is only able to do this from the

fact that his own effort for self-preservation is projected

into these ends in such a way that they become one with

his personal existence. If the existence and perfection of
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the human race were really an end of the order of nature

itself, and not merely, as is very evident, the final end

of man, would it not be necessary for men always to

have existed and always to continue to exist ?

Because every conscious being thereby makes himself

the final end, and is obliged to do so, no one of them

can be a real final end ; the relativity of ends is per

fectly evident. In nature every means is at the same

time an end, and for this very reason nothing in nature

is either means or end.

The concept of end is subordinate to that of causality,

because it is the concept of a peculiar kind of causality,

namely, the causality of the will. So we are not only

warranted but compelled to ask the reason of the end,

and in thus asking we find our attention directed to the

natural constitution of the being that sets ends before

itself. The nature of a being necessarily determines

what definite ends it seeks and must seek. If we could

investigate far enough the causes of this natural con

stitution, we finally should reach the elements and uni

versal laws of reality from the combination of which the

will and the ends of that being proceed. The univer

sality of law explains the particular kind of obedience

to law in the voluntary actions of animal beings,

which is represented in their consciousness as design.

Where law is inoperative, design is inoperative. The

obedience to law includes the obedience to ends ; it is

therefore the universal form for the apprehension of

phenomena in nature. Certain things could not be

striven for as ends, and others used as means, unless the

purposed result were to follow from the nature of things

themselves, according to law, or in subjective language,

with necessity. Calculation and prevision of the future,

on which purposeful action rests, presuppose that pro

cesses are subject to law, that the fundamental attri

butes of things are unchangeable. So obedience to law

introduces obedience to ends by means of the will. The
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teleological view of nature rests on the purely causal

explanation of nature, because the end arises from the

causal order of nature.

As the knowledge of nature has advanced, the teleo

logical view of things has been forced farther and far

ther back, from the idea of the adaptation of nature to

man, to the idea of the inner adaptation of organisms,

and finally to the thought of purpose in the origin of

things and in the form of the prevalence of law in nature

generally. Because man uses things as an acting being,

the belief arises in him that things were created to be

useful to him. Socrates gave popular expression to this

naive teleology in antiquity, and it is not to be denied

that even apart from its practicable reasonableness, it

concealed a kernel of truth. In this case, as in the ques

tion as to the reality of the external world, scientific

knowledge is found to be much more in sympathy with

the unschooled mind, the view of which it corrects but

does not set aside, than with the mind trained in the

schools. The natural inclinations of man, his innate

impulses and the natural directions of his will, are

the product of his natural development ; because they

have been formed and fixed by adaptation to the pre

sent conditions of life in the external world, they bear

in themselves a sort of d priori guarantee of their truth.

If, then, the external world seems to favour the natural

ends of man, this agreement is only a result of the

fact that those ends, or more correctly the needs lying

behind them, were themselves brought into a definite

direction by adaptation to the conditions of existence

which appear as a means. Here also development is

not for the sake of a utility that is recognised and

sought after, but it has only taken place through the

utility that has preceded it. From this external and

relative design is to be distinguished the immanent

design of Aristotle, whose views for a long time con

trolled the science of organic nature, and still continue
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in the doctrines of animism and vitalism to-day. Aris

totle projected the end into individual things themselves ;

he even regarded it as the form of these things which is

to be thought of as at the same time the principle and

the goal of their development. Matter is receptive for

this form. It has the capacity for form, and strives

after it. But the form is regarded as the creative self-

forming principle, as the true final cause, which at the

beginning of the development is potentially that which

it becomes in reality at the conclusion of the process.

Accordingly it is the essence & priori, the rl %v elva1 of

individual things. Even Kant's teleology bears a certain

relation to this view of Aristotle, in so far as Kant also

starts with the adaptation to ends in the inner form

of an organic being. Yet the distinction between the

teachings of the two philosophers is more important

than the agreement. It consists principally in the

fact that Kant did not regard the end as the crea

tive principle of the organic form, but only as the

subjective principle for judging it. The reason why

mechanism and adaptation are not to be derived from a

single principle, lies, according to Kant, in the limita

tion of our understanding, not in the nature of things

themselves. If we possessed the capacity of a " full

spontaneity of intuition, a capacity for knowledge dis

tinct from sense and entirely independent of it," we

should apprehend as necessary that which appears to us

fortuitous according to the laws of mere mechanism.

Even more, we cannot even " question the fact that

another understanding higher than the human could

find even in the mechanism of nature the reason for

the possibility of such products of nature (as the

organic)." 1 In order that the reader may not for a

1 Kritik der Urtheilshraft, p. 297. Kant uses the idea of an intuitive

understanding, as he expressly says, only that he may make plain the

limitation of our discursive understanding, just as he uses the idea of

another mode of intuition than the one peculiar to man, only with the

purpose to make clear the dependence of phenomena on the form of
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moment believe that the understanding of Darwin is

really a higher kind of understanding, I at once call

attention to the error in Kant's view. Unquestionably

we never in any case know the real creative principle

of phenomena, because we cannot go behind the sensa

tion with which all experience begins. This limit of

knowledge, however, is the same for the field of in

organic phenomena as for the field of organic phenomena.

The investigation of the external world everywhere

finds one and the same limit, and the mechanism in

nature is exactly as conceivable and as inconceivable

as any organic product in nature. The incomparably

greater complexity of organic phenomena does not

justify us in introducing a peculiar principle of know

ledge for them, or even, since that is evidently im

possible, a peculiar principle for judging them. Organic

phenomena are a part of external experience, and so

they can only be known according to the general laws

of external experience. To set up a peculiar principle

for organic nature means nothing less than to assert

that organic nature is incomprehensible.

§ 6. What the mind regards as purposeful is merely

the prevalence of law in external phenomena, the

connection of phenomena according to cause and effect

from the point of view of mechanical causality. The

mind's goal is the knowledge of things ; it does not

aim to estimate their value or to judge their meaning

for the wilL The knowledge of objects is not in

creased when this meaning is understood ; there arises

only a new relation of the objects to the subject—

the relation to feeling and to will. The homogeneity

of knowledge would be destroyed if certain phenomena

intuition (ibid. p. 296). He does not assert that this "problematic

understanding" really exists or can exist for any being in the world.

Schelling, however, delights in the possession of this higher understanding,

which he regards as the organ of natural philosophy and even as a sixth

sense. No wonder that for the rest of us who lack the power even to

understand what such an understanding is, the revelations of Schelling

appear so impossible to understand.
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in external nature, e.g., the organic, were excepted

from the universal laws of external experience. The

teleological point of view could not fill the gap which

would arise. This point of view is due to an interest

of the mind entirely different from its interest in

knowledge and science. That which is known as

necessary is in many cases at the same time purposeful

in its relation to the will ; however, it is certainly not

the same thing to recognise things as purposeful, and

to understand in its origin adaptation to ends. The

practical judgment cannot take the place of theoretical

knowledge.

If organic phenomena were, as Kant teaches, pur

poseful for the judgment alone, for this very reason

they must be without purpose for the understanding,

since this judgment cannot take the place of knowledge

for the understanding. The assertion that a teleological

principle in the narrower sense of the word is necessary

in order to understand organic forms, is, as has been

shown, nothing but the confession that the under

standing has no power over this field. By the principle

that all phenomena are purposeful for the mind, the

introduction of a special principle of purpose for organic

nature is expressly excluded. It is not at all a question,

as Kant thought, about one unity more or less, so that

the phenomena of nature would possess a yet higher

degree of intellectual adaptation to ends if they were

related teleologically ; this teleological unity must rather

break their connection according to universal laws, and

so destroy, or at least limit, their purposefulness for the

mind. Kant really recognises this when he proposes

an antinomy of the reflecting judgment, which, in fact,

does exist for his point of view. This antinomy is not

solved by refusing to regard either mechanism or tele

ology as the mode of activity of things themselves. On

the contrary, the contradiction is emphasised most

sharply when one carefully keeps within the limits of
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the critical view of nature, when one sees in mechanism

only the form of the knowledge of nature by the mind.

The fact that Kant was really thinking of the causal

connection of things in his principle of the teleological

unity of things, is a certain inference from his own

presentation of this principle. The concepts of the

understanding are constitutive only with reference to

the formal side of experience in general, because the

understanding creates the form of experience according

to the rule given by these concepts ; they are regu

lative when they are applied to the particular relations

of phenomena. But in order to be able to regard the

particular in experience as subject to the concepts of

the understanding, we ought to treat it as possessing

such a unity as would be given by an understanding.1

In this sense, according to Kant, the Idea of a highest

intelligence as cause in nature is the scheme for the

greatest possible use of the understanding in the inves

tigation of nature. To this cause, which we do not

know, but only presuppose as the ground of the syste

matic unity of nature, we only need " to give such

attributes as are analogous to the concepts of the

understanding in its empirical use."2 And in order to

leave no doubt as to his meaning, Kant explains that

we are not justified in asserting the existence of a being

above nature with the attributes in question, but only

in putting the Idea of such a being at the foundation

of our investigation of nature, " in order to regard the

phenomena as systematically connected together accord

ing to the analogy of causal determination."3 We are

obliged, we read in an earlier passage, to make the

systematic unity of nature entirely universal in relation

to the Idea of a highest intelligence. " For then we

regard as fundamental an adaptation to ends in accord

ance with universal laws of nature, from which no single

1 Kritik der Urtheilsiraft, p. 18.

2 Kritik d. rein. Vernunft, p. 525. 3 Ibid. p. 541.
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arrangement in nature is excepted ; and we have as

a regulative principle the systematic unity of a teleo-

logical connection. We do not determine this in

advance; we can only follow the physico-mechanical

connection according to universal laws in expectation

of the teleological connection." 1 The connection in

question is not teleological in the narrower sense, but

causal, physico-mechanical, and for this very reason it

is a connection that suggests purpose to the under

standing.

It seems almost superfluous to criticise the Idea of

a highest intelligence in order to determine its peculiar

value for the systematic knowledge of nature. In

order to objectify, as it were, the systematic element

in our view of things, and the absolute prevalence of

law extending even to each individual process, which

we presuppose to complete our experiences, it is not

sufficient to assume mind as the originator of things.

We are obliged, and this does not escape Kant's atten

tion, to add the farther assumption, that this mind

works in a way we can understand ; and if we do

not add this assumption, the first presupposition is of

no use, and the thought which it expresses symbolically

is simply the postulate that phenomena are conceivable ;

in other words, it simply expresses our purpose to

know.

In order that phenomena may be conceivable, we

must first make them conceivable by arranging them

according to the point of view of logical thinking, and

by going back to the uniform and persistent in them.

To this extent mind is to be regarded as the originator

of the conceivability of phenomena. But since we

are guided in this analysis by the nature of things,

the final ground of the conceivability of nature is to

be sought in the given relations of phenomena, in the

coincidence of these relations with the formal activity

1 Kritik tier Urthcilskraft, p. 535.
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of thought. Mind is not & priori in its origin, it does

not precede things in themselves ; it is the condition

of the knowledge of things, and is & priori only in

reference to its product—the universal form of ex

perience. Persistence in the attributes of things as

they appear, uniformity in the succession of their states

under like circumstances, in brief the empirical pre

valence of law among objects, is not the result of

our mind's activity, but rather the reason why we

have mind. We cannot form the least conception of

a mind that creates the organs of consciousness in an

animal being ; it is before our very eyes to see that

these organs are developed according to the universal

laws of nature. But it is possible to understand in

a general way that the brain of an animal acquires

its power to know under the influence of external

phenomena upon its functions. The difference of

phenomena forms the power to distinguish differences,

the similar in them, the power of comparison and

connection ; and although it is only the unity essential

to the knowing consciousness that makes possible dis

tinction or connection, still we see this very function

of unifying associated with an organic individuality,

and connected with the processes of life.

§ 7. The causes of the mechanical connection of things

are unknown so far as their constitution is concerned ;

we can only conceive the form of this connection.

On the other hand, the connection of means and end

seems to us perfectly comprehensible, and so it really

is, so far as it is brought about by our own will.

This, however, presupposes the existence of will, as

well as the nature of things which it uses as means.
O

There can be no reasonable doubt as to the final end

which every animal being, not excepting man, must

set before itself. Such a being strives in its own

way to secure a state of satisfaction for its conscious

ness. As Feuerbach has said, will and the effort for
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happiness, or more exactly effort to satisfy consciousness,

are one and the same thing. Only the satisfaction of

our consciousness does not lie so much in the satisfaction

we receive, as in the satisfaction we prepare for ourselves

and for others by setting our powers in activity. The

statement that the greatest possible satisfaction of our

consciousness is the final goal of our effort and our action

is the axiom of practical philosophy, and is as self-evident

as any axiom of geometry. Every effort to attack this

proposition amounts in the end to this : the removal of

this final goal of our action from our immediate vision, in

order to set it up again in another world. The axiom

in question may be called the principle of development

in the moral world, since, in fact, all increase of spiritual

life begins with the realisation of this principle. But

acquaintance with the means fitted for the attainment of

the practical goal is only to be obtained by a psycho

logical study of human nature and history in connection

with investigation of the external conditions of human

life, and so it is difficult to acquire. Socrates spent his

life in meditation about the right and correct form of

action in each particular case.

We can understand the nature of teleological causality,

since the connection of means and end falls within inner

experience, within self-consciousness ; it even forms an

essential part of self-consciousness, for we are never

more clearly conscious of ourselves than when we are

acting. We know mechanical causality so far as its

form is concerned. It belongs to our consciousness of

other things, the nature of which we experience only in

our sensations of them. It is evident that the main

reason for this antithesis is the difference in our points

of view. Still this does not justify the conclusion that

teleological causality includes insight into the general

nature of the causal connection. This metaphysical

hypothesis is refuted by the very origin of the causality

of the will. Voluntary action, which alone seems to
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self-consciousness to be original, follows in the develop

ment of the individual reflex and automatic motion. It

is mediated by the idea, and accordingly it presupposes

previous perceptions from which the idea originates.

The effect of the future on the present in and through

the relation of means and end is only an illusion. What

is not yet real cannot produce an effect. Activity at a

distance in time, an effect of the future on the present,

is unthinkable, while action at a distance in space is

only inconceivable. The cause of effort and will is not

the future but the past result. The will starts with the

present feeling of a want which, as the result of previous

experiences, wakens in memory the idea of the result

{i.e., the satisfaction of the want) and the means by

which this may be obtained. Actions which are occa

sioned by the active feeling of a want, by the effort to

set aside a state of discomfort, with no empirical

knowledge of the result, and no inference from the

combination of previous experiences (e.g., earliest ex

pressions of the sexual impulse), are to this extent not

voluntary actions, and so not determined by purpose.

Purposeless actions by the animal being precede pur

poseful, and those of their number are most deeply

impressed on consciousness which have fortuitously led to

a result suggesting purpose, a useful result. There is

a selection among possible movements, fixing such as

are useful. The ideas of such movements as are fitted

to satisfy want are constantly more and more closely

associated with the feeling of a need. Farther, the

memory of the satisfaction reached is connected with

these ideas. As often as the feeling of the want is

wakened anew, it brings with itself the ideas of certain

actions and their satisfying results ; and since the idea

of a movement is a cause, a stimulus to the movement,

the feeling only needs to be strengthened by the longer

or shorter delay of satisfaction, and consequently the

intensification of the stimulus to movement, in order
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to cause tho latter to take place. Every new result

strengthens the connection between the feeling and the

definite movement, until the transition from the idea

of the movement to the execution of the same follows

with the certainty of an acquired adaptation. If the

feeling had been followed originally by more or less

unorganised movements of which only particular ones

satisfied the consciousness of the unrest and pain of

want, in the progress of experience these movements

must become constantly better organised and better

adapted to produce the result sought The execution of

a particular movement becomes the object of an effort,

the direction of which is thereby determined, and

which is interposed between feeling and movement ;

and as a consequence of the increasing power of the

images of memory, it assumes more and more dis

tinctly the character of a purposed effort, it becomes at

length an act of will. Meynert asserts, and from the

standpoint of the physiologist I believe he is correct,

that a class of movements exists which properly belongs

between reflex movements and conscious acts of the

will.1 The psychologist, however, cannot give up the

concept of impulse. That which is known to inner

experience as impulse is not a motion, nor the effort

toward a definite movement which would be fore

shadowed in the impulse, but it is the feeling of want

itself. Psychologically considered, the so-called impulse

toward food simply coincides with the feeling of hunger ;

the so-called impulse of sex, with the feelings which

characterise the age of puberty. In a word, the impulse

is nothing distinct from the active feeling. In the

feeling of hunger in the new-born child there is, of

course, absolutely nothing which could teach the child

the means of relieving its painful want. But the

impulsive character of the feeling is expressed in the

general state of movement and unrest which results from

1 Th. Meynert, Psychiatric, I. Halfte, Wien, 1884, p. 1 57.
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it, and increases as it continues. In the case of a new

born human being we find only a few instinctive move

ments, i.e., co-ordinated movement-reflexes set in motion

by a particular sensation ; but we find these movements

far more numerous in the case of animals. There can

be no doubt as to the existence of definitely directed

movements of an impulsive character which are stimu

lated by a feeling. It is still possible, however, to

deduce the instincts, in so far as they have not been

developed by selection, from actions originally voluntary

on the part of the ancestors of the animals living to-day,

on the supposition that the inheritance of acquired

characteristics can be granted at all; and Meynert

would be right in questioning the originality of a third

order of animal movements between reflexes and acts of

the will.

An animal knows nothing of the future, accordingly

its acts cannot be determined by the idea of a future

result as such ; it is either impelled to them by the feel

ing of a present discomfort, or by the memory-image of

past pleasure which is awakened by a present percep-

ception. Man knows of the future, and can strive

toward it; but his ideas of a future result must also

depend on past experiences, and in his case also the

ground determining action is a present feeling. Pre

vision is memory projected into the future. If the

expectation of finding present again what was once

present, is connected with the will to make pre

sent again that which is expected, it becomes the end

of action directed toward it as a goal. The schema

of teleological causality is everywhere the same ; with

the feeling of a want is connected the idea of an act

which leads to the satisfaction of the want, and this

idea arises out of past experience.

This ought not to cast doubt on the fact that the

human mind is in a certain sense able to anticipate the

future. Every scientific discovery which gives occasion

T
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to new experiences, and equally every creative act of the

will which sets up a new rule of action, give the

proof of this. Who does not know that scientific

ideas first appear in the form of hypotheses, which

must afterward find their confirmation in experience.

But if these cases of prevision of that which is later

found to be true and real, were more exactly inves

tigated, the elements of such knowledge a priori might

still always be found in previous experience. These

elements only enter into a new fruitful combination in

the mind of the scientific discoverer, and this combina

tion follows so involuntarily that the result of it is

wont to be regarded as happy chance and called divina

tion. The more exact process of the creation of scien

tific and practical Ideas is indeed veiled in darkness ;

but the reason for the possibility of this creation is at

least not wholly unknown to us. "We know that the

separation of intellectual from emotional functions in

the mind of man is carried to the greatest degree, so

that the current of ideas must win a certain indepen

dence, not to say automatism. Our brain is constantly

occupied with the images of past experiences, which

through the cerebral processes enter into combination

with present impressions ; this product alone comes

into consciousness. Accordingly such a result of un

conscious cerebration stands before our mind as a gift

of which we do not know the origin. There is no

other prevision of the future except that which mediately

or immediately proceeds from the experiences of the

past. The past rules the future through understanding

and will. The end to be realised is no secret, as must

be the case if the future as such is really to exert

influence on the present by means of it. It is no

vis a fronte, not a cause which would be at the same

time its own effect.

§ 8. With the first voluntary act of an animal being

ends come into existence, and the sphere of their acti
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vity is constantly increased in like degree with the

development of consciousness. Man is pre-eminently

the being in nature who sets for himself ends of

action. He alone has in the course of his mental

development risen to the Idea of progress; he alone

has apprehended as a duty the increase and perfect

ing of his own faculties, the furthering of his per

sonal and social life. He reacts on the outer world with

the inner forces of his thought and his will. He com

pels things, while following their own laws which he has

ascertained, to take the course which his mind prescribes

for them. So the motions of external things within the

sphere of his activity are directed according to the little

motions in his brain. Man is not merely a product of

the process of nature, but at the same time an indepen

dent part of nature. In thinking and in acting he sets

himself over against external nature, he distinguishes

himself from things which he makes subject to his own

ends. Just because his action belongs to the general

order of nature, the future of things is in part determined

by his acts. Man does not take an exceptional position

in this way ; he has only gained a privileged position,

which he must constantly assert by the power of his

mind and the effort of his will, in order not to lose it.

If he is an independent part of nature, a cause and not

merely an effect, so also every other thing, every element

of a thing, is an independent . part of reality, provided

with the power to produce results. This is the practical

power of .the ego, as Fichte calls the spontaneity in things,

and which he with the one-sidedness of the metaphysician

found in the will and the thought of man alone ; as if

man had a privilege to be and to do, which other things

had not. The mechanism of external things ought not

to lead men into the false belief that things lack this

moment of independence. Effects in nature are not

produced by mechanism ; they take place in -accordance

with the external mechanism. Of course, there should
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be no thought of absolute spontaneity ; every activity is

reaction. But there could not be anything & priori in

our minds, there could not be any initiative in thinking,

or even an appearance of independence in the subject, if

there were nothing original and active in the things

themselves.

The purposeful actions of an animal being must at

least react on its own individual organisation. The end

not only expresses the essential character of voluntary

actions for the consciousness of the acting being, it has

not only subjective reality ; since acts of the will are at

the same time physiological processes, it acquires objective

meaning also.

There is an interaction between functions and their

organs which Eoux, who has investigated this relation

most carefully, calls functional adaptation.1 " Coming

into play more and more frequently, the function gains

more and more control over the functioning substratum

by means of functional adaptation." The function is a

nutritive and a formative stimulus for the organ; it

exercises upon each smallest part of it an effect stimu

lating assimilation, and in degree corresponding to the

frequency of its repetition it produces a size, form, and

structure of the organ such as is best adapted to the

functional relations, until the organ is so completely

adapted to the mode of the function that it possesses

only the functional form. The functional stimulus by

means of the function itself produces perfection in

the finest molecular relations of the organ. So as

the result of the nutritive and formative stimuli of

the function, the bony parts of the spongy substance

arrange themselves according to a system of curves

which exactly corresponds to the lines of pressure and

1 W. Eoux, Der Eampf der Theile im Organismus, Leipzig, 1881 ;

Engelmann und Roux, Beitrage zur Bntwiekelungsmechanik des Embryo ;

S. A., aus der ZeiUhcrift fur Biologie, Miinchen, 1885, p. 77 ft; of. also

Du-Bois Reymond, Ueber die Uebung, Berlin, 1881.
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tension of graphic statics. We infer from this that the

arrangement of the ganglia cells becomes a fixed and

purposeful arrangement under the formative influence *

of purposeful acts repeatedly taking place in the same

manner, a process which we call the habit of the central

organs.1 If we assume farther the inheritance of such

modifications of the central organs, which take place

in the same direction persistently and through many

generations, the end sought must itself assume a phylo-

genetic meaning. In the innate co-ordinated reflexes

we might, according to this view, see embedded in the

organism (at least in part) the results of co-ordinations

originally voluntary ; possibly the innate mechanism of

innervation in the eye-muscles is really an example of

such inheritance. But the inheritance of acquired facul

ties has recently become, to say the least, exceedingly

doubtful, and it can hardly be denied that selection,

roundabout as its methods may be, can reach the same

goal as inheritance.2 However that may be, the reacting

co-ordinating influence of purposeful actions upon the

individual organism is put beyond question by the fact

of functional adaptation.

This influence of a psychical function upon physical

organisation, it is true, can only be made clear to our

understanding when we start with the assumption that

the substratum of physical and psychical processes is

one and the same. If the substratum of these two

classes of phenomena is identical, purposeful actions can

and must react upon the bodily organisation. Since

purposeful actions do react upon the organisation of the

body, the substratum of physical and spiritual nature

must be one and the same. In order to explain this

1 This passage, written in 1 887, may now claim the support of that

eminent investigator, R. y Cajal. See the report of his Croonian Lecture

in Nature, March 15, 1894, p. 466.

2 On this whole question compare Weismann's Essays (English trans

lation, Oxford, 1890), and in particular his latest work, Die Allmacht

tier Naturziichtung, Jena, 1893.
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effect, we keep exclusively to the physiological side of

the act of will. If we possessed complete knowledge

of the mechanism of external nature, we might abstract

entirely from purpose and will. The statement that there

is only one principle for the explanation of external

processes of nature, the principle of mechanical causality,

remains true.

Purpose is objectively real, because purposeful action

is a process which by virtue of the unity of the sub

stratum of material and spiritual phenomena is part

of the context of external experience. Voluntary action

is the subjective expression of the same activity which

is objectively represented as spontaneity of the cerebrum.

Animals deprived of the cerebrum continue to move, but

they do not act ; according to Goltz, none of the move

ments which are made by an animal thus operated upon

show that it still possesses what we call conscious delibera

tion.—Purpose is no principle for explaining processes

in external nature, even if this process is a purposeful

action, i.e., an act of the will, by an animal being.

§ 9. In the sphere of the practical, and here alone,

purpose its right place. Here it is no longer a

principle for judging the form of an object; it is the

principle for the creation of objects themselves, for the

objects which here come into consideration are volun

tary actions as such. And as voluntary actions arise from

the consciousness of end and from motive, they are to

be explained from end and motive. The explanation of

them only repeats the process of their genesis ; it is

completely identical with this. He who attempts to

prove the end as imaginary in this sphere must explain

his own will as imagination. Because distinctions of

value in phenomena exist for feeling and the will, there

are ends of voluntary action. It was an error of

Spinoza's to regard necessity as absolutely real, while

the conception of end is merely a mode of thought.

This should rather be reversed; necessity is a mode of
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thought peculiar to our mind. The process of the

metaphysical thinker is not only fortuitous but even

inconsequent. The reason alleged by Spinoza for his

assertion that the end is imaginary, applies also to

necessity, with the necessary change in expression.

True as it is that the end cannot be separated from

the desire of man, it is equally true that necessity

cannot be separated from man's thinking. It has

no place outside the thought that seeks reasons. Spi

noza's statement about the concepts good and bad—,

that they mean nothing positive in the things them

selves, that they arise from the comparison of things

with each other and in relation to the will of man—

must also be applied to the concept of necessity.

Necessity also is nothing positive in things themselves,

and its concept also arises from the comparison of

things with each other and in relation to man's think

ing. All necessity is relative to a reason, and the^

reason is relative to the understanding which uses

something as reason in the connection of thought. The

understanding is the originator of necessity, as the will

is the originator of purpose. Eeason and consequence,

which form the concept of necessary connection, are

categories of the understanding, as end and means are

categories of the will. Necessity and purpose are not

to be distinguished by the fact that the one concept is

objective, the other subjective. Both r,pnpp.ptq nre nlike

subjective in their origin ; but while necessity acquires

objective meaning mediately through the persistence and

uniformity of objects in experience, purpose is made

real immediately by the will. Nature, Spinoza says,

does not act with a purpose in view. But does it

follow from this that a self-conscious being, that man

does not act, or is not under obligation to act, with

a purpose in view ? And does not man belong to

nature ?

Necessity is the principle of theoretical apprehension ;
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purpose the principle of the practical judgment and the

I formation of things. The question, What is and what

(happens, expresses the desire to experience facts and

reasons ; the question, What ought to happen, seeks to

know the ends which I can set before myself as fitted

for a reasonable will to strive after. The theoretical

and the practical apprehension of nature can never con

tradict each other, because the very statement of the

question with which they start is different.

In the psychical history of mankind the end is im

mediately real. History is ruled by Ideas, i.e., by

directions of feeling and forms of belief—faith meaning

not merely religious faith, but also political, social,

ethical faith. These Ideas, which determine the course

of historical events, must be known if the events them

selves are to be understood. It is incorrect to say that

the understanding is satisfied only by proving mechanical

causality. In this assertion the one-sidedness of the

investigation of external nature comes to light, the effort

of such investigation to put itself in the place of know

ledge in general. The knowledge of the ends and the

motives which govern action satisfies the need of the

mind for explanation, not less than the pursuit of the

threads of mechanical causality. Granted that natural

science were complete, that it possessed the knowledge

of the processes of motion in nature, it could not take the

place of the science of the psychical products of man.

' This antithesis between the sciences of nature and the

sciences of mind does not introduce any dualism into

nature itself ; it only assigns the true place to the dualism

in phenomena and in the methods of investigating pheno

mena. The mathematico-mechanical analysis on the one

side corresponds to the teleological explanation on the

other. Where the end is creative, as in the realm of man

and of human culture, there it is the principle of explana

tion. It is no anthropomorphism to deduce from man and

the power of his self-conscious personality this principal
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factor of all psychical development, that which originates

in man and his power of deliberation.

§ 10. The total view of things corresponds to the funda

mental directions of our mind, and is controlled by the

Ideas of mechanical causality, of aesthetic proportion and

of ethical purpose. The prevalence of law among pheno

mena makes it possible to know them by the under

standing ; the proportion and harmony of their form

determines their value for feeling ; the agreement of their

arrangement with the ends proposed by will assures to it

the realisation of its ends. But because understanding,

aesthetic sense, and will are connected in us into the unity

of the person, we feel the need of positing an equally

perfect unity in reality outside ourselves. Eeligious

views of the world on the one hand, and metaphysical on

the other, seek to satisfy this subjective effort for unity

on the part of the mind. The peculiarity of these views

and that which distinguishes them from science lies in

this interweaving of these Ideas. Even science is not proof

against this more than systematic, this personal interest

of the mind. The effort of science is constantly directed

against this confusion of the spheres of psychical life, and

it seeks to prevent the principal currents of this life

from crossing each other instead of coming into harmony.

One cannot believe on ethical grounds what science de

clares to be false.

Science does not deny the existence of spirit; it is

itself created by spirit. It is not materialistic ; it takes

a critical attitude toward the objectified concepts of

matter and motion. But why should it fall into the

opposite error, and presuppose the existence and activity

of spirit where there is no basis in experience for such a

presupposition ?

Development in nature, so far as can be determined

from experience, did not start originally with psychical

existence ; it has reached psychical life as its goal.

The inner activity of what we perceive as matter, the
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qualitative reality of things which appear to the ex-

\ ternal senses as motion, has risen to feeling and sensation,

\ the elements of consciousness, and with this has begun a

\ course of development which has continued unbroken up

\ to man, and has introduced the history of his psychical

development. The presentation of the principles of this

pistory of psychical life does not, however, fall within the

realm of natural science, nor in the realm of theoretical

philosophy.

THE END.
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MILTON, JOHN, Prose Writings. Edited by E. Myers. Elzevir 8vo. vellum,
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Poetical Works. 2 vols, elzevir 8vo. vellum, Js. 6d. ; parchment or cloth, 6s.
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"js. 6d. ; parchment or cloth, 6s. (Parchment Library.)
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3*. 6d.
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MORSELLI, Prof. H., Suicide : an Essay on Comparative Moral Statistics. Second

Edition, with Diagrams. Cr. 8vo. 5*. (I.S.S.)
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Second Edition. With 8 full-page Illustrations and 20 woodcuts, royal 8vo.
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India. 5 vols. 8vo.

Mythical and Legendary Accounts of the Origin of Caste. Third

Edition. £1, Is, Also issued as a volume of Triibner's Oriental Series, at
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The Trans-Himalayan Origin of the Hindus. Second Edition. £1. i*.

The Vedas. Second Edition. 16s.

Comparison of the Vedic with the Principal Indian Deities. Second

Edition. £1. is.

Cosmogony, Mythology, &c, of the Indians in the Vedic Age. Third

Edition. £1. is.

Metrical Translations from Sanskrit Writers. Post 8vo. 14s. (Triibmrs

Oriental Series.)

MDLHOLLAND, ROSA, Marcella Grace : an Irish Novel. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

A Fair Emigrant. With Frontispiece. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

HOLLER, E., Simplified Grammar of the Pali Language. Cr. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

MULLER, F. MAX, Outline Dictionary, for the Use of Missionaries, Explorers, and
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, Sacred Hymns Of the Brahmins, as preserved in the oldest Collection or

Religious Poetry, the Rig-Veda-Sanhita. Vol. I. Hymns to the Maruts, or

the Storm-Gods. 8vo. 12s. 6d.

Hymns Of the Rig-Veda, in the Sanbita and Pada Texts. 2 vols. Second

Edition. 8vo. £1. is.

Munchausen's Travels and Surprising Adventures. Illustrated by Alfred^
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My Lawyer ; or, the People's Legal Adviser. A Concise Abridgement of and Popular

Guide to the Laws of England. By a Barrister-at- Law. Second Edition.

Cr. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

NARADIYA DHARMA-SASTRA ; or, The Institutes of Narada. Translated by Dr.

Julius Jolly. Cr. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Navy in the Civil War (American). 3 vols. is. each.
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Kinds of Fur-bearing Animals, and Curing their Skins, &c. Eighth, Revised

Edition. 8vo. 5*.
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1 With Portrait. Cr. 8vo. 6*.

*„* Portrait of the late Cardinal Newman, mounted for framing, 2s. 6d.

NEWMAN, F. W., Comments on the Text of jEsehylus and Euripides. 8vo. 6s.

Supplement to Studies in ^Esehylus and Notes on Euripides. 6s.
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Vol. II.. Essays, Tracts or Addresses, Moral and Religious, 12s. Vol. Ill ,

j Essays, Tracts or Addresses, Political and Social, 12s. Vol. IV., Political

' ' Economy, or The Science of the Market, especially as affected by Local Law,

1os. 6d. Vol. V., chiefly Academic, 12s.

Phases Of Faith ; or, Passages from the History of my Creed. Cr. 8vo. 3.V. 6d.

The Soul : her Sorrows and her Aspirations. Tenth Edition. Post 8vo. 3J. 6,/.

A Handbook of Modern Arabic. Post 8vo. 6s.

Dictionary Of Modern Arabic Anglo-Arabic and Arabo-English. 2 vols.

Cr. 8vo. , £1. is.

Contributions, chiefly to the Early History of the late Cardinal

Newman. Cr. 8vo. 31. 6d.
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NICOLS, ARTHUR, Chapters from the Physical History of the Earth : an
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Cr. 8vo. Sf.

NILSSON, L. G., WIDMARK, P. F., and COLLIN, A. Z., Swedish Dictionary.

New Edition. 8vo. 16s.

NOEL, Hon. RODEN, Essays on Poetry and Poets. Svo. us.

Little Child's Monument. Third Edition. Sm. cr. y. 6d.
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NOIRIT, JULES, French Course in Ten Lessons. Cr. 8vo. u, 6d.

French Grammatical Questions, for the use of Gentlemen preparing for the

Army, Civil Service, Oxford Examinations, &c, Cr. Svo. is. ; interleaved, is.fid.

NOPS, M., Class Lessons on Euclid. Cr. Svo. 21. 6d.

Notes on Cavalry Tactics, Organisation, &e. By a Cavalry Officer. With

Diagrams. 8vo. 12s.

NUGENT'S Freneh Pocket Dictionary. 24010. y.

Numismata Orientalia (The), Royal 4to. in Paper Wrapper. Part I. Ancient

Indian Weights, by E. Thomas, with a Plate and Map, gs. 6d. Part II. Coins

of the Urtuki Turkumans, by S. Lane Poole, with 6 Plates, 91. Part III.

Coinage of Lydia and Persia, by Barclay V. Head, with 3 Plates, iot. 6d.

Part IV. Coins of the Tuluni Dynasty, by E. T. Rogers, with 1 Plate, 5*.

Part V. Parthian Coinage, by Percy Gardner, with 8 Plates, iSs. Part VI.

Ancient Coins and Measures of Ceylon, by T. W. Rhys Davids, with I

Plate, jos.

Vol. I. containing Six Parts, as specified above, half-bound, £3. 1y. 6d.

Vol. II. Coins Of the Jews : being a History of the Jewish Coinage in the Old

and New Testaments. By F. W. Madden. With 279 Woodcuts and Plate.

Royal 4to. £2.

Vol. III. Part I. The Coins of Arakan, of Pegu, and of Burma. By

Lieut. -General Sir Arthur Phayre. Also contains the Indian Balhara, and

the Arabian Intercourse with India in the Ninth and following Centuries.

By Edward Thomas. With 5 Illustrations. Royal 4to. Ss. 6d.

Vol. III. Part II. The Coins of Southern India. By Sir w. Elliot. With

Map and Plates. Royal 4to. 25*.

OATES, FRANK, Matabele Land and the Victoria Falls: a Naturalist's

Wanderings in the Interior of South Africa. Edited by C. G. Oates. With

numerous Illustrations and 4 Maps. Second Edition. 8vo. 2is.

O'BRIEN, R. BARRY, Irish Wrongs and English Remedies, with other Essays.

Cr. 8vo. Ss.

Home Ruler's Manual. Cr. 8vo. cloth, 1*. 6d. ; paper covers, is.

Life and Letters Of Thomas Drummond, Under-Secretary in Ireland,

1835-40. 8vo. 141.

O'CONNELL, Mrs. MORGAN J., The Last Colonel of the Irish Brigade, Count

O'Connell, and Old Irish Life at Home and Abroad, 1 745-1833. 2 vols.

8vo. 25j.

O'CONNOR, EVANGELINE, Index to Shakspere's Works. Cr. 8vo. $s.

OLCOTT, Colonel, Posthumous Humanity: a Study of Phantoms, from the French

of Adolphe D'Assier. With Appendix and Notes. Cr. 8vo. Js. 6d.

Theosophy, Religion, and Occult Science, with Glossary of Eastern words.

Cr. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

OLLENDORFF. Metodo para aprender a Leer, escribir y hablar el Ingl6s,

segun el sistema de Ollendorff. 8vo. 7*. 6d. Key, 4*.

Metodo para aprender a Leer, escribir y hablar el Frances, segun el
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OMAN, F. G., Swedish Dictionary. Cr. 8vo. 8*.
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O'MEARA, KATHLEEN, Henri Perreyve and his Counsels to the Sick. Sm.

cr. 8vo. S*.

One-and-a-Half in Norway. By Either and Both. Sm. cr. 8vo. 3*. 6d.

OTTE E. C, Dano-NOPWegian Grammar : a Manual for Students of Danish, based

on the Ollendorffian System. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 7*. 6d. Key, Jr.

Simplified Grammar of the Danish Language. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Simplified Grammar of the Swedish Language. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

OWEN, ROBERT DALE, Footfalls on the Boundary of another World.

With Narrative Illustrations. Post 8»o. Is. 6d.

Debatable Land between this World and the Next. With Illustrative

Narrations. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. Js. 6d.

Threading My Way : Twenty-seven Years of Autobiography. Cr. 8vo. Js. 6d.

PALGRAVE, W. GIFFORD, Hermann Agha : an Eastern Narrative. Third Edition.

Cr. 8vo. 6s.

PALMER, E. H., English-Persian Dictionary. With Simplified Grammar of the
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Persian-English Dictionary. Second Edition. Royal i6mo. ioj. 6d.
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ment, 12s. ; vellum, 15*. Cheap edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

PATON, A. A., History of the Egyptian Revolution, from the Period of the
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7s. 6d.
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Biographical Sketches. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 7s. 6d.
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PAULI, REINHOLD, Simon de Montfort, Earl of Leicester, the Creator of the
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PEMBERTON, T. EDGAR, Charles Dickens and the Stage : a Record of his

Connection with the Drama. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

PERRY, ARTHUR LATHAM, Principles of Political Economy. Large post

8vo. gs.

PESCHEL, OSCAR, The Races of Man and their Geographical Distribution.

Second Edition. Large cr. 8vo. oj.
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PLUMPTRE, C. J., Lectures On Elocution, delivered at King's College. Fourth
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POE, EDGAR ALLAN, Poems. Edited by Andrew Lang. With Frontispiece.

Elzevir 8vo. vellum, Js. 6d. ; parchment or cloth, 6s. (Parchment Library.)

The Raven. With Commentary by John H. Ingram. Cr. 8vo. parchment, 6s.
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PONSARD, F., Charlotte Corday: a Tragedy. Edited by Professor C. Cassal.

Third Edition. i2mo. 2s. 6d.
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PONTOPIDDAN, HENRIK, The Apothecary's Daughters. Translated from the
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POOLE, STANLEY LANE, The Numismata Orientalia. Part II. Coins of the
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POULTON, E. B., Colours Of Animals : their Meaning and Use, especially considered

in the case of Insects. With Coloured Frontispiece and 66 Illustrations in

Text. Cr. 8vo. s*. (f.S.S.)
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Practical Guides, to see all that ought to be seen in the shortest period and at the

least expense. 113th Thousand, Illustrated. Sm. 8vo. paper covers. France,

Belgium, Holland, and the Rhine, it. Italian Lakes, is. Wintering Places
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PRATT, GEORGE, Grammar and Dictionary of the Samoan Language.

Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. iSs.
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Tactics. Fourth Edition. Sm. cr. 8vo. 6s. (Military Handbooks.)

Military Law: its Procedure and Practice. Sixth revised Edition. Sm. cr. 8vo.
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PREL, CARL DU, Philosophy Of Mysticism. Translated from the German by

C. C. Massey. 2 vols. 8vo. cloth, 25*.

PRICE, Prof. BONAMY, Chapters on Practical Political Economy. New

Edition. Cr. 8vo. 5*.

PRIG, The Prigment : 'The Life of a Prig,' ' Prig's Bede,' 'How to Make a Saint,'

' Black is White.' Second Edition. In I vol. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

A Romance of the Recusants. Cr. 8vo. 5*.

Dulce Domum. Fcap. 8vo. 5*.

Black is White ; or, Continuity Continued. Second Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 3s. 6d.
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vellum, Js. 6d. ; parchment or cloth, 6s. (Parchment Library. )
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8vo. 16s.
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Psalms Of the West. Second Edition. Sm. Svo. It. 6d.
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Genesis, by the Rev. T. Whitelaw, D.D. ; Homilies by the Very Rev. J. F.
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deacon Farrar, D.D. ; Introductions to the Pentateuch, by the Right Rev. H.

Cotterill, D.D., and Rev. T. Whitelaw, D.D. Ninth Edition, 15*.

Exodus, by the Rev. Canon Rawlinson ; Homilies by the Rev. J. Orr, D.D.,

Rev. D. Young, Rev. C. A. Goodhart, Rev. J. Urquhart, and the Rev.

H. T. Robjohns. Fifth Edition. 2 vols. oj. each.

LevitiCUS, by the Rev. Prebendary Meyrick ; Introductions by the Rev. R.

Collins, Rev. Professor A. Cave ; Homilies by the Rev. Prof. Redford,

Rev. J. A. Macdonald, Rev. W. Clarkson, Rev. S. R. Aldridge, and

Rev. McCheyne Edgar. Fourth Edition. 15*.

Numbers, by the Rev. R. Winterbotham ; Homilies by the Rev. Prof. W.

Binnie, D.D., Rev. E. S. Prout, Rev. D. YOUNG, Rev. J. Waite;

Introduction by the Rev. Thomas Whitelaw, D.D. Fifth Edition. i$s.

Deuteronomy, by the Rev. W. L. Alexander, D.D. ; Homilies by the Rev. C.

Clemance, D.D., Rev. J. Orr, D.D., Rev. R. M. Edgar, Rev. J. D.

Davies. Fourth Edition. 15*.

Joshua, by the Rev. J. J. Lias ; Homilies by the Rev. S. R. Aldridge, Rev.

R. Glover, Rev. E. de Pressense, D.D., Rev. J. Waite, Rev. W. F.

Adeney; Introduction by the Rev. A. Plummer, D.D. Sixth Edition.
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Judges and Ruth, by the Bishop of Bath and Wells, and Rev. J. Morison,

-v - ,D-D- » Homilies by the Rev. A. F. Muir, Rev. W. F. Adeney, Rev. W. M.

Statham, and Rev. Prof. J. Thomson. Fifth Edition. los..6d.
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Pulpit Commentary, The (Old Testament Series)—

1 and 2 Samuel, by the Very Rev. R. Payne Smith, D.D. ; Homilies by the

Rev. Donald Fraser, D.D., Rev. Prof. Chapman, Rev. B. Dale, and Rev.

G. Wood. Seventh Edition. 2 vols. 15*. each.

1 Kings, by the Rev. Joseph Hammond ; Homilies by the Rev. E. de Pressense,

D.D., Rev. J. Waite, Rev. A. Rowland, Rev. J. A. Macdonald, and Rev.

J. Urquhart. Fifth Edition. 15/.

2 Kings, by the Rev. Canon Rawlinson ; Homilies by the Rev. J. Orr, D.D.r

Rev. D. Thomas, D.D., and Rev. C. H. Irwin. i$s.

1 Chronicles, by the Rev. Prof. P. C. Barker ; Homilies by the Rev. Prof.

J. R. Thomson, Rev. R. Tuck, Rev. W. Clarkson, Rev. F. Whitfield,

and Rev. Richard Glover. Second Edition. 15j.
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Clarkson and Rev. T. Whitelaw, D.D. 15*.
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Lewis, Rev. J. A. Macdonald, Rev. A. Mackennal, Rev. W. Clark

son, Rev. F. Hastings, Rev. W. Dinwiddie, Rev. Prof. Rowlands, Rev.

G. Wood, Rev. Prof. P. C. Barker, and the Rev. J. S. Exell. Seventh

Edition. 12s. 6d.

Job, by the Rev. Canon G. Rawlinson. Homilies by the Rev. T. Whitelaw,

D.D., the Rev. Frof. E. Johnson, the Rev. Prof. W. F. Adeney, and the Rev.
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Proverbs, by the Rev. W. J. Deane and the Rev. S. T. Taylor-Taswell.

Homilies by the Rev. Prof. W. F. Adeney, the Rev. Prof. E. Johnson, and

the Rev. W. Clarkson. 15*.

Ecelesiastes and Song of Solomon, by the Rev. W. J. Deane and Rev.

Prof. R. A. Redford. Homilies by the Rev. T. Whitelaw, D.D., Rev.

B. C. Caffin, Rev. Prof. J. R. Thomson, Rev. S. Conway, Rev. D. Davies,

Rev. W. Clarkson, and Rev. J. Willcock.

Isaiah, by the Rev. Canon G. Rawlinson ; Homilies by the Rev. Prof. E.
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SMITH, EDGAR F., Electro-Chemical Analysis. With 25 Illustrations. Square

161110. y.

SMITH, H. PERCY, Glossary of Terms and Phrases. Cheap Edition. Medium

8vo. y. dd.

SMITH, HAMILTON, Hydraulics : the Flow of Water through Orifices, over Weirs,

and through open Conduits and Pipes. With 1 7 plates. Royal 4to. 30*.

SMITH, HUNTINGTON, A Century of American Literature : Benjamin Franklin-

to James Russell Lowell. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

SMITH, JAMES C., The Distribution of the Produce. Cr. 8vo. zs. dd.

SMITH, L. A., The Music Of the Waters : Sailors' Chanties and Working Songs

of the Sea. Words and Music. 8vo. 12s.

SMITH, M.. and HORNEMAN, H., Norwegian Grammar. With a Glossary for

Tourists. Post 8vo, 2s.

SMYTH, R. BROUGH, The Aborigines Of Victoria. Compiled for the Govern

ment. With Maps, Plates, and Woodcuts. 2 vols, royal 8vo. £y y.

SOPHOCLES. The Seven Plays in English Verse. Translated by Prof. Lewis

Campbell. Cr. 8vo. js. dd.

Spanish Mystics. By the Editor of 'Many Voices.' Cr.8vo.5j. *

Specimens of English Prose Style from Malory to Macaulay. Selected and

Annotated. With an Introductory Essay by George Saintsbury. Large

cr. 8vo, printed oh hand-made paper, vellum, 15*. ; parchment antique or

cloth, I2J.

SPEDDING, JAMES, Life and Times of Francis Bacon. 2 vols. Post 8vo. 2.is.

SPENCER, HERBERT, Study of Sociology. Fifteenth Edition. Cr.8vo.5j. (f-S.S.)

SPINOZA, BENEDICT DE, Ethic Demonstrated in Geometrical Order and

Divided into Five Parts, which treat (1) of God, (2) of the Nature and

Origin of the Mind, (3) of the Origin and Nature of the Affects, (4) of Human

Bondage, or of the Strength of the Affects. (5) of the Power of the Intellect,

or of Human Liberty. From the Latin by W. Hale White. Post8vo. xos. dd.

(Philosophical Library.)

SPINOZA. Life, Correspondence, and Ethics of Spinoza. By R. Willis.

8vo. 2 1 j.

SPRAGUE, CHARLES E., Handbook Of Volapuk, the International Language.

Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 5j.

STALLO, J. B., Concepts and Theories of Modern Physics. Third Edition.

Cr. 8vo. y. (I.S.S.)

STARCKE, C. N., The Primitive Family in its Origin and Development.

Cr. 8vo. 5j. (I.S.S.)

STEBBING, T. R. R., The Naturalist of Cumbrae: a True Story, being the

Life of David Robertson. Cr. 8vo. -67. ........ - - . ',
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STEELE, TH., An Eastern Love-Story : Kusa Jatakaya. Cr. 8vo. 6*.

STEPHEN, CAROLINE E., Quaker Strongholds. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 5*.

STEVENSON, W. FLEMING, Hymns for the Church and Home. 32110. u.

STEWART, BALFOUR, Conservation of Energy. With 14 Illustrations. Seventh

Edition. Cr. Svo. 5*. (f.S.S.)

STORR, F., and TURNER, H., Canterbury Chimes; or, Chaucer Tales Re-told to

Children. With 6 Illustrations from the_Ellesmere Manuscript. Third Edition.

Fcap. 8vo. Jr. 6d.

STRACHEY, Sir JOHN, India. With Map. 8vo. 15*.

^-SfRAHAN, S. A. K., Marriage and Disease. A Study of Heredity and the more

important Family Degenerations. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Stray Papers on Education, and Seenes from School Life. By B. H. Second

Edition. Sm. cr. 8vo. 3*. (xt.

STRECKER, ADOLPH, Text-book of Organie Chemistry. Edited by Prof.

Wislicenus. Translated and Edited, with Extensive Additions, by W. R.

Hodgkinson and A. J. Greenaway. Second and Cheaper Edition. 8vo.

1zs. (td.

STREET, J. C., The Hidden Way across the Threshold; or, The Mystery

which hath been Hidden for Ages and from Generations. With Plates.

Large 8vo. 15*.

STRETTON, HESBA, David Lloyd's Last Will. With 4 Illustrations. New

Edition. Royal i6mo, 2s. 6d.

Through a Needle's Eye ; a Story, With Frontispiece. Cr. 8vo. 6^f

SULLY, JAMES, Pessimism : a History and a Criticism. 8vo. 1os. 6d.

~~~~ illusions : a Psychological Study. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. Ss. (7.S.S.)

SUMNER, W. G., What Social Classes owe to Each Other. i8mo. 3*. 6d.

SWINBURNE, ALGERNON CHARLES, A Word for the Navy. (Only 250

copies printed.) Imperial l6mo. paper covers, $s.

SWINBURNE. Bibliography of A. C.Swinburne, 1857-87. Cr. 8vo. vellum gilt, 6*.

SYME, DAVID, On the Modification of Organisms. Cr. 8vo. 5*.

Representative Government. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

SYMONDS, JOHN ADDINGTON, Vagabunduli Libellus. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

SWIFT, JON., Letters and Journals. Edited by Stanley Lane-Poole. Elzevir

8vo. vellum, Js. 6d. ; parchment or cloth, 6s. (Parchment Library.)

Prose Writings. Edited by Stanley Lane-Poole. With Portrait. Elzevir

Svo. vellum, Js. 6d. ; parchment or cloth, 6s. (Parchment Library.)

TARRING, C. J., Elementary Turkish Grammar. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

' TASMA,' A Sydney Sovereign, and other Tales. Crown 8vo. cloth, 6s.

In her Earliest Youth. Cheap Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

TAYLOR, Col. MEADOWS, Seeta : a Novel. With Frontispiece. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Tippoo Sultaun : a Tale of the Mysore War. With Frontispiece. Cr. 8vo. 6j.

Ralph Darnell. With Frontispiece. Cr. 8vo. 6s. •

A Noble Queen. With Frontispiece. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

The Confessions of a Thug. With Frontispiece. Cr. 8vo. 6s. ,

Tara : a Mahratta Tale. With Frontispiece. Crown 8vo. 6r.

TAYLOR, Canon ISAAC, The Alphabet : an Account of the Origin and Develop-,

ment of Letters. With numerous Tables and Facsimiles. 2 vols. 8vo. 36J.

Leaves from an Egyptian Note-Book. Cr. 8vo. 5*.

TAYLOR, R. WHATELEY COOKE, The Modern Factory System. 8vo. 14*
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TAYLOR, Sir H., Works. 5 vols. Cr. 8vo. 301.

Philip Van Artevelde. Fcap. 8vo. 3*. 6d.

The Virgin Widow, &e. Fcap. 8vo. 3*. 6d.

The Statesman. Fcap. 8vo. y. 6d.

Technological Dictionary of the Terms employed in the Arts and Sciences

(Architecture, Engineering, Mechanics, Shipbuilding and Navigation, Metal

lurgy, Mathematics, &c), with Preface by Karl Kamarsch. Fourth Revised

Edition. 3 vols, imperial 8vo.

Vol. I. German-English-French. 12s.

Vol. II. English-German-French. 12s.

Vol. III. French-German-English. 15*.

THACKERAY, S. W., The Land and the Community. Crown 8vo. 3*. 6d.

THACKERAY, W. M., Essay on the Genius of George Cruickshank. Re

printed verbatim from the Westminster Review. With 40 Illustrations. Royal

8vo. Js. 6d.

Sultan Stork, and other Stories and Sketches, 1829-44, now first collected ; to

which is added the Bibliography of Thackeray. Large 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Theology and Piety alike Free, from the point of view of Manchester New College,

Oxford : a Contribution to its effort offered by ah Old Student. 8vo. gs.

THOM, J. HAMILTON, Laws of Life after the Mind of Christ. Two Series.

Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 7s. 6d. each.

THOMAS, E., The Numismata Orientalia. Part I. Ancient Indian Weights. With

Plate and Map of the India of Manu. Royal 4to. paper wrapper, ox 6d.

THOMPSON, A. R., Dialogues, Russian and English. Cr. 8vo. 5*.

THOMPSON, Sir H., Diet in Relation to Age and Activity. Fcp. 8vo. u. 6d.;

paper covers, is.

Modem Cremation. Second Edition, revised and enlarged. Cr. 8vo. zs. ;

paper covers, is.

Through North Wales with a Knapsack. By Four Schoolmistresses. With

a Sketch Map. Sm. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Through To-day. A Novel. Cr. 8vo. 5j.

THURSTON, Prof. R. H., History of the Growth of the Steam Engine,

With numerous Illustrations. Fourth Edition. Cr.8vo.5.r. (I.S.S.)
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TIELE, Prof. C. P., Outlines of the History of Religion to the Spread of the
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Edition. Post 8vo. Js. 6d. (Philosophical Library, and Trubner's Oriental
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History of the Egyptian and Mesopotamian Religions. Translated by

J. BallingAL. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d. (Trubner's Oriental Series.)

TIRARD, H. M. and N., Sketches from a Nile Steamer, for the use of

Travellers in Hgypt. With Map and numerous Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

TISDALL, W. ST. CLAIR, Simplified Grammar and Reading Book of the

Panjabi Language. Cr. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

TOLSTOL Count LEO, Christ's Christianity. Translated from the Russian. Large

cr. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

TORCEANU, R., Simplified Grammar of the Roumanian Language. Cr. 8vo.

5*-

TORREND, J., Comparative Grammar of the South African Bantu

Languages, comprising those of Zanzibar, Mozambique, the Zambezi, Kafir-

land, Benguela, Angola, The Congo, The Ogowe, The Cameroons, the Lake
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TOSCANI, G., Italian Conversational Course. Fourth Edition. i2mo. $s.

Italian Reading Course. Fcp. 8vo. 41. 6d.

TRANT, WILLIAM, Trade Unions : their Origin, Objects, and Efficacy. Sm. 8vo.

is. 6d. ; paper covers, iJ.

TRENCH. Letters and Memorials of Archbishop Trench. By the Author of

'Charles Lowder.' With 2 Portraits. 2 vols. 8vo. 21s.

TRENCH, Archbishop, English Past and Present. Fourteenth Edition, revised
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On the Study Of Words. Twenty-first Edition, revised. Fcp. 8vo. S*.

Notes on the Parables of Our Lord. Fourteenth Edition. 8vo. 12*. ;

Cheap Edition, 59th thousand, Js. 6d.

Notes on the Miracles of Our Lord. Twelfth Edition. 8vo. i2f. ;
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Gustavus AdolphUS in Germany, and other Lectures on the Thirty Years' War.

Third Edition, enlarged. Fcp. 8vo. 4*.
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Fcp. 8vo. y. 6d.

Remains of the late Mrs. Richard Treneh. Being Selections from her
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New and Cheaper Edition. With Portraits. 8vo. 6s.
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delivered at Queen's College, London. 2nd edition, Svo. 12*.

Poems. Tenth Edition. Fcp. 8vo. Js. 6d. Library Edition. 2 vols. sm. 8vo. io.r.

Proverbs and their Lessons. Eighth Edition, enlarged. Fcp. 8vo. 4s.
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Fcp. 8vo. 7s.
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Brief Thoughts and Meditations on some Passages in Holy Scripture.

Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 3*. 6d.

Commentary on the Epistles to the Seven Churches in Asia. Fourth

Edition, revised. 8vo. 8s. 6d.

On the Authorised Version of the New Testament. Second Edition.

8vo. Js.
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The Sermon on the Mount : an Exposition drawn from the Writings of St.
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Studies in the Gospels. Fifth Edition, revised. 8vo. IOS. 6d.
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Species. With 12 Coloured Plates. 3 vols. 8vo. £2. 12s. 6d.

TROUESSART, E. L, Microbes, Ferments, and Moulds. With 107 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 5*. (f.S.S.)

TROWBRIDGE, J. M., The Cider Maker's Handbook : a Complete Guide for
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Tyll Owlglass' Marvellous and Rare Conceits. Translated by Kenneth
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TYLOR, HUGH, The Morality of Nations. Cr. 8vo. 6*.
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Mary Xaveria Fallon. Cr. 8vo. $s.
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With 25 Illustrations. Tenth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 5*. (I.S.S.)

TYRRELL, WALTER, Nervous Exhaustion : its Causes, Outcomes, and Treatment.

Cr. 8vo. 3*.
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bulary. Post 8vo. 6s.
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VELASQUEZ and SIMONNE", New Method of Learning the Spanish
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VESCELIUS-SHELDON, LOUISE, An I.D.B. in South Africa. Illustrated.

Cr. 8vo. 7*. 6d.
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2 vols. Post 8vo. 10s.

JWGNOLI, TITO, Myth and Science : an Essay. Third Edition. With Supplemen-

"^ tary Note. Cr. 8vo. $s. (I.S.S.)
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VINCENT, FRANK, Around and About South America. Twenty Months of
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VIRGIL. The Georgics Of Virgil. Translated into English Verse by J. Rhoades.

Sm. cr. 8vo. 5*.

VOGEL, HERMANN, Chemistry of Light and Photography. With 100

Illustrations. Fifth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 5*. (I.S.S)
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Sm. cr. 8vo. 3*.

Vox Clamantis. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

WAITE, A. E., Lives of Alchemystical Philosophers. 8vo. itw. 6d.

Magical Writings of Thomas Vaughan. Sm. 4to. 10s. 6d.

Real History of the Rosicrucians. with illustrations. Cr. 8vo. js. 6d.

Mysteries Of Magic : a Digest of the Writings of Eliphas Levi. With Illustra

tions. 8vo. icw. 6d.

The Occult Sciences. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

WAKE, C. S., Serpent-Worship, and other Essays. With a chapter on Totemism.

8vo. ios. 6d.

Development of Marriage and Kinship. 8vo. iSs.

WALLACE, ALFRED RUSSELL, Miracles and Modern Spiritualism. Second

Edition. Cr. 8vo. 5j.

WALPOLE, C. G., Short History Of Ireland. With 5 Maps and Appendices.

Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. dr.

WALSHE, W. H., Dramatic Singing Physiologically Estimated. Cr. 8vo.

3*. 6d.

WALTERS, J. CUMING, In Tennyson Land : a Brief Account of the Home and
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WANKLYN, J. A., Milk Analysis : a Practical Treatise on the Examination of Milk
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S-f-

Tea, Coffee, and Cocoa : a Practical Treatise on the Analysis of Tea, Coffee,
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WANKLYN, J. A., and COOPER, W. J., Bread Analysis : a Practical Treatise

on the Examination of Flour and Bread. Cr. 8vo. Si.

Ah? Analysis : a Practical Treatise. With Appendix on Illuminating Gas. Cr.

8vo. 5.r.

WANKLYN, J. A., and CHAPMAN, E. T., Water Analysis : a Treatise on the
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8vo. 5s.

WARD, H. MARSHALL. The Oak: a Popular Introduction to Forest Botany.

Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d. (Modern Science Series. )

WARD, WILFRID, The Wish tO Believe : a Discussion concerning the Temper of
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WARD, W. G., Essays on the Philosophy of Theism. Edited, with an in

troduction, by Wilfrid Ward. 2 vols. 8vo. 2is.

WARNER, Prof. F., Physical Expression : its Modes and Principles. With 50

Illustrations. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 5*. (I.S.S.)

WARTER, J. W., An old Shropshire Oak. 4 vols. 8vo. s&r.^

WATERHOUSE, Col. J., Preparation of Drawings for Photographic

Reproduction. With Plates. Cr. 8vo. $s. *f ' *"" "

WATSON, JOHN FORBES, Index to the Native and Scientific Names of

Indian and other Eastern Economic Plants and Products. Imp.

8vo. £1, lis. 6d.

WATSON, R. G.. Spanish and Portuguese South America during the

Colonial Period. 2 vols. Post 8vo. 21s.
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WEAVER, F. W., Wells Wills. Arranged in Parishes, and Annotated. 8vo. iqt. 6d.

WEBER, A., History Of Indian Literature. From the German by J. Mann and

T. Zachariae. Second Edition. Post 8vo. los. 6d. (Triibner's Oriental

Series.)

WEDDING'S Basic Bessemer Process. Translated from the German by W. B.

Phillips and Ernst Prochaska. Roy. 8vo. lis.

WEDGWOOD, H., Dictionary of English Etymology. Fourth Edition. Revised

and Enlarged. 8vo. £i. is.

Contested Etymology in the Dictionary of the Rev. W. W. Skeat.

Cr. 8vo. 5*.

WEDGWOOD, JULIA, The Moral Ideal : an Historic Study. Second Edition.

8vo. 9J-.

WEISBACH, JULIUS, Theoretical Mechanics : a Manual of the Mechanics of

Engineering. Designed as a Text-book for Technical Schools and for the Use

of Engineers. From the German by E. B. Coxe. With 902 Woodcuts.

8vo. 3 1 s. 6d.

WELLER, E., Improved French Dictionary. Roy. 8vo. 7*. 6d.

WESTROPP, HODDER M., Primitive Symbolism as Illustrated in Phallic

Worship ; or, The Reproductive Principle. With Introduction by Major-

Gen. Forlong. 8vo. Js. 6d.

WHEELDON, J. P., Angling Resorts near London : the Thames and the Lea.

Cr. 8vo. paper covers, Is. 6d.

WHEELER, J. TALBOYS, History of India from the Earliest Ages. 8vo.
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Vol. IV., Part II., I2J.
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8vo. 1 5s.
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out of print.) Vols. II. and III. 12s. 6d. each. Vol. IV. 10s. 6d. (Trabner's

Oriental Series.)

WHIBLEY, CHAS., In Cap and Gown : Three Centuries of Cambridge Wit.

Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. Js. 6d.

WHINFIELD, E. H., The Quatrains of Omar Khayyam. The Persian Text,

with an English Verse Translation. Post 8vo. lor. 6d. ; Translation only, 5/.

( Triibner's Oriental Series. )

Masnavi I Ma'navi : the Spiritual Couplets of Maulana Jalalu-'d-Din Muhammad

I Rumi. Translated and Abridged. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d. (Triibners Oriental

Series.)

WHITAKER, FLORENCE, Christy's Inheritance : a London Story. Illustrated.

Roy. 161110, is. 6d.

WHITMAN, SIDNEY, Conventional Cant : its Results and Remedy. Cr. 8vo. &r.

WHITNEY, Prof. W. D., Life and Growth of Language. Sixth Edition.

Cr. 8vo. 5-J. (I.S.S.)

Essentials of English Grammar. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 3*. 6d.

Language and the Study of Language. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. ion. 6d.

Language and its Study. With especial Reference to the Indo-European

Family of Languages. Edited by R. Morris. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo. 5*.

Sanskrit Grammar. Including both the Classical Language and the older

Dialects of Veda and Brahmana. Second Edition. 8vo. 12s.
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WHITWORTH, G. C., Anglo-Indian Dictionary : a Glossary of Indian Terms used

in English, and of such English or other non-Indian Terms as have obtained

Special Meanings in India. 8vo. cloth, 12s.

WICKSON, E. J., California Fruits, and How to Grow Them. 8vo. i8j.

WIECHMANN, FERDINAND G., Sugar Analysis. For Refineries, Sugar-Houses,

Experimental Stations, &c. 8vo. io*. 6d.

WIGSTON, W. F. C., Francis Bacon, Poet, Prophet, Philosopher, versus

Phantom Captain Shakespeare, the Rosierucian Mask. 8vo. 15*.

WILBERFORCE. Life of Bishop Wilberforce of Oxford and Winchester.

By His Son. Cr. 8vo. oj.

WILDRIDGE, T. TYNDAL, The Dance of Death, in Painting and in Print.

With Woodcuts. Sm. 4to. y. 6d.

W1LLARD, X. A., Practical Dairy Husbandry. Complete Treatise on Dairy Farms

and Farming. Illustrated. 8vo. 15*.

Practical Butter Book. Complete Treatise on Butter Making, &c. i2mo. 5*.

WILLIAMS, S. WELLS, Syllabic Dictionary of the Chinese Language:

arranged according to the Wu-Fang Yuen Yin, with the Pronunciation of the

Characters as heard in Pekin, Canton, Amoy, and Shanghai. Third Edition.

4to. £3. 1$s.

WILLIS, R., Life, Correspondence, and Ethics of Benedict de Spinoza.

8vo. 2is.

WILSON, H. H., Rig-Veda-Sanhita : a Collection of Ancient Hindu Hymns. From

the Sanskrit. Edited by E. B. Cowell and W. F. Webster. 6 vols. 8vo.

(Vols. I. V. VI. 2is. each ; Vol. IV. 14*. ; Vols. II. and III. in sets only.)

The Megha-Duta (Cloud Messenger). Translated from the Sanskrit of Kali-

dasa. New Edition. 4to. 10s. 6d.

Essays and Lectures, chiefly on the Religion of the Hindus. Collected and

Edited by Dr. Reinhold Rost. 2 vols. 21s.

Essays, Analytical, Critical, and Philological, on Subjects connected with Sanskrit

Literature. Collected and Edited by Dr. Reinhold Rost. 3 vols. 36s.

Vishnu Purana: a System of Hindu Mythology and Tradition. From the

Original Sanskrit. Illustrated by Notes derived chiefly from other Puranas.

Edited by FitzEdward Hall. 6 vols, (including Index), £3. 4s. 6d.

Select Specimens of the Theatre of the Hindus. From the Original

Sanskrit. Third Edition. 2 vols. 2is.

WILSON, Mrs. R. F., The Christian Brothers : their Origin and Work. With

Sketch of Life of their Founder. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

Within Sound Of the Sea. With Frontispiece. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

WOLTMANN, ALFRED, and WOERMANN, KARL, History of Painting.

With numerous Illustrations. Med. 8vo. Vol. I. Painting in Antiquity and

the Middle Ages, 28*. Vol. II. The Painting of the Renascence, 42*. The two

volumes may be had bound in cloth with bevelled boards and gilt leaves, price

30s. and 45*. respectively.

WOOD, M. W., Dictionary of Volapilk : VolapUk-English and English-Volapuk.

Cr. 8vo. lor. 6d.

WOODBURY, CHAS. J., Talks with Ralph Waldo Emerson. Cr. 8vo. 5*.

WORDSWORTH Birthday Book. Edited by Adelaide and Violet Wordsworth.

32mo. 2s. ; cloth limp, is. 6d.

WORDSWORTH, Selections from. By William Knight and other Members of the

Wordsworth Society. Printed on hand-made paper. Large cr. 8vo. With

Portrait. Vellum, i^s. ; parchment, 12s. Cheap Edition, cr. 8vo. 4s. 6d.

WORSAAE, CHAMBERLAIN J. J. A., The Pre-history of the North. Based

on contemporary Memorials. Translated by H. F. Morland Simpson.

Cr. 8vo. 6s.
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WORTHAM, B. HALE, Satakas Of Bhartrihari. Translated from the Sanskrit.

Post 8vo. 5J. [Trubner's Oriental Series.)

WORTHY, CHARLES, Practical Heraldry : an Epitome of English Armoury. With

124 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. 7 .v. 6d.

WRIGHT, 0. FREDERICK, The Ice Age in North America, and its Bearing

upon the Antiquity Of Man. With Maps aDd Illustrations. 8vo. 21s.

WRIGHT, THOMAS, The Homes of other Days : a History of Domestic

Manners and Sentiments during the Middle Ages. With 350 Illustrations,

Drawn and Engraved by F. W. Fairholt. Medium 8vo. 2is.

Anglo-Saxon and Old English Vocabularies. Second Edition. Edited

by R. P. Wulcker. 2 vols. 8vo. 2is.

The Celt, the Roman, and the Saxon : a History of the Early Inhabitants

of Britain down to the Conversion of the Anglo-Saxons to Christianity. Corrected

and Enlarged Edition. With nearly 300 Engravings. Cr. 8vo. ox

Feudal Manuals Of English History. A Series of Popular Sketches of

our National History. Now first Edited from the original Manuscripts. 8vo. 15J.

WRIGHT, W., The Book of Kalilah and Dimnah. Translated from Arabic into

Syriac, with Preface and Glossary in English. 8vo. 2is.

WDRTZ, Prof., The Atomic Theory. Translated by E. Cleminshaw. Fifth

Edition. Cr. 8vo. 5*. (I.S.S.)

WYLDE, W. The Inspection Of Meat : a Guide and Instruction Book to Officers

supervising Contract Meat, and to all Sanitary Inspectors. With 32 Coloured

Plates. 8vo. Ior. 6d.\

WYNNE, FRANCES, Whisper ! Poems. Sm. cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

—Y08NG, Prof. C. A., The Sun. With Illustrations. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. Sj.

(I.S.S.)

YOUMANS, ELIZA A., First Book Of Botany. Designed to Cultivate the

Observing Powers of Children. With 300 Engravings. New and Cheaper

Edition. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.
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SHAKSPERE'S WORKS.

THE AVON EDITION,

Printed on thin opaque paper, and forming 12 handy volumes, cloth, 18x.,

or bound in 6 volumes, 155.

_ The set of 1 2 volumes may also be had in a cloth box (see Illustration),

price 21s., or bound in roan, persian, crushed persian levant, calf, or

morocco, and enclosed in an attractive leather box, at prices from 31*. 6d.

upwards.
 

THE PARCHMENT LIBRARY EDITION,

In 12 volumes elzevir 8vo., choicely printed on hand-made paper, and

bound in parchment or cloth, price ^3. 12*., or in vellum, price £4. 10s.

The set of 12 volumes may also be had in a strong cloth box, price

£3. 1p., or with an oak hanging shelf (see Illustration), £$. 18j.

 

London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner, & Co., Ltd



THE AMERICAN PATENT

REVOLVING BOOKCASE.

The Revolving Bookcase will be found a great convenience by those

who wish to have from 80 to 200 volumes accessible while seated at a

table or by the fireside. They occupy no more space than an ordinary

whatnot, and can be wheeled from one part of a room to another. They

are particularly suitable for Private Libraries, for Studies, and for the

Consulting Chambers of Barristers, Physicians, &c.

 

Size No. 1, 36 inches high.

Price from 4 Guineas.

These Bookcases are made in various sizes, 24 inches square, 36 to

59 inches high, with eight, twelve, or sixteen shelves, in ash, walnut,

mahogany, oak, and ebonised, and neatly finished so as to form hand

some pieces of furniture. A special form of Revolving Bookcase has

been designed to hold the set of 'Encyclopaedia Britannica.'

Specimens of the different sizes and woods can be seen in use at

PATERNOSTER HOUSE,

CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON.

KEGAN PAUL, TRENCH, TRUBNER, & CO., Ltd.,

SOLE AUTHORISED AGENTS.

Illustrated Price List on receipt of one Stamp.
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